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From the Vice Chancellor’s DeskFrom the Vice Chancellor’s DeskFrom the Vice Chancellor’s DeskFrom the Vice Chancellor’s DeskFrom the Vice Chancellor’s Desk

A new team of editors is presenting Bahuvachan, Pustakvarta and Hindi: language
Discourse Writing- the three magazines of Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi
Vishwavidyalaya, in their new avatars. Despite their newness the magazines also have a feel
of continuation because the new editors have tried to carry the work of their predecessors
forward. And though part of a tradition, in consonance with the temper, understanding and
commitment of its new editor each magazine is understandably bound to be different.

The Hindi public sphere loves controversies. The selection of these editors didn’t go down
well with some, and fingers were raised. I don’t feel the need for justifications because I feel
almost any name would have led to just as many objections from as many quarters. All three
editors are established figures in literature and literary journalism. The content of the first few
issues ought to be the acid test of their editorial capacities.

The awareness of my limitations has always saved me from the type of situation where people
work under the assumption that everything that happened before their arrival on the scene was
flawed, and in right earnest get busy to set things right. After a long innings in the bureaucracy
when I joined the Vishwavidyalaya I found this feeling is at work within the academic bureaucracy
too. I believe we all have history flowing within us and depending on our understanding and
our individual capabilities, we flow in it. Every once in a while a person is able to turn this flow.
It takes centuries to fashion such a person. I have no misconceptions about myself. I know if
in spite of my limitations, I am able to make a meaningful intervention in language, literature and
time, it will have been possible due to the tradition that my two predecessors- Sri Ashok
Vajpayee and Sri Gopinathan have worked so hard to establish.

My effort will be to help the magazines of the Vishwavidyalaya evolve as a democratic forum
for discourse and creativity. People who know me closely know I am an atheist who believes
in scientific consciousness. They also know I do not have a problem with the theism that
permeates our milieu. As we discussed various issues my lone request to the editors was, like
the Vishwavidyalaya itself its magazines too must represent the Hindi public sphere in all its
diversity. I am happy to share this with you that the editors graciously accepted my suggestion:
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the content of all three magazines will prove that the Hindi public sphere is represented here in
all its creativity and multiplicity. One change the readers are bound to note in Bahuvachan,
Pustakvarta and Hindi: Language Discourse Writing is, they do not have the Vice
Chancellor’s name as Chief Editor. The reason behind this is my firm belief that magazine
editors ought to have full autonomy. Hence, no Chief Editor for Bahuvachan, Pustakvarta
and Hindi: Language Discourse Writing.

In the past three decades the Hindi public sphere has diverted from its liberal traditions and has
shown a marked inclination for fundamentalism, intolerance and the unscientific. Addressing a
university audience, Edward Said had once underlined the struggle against these tendencies as
a necessary condition for the existence of a university. I have a similar dream for Mahatma
Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya, that it should develop into an institution that has
no space for fundamentalism, that it may encourage in people connected with it respect for
democracy, secularism and scientific temper.

This conviction of mine led, some months ago, to a five day series of symposia Hindi Samaya
where almost/ more than 400 Hindi writers, academics, journalists, activists and personalities
from the world of theatre and cinema made a serious effort to understand the changing reality
of the Hindi public sphere over the past century. Undoubtedly it was a fantastic experience for
the students and teachers of the Vishwavidyalaya, it also enriched the participants. Divided
into almost 25 sessions, the discourse saw spirited discussions on the many issues related to
literature, society and language; the core learning to evolve out of the exercise was the firm
understanding that if it is to have a meaningful future, Hindi must be more democratic.

In the coming days the Vishwavidyalaya will make a concerted effort to further this understanding.
As a first step we are starting a new course in Hindustani from the next session. As is to be
expected, the discussions did have their fair share of heat and yet the formulations derived
from these discussions are going to be crucial. In the coming years, no discussion in the Hindi
public sphere will be deemed complete unless they are centered on these formulations. Soon
the Vishwavidyalaya will publish books centered on these discourses.

Vibhuti Narain RaiVibhuti Narain RaiVibhuti Narain RaiVibhuti Narain RaiVibhuti Narain Rai
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Editor's Note

In present time and age Hindi has acquired a new significance. It is expressing a confidence of
conivction and a quiet arrogance that relates to a newfound awareness of its rank among world
languages. When English has overtaken schools and colleges, offices and academies, stock-
markets and consumer bazaars, Hindi comes out of its shell to build inroads into an ''angrezi''
world through history and culture, arts and crafts, literature and thought, philosophy and religion. In
one word we can say Hindi through English is world in a fistful.

The myth of re-incarnation holds good in the life cycle of a journal for it can be born again. Hindi
the quarterly is back. Having taken a galloping start in the year 2000, it promised to take Hindi
round the world. At some point of time it lost its track.  Today, at its relaunch we can hope the
Obama way, 'we will rebuild, we will recover'. Hindi is not simply a language but a rich literary
heritage that reaches out to the phenomenon of modernisation as can be seen in a study of
contemporary literature.

In this issue we have Kunwar Narain in Focus. The Bharatiya Jnanpith laureate is at once classi-
cal and contemporary in his long and short poems. According to our reviewer Dinesh Kumar
Shukla, Kunwar Narain's latest poetic work 'Vajashrava ke bahane' is upanishadic in essence and
epic in its composition. His shorter poems evince varied responses of a reflective mind,

' the market is such a place
where I have always found
a loneliness that I
did not find in the vastest of jungles'.

He speaks to poet Anamika about his attitude towards life and art along with his unique experi-
ence of creativity. Other poets Vishnu Khare and Rajesh Joshi provide the spring board to reach
out to their originality of expression. It is equally interesting to know Apurva Narain's approach to
his papa poet because he eyes this duality his own way.

Ramvilas Sharma's collective body of scholarly work is voluminous and varied. His thought proc-
ess holds many surprises that urge his successor critic Namvar Singh to hold him in an intellec-
tual encounter. We gained access to this rare conversation through editor Tadbhav, Akhilesh.

A very prominent poet and professor of Hindi, Kedarnath Singh had delivered a lecture on Suryakant
Tripathi Nirala at Allahabad University. We carry its translation.

The post sixties in Hindi has been a prolific period for creative writing, experimentation, reality
bytes and realism. It generated a number of movements that brought forth many brilliant writers at
work. To name a few, Dudhnath Singh, Gyanranjan, Kashinath Singh, Ganga Prasad Vimal and
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Ravindra Kalia brought to Hindi short fiction an
energy and insight that was missing earlier.
Though good friends, each one had a distinct
style and art of narration. The predominant mood
of the post sixties was shared by them. Like
Orhan Pamuk they had this sense of otherness,
a melancholy feeling that they don't belong to
their immediate environment. Protest, discon-
tent and disillusionment were the dominant fea-
tures of this era. We have short stories by Chitra
Mudgal and Sudha Arora, also post-sixties' writ-
ers who experimented with different shades of
reality. Mridula Garg, a senior novelist and short
story writer chooses to analyse feminist dis-
course with reference to Premchand.

Younger poet and historian, Badrinarayan has
been touring parts of rural India in connection
with his study on polarisation of culture by po-
litical parties and he writes for us on fascinating
Hindutva.

Govind Mishra is a seasoned writer with a Sahitya
Akademi award for his novel 'Kohre mein kaid
rang'. He translates a few pages of his forth-
coming novel 'dhool paudhon par'.

Pankaj Rag has been tracing the tradition of
Hindi film music for quite some time and he
writes about its development since the days of
'Alamara'. Pankaj is deep into his subject both
as passion and vocation.

Language forms an important subject in the
world. Some languages are developing into glo-
bal spanners while others are fast receding into
oblivion. They are losing their vocabulary and
vitality. The recently released 'Atlas of world lan-
guages in danger of disappearing' by UNESCO
points out to about 2500 languages on the brink
of death.

Anvita Abbi is an academic authority on linguis-
tics and for the past many years she has been
working on a dictionary of the Great
Andamanese. It is curious to note that not only
these tribal groups but their lexical stock is also

dwindling phase by phase. She has written es-
pecially at our request.

Actually speaking Hindi has such a vast reper-
toire of literary works in all forms, it is well nigh
impossible to capsule it in a few pages. Added
to this is the reluctance of the Hindi writer to be
translated into any other language including
English. Hindi writers are content with the atten-
tion and feedback of their own language group
which is definitely extra plus in magnitude. In
fact writers of other Indian languages make ef-
forts to get translated and introduced in Hindi.
As a result, the dynamics of Hindi never crosses
its threshhold. In the expanding world of letters,
the Hindi writer will have to shed his reluctance
to talk to a larger readership.

Translations are best when nearest to the text
and worst when they appear like conversation
through an interpreter. Orhan Pamuk feels '
translation is a very troubling, damning aspect
of my life'. Our translators have spared no effort
to come close to essences. We thank S.S.
Toshkhani, Ravi Nandan Sinha, Madhu B. Joshi,
Charles T. Dent, K.B. Vaid, Deepa Agarwal and
others, for doing their work professionally as well
as enjoyingly.

The journal's baton has passed on from Ashok
Vajpeyi and G.Gopinathan to Vibhuti Narayan
Rai. This writer vice-chancellor has reposed his
faith in a few slumdog editors. Here's hoping we
can make a Danny Boyle out of him.

We present the current issue. It is not ideal, it
is real.
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THE ARYANS WERE NOT A

MONOLITHIC ENTITY IN INDIA
Dr. Namvar Singh in conversation with
Dr. Ramvilas Sharma

Translated by

Dr. S.S. Toshkhani

Dr. Ramvilas Sharma and Dr. Namvar Singh are two towering
personalities of Indian literature. Both have created a wonderful
world of discussion and dialogue in the spheres of criticism
and literary thought. Dr. Namvar Singh had a stimulating
conversation with Dr. Ramvilas Sharma centred on his later
writings. This interview offers answers to many questions related
to issues like Aryan culture, the Hindi speaking community, Sangh
Parivar’s cultural nationalism, the role of tribal languages,
unexplored aspects of the Harappan culture, the future of Marxist
ideology, American capital investment and revolution and so
on. It is also reflective of new directions of thinking. The noted
poet Manglesh Dabral was also present in this interview. It was
through his good office that we were able to procure the cassettes
of this historical interview, for which we are indebted to him.
We are also grateful to Achyutanandji who actually anchored

the interview.

Today it is a very auspicious day for me. It is my good fortune
that after a long time I have got an opportunity to see you,
hear you and talk to you. You have granted the permission and

I do not have the words to express my gratitude for it.

Let such auspicious days be repeated.

C
on

ve
rs

at
io

n
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How generous of you. We too wish

we enter 2001 talking like this and see

you like this for years to come in the

21st century as well.

Thanks.

Dr. Sharma, this is the time when the
20th century is coming to an end. You
have not only seen this century for
about eighty years but also contributed
to giving it a shape with your pen-
performance. We have very few such
people left amidst us today.  I would,
therefore, like to say something to you
about this long experience, but before
that let us start from the decade beginning
from 1990. In this decade four important
works of yours like ‘Itihas Darshan’
(‘A Vision of History’), ‘Bhartiya Sahitya
ki Bhumika’ (‘An Introduction to Indian
Literature’), ‘Pashchim Asia aur Rigved’
(‘West Asia and the Rigveda’) and
‘Bhartiya Navajagran aur Europe’ (‘The
Indian Renaissance and Europe’) have
appeared. Two more have been
announced –‘Bhartiya Sanskriti aur Hindi
Pradesh’ (‘Indian Culture and the Hindi
Region’) is being composed and is likely
to roll out any time in near future.
The second is related to your work
on aesthetics and is centred on Tulsidas.
Considering this, the nineties can be
regarded as a unique and wonderful
decade so far as your writing is
concerned. Therefore, starting from this
decade we shall gradually go back in
time to the past and then have a look
at the future also. So, should we begin

with your permission?

Let me add one thing more, another book,

‘Gandhi, Ambedkar, Lohia and the

Problems of History’, has been completed.

Completed, so far as I am concerned.

When the entire matter will be transcribed

from the cassette and when it will be

printed depends on the publishers, Vani

Prakashan.

So it has been such a creative year
for you– at this age. It’s really amazing.
And in this backdrop, as I said, three
or four books, whose names I mentioned,
have been  published earlier in this
decade, centred on, or should we say
their point of departure is, mainly the
Rig Veda and the Aryan problem. We
see that there are several intellectual
and cultural organizations run by what
we call the Sangh Parivar, such as
Baba Saheb Amte Memorial Committee,
Dindayal Upadhyay Committee, there
is a magazine named ‘Manthan’, there
are other magazines also, and along
with these there are Prof. B.B. Lal,
Prof. S.V. Gupta etc., some of them
being associated with archaeology, some
with history. All of them have one common
objective which they call  cultural
nationalism. Exactly parallel to it, your
area of thinking has almost the same
problem in the nineties. The Aryans are
inhabitants of this country. There is
no difference between the Harappan
civilization and the Rig Vedic civilization.
It is the same Aryan civilization whether
in the form of the Rig Veda or in the
form of the town civilization, the so-
called town civilization, of Harappa.
All these things are being said by the
Sangh Parivar organizations also. On
behalf of the people of my own generation
and also on behalf of the youth I would
like to know that how is it that your
agenda and the agenda of those people
who demolished the Babri Mosque
appears to be the same. Is it a mere
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coincidence? Or is there any link between
the two? This is what we would like
to know from you– we who look to

you as our guide.

When Hitler was on the rise, didn’t he

gain popularity among the people by

referring to German culture?  Didn’t

Dimitrov while writing against Hitler point

out that the German communists did not

study their culture the way they should

have, thus giving Nazis the opportunity

to mislead people by distorting that

culture?  If you have to fight fascism

then it becomes necessary that you should

pay attention to culture. In this regard

the situation is that the Communist Party,

whether it is the Communist Party of

India or the CPM, do they ever discuss

culture in the congresses they hold?  What

attitude we should adopt towards history,

have they ever paid any attention to

that? In a country like India, how does

the Left hope to take on the RSS without

studying their own culture?  This is only

the background.  Now let me tell you

the difference that is there between their

viewpoint and my viewpoint– all our

capitalist historians and our Marxist

historians assume the Aryans to have

been a monolithic entity. Did the Aryans

migrate into India or not, is the question

they ask. What I have to say in this

regard is that in India the Aryans did

not have a monolithic entity.  The Indian

society, or for that matter any society

in the world, was never organized on

the basis of race. All your historical

linguistics works on the Dravidian family

on the basis of race, works on the

European family on the basis of race.

They think that a linguistic family evolves

out of nothing and does not have any

contact with other linguistic families.

Therefore it is beyond their imagination

that there can be Dravidian elements

in an Aryan language. There are Dravidian

elements in Aryan languages because the

Aryans conquered the Dravidians. But

that there can be Dravidian elements

in the Greek language; there can be

Dravidian elements in Persian language–

this is something beyond their imagination.

Many people have worked on this subject.

They have worked apart from me, but

nobody has paid any attention to it.

Dr. Sharma / Dr. Sahib…

One minute, let me finish… In my book

‘Bhasha aur Samaj’ (‘Language and

Society’), published in 1961, I refuted

that from one original language other

languages are evolved. I refuted that

from a primal Indo-European language,

European and Indian languages have

evolved. The notion of one primal

language is something that the Hindu

nationalists have, or the capitalist, the

so-called scientific, thinkers.  I talk of

tribal/clan languages. Here we had the

Magadh clan/tribe, the Puru clan/tribe,
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the Panchal clan/tribe.  Those who have

written on culture hold that the Sanskrit

language had its centre earlier in the

Saraswat region, and then its centre

shifted to Kurukshetra, to the south, to

the Kanyakubja region. Why it shifted,

for that they give no reason. Satvalekar

has written that after Rig Veda the Bharats

disappear from history.  He gives no

reason for that. I’ll tell you the reason;

the Bharats fled from the Saraswat region

because of the deluge. It was Bhagvan

Singh who wrote this before me. I have

supported him.

Well, all this is written in your books
and I believe this interview of ours
is going to be published. People will
read it. Most of them, who revere you,
people like us, will read these facts.
So let us come to the main issue, as
we have digressed a bit too much. The
question is, where did the Aryans come
from or where did they go to from
here? Were they the original inhabitants
of this place? Or were they not? The
Sangh people I referred to have said
in the research journal named ‘Manthan’
that this is not just a matter of academic
interest.  But it has response bearing
on contemporary Indian politics.  They
say clearly that it  has political
implications.  What it implies is called
xenophobia in English.  What I mean
to say is that those who are descendents
of the Aryans are of this country. If
people who are from our own country
are Indians, then those who are foreign
elements — our enemies –for them we
should entertain a feeling of hatred,
of fear. That is why I said that the

politics that emerges from cultural
nationalism culminates in the destruction
of the Babri Mosque. But here I would
also like to say that there are Marxist
historians like Ramsharan Sharma, and
also many others, who have been thinking
about the problem of whether the Aryans
were outsiders or original inhabitants.
You have all these references before
you and you needn’t be told that even
among the Indologists or archaeologists
in the western countries there are many
who believe that the Aryans belonged
to this very country. But from this belief
two kinds of politics emerge. One is
that the Aryans are outsiders.  It is
on the basis of this that the British
construed that the Aryans came from
outside and conquered; “we too came
from outside and defeated you so we
have right to be here”.  This is colonial
politics.  As against this another kind
of politics that emerges is that if we
consider the Aryans as belonging to
this place, then those who are outsiders
– who came from outside must be
hounded out. They are enemies. So if
your contention, wherever it occurs in
your works, that the Aryans are original
inhabitants of India is accepted, it should
be made clear from your side that your
works do not support the kind of politics
that emerges from that. That kind of

politics should be unequivocally refuted.

What is the basic objective and also how

should Hindu nationalism be combated?

For Hindu nationalism the Vedic language

is the original language. All Indian

languages have evolved from it. If not

all Indian languages, Indo-Aryan

languages surely have.  Historical

linguistics also says the same thing.
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Capitalist linguistics and the linguistics

of those who support the Hindutva

ideology, both say that all Indian

languages have evolved from the Vedic

language.  I come with the idea of tribal

languages and say that the tribal languages

have a variety of word stocks, a variety

of grammars. And Indo-Aryan languages

have not evolved from any single primal

language. Therefore you cannot say that

the Vedic culture is Hindu culture. In

Marathi there are three genders, in Bengali

there is none and yet both the languages

have evolved from Sanskrit– this is what

you can accept, I cannot.  Therefore,

in order to fight Hindu culture, attention

must be focused on the social organization

that you have– the tribes, the castes,

the nationalities. The Islamic

fundamentalists are opposed to

nationalities; the Hindu fundamentalists

are opposed to the nationalities.  And

which communist party supports the unity

of the Hindi region?  I do. For them

the Hindi speaking community does not

exist. Until you take the nationalities,

the social organization with you, you

cannot combat Hindu nationalism and

its anarchy. Till then Indian culture will

be Hindu culture, it will not be the ancient

culture of the Hindi region, it will not

be the ancient culture of Kashmir, it

will not be the ancient culture of Bengal

or Maharashtra.  I have revealed in the

field of historical linguistics that you

can identify the features of the ancient

tribal languages in Sanskrit, in the Rig

Veda. You can identify the features of

the developed forms of those languages

in our languages of today. You talk of

a common ground, you talk of Aryan

invasion, have you ever considered how

much advantage the British have taken

of all  this? The movement that

Ramaswami Naikar launched was entirely

directed against the north Indians and

it was based on the contention that the

Aryans came from outside and enslaved

the Dravidians and destroyed the

Dravidian civilization. Deviprasad

Chattopadhyay too has written something

about the Dravidian civilization, assuming

that the Harappan civilization was

Dravidian civilization and that the Aryans

came and destroyed it. Actually it was

Wheeler who said this, but Wheeler took

his words back and Deviprasad

Chattopadhayay criticised him, saying

that he was afraid and so he took back

what was the right view.  This means

unless you show the Aryans conquering

the Dravidians, linguistics cannot

develop, historiography cannot develop.

This not only started the Aryan-Dravidian

conflict, it also led to the Shudra-Brahmin

conflict.  Aryans turned the Dravidians

into Shudras, turned the aborigines into

Shudras, enslaved them, established the

caste system.  Therefore so much was

said to oppose Aryanism. Although Marx
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has written that caste system was

prevalent not only here but outside also,

but instead of analyzing the caste system,

Aryanism was opposed. That is to say,

the Aryans invaded India and conquered

India. Feudalism takes advantage of this,

imperialism takes advantage of this. When

I refute this notion, you think that I

am supporting Hindu nationalism.

I do not say that I think so. What
I am saying is that if we regard the
Aryans as the original inhabitants then
along with it we will also regard the
language of the Aryan family and even
Sanskrit as the original language of
this place. The consequences as you
must have seen were that in Tamilnadu
prayers were said in the temples in
Sanskrit, but they said prayers should

be said in Tamil…

It is good that they have done so. I

say prayers must be said in Hindi, not

in Sanskrit.

What I am saying is just this that
that Aryans are original inhabitants of
this place and so are the Tamil-speaking
people, the Dravidians, and not just
they but also the several aborigine tribes
of this place about whom you have
written in your book ‘Prachin Bharatiya
Bhasha Parivar aur Hindi’ (‘Ancient
Indian Languages and Hindi’). Some
of them claim that they are the original
people. Since all of them are there,
to prove that Aryans alone are the
aborigines, the original people, does not

solve the problem.

It does solve the problem in this way

that the Aryan language is influenced

by the Munda family of languages. Isn’t

it so? That there are elements of Munda

in the Vedic language was pointed out

first by me. Use of dual number is a

characteristic of Munda. In Greek

language the dual number is much used.

It is from them (Munda group of

languages) that they learnt the use of

dual number.  Sentence construction

begins there with the verb. This was

a characteristic of the Munda language.

Later sentence formation began with the

subject.  All these things have been written

by me.  Ignoring all this, what you are

focusing your attention on is that the

Aryans came from outside and that to

say they are original inhabitants of this

country is tantamount to Hindu

nationalism, I am opposed to this.

OK, let you be opposed to it, but I
am not speaking on that.  What I am
saying is that the politics that emerges
from saying that the Aryans came from

outside is politics of the second kind.

My reply to this would be that the Aryans

alone were not the original inhabitants.

The Mundas were also original

inhabitants. That’s what I have proved

in ‘Ancient Linguistic Families of India

and Hindi’.

 Now I would like to say another thing.
These Hindu nationalism guys, in their
rule the Hindi speaking region is being
further divided into three parts, but not
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in other regions of the country.  For
a long time you have been talking of
a fully organized Hindi nation, now there
is talk of breaking that very Hindi region
into parts as Uttaranchal, Vananchal
and Chhattisgarh. And this is being done
in the name of democracy as necessary

for their autonomy and identity.

That’s natural for them, because they

are disintegrators, they do not understand

the importance of nationality/

community.  For them only Indian culture

exists, not community culture.  That

is why I talk of tribal languages, of tribes.

That is why I am opposed to the idea

of the evolution of all the Dravidian

languages, of Hindi and other languages

from a primal language.

Dr. Sharma, Hindu nationalists,
intellectuals of the Sangh Parivar, have
started implementing their agenda.
Presently, there is a good discussion
going on at the Indian Council of Historical
Research.  They are talking of re-writing
history. In fact, cultural nationalism has
a long programme which includes
changing the educational policy, rewriting
history etc. as its main feature. People
feel that for all these things these people
find support in your books, even though
indirect.   On the other hand there
are historians and archeologists who
oppose this, who confront the Sangh
parivar. Why don’t you stand with those

historians?

Do these people accept the existence

of the Hindi community? From the Rig

Veda to Kalidas to Nirala the entire

literary wealth, the whole produce,

belongs to the Hindi belt– do they accept

this?  Does Ramsharan Sharma’s book

‘Arya Sanskriti ki Khoj’ (‘Discovery of

Aryan Culture’) mention the name of

the Bharats anywhere? That there was

a tribe/clan called Bharat— has he

accepted that anywhere?  Tribes and

the clans that flourished after these

tribes– does he have their map anywhere

in his brain? There is a common ground

between these and the supporters of Hindu

Rashtra– rejection of the tribes.  They

do talk about Aryans coming from outside

and settling inside, but the tribes into

which the Aryans were divided– Aryans

is the name we give to different tribes

but their culture and languages were

different, they warred with each other—

do they write about that anywhere? They

don’t. But I write.

But Sir, that’s not the issue we are

discussing…

The issue under discussion is that

whatever I write, the Hindu nationalists

take advantage of that, directly or

indirectly. Isn’t that what you want say?

It is.

And what I have to say is that whatever

I am writing is exactly the opposite of

Hindu nationalism. If you don’t

understand that, what can I do?

Look Sir, this is not what I am saying,
can never say that you will ever “do”
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that. I am only saying that the politics

that emerges from your books…

I have told you whatever I had to say.

For them there is Hindu unity, for them

there is a monolithic entity called the

Aryans, for me Aryans are no monolithic

entity. These are fundamental differences.

For them the Aryans lived in India, for

me too the Aryans lived in India.  But

along with the Aryans the Mundas also

lived here, the Dravidians also lived here.

People speaking other languages also lived

here. They do not talk about them, I

do. I have written a book on it in three

volumes.  If you do not see all this

and draw your conclusions considering

only the statement that Aryans lived in

India, what can I do?

All right, let me say one thing more.

One thing that Marx wrote was that “our

religions” and “our languages” came to

Europe from India.  He said this in 1853

also. So, in the 19th century until

imperialism got organized many people

in Germany believed that the linguistic

element came to Europe from India.

Well Dr. Sharma / Dr. Sahib, along
with this, let this issue also get clarified,
because I had not raised the issue related
to the Aryans alone. The question I
had raised was whether the Harappan
culture and Aryan culture are one and

the same.

I do not say that both are the same.

In ‘Bhartiya Sanskrti aur Hindi Pradesh’

(’Indian Culture and the Hindi Region’),

I have made it amply clear that it is

the culture of the Magadh people.  The

Magadhas remained outside the periphery

of the attention of the historians. My

point is, where did the Aryan language

names, found in the Vedas, come from?

In the Vedas surya (the sun), has been

called yash.  Where from did this ‘sh’

come?  And it has not come at one

place but at fifty places. This is one

proof of the Magadhas having come from

outside. And these Magadh people worked

here as priests.  The word ‘magic’ is

derived from ‘mag’.  All the kings who

had migrated from the time of Jesus

Christ had gone via Iran.  And these

Magadh people were initiated into magic

and incantation from very early times.

I have said that the people who have

been condemned as shishna deva (phallus

worshipers) were the Magadhas. I have

also said that the story of Ramayana

is basically the story of war between

the Magadh and the Kosal clans. This

habitat of ours extends from Balia to

Mithila.  What the poets of Kosal did

was that in their war with the Magadhas

they made everyone a demon.  They

turned the war between the Kosals and

the Magadhas into a war between human

beings and demons. The vanars (monkeys)

too were the people of Magadh. When

Sugriva sends his message to Ravana,

he calls him his brother.  Their features
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as described in Valimiki’s Ramayana are

also similar. In the Mahabharata, war

does not take place in this manner between

human beings and demons, but between

human beings themselves.

Dr. Sharma/Dr. Sahib, I am glad to
know that you are writing in detail
about Magadh in your book. What is
amusing is that you yourself are pro-
Kosal as you hail from Kosal and about
Rahulji, who belonged to Magadh… you
have written that his love for the Bhojpuri
language is misleading. So, there were
wars between the two. The question
is whether these Magadh people are

from Harappa or from elsewhere.

I believe that these Magadhas belonged

to Maharashtra. The earlier form of ‘Maya’

is ‘mara’. These architects were all from

Magadh.

They have no connection with Harappa?

The architectural art that developed in

Harappa is a gift from the Magadhas.

The wonder that we see in Lanka is a

gift from the Magadhas.

So that is  the way  you want to
somehow subsume the Harappan culture
which till now was regarded as different–
a matriarchal, town culture– in the Rig
Veda. This is the difficulty. The whole

dispute is about this.

The language of the Magadhas is different

from the language of the Aryans and

till thousands of years before the Rig

Veda these languages were in contact

with one another. Let me ask you a

question– ‘Ramasya’ coming after ‘Rama’

has dental ‘s ’ and ‘Ramashcha’  coming

after ‘Ramah’ has ‘ch’ which has become

palatal ‘sh’. Why is there this change

in sandhi (euphonic junction)? Tell me

the reason for this.

You tell me. I am the one who asked
the question. I have come here to ask

questions, not to give answers.

I’ll tell you.  In Mricchakatika there

is a famous character Shakaar— he always

pronounces dental ‘s’ as ‘sh’. This influence

can be seen in the Bengalis who pronounce

‘sandhya’ as ‘shondhya’. This is due to

the influence of the Magadhans…

Dr. Sharma/Dr. Sahib, I am an up-
to-date student of linguistics, but this
is something more than I can stomach.
According to the rule of Sandhi the dental
‘t’ sound comes after Visarga.  ‘Ch’
is a relatively retroflex sound, therefore
’s’ before ’ch’ may become ‘sh’, but
it also becomes ‘r’ in some cases.    In
some cases only the Visarga is preserved.
Therefore I cannot follow what you
say.  May be what you say is correct.
I will ponder over it later. Right now
I would rather talk about the main
subject. And the main subject is that
so far it was believed that the Harappan
culture is older, that archaeology confirms
it to be older, than the Rig Veda.  In
this context it has also been assumed
that there was a war and the Aryans
came and killed, that is why some
skeletons have been found. Later, it
was said that this was not the case.
The Aryan migration is true, but the
merit or demerit of destroying the
Harappan culture does not go to them.
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But the Harappan civilization is older
and Rig Vedic civilization came later.
Now an attempt is being made to
appropriate it and to prove that the
Rig Vedic period is thousands of years
older than Harappan culture…

Manglesh Dabral : I would like to
add one thing. There are profuse
archaeological evidences of the Harappan
culture, but the Vedic culture was older—
there are many literary evidences of
this,  but perhaps there is no

archaeological evidence.

You have asked a very good question.

Had the Vedic civilization been of a later

period, you would have many

archaeological evidences of it. The

Harappan civilization is older and you

have many archaeological evidences of

it and the Vedic civilization is of a later

period and you have no archaeological

evidence of it, how surprising it is. The

reason is that it was much older…

Manglesh Dabral : How to reach a

conclusion?

Focus on the river Saraswati and whatever

has been written on Saraswati match that

with the Rig Veda. In the Rig Veda there

are numerous references to Saraswati.

Not in the Rig Veda alone, but in the

Yajur Veda as well. It has been mentioned

that many rivers flow into the Saraswati.

That one should rely more on monuments

than on literature is of course right. But

monuments are made by man and at

many times they are made by nature

also. The Saraswati is a monument made

by nature. In the Rig Veda it is full

of water and is empty towards the end

of the Harappan period. This can be

helpful in understanding the difference

in time.

Manglesh Dabral : The Aryans may have
come from outside or may have belonged
to this very place, but the repressive
system of governance they created, the
caste system they created, the four castes
they created, I think the real question

pertains to that.

There is no caste system in the Rig Veda.

You have written that it began in the
later period.

Yes, it is in the tenth mandala that
the Brahmans are (shown to have
been) born from the mouth of Brahma
and the Shudras from the feet.  The
word Shudra occurs in the Rig Veda
only once.  Many people think that
this portion was composed later.

(It appears that after this the interview
could not be recorded on the cassette
for some time. But from what was
said later it appears that the subject
of the conversation changed from the
Rig Veda, the coming of the Aryans
and the Vedic culture and centred on

the caste system– editor, Tadbhav.)

The struggle that took place in Telengana

was based on caste and community.  Why

do you forget the tradition of peasant

organizations that you have had in your

place?

I am not forgetting it at all.
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Was the struggle in that tradition based

on caste, tell me?

Why doesn’t anybody go to Andhra
today and launch a similar struggle?

Why isn’t Telengana repeated?

It isn’t repeated because the Indian

communist movement has forgotten

revolution.

The circumstances have changed, Dr.
Sharma/Dr. Sahib. You don’t look at
the reality and talk about Communist
movement. Circumstances in India have
changed so fast in the last fifty years
that you can’t repeat Telangana. The
Naxalites are still fighting in Telengana,
and you know in what condition they

are.

The only change that has taken place

is that the Soviet Union has disintegrated

and the Communists are demoralized.

They think that when such a big socialist

state has disintegrated then socialism has

no future and capitalism is invincible,

America is invincible. This is what people

are having in their minds. You see,

capitalism backs feudalism. There was

a revolution in China, America instigated

landlords against it, gave support to them.

In Cuba, in Vietnam, in Nicaragua, in

Pakistan American imperialism is the

greatest supporter of landlords. This is

the reality. Within this reality you are

studying the caste system and rejecting

the actual truth.

Mangalesh Dabral : Dr. Sharma/Dr.

Sahib, in the meanwhile a new reality
has emerged before us. How do we

recognize that reality?

The new reality is that American

imperialism is the lone superpower and

this superpower is supporting feudalism

everywhere.  All reactionary forces,

whether they are Muslim fundamentalists

or Hindu fundamentalists, are supported

by America. This is a reality and within

this reality class struggle takes place,

isn’t it surprising?

Dr. Namvar Singh : Dr. Sharma/Dr.
Sahib, here is what clearly sets you
apart from Hindu nationalism, because
despite talking of Swadeshi, Hindu
nationalism is opening as many doors
in the economic system for American

investment as it can.

One should learn from this, and not go

by what RSS says.  Attention should

be paid to what it does.  That is why

attention should not be paid to what

they say about the Aryans. There are

Indian cultures, languages, cultures of

different nationalities; one should talk

about their opposition to it. They are

opposed to the current of Sant literature.

For them there is nothing but decline

to be seen after Sanskrit. It would be

good if there were no Hindi, no Bengali,

no Tamil, only Sanskrit would be spoken

throughout India. This is what their

viewpoint is. The Aryans did not come

from outside, they lived in India, they
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say all this is just for the sake of saying.

The conclusions drawn from it are totally

different.  Likewise, we should not be

opposed to Swadeshi, but present the

real face of Swadeshi. We should say

that by inviting foreign capital in the

name of Swadeshi, you have proved

yourself to be worse than Congress.

One thing more. This Hindu nationalism
is male dominated. The whole tradition
appears to be like that. You have been
so respectful towards women. It’s a
personal matter… but I have seen how
much you respected Bhuvan and Vijay’s
mother.  But in your entire thinking
we find very little on the problem of

women.

There is one full chapter on this in the

book on Lohia.

But we want to hear more about it
from you. This is a thing that sets

you apart from Hindu nationalism.

First of all I must say that my conception

of women’s development is different from

the conceptions that people have about

it.  The period of tribal societies has

lasted for thousands of years, but people

hardly imagine this. The period of

primitive communism has been thousands

of years long.  The caste system is only

two thousand years old.  We have

forgotten the tribal culture of thousands

of years.   Woman enjoyed freedom in

that culture. Even today woman is free

in different states as for instance in Kerala

where remnants of matriarchal society

still survive.  There she is freer.  Where

feudalism was less dominant there too

she is free, as in Mithila and the Bhojpuri

region. The Bhojpuri woman has been

freer than the Mithila woman. As

compared to the Kashmiri woman the

Punjabi woman is more domineering. And

the Maharashtrian woman is almost as

strong as man. It must be borne in mind

that development has been uneven in

India. Therefore it is not correct to say

that woman has been a slave everywhere.

Feudalism enslaved woman, therefore it

is our duty to fight feudalism. To fight

feudalism it is not necessary to oppose

the Brahmin alone.  The landlord and

the priest both were patronized by

imperialism; therefore imperialism must

be opposed, as happened in the Marxist

countries, in the Soviet Union. Woman

can’t be free without social revolution.

The basic problem is that of property.

If woman posseses the right to property,

the problem will be solved. I am also

opposed to reservation for women. I say

that by reservation you are preventing

social revolution.  You don’t have the

courage to bring about social revolution,

therefore you are offering reservation.

Bring about a revolution that will spread

literacy, ensure there is natural

distribution of wealth, open competitions

in which women and Dalits get an
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opportunity to come forward. You cannot

create such circumstances therefore you

seek refuge in reservation.

Is that why you called Mataji– Vijay’s

mother– ‘Malikin’?

That was the name given to her by my

brother. In fact, she also called me ‘Malik’.

You have written that literature of this
age of imperialism, in particular post-
World-II literature is decadent. I was
surprised to read this because in this
very age great literature has been written
in imperialist countries and in their victim
countries. There has been Bertolt Brecht,
there has been Pablo Neruda.  There
has been a novelist like Garcia Marquez.
In our own country too when in this
very age there is a litterateur like you,
there have been poets like Muktibodh,
Nagarjun, Kedar Nath Agrawal, Raghuvir
Sahay, all anti-establishment, most of
them Marxists, who are writing well,
why do you have such a negative attitude,

this is what we would like to know.

I have written on Kedar Nath Agrawal,

I have written on Nagarjun, I have written

on Muktibodh, I have written on

Trilochan. How much have you written

on Trilochan, how much have you written

on Nagarjun, how much have you written

on Kedar Nath Agrawal?  You too are

there; every job is not my responsibility.

I am writing on the Rig Veda, you

are not writing on the Rig Veda.

I am writing on two thousand years

of Indian culture.  Writing on the Muslims

remains.  On the Turks I have written

in detail. The contribution of the Muslims

to Indian culture is a very important

subject. I am preparing an essay entitled

‘Indian Culture and the Muslims’. There

is no language in north India of which

the Muslims have not been forerunners.

But the Muslims are not a monolithic

entity. It is the job of the Hindu nationalists

to consider them as a monolithic entity.

The fundamentalists among the Muslims

too consider the Muslims to be a

monolithic entity.  These people do not

differentiate between the ruling class and

the masses.  They do not distinguish

the Mullahs from the Sufis. A strong

current of Sufism had flowed from Sindh

to Bengal besides sweeping through

Punjab. This current brought folk culture

with it. Hindu nationalism does not accept

this.

Hearing all this, it seems that you must
be having a deep interest in Kabir, but
Dr. Sharma, you are not very generous

to Kabir.

Should one make propositions first and

then write literature?  Where do you

find more realistic depiction of society,

in Jayasi or in Kabir?

Dr. Sharma/Dr. Sahib, you are an
admirer of lyrics. Obviously, there will
be more images of life in narrative poetry.
Is it necessary that there should be

similar images of life in songs as well?
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In his songs he accepts reality only where

he gives up Vedanta.  If everybody has

the same soul, what was the necessity

of differentiating between a Brahmin and

a butcher? The second thing is that in

Hindi Kabir’s admirers quote him only

where he writes against the Hindu Pandits

but what he has said against the Mullahs

they remain silent about that.

No they speak about that also. They

don’t remain silent.

Very well, but what I said was on the

basis of the critics I have read. And

if they speak about both then they must

oppose priestdom also. They oppose

Brahminism, but not priestdom.  They

do not oppose priestdom because the

Muslim will also be included in that.

You see your society divided into Hindus

and Muslims.  The development of ethnic

languages, the development of ethnic

culture that has taken place here, this

you don’t take notice of. This is where

your views and mine differ.

Dr. Sharma/Dr. Sahib, how do you
visualize the future will look like? I
have no more questions to ask now.
There is just this question: the state
of the country and the world as it
appears today, the situation prevailing
after the disintegration of the socialist
system–  American domination, the
International Monetary Fund, the World
Bank– what will the shape of things
be in the coming times, in the coming

century in your view?

Will the people of the Hindi region unite

or not– this is what the future depends

on. The Hindi speaking community is

India’s largest race. It is one of the four

or five great communities of the world.

If you do not recognize the unity of

community, you do not recognize the

existence of the community. I am talking

of the regional community.  Look at

Kerala, there the average age of a man

is less than the average age of an Indian

citizen.  They are behind everyone in

illiteracy, ahead of everyone in literacy.

In Kerala people adopted the instinct

of their race.  We the people of the

Hindi region have made progress in

illiteracy, made progress in poverty.  At

our place the Marxist movement is as

good as zero.  We are establishing caste

instead of class.  People think that we

are patriots, so we should not talk of

nationality. There are casteist

governments in our state, there are

communal governments in our state.

Therefore if  the movement of

nationalities does not make progress along

with class struggle, the future of India

is bleak. Nobody can save it. But I think

that it was in this region that the war

of independence of 1857 was launched.

At that time such a struggle was launched

nowhere outside India. Only in America

the American people were fighting. We

respect them on that issue. The Indian
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state where the war of independence was

launched in 1857, the people of that

state cannot always remain in slumber.

Our intellectuals and leaders cannot

always mislead them. I think that one

day they will rise and take the country

forward with them.  The future of the

Hindi language and the future of Hindi

literature are linked with this

revolutionary movement. The extent of

resistance we offer to imperialism,

whether we succeed in rooting out foreign

capital or not, here goods of multinational

companies are sold, credit is received
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from foreign countries, will we be able

to pay the interest– our struggle will

have to be over these questions. Until

this process is stopped, development of

language and literature is not possible.

Therefore, I lay stress on the unity of

the Hindi region and the necessity of

people’s revolution in India. Without

these, everything else is useless.

We will be very happy if you, and
along with you we too, are able to
see these changes taking place with
your own eyes, these changes taking
place in the new century.

(courtesy : Tadbhav, a Hindi Quarterly)
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THE POET KUNWAR NARAIN
Apurva Narain

Frail hands, an acute gentleness and reticence of character, a
slow voice and unhurried mien, a detached relation to time, weakening
eyes, ears and knees in a sea of patience, inadequacy in practical
matters to a ridiculous point, a purity of purpose and an innate
innocence, drawers full of unpublished work, incapable of harming,
reserved in society, childlike at home, profound and bored, sensitive
and tactless, saintly and playful, Kunwar Narain is as much a
poet in life as in his work. In an unguarded moment with him
or his poems, one is reminded of Kafka’s gigantic ears making
sense of sound-waves from an absurd world, or of Wallace Stevens
incessantly examining some object in his hands, prodded by some
hidden aesthetics somewhere. Life’s synchronicity with literature
is indeed an idea that the poet not only exemplifies but also
finds fascinating. He is fond of quoting Borges: ‘Life is I am sure,
made of poetry.’ And in his poems the theme recurs often:

I do not wish to flee life,

I wish to connect to it

to jolt it

on its imaginary axle

at that very point where

it is most vulnerable to poetry...

or

...if only by as much as a poem

I have to stay linked somehow

to all...

One of the most distinguished living poets today and among
the most eminent of litterateurs, his oeuvre spans the last half
a century, some half a dozen literary movements and varied literary
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genres– poetry, short story, epic,
criticism, essay, translation, as also
musings and writings on cinema, music
and the arts. He is said to be ‘a true
intellectual’ and ‘one of the most well-
read poets...  yet his encyclopaedic
knowledge is never paraded.’ instead, it
is assimilated and used to inform ‘a
sensitive, intensely emotional heart.’ A
keen intellect and classical discipline mark
him as much as a deep human faith and
eclectic ways. He publishes selectively,
after long intervals. His sensibility is
modern and derives from diverse world
literatures, yet the rubric of his
imagination remains a mindscape of Indian
thought and history. He came from a
business family and studied science, but
turned to English literature and eventually
to Hindi poetry. He publishes in Hindi
but also plays with English and Urdu,
aphorisms, couplets and doodles. His
poems sometimes allude to a range  of
topics, sometimes stay poignantly topical.
Some come from intense revision over
time, some stay spontaneous. Influences
have been varied on him, both eastern
and western. In poems, they range from
the Upanishads and the Indian epics to
Kabir and Amir Khusro. Buddhism and
Marxism to history and mythology, Cavafy
and Kafka to Ghalib and Gandhi. Linked
to the Nayi Kavita (New Poetry) of the
sixties and seventies, he has inspired
more than a generation of writers; yet
his presence in the literary world has
been characteristically mellow, even
diffident, and generally wary of
movements and orthodoxies. ‘Protest in
Kunwar Narain is often oblique and

indirect... subdued but firm assertions’
observes Ashok Vajpeyi. For, across the
rumble of Indian poetry, in its pageantry
and its politics, he is the one to have
stood out, not for pageantry or politics,
but for poetry itself.

The impact of his poetry derives, in
a sense, from its unfettered honesty. There
is a certain ‘poised vulnerability’ about
it that is at once detached and attached,
its doors opening up for the reader and
poet alike, outwards and inwards. For
him, words do not have just meanings
but memories too– touched, they give
a poem an ulterior dimension where its
fuller life finds room to echo. ‘It is under
total creative pressures and from inner
imperatives that the special language of
a particular poem is generated,’ he says.
Sometimes described as a difficult or
experimental poet, he however reflects,
in many poems, a composite simplicity.
The ‘experiment’ is not in the lurid
exteriors of a poem but in its inner
recesses, where an unbroken sense of
inner and outer worlds is teased. He sees
reality as a continuum in time, the
remembered real as real as the daily,
and like this composite reality, the search
for a ‘total’ poem too is beautiful in all
its biological complexity. ‘I do not imitate
nature, I am nature,’ he says, ‘we live
in two worlds: one that each creates,
one created by all together... my world
may or may not differ from ours...’

On first reading him, one senses moral
allusion being used to ‘test’ this wider
human paradox. The sense is braced in
each reading, even as newer layers
uncover, with answers that are tentative
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and questions rarely assertive. The late
poet Muktibodh’s words remain among
the most insightful of their kind; ‘Poet
Kunwar Narain has evolved a craft of
his own where the simplicity of expression,
sharpness of empathy, depth of colours
and lines of thought surface up distinctly.
Thus, not only the self-side but also the
outer-side gets pictured. The main thing
is that the lines of thought are not lost
in the depth of colours; the sentiments
interweave with each other clearly. So,
the entire picture of sentiment, the entire
picture of thought, is revealed, where
the subjective and objective both balance
complementarily... his technique is, in
fact, egalitarian. It should not be construed
from the poet’s devices to express his
anguished self and wisdom-sense that his
inner world is less knotted. In fact, it
is to save himself from this complexity
of his mind that a naturally simple but
meaningful craft has been evolved... we
are deeply interested in the poet’s inner
world. To it are linked deep interrelations
of our own soul.’

Born on 19 September 1927, his
childhood was spent in the twin cities
of Ayodhya and Faizabad. Early in life,
he went through the trauma of several
tuberculosis deaths in the family in the
short span of a few years, including those
of his mother and, then, his sister, still
19, both of whom he loved dearly. He
moved to Lucknow with his elder brother,
living in a joint family with his uncle
and cousins. This had its healing effects.
Besides, the forties were crucial in another
way. Gandhi was a big influence and his
uncle’s house a regular venue for many

political leaders. An early factor in his
literary journey was his proximity to
two prominent leaders, more like family
then. Acharya Narendra Dev, a Buddhist-
socialist scholar, and Acharya Kripalani,
a Gandhian, who left lasting impressions
on his young mind. A year with the former
in Bombay in 1947 and then with the
latter in Delhi, helping with the journal
Vigil, helped shape his literary interests.
He got a Masters in English Literature
from Lucknow University in 1951.
Interactions with teachers, writers and
friends at the time were rich, as was
the city’s academic milieu and its literary
life revolving around the Coffee House
and weekly meetings of the Lekhak Sangh
(Writers’ Group). In 1955, averse to
family-business from early, he went to
Europe. He gives formative literary
importance to his first visit to Poland,
Czechoslovakia, China and Russia and to
meetings there with poets like Nazim
Hikmet. Anton Slonimskie and Pablo
Neruda.

His first poetry collection Chakravyuh
(Circular Siege) was published soon after
his return to India in 1956 and hailed
as a landmark. Around the same time,
he began co-editing an avant-garde
literary magazine Yug-Chetna  with
philosopher-friend Devaraj, and partaking
in the city’s then bustling literary life
with fellow writers, including the late
poets Raghuvir Sahay, Vijayadeva Narain
Sahi and Dhoomil. His Lucknow house
became a centre for literary meets and
classical music performances, long
remaining so. In 1959, he was one of
seven poets in an anthology, Tisra Saptak
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(Third Heptad), edited by the late poet
Agyeya, and, in 1961, his second collection
Parivesh: Ham-Tum (Surroundings: Us-
You) appeared. Atmajayi (Self-Conqueror,
1965), an epic poem based on the
Upanishadic character of Nachiketa, deals
with fundamental philosophical concerns
and is widely recognised as a classic
of Hindi literature. Written when the scars
of family deaths were fresh, its inward
ruminations and existential monologues
are rooted more in the Sanskrit
philosophical tradition than in the
Western one; yet its speculative nature
is already reminiscent of a post-modern
West. If Nachiketa epitomised the
perennial struggle between life, as a
creative force, and death, the theme’s
treatment itself was a major departure
in the way mythology was used to
contextualise experience.

In the seventies, cinema, music,
theatre and the arts took up more time–
he co-edited journals like Naya Pratik
and Chhayanat and headed a few cultural
institutions– but writing continued to
preoccupy him. His output as a prose
writer, if relatively small, is significant.
The short stories in Akaron Ke Aas-Pas

(Near-About Shapes, 1971) remain a
lasting example of a poetic mind exploring
the genre of fiction. In the poems of
Apne Samne (In Front of Us, 1979),
contemporary socio-political ironies
found larger place and, a long hiatus
later, his much-awarded collection, Koi
Dusra Nahin (No One the Other, 1993),
saw a thematic widening of life-
experience. Aj Aur Aj Se Pahle (Today
and Before Today, 1999), a book of literary
criticism, and Mere Sakshatkar (My
Interviews, 2000) followed. In addition,
translations, essays and writings on world
cinema, Indian classical music and culture
were interspersed regularly. In 2002,
In Dino (These Days), his latest poetry
collection so far, was published. And in
2008, almost simultaneously with this
book, his latest work, a short epic
Vajashrava Ke Bahane (On Vajashrava’s
Pretext), has appeared. Physical and non-
physical experiences are poetically
integrated in father-son perspectives–
while recalling the contextual memory
of Atmajayi published forty years ago,
it is an independent work, with a chain
of island-like poems that link up, yet
retain their identities.

Apurva Narain, born 1967, works in the ecology-development area, has

edited a journal,  and has research interests in the philosophy of ecological

economics.  But it  is  l iterature that has been his abiding– and personal–

interest,  since early.  He writes in English. Widely traveled, he is based

in Delhi and spends time in India,  England and France.
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FOURTEEN POEMS
Kunwar Narain

Translated by

Apurva Narain

Medium

Between fact and fact there is a language

that parts us,

between you and me an unbroken silence

that joins us;

apart from the world, there is a vision

that endures infinite dreams,

a restless consciousness that, in a frenzy,

takes language to be fact, breaks it up

and strews it upon its solitude;

and then like a sobbing child turned coy

gathers the same scraps of language again

in its spent mind, orders them again,

and locates life with a new meaning.

The same intimacy with life, daily, slowly,

may it not sully

the mirror of self with too much familiarity,

with boredom, with languor, may it be saved...

let a lot remain unknown...

Fo
cu
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The moon and the old skeleton of lonesome nights,

some inert lines

some select images,

that I give you

are the boundaries of the old square,

but I am the core of light that,

falling on facts, can change their shadows.

Like skeletal lightning suddenly

blazing in my lines

not only do I denude the world

but also illuminate being in other ways.

From these asides of my poem

build your own sky,

take my restless words

and give to this tattered bias of an art’s remnant

a new body of beauty,

(as this is the only medium always intact)

Let intimacy with words grow so

that their waft may touch your sublime being

and your magnanimity realise that which I cannot give:

In the mature embrace of a realised ecstasy

may a noble land be held, like a hymn’s echo,

gentle, like a prayer’s incense, let the dew-washed

un-weaned creation

come to the nascent dreams of innocence...

a benign peace

may it be contained in dawn’s simple splendour,

in the periphery of mystery, may a startling beauty

ferment life ever so sweetly
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O unknown,

if my fervour reaches you,

accept this turmoil fully into your skies;

you will be surprised to know

that you are the poet...

and I only a new collection of some detached elements,

hovering near about your imagination

a hint of life’s possibilities...

Chakravyuh

Rousing the reverberations of war

repeated a thousand times,

re-colouring the panegyric of blood

rendered with lullabies–

remembrance of that same past,

returned to that same world,

O warrior, who are you?

I am that unvanquished Abhimanyu

come fated from the womb,

a frenzy thrown

in the gambit of a new life-game,

breaking the rank and file

a victory call

moving slowly to its aim:

broken wheel in hand,

the dusk a melting fire-band,
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slashed armour on the body,

the body gashed and bloody,

the earth, blood-sodden like the dead,

skies hovering like vultures overhead...

a sacrifice in this war, I am

a bitter mockery of the reason

that failed in life’s name,

offered on each altar of war

a creature guileless

anointed to be killed,

a head whose blood flowed for aeons,

a pain that innocents bore.

This epic battle,

the Mahabharata come down from age to age

hidden in a million wars, tales, sermons

my page

where some undaunted Abhimanyu

liberated from the terror of fears

broke the unbreakable age-old siege

to find in the last throes of victory

a revelation

that the brave guardians of the siege

who sided with their own, not truth,

were cowards bent on deception
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that, encircled in death, life has many sides

and time’s eternal circular siege

sides with none.

Towards the Markets Too

These days, most of the time,

I spend with myself.

Not that at that time

others are not with me

in my memories

or my worries

or my reveries

They are invited

hence very dear

and extremely mine

They stay for as long as I wish

then seeing me indifferent

go silently somewhere else.

Sometimes, strolling, I saunter off

towards the markets too:

No, not to buy something,

only to see what these days

is being sold at what price,

what is in vogue, these days

Actually, the truth for me is that
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the market is such a place

where I have always found

a loneliness that I

did not find in the vastest of jungles,

and a joy

somewhat like Socrates

that O, so many things

that I do not need at all.

If I Return This Time

If I return this time

I will return better

Not with a whisker

spiked on my face

Not with a steel-tail

tied to my waist

No, I will give way to the co-farer

not glower at him

with the tiger eyes of a predator

If I return this time

I will return more humane

coming from home

walking a lane

boarding a bus
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catching a train

nota measly pup

run-over here and there

If I return this time

not more scarred

but more caring for all

I will return more complete.

The Qutab’s Precinct

All the things in my mind

were otherwise absolutely clear and chronological

that each city had

its histories and modernities

its city squares and thoroughfares

lasses and lads

rivers bridges gardens parks

difficulties and amenities

similarities and specialities

its palaces and forts

museums galleries theatres

its writers artists stars

and legends of martyrs

its epics armies ports and airports.

The map of each city’s geography and history

was absolutely clear in my mind

That one day,
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in the zoo of Lucknow or maybe Krakow,

while rambling, there rambled in my mind

the map of the entire world

and man’s entire history...

In what time am I?

Where have I come from? In what city am I?

In Kafka’s Prague

in a small room, No. 22 Golden Lane?

Or in the by-lanes of Venice?

Or in Ballimaran?

Am I in the grand palaces of Habsburg?

Or in Wawel Castle? Or the Diwan-e-Khas of the Red Fort?

When I returned I saw,

standing in Humayun’s tomb or maybe the Qutab’s precinct,

a new riddle of Amir Khusro

connecting

to the chronicle of the arts, another link.

Nalanda and Bakhtiyar

He was a dwarf but his arms were so long

that his hands reached down beyond his knees,

his daring so avid that in one pounce

Bihar, Bengal, Tibet he could seize

The Khilji court had looked on dumbfounded–

the intrepid Bakhtiyar who could bleed

a mad elephant down with a mere mace
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was casting on India looks of greed

In the history of killing, arson, loot,

Nalanda, a burning page, was thus wrought–

“We wanted gold, Brahmin, not these books,

alas, this was a school, not the fort we sought!”

Some thinkers had fled away from war

to dense jungles– saving some tomes with them;

scared of victors for whom schools were forts

they are still fleeing today as then.

The Himalayan victory over,

Only Bakhtiyar has come back today

In the bazaars of Lakhnauti, widows

greet him with a wail– beat their chests away.

Shut in the dark room of his guilt, with shame,

a victor’s dreams break down his strength, give way.

Ayodhya, 1992

O Rama

Life is a bitter fact

and you are an epic,

You cannot win over

the unthinking

that now has not ten or twenty

but a million heads and hands;

and who knows with whom your ally
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Vibhishana too now stands.

What more can our misfortune be

that your kingdom lies shrunk

to a stage of dispute so petty.

Ayodhya is not your war-free realm now

but a warrior’s Lanka of old,

and ‘Manas’ not your virtues

but slogans that elections hold.

O Rama, where are these times

and where your golden days:

Where your noble glory

and where these wily ways!

We humbly pray, O Lord, that you return

securely, with wife and home,

to some scroll– some sacred tome;

these jungles are not the jungles of yore

that Valmiki used to roam.

Lucknow

Eyebrows raised at some youth’s youthful ways,

on a broken armchair

half-sprawled

half-stalled, coughing, old, this Lucknow.

To the Coffee house, Hazratganj, Ameenabad and Chowk
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split up in four mores, this Lucknow.

This Lucknow of a few dead-beat youths

arguing pointlessly at each point–

boring each other, but bearing each other–

running into each other, yet shunning each other–

swallowing woes and wallowing in woes–

and longing for life hither-thither.

Another Awadh twilight–

took two hours to take in and spell out

a trifle needing ten seconds to sort out

yoked one’s untiring brain

to the rattle cart of a brainless lout

tired it out on Hazratganj streets– up, down and about,

no ends met today, made do with a talking bout

spent the evening yet again, like a fated rout.

Bazaars–

where wants run out of breath fast,

bazaars–

where an epoch of crowd strolls past,

streets–

with no space to name,

hustle and bustle–

with no cause or aim,

just a come-and-go so dreary,

this is– the town’s haberdashery.
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Delhi

I: Towards Delhi

Whichever way the cavalcade turned

I have seen him go grovelling along

the same course many times before.

Both hands tied, helpless, once again

who was he? I cannot say

for only two tied hands

had reached Delhi.

II: The Epoch of Today

The same perhaps has come back again

calling and waking me up at my door–

the epoch of slaves and sultans.

There is a huge din at Chandni Chowk

from the Red Fort to the Jama Masjid

arrangements are being made

that people may stand on one foot

for the salute

On the long routes of wait there stand

a pair of ancient eyes hollowed out

that let us see today

whose ride will come this way!
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One Evening

One evening

I go on setting within myself...

In me, the noise of birds returning home

in me, the calm of shadows on still waters

my own footsteps at my own door

a name heard in my voice from afar

weeds sprouting on my shoulders

What evening is this

that goes on becoming mine in so many ways.

Time the Stone-Cutter

We have reached thus far say milestones.

We have reached thus far say memorials.

We have reached thus far say epigraphs.

We have reached thus far say idol stones.

Cemented in forts

Chiselled in tombs

Carved in palaces

Crafted in temples

Captured in prisons

We look behind and see

mysteries turned to stone
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We move ahead and see

on the table of time

uncut stones.

Head Held High

As if an endless death

keeps nailed to its breast

his despair and agony.

Sagging chest, sunken stomach, bowed shoulders, who

is he, always

whose knees alone, not spirit, could be broken?

On his head held high

there is a burden

like a crown of thorns

That alone is how I recognise

even today

that man’s triumph.

Before Turning Him Away Empty-Handed

Why does he have to come back

again and again into the same world

carrying that same empty vessel?

Why does he have to go back

each time the same way

empty-handed?
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Putting a fistful of grain

look into his bowl

Is what we gave

perhaps not smaller than his modesty?

Look not only at his bare earthen urn

but at his eyes full of compassion

Is the beggar come to our door

perhaps not Buddha himself?

Kabirdas These Days

These days

Kabirdas lives in Maghar.

Where is Maghar?

A small hamlet in Uttar Pradesh

who knows in what age

in a still small space

in a hut, unknown

lives an exiled life

Kabirdas these days

is randomly seen in guise of a fakir

at times, indifferent, in the world of letters

All say

When he could not bear the world’s

somersaulting absurdity

he left Kasi
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These days he seldom returns

to his medieval times

Lives in three times

One day I saw him

in the time being

and asked straight away

a derelict-looking person

“Are you perhaps Mr Das,

the relative of Anant?”

He answered in coarse dialect–

“There is no difference

if I am ‘Das’ or ‘Prasad’

‘Nath’ or ‘Din’

‘Gupt’ or ‘Narayan’

or only a commune,

Hindu or Muslim,

or man’s societal symbol

God-and-Allah,

or rambling in just a word

the whole universe

or a mystery beyond all words.”

It was clear that not just identity

but language too was at stake here

like his non-dual sense

of his and my time–
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“Who can say that what

we are living today

is not tomorrow’s death,

and what we lived yesterday

was not tomorrow’s future?”

His voice had a mystery

like his silence.

“I have no close relationship with Anant,

it is only a name

with which I call him sometimes

but which is not his identity.

In any case, giving relations a name

is hypocritical,

alertness is needed with names,

the names for which

people fight and die

turn false in no time,

piles of flowers

turn into corpses

the unnamed pathos of compassion and beauty

turns to ashes

in the flaming vicinity of kith and kin names.

One day I found him,

in a grand tomb at the Lodhi Gardens.

Seeing a crown-less king lying on the ground, he said–
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“I disliked

bowing my head in the courts of power.

I found courtly clothes

to be chains

clamping oneself in which

any one may have to appear

in full court

holding oneself like a prisoner,

Taking off the mask’s restraint on the face

and becoming faceless

One wants such freedom

in which there is neither joy nor sadness

no one’s incitement nor indictment

Let one’s goodwill be only a philosopher

in the midst of all but also

a bit removed from all.”

Seeing our times

one can’t believe the passing away

of his times,

that now he is nowhere,

not in Kasi, not in Maghar,

that now he is only in the knowing

that to see objectively

is to see like an object

to know the right

is to become right

Each word of his makes a necessary distinction

between seeing and mis-seeing
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In the intrigue of the limits of the coarse

who stands in doubt each instant

that his murder is near,

that it is they who will kill him

who he gave limitless love

They are not killers

but the unknowing

who repeatedly sentence him to death

hang him with the noose

for the crime of his own murder.

Who stands assured even then

that he will not die,

that that world can die

on which injustice keeps happening.

Even today one cannot believe

that he was not a rebel against life

but a true witness to life

who had said as he parted–

Where will I go leaving

such a big world

settled within my own self

for thousands of years

Will live here always–

will mix with this earth

will flow in this water

will breathe in this air
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will play with this fire

will keep rising and setting

on these horizons,

will be seen in this void when they search

Writing an indelible signature– love–

in a calm

away from absurd things

and a self-absorbed world,

He took a deep breath

and, turning into vapour, hid

once again with the clouds

in the limitless.

born 1927, Kunwar Narain’s l iterary output has spread over more than

half  a century of Hindi l iterature,  in India’s crucial  post-independence stage.

It  comprises poetry,  epic poems, short stories,  l iterary criticism, essays,

translations and varied writings on cinema, music,  history and the arts.

His works have been translated internationally and nationally,  and his

many honours include the Kabir Samman, Sahitya Akademi Award, Kumaran

Asan Award, Vyas Samman, Shalaka Samman, Warsaw University’s honorary

medal,  and Italy’s Premio Feronia for distinguished international author

and Bharatiya Jnanpith Samman this year.  He lives in Delhi.
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THE OVERALL CONCERN OF POETRY

HAS CHANGED WITH TIME

The Poet Kunwar Narain in conversation with
Anamika

The work of literature, as we all understand, is surrounded by

concentric circles. There is the author’s character, his biographical

tit-bits, his health or illness, his place within his family and

immediate social circumstances, his receptivity to the ideas and

ideologies current in his times, his place in literary tradition,

which may extend backward for thousands of years. There is

also, and importantly, the writer’s relation to his own times.

In addition to all these there is that special quirk of his own

creativity, that special feature which is unique to him, the unique

mantra (“open sesame”) through which he enters his cave of

treasures, his time and space. To be able to read literature well

one must be perceptive and sensitive to all these factors.

Particularly since the 1950s there has been a renaissance

in the study of the relations of literature and society, the position

of the writer in society, and in social problems as material for

the creative artist. Anthropologists have been especially imaginative

and adventurous in the use of literary materials to support their

research and enforce their findings. There is a school that approaches

culture through literature, and yet another school that approaches

literature through culture, underlying it as their primary source.

In any case, celebrities among poets and writers, are pestered

time and again for unfolding the secrets of their hearts / minds

/ times / skills. More than dialogues, interviews are monologues

Fo
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of Upnishadic grandeur. Fed up of the

same set of queries by researchers,

reviewers, young journalists, junior

writers, fed up of being squeezed time

and again as yet another source material,

writers mostly beg excuses, but

interviewers,  with the enthusiasm of

a usual member of Timur’s Squad, or

of the Adventurous Five, never leave

them alone.

One way of interviewing Kunwarjee

could be to deconstruct his keylines, key-

concepts, decode his language and world

view. The dual self of a ‘doer’ and the

‘observer’, the interviewer and the

interviewed, the poet and the thinker

could be imagined sitting face to face.

Taking the hint from Shamsher’s “bat

bolegi bat hi”, I let his words speak

for him. Because his poems are already

replete with enquiries and self-

questionings, my job became easier. The

way every monologue is a dialogue too,

a dialogue of mini-selves, I did just

arrange the seat and adjust the lamp,

letting the light fall at the right angle.

Playing the role of the usual housewife,

I welcomed the texts in my inner space

and instead of troubling the poet, I put

my questions to his poems and other

reflective pieces, and most of my queries

they answered with Kunwarjee’s elegance

and grace. Not that I didn’t see Kunwarjee

at all, I did pay him a brief visit where

I was warmly received by the superb

couple but mostly I let his writings talk.

Anamika : As Foucault  puts it, the idea

of self becomes a metaphor for the

regulatory and co-ercive  methods of

modern society at large. Do you

sometimes feel imprisoned?

Kunwarjee : I have a feeling that I am

always in a lock-up, wanting to break

loose... break loose of so many pressures.

Where does a poet stand in relation to

society? In the context of Indian society

one is tempted to ask the question the

other way round also– where does a

society stand in relation to poetry?

In the Eleventh thesis on Feurbach.

Marx explained that philosophy is there

not merely to interpret the world but

to change it as well. The poet must abjure

lyricism, at least in part, in favour of

“philosophical ideology”. When I started

writing, exploration of new themes,

intense experimentation with the form

of poetry, and probe into its technical

resources were some of the salient

features of Hindi poetry. This tremendous

effort to update, and perhaps also to

antedate Hindi poetry, put extraordinary

pressures on the language. Poetry could

express what it wanted to express, but

could not communicate all it could

express. With the unprecedented growth

of media and literacy in urban and rural

areas, the use of Hindi increased manifold,

the general use of Hindi went up, but

sadly enough, in the academic and

intellectual circles, the use of Hindi is
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still marginal. It is not only the language

of everyday living which sustains creative

writing: equally important is a living feed-

back from the language of thought

generated by a society reflecting upon

itself, upon its culture and history, upon

the world and times it is living in. Unless

the meaning of social interaction expands

to include the larger contexts of living

as well as thinking, the poetical resources

cannot be vitalized and enriched. Poetry

must remain close to life and also to

ideas that affect life today.

All my life I have been trying to

maintain a proper ecology in man’s

linguistic environment, to keep alive what

is essentially human and aesthetic from

erosion and obliteration. But the hurdles

are too many and I suffocate.

Anamika : Time, in most of your writings

remains a psychic labyrinth from which

one cannot escape. Time is the substance

you are made of, or as Borges would

have it, time is the river which sweeps

you along, but you are the river, it

is the tiger that destroys you  but you

are the tiger, it is the fire that consumes

you, but you are the fire. This world,

unfortunately, is real, you, unfortunately,

are Kunwar Narain. How do you visualize

social time?

Kunwarjee : Notion of social time has

fed symbiotically into reflections on the

nature of collective memory and is

reconstituted in historical narrative.

Poetry is language-bound and language

life-bound, both as an experience of the

living present and as the memories of

a past, that it cannot shake off.

Poetry, and the process of writing

it, is intimately linked to the total context

of living. I have liked and written both

kinds of poetry, but to write in an Indian

language was like writing in a language

whose direct links with its own past and

tradition were under a severe strain. One

cannot know a country and its people

through a borrowed language and English

as an official language and the medium

of education, was making all the difference

to an Indian writer who was feeling

alienated in his own mother tongue.

However, the British were not the first

Europeans to have come to India — the

Greeks, and others in ancient times had

close contacts with us and what today

looks to be typically Indian may have

elements derived from many non-Indian

sources. At least three distinct cultural

traits — the Hindu, the Indo-Islamic and

the Indo-European co-exist and overlap

in modern Indian writer’s consciousness

of his past. This awareness can be biased

in favour of, or against, anyone of these

traits, but it cannot ignore their constant

presence in his psyche, and in the realities

that surround him. No particular epoch

in Indian history can  be termed as

typically Indian except in a polyethnic
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and poly-cultural sense. The essence and

resilience of Indian tradition, I feel, do

not lie so much in its continuity as in

its innate pacifism and eclectical

propensities which tend to absorb the

most vital rather than the glittering aspects

of modernism.

If a good deal of Indian poetry in

the 50s and 60s was drawn towards old

epics, the Hindu mythology or the ancient

philosophical tenets, the reason is not

far to seek. Recent researches in the

fields of psychology, anthropology,

linguistics and genetics etc., exploration

of men’s past and its vital links with

his present were adding new expressive,

referential and connotative dimensions

to language.

Father-son relationship has always

been such a complex relationship all the

world over. Nachiketa-Vajashrava

upakhyan gave me ample food for new

thoughts also because it could be treated

as the launching ground of many debates

of our ‘social time’. Liberal debates,

polemics, analysis, criticisms and

classifications etc., have been some of

the most significant features of our

philosophical and literary heritage, and

I tried building upon some of them.

The vitality of a tradition depends

not only on its rigidity to conserve and

perpetuate old debates but upon its

capacity to meet new challenges.

Anamika : Most young people, like

Nachiketa, believe themselves incapable

of opportunism; they really think what

they are doing is for the best of motives,

without self-seeking or personal profit.

If they are successful, this allows them

to gain reputation and money from their

authenticity. Revolt and authenticity are

aspects of fashion today. The biggest

liars claim what they saw is truth. The

radicals also did believe in a kind of

millenarian virtue; they thought they had

come to cleanse the world, truth, would

be spoken for the first time, an authentic

individual would emerge a new self, pure,

unalloyed, transcendental. How do you

tackle this new Emersonism in

‘Vajashrava”? What is the central strategy

here?

Kunwarjee : To carry truth by means

of a continuous narrative through a series

of different environments, structured by

contrasting regimes of power / knowledge.

Vajashrava is Nachiketa’s father, the one

who is supposed to be most practical

and down to earth. He also is reflective

in his own way, his disjointed reflections

are dialogic in the deepest sense of the

term!

Anamika : In shorter poems you are

akin more to the Movement poets like

Larkin i.e. cool, detached, impersonal,

grim, quite in control of yourself, aiming

to root your poems in the everyday and

to use a language not removed from
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ordinary people, but your longer poems

are classically rooted in mythology.

Kunwarjee : Modernist movement had

a global impact on poetry, yet modern

poetry in every language retained its

distinguishing characteristics. Indian art

over the centuries has been absorbing

many foreign influences without losing

its typical Indianness. This attitude is

one of the ways an Indian author comes

to terms with a past which is too varied

and too long to be interpreted as a single,

coherent tradition. Longer poems evoke

a greater share of cultural memory. They

have the larger scope.

When it comes to writing shorter

poems, I am not a hard worker. I like

my work to give me a pleasant feed-

back, not an exhausting sense of duty

or struggle. Ours is a tender symbiotic

relationship — a love affair in the

profoundest sense of the term.

Anamika : Freedom is not an autonomous

but a conditional category. Both in

physics and political science, art and

verse libre, every freedom is a personal

adventure, an acquisition of freedom.

How could you earn your freedom from

the given postulates, especially in the

early years when there were a series

of calamities in the family and struggling

against the pangs of separation, you

wrote Atmajayee?

Kunwarjee : Fear of illness, age and death

are primary anxieties of a human mind.

A series of deaths in the family and

on the war-fronts all the world over had

actually left me gloomy. My first visit

to Eastern Europe, particularly Poland,

in 1955 was a gloomy experience of death

and mass-destruction and yet, already,

there were signs of human resilience,

of reconstruction. Conditions in India

were no less depressing, yet 1947 saw

the country free and promised new hope.

Just as anxiety about death tends to

devitalise us, in love we locate an amazing

vitality to survive personal or collective

catastrophe.

An intense realization of life and an

unwavering fear of death have often been

two counterposed emotions involved in

creativity — poetic or otherwise. In an

endeavour to sublimate and balance the

transitoriness of life, man has tried to

create lasting symbols of life and explore

hidden energy centers in self against

oblivion — a theme that was personally

poignant at the time I began writing

Atmajayee. Its reflection in the Nachiketa

mystery attracted me, and reading Indian

metaphysics in terms of contemporary

life was quite an exploration.

Anamika: Politics is the lowest level of

spiritual life, and freedom, at least in

countries like India, is no picnic. We

look before and after and pine and aspire

‘for what is not’; even mythology helps

us structure our emotions /ideals /
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thoughts.

Kunwarjee: Quite so. There is utter

dejection and rejection of life in

Nachiketa’s attitude: Yama restores his

faith in life, not by reason and logic

alone, but by recourse to much that may

be called ‘mythological’ in mythology.

In fact, he lays down a primary condition

before he agrees to answer Nachiketa’s

questions. Suspend your reasoning and

listen to me with  your heart and soul.

One is reminded of Hamlet: “there are

more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

than are dreamt of in your philosophy”.

Anamika : So you do not believe in

the infinite ability of the reason or the

rational. Taking a simplistic or

reductionist look at the Indian past has

never been a part of your scheme of

things.

Kunwarjee : Well, trivialization is

against my grain but let me be very

clear on this that I chose the episode

of Nachiketa for its ontological rather

than religious implications. Layering of

an old myth with new re-tellings is a

familiar device by which an old myth

is recharged with new meanings and

new life. This layering or to borrow

a term from Levi Strauss — plays an

important role in the structuring of a

myth in different contexts. The layered

versions form a composite whole, and

yet each version has a separate identity

of its own. Two observations of Levi

Strauss can be of special interest in this

context —

1. if a myth is made up of all its variants,

structural analysis should take care

of all of them.

2. the function of repetition is to render

the structure of the myth apparent

— a myth exhibits a ‘slated’ structure

which comes to the surface so to

speak through the process of

repetition.

Nirala’s ‘Ram Ki Shaktipuja’ is a

classic example of retelling of the Rama-

story in the robust grand-style, with

a strong shakti-bias.

Anamika : Poetry is an incurably

semantic art. You have to make sense.

Is that what distinguishes it from all

other arts?

Kunwarjee: Poetry, of all the verbal arts,

is the earliest, and has close links with

music and dance, sound and rhythm.

The vedic hymns communicate and evoke

emotions by a subtle patterning of sound.

What is evoked are images lying deep

in man’s psyche  and in memories of

his experiences of living with Nature,

with each other, and with himself. These

experiences were benevolent, as well as

bitter and terrifying– memories of hard

struggle to survive, of birth and death,

wars and destructions. Man not only lived

his fears and hopes but also dreamt about
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them. Thus were born mysterious myths

and symbols, and that strange astral self,

the soul. Poetry absorbed them all in

essence.

The overall concern of poetry has

changed with time, and the techniques

of expressing them have become more

sophisticated. For one, the atavistic roots

of poetry, its mythological and rhythmic

patterns, are less visible in today’s poetry,

and the rhetoric survives only in a tonal

manner. Yet, they are very much there

in a way that makes it pleasantly different

from ordinary speech or prose.

Anamika: Status, like charity, begins

at home, but what status do writers

have at home, in their individual

countries. When I say status, I don’t

actually have the mundane privileges

like fame and glory in mind, invitations

to  d ine  with minis ters ,  but  the

opportunity to open up lives to the

power and beauty of imagination, a

revelation of themselves by the writer

as the repository of a people’s ethos?

Kunwarjee: Human nature has changed

little in centuries but man’s physical

environment, under the impact of science

and technology, has been changing fast,

perhaps, faster than what the human mind

can emotionally cope up with. The poetic

response to these changes has been mixed,

but mostly cautious, critical and sober.

In India the modernisation process, as

in several other third world countries,

has been slow, and its living effect on

Indian sensibilities has reached only very

few. For many it is still only an unrealised

dream and an unaffordable luxury. It

is to modernist ideas more than modern

living that the Indian writing has been

reacting to. My idea of opening up lives

to the power and beauty of imagination

takes its root there.

Anamika: To survey a writer’s writings

in totality and chart the contours of

their “inner landscape” is the critical

aim of current structuralists and

phenomenologists. All these approaches

recognise, as a general principle, that

every writer has his own configuration

of ideas and sentiments, capacities and

devices. Is a critic a Sherlock Holmes

then, deducing from a writer’s immensely

rich cultural experience, instantly

recognizing the fingerprints of one

cultural reference upon another?

Kunwarjee: (With a tender smile) A poet

himself / herself is his / her severe critic.

He / she is never fully satisfied with

his / her creation. Perhaps, some sort

of a living attachment grows with a poem

while working on it. It is like watching

a child grow, playing with his various

whims and fancies, and see it slowly

mature into a full grown work — but,

when the time comes to part with it,

one wonders if it is quite ready to move

out in the world yet. Poetry for me is

a special way of looking critically at
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life, and through life, without losing touch

with the most humane, the compassionate

and the sublime. Critics are friends with

a higher wisdom quotient.

This wisdom quotient was a terrific

shot. I decided to fold up here, folding

my hands in Pranam as I got up from

the chair, the words of Apoorva, his

brilliant Nachiketa (God bless!) ringing

in my ears, “In an unguarded moment

with him, or his poems, one is reminded

of Kafka’s gigantic ears making sense

of sound waves from an absurd world,

or of Wallace Stevens incessantly

examining some object in his hands

prodded by some hidden aesthetic

somewhere. His sensibility is modern and

derives from diverse world literatures,

yet the rubric of his imagination remains

a mindscape of Indian thought and

history, the Upnishadas and the Indian

epics to Kabir and Amir Khusro, Buddhism

and Marxism to Ghalib and Gandhi...

his technique, in fact, is egalitarian,

constructed from the poet’s device to

express his anguished self and wisdom

— sense that his inner self is less knotted.

In fact, it is to save himself from this

complexity of his mind that a naturally

simple but meaningful craft has been

evolved. Dichotomies are not problematic

but stimulating for the poet calling not

for dualities but, ultimately emergent

non-dualities.

We do agree, Apoorva, and we also

appreciate that “The meaning of water

falling on leaves / is not the meaning

of leaves falling on water”

Thanks a tonne, Bhartijee, for rearing

them up so well!

Anamika, born 1961, writes poetry and prose. A major poet,  she is recipient

of numerous literary awards including the recent Kedar Samman, Savitri

Bai Phule Samman, before which she already earned Bharat Bhushan Puraskar,

Girija Km. Mathur Samman and Parampara Samman. She teaches English

literature in a college in Delhi University.
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READINGS FROM VAJASHRAVA
Dinesh Kumar Shukla

“Vajashrava ke Bahaane” (In the name of Vajashrava) is the latest

book of Kavya (epic poem) from eminent Hindi poet Kunwar

Narain. The theme of the book is based on later vedic legend

of Vajashrava and Nachiketa. The legend confronts the existential

questions of life and death and celebrates the glory of eternal

human quest for ultimate reality. Nature has endowed human race

with unprecedented powers and faculties of head and heart but

these exhibit severe limitations when approaching the realms of

higher realities. Our vision is limited and our reach constrained.

It is in this twilight zone where poets have been treading since

ages. The upanishads record this universal quest of human beings

in an unparalelled poetic diction. The book of Kunwar Narain

under review is upanishadic in essence and epic in its composition.

Time is a black hole. Nothing escapes it. It is omnivorous. It

is the task of the poet to salvage as much as possible from the

gravitational pull of this black hole. Kunwar ji has brought out

the Nachiketa legend from the depths of time and presented it

with the flesh and blood of modern age. Upanishads are also

the logbooks of the voyages, undertaken by our ancestors in the

uncharted oceans of emotions, intellect and creativity. Vajashrava

ke Bahane is a re-reading of these logbooks. At the same time,

it is also a private voyage for the poet.

Vajashrava ke Bahane is a modern day symphony written on

the background reverberations of a cosmic kind. Here poetry stands

face to face confronting the challenges of an eternal struggle and

ironies of fate and chance. It is not a routine reaffirmation of

Fo
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the victory of life over death. Nachiketa

not only rejects the mundane pleasures

and wealth, in fact, he rejects the mere

corporeality of individual life and goes

beyond it to achieve what is eternal,

universal and ultimate. Ours is a fragile

world. In recent times, it has suffered

the excesses of rationalism to the extent

that the very rationale of rationalism

appears to have lost its relevance. The

intellectual extremisms of our times have

often led to totalitarian mind-sets of

various types. Hindi poetry of the day

is a victim of this phenomenon. This

epic poem of Kunwar ji can be taken

as a timely intervention to revitalize and

rehumanize the mainstream of

contemporary Hindi poetry in a gentle

and unobstrusive way.

The legend of Vajashrava and

Nachiketa was first scripted in

Kathopanishad. Vajashrava was a Rishi

of Rigvedic mould. He was a successful

householder, husbandsman, farmer and

a teacher well versed in procedures and

rituals of religion. The rituals prescribed

a compulsory alms-giving at the

completion of a yagna. However,

Vajashrava was a man of the world, so

he, while complying with the rituals made

it economical by donating the useless

cows from his herd. As against father,

the son Nachiketa was an idealist. He

objected to this and pestered his father

with demand to donate better cows.

Vajasharva evaded questions. Nachiketa

persisted. He implored his father- “I am

your dear son, whom shall you donate

me”. An angry Vajashrava blurted out–

“1 shall give you to Yamaraj, the lord

of death”. Nachiketa took it as a mandate

from father and proceeded towards the

netherworld of death. The gates of the

netherworld were closed. Nachiketa

waited for three days and three nights

without food and water at the gates.

When Yamaraj returned from his

excursions, he was impressed by the piety,

determination and perseverance of

Nachiketa. He advised him to go back

home as it was untimely for him to be

admitted to the world of death. Nachiketa

refused. At last, Nachiketa agreed to

return after a lot of persuation and

promise by the god of death to grant

him three wishes of his choice. The first

two wishes pertained to his return to

life, his father’s forgiveness and mysteries

of the fires of yagnas and keys to heaven

and physical well-being. The third was

the cardinal wish for knowledge of

ultimate reality and the mysteries of life

and death.

This legend occurs again and again

in various forms in different civilizations.

The story of Abraham ready to sacrifice

his son is a similar one depicting the

eternal quest. Vajashrava and Nachiketa

recreated by Kunwarji belong to our

times– in fact here they transcend the
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past as well as the future. This poem

is like a mirror in which we can see

our own reflections transforming now

as Vajashrava, now as Nachiketa. The

reader can see the impulses of fear, hope,

desires, passing like waves on the lake

of the cognition. While reading this epic,

we are pulled onto the stage of drama

being played by the emotive forces

unleashed by a classic poetry. There are

multiple layers of catharsis through which

the reader of Vajashrava has to pass.

The aesthetic rigors required for reading

this poem are rather demanding at times

for a casual reader of modern-day Hindi

poetry.

The book has been organized into

two cantos. The first one deals with the

return of Nachiketa from the world of

death to the world of life. It opens with

Vajashrava calling his son to come back

to life. It is an invocation of life to

resurrect itself. Here one can experience

that rare poetic resonance of pathos and

ecstasy.

‘ ‘I invoke

that invincible force of life,

I call upon

all its forms visible invisible

to bear witness–

I adorn my forehead

With the marks of fire

The ashes of my ego

scatter far into the space deep–

The poetry in Vajashrava reverberates

and transforms into a drama. All poetry,

after all, is drama. The heart-rending

calls of Vajashrava puncture the dome

of the universe.

There are whispers, monologues,

exhortations, laments, hectoring and long

silences. We can discover manifold poetic

renditions at each step as we go deep

and deep into the text. There are deserts,

brooks, rocky terrains, and then

enormous expanses of the prairies of

a rhythmic prose. The poetic craft of

Kunwar Narain belongs to a post-modern

classicism.

The narrative flows from subtext to

subtext while ordinary words

metamorphose into persons, or into things

with solid shapes, or into visible ideas

and emotions. The force of the narrative

often breaks the inherent structural

limitations of language and there is an

illuminating transcendence not seen for

quite sometime in contemporary Hindi

poetry.

Nevertheless, there are occasions

when a reader may find himself losing

his bearings. This is unavoidable when

poetry has to flow over the rapids of

metaphysics. There were times when

poetry would become a mantra in such

situations. However, the modern

sensibility would only sympathize with

a poet if he generates mantras. Kunwar
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ji has been able to bypass such rapids

and has tried to create a new poetic

metaphysics for our technological age.

There is a reinterpretation of recurring

questions of morality, self, freedom, fate

and individual and social justice etc. This

will necessarily require a new set of literary

crafts and devices. In Vajashrava, we

may come across some endeavours in

this regard. The poet has to, first of

all, doubt his own originality and

authenticity:

Looking with suspicion

at his own creation

he asks,

“Have you not been published

ever before?”

The answer rebounds:

Now I am contained

in the infinite lexicon of creations,

Pinch the first letter

of the word poet or poetry

and with ‘P’ as key

I can be searched out

here and there and anywhere.

It appears that a powerful search

engine of the poetic internet has come

into existence. Nothing is unavailable.

The easy reach has deprived the things

of their basic essence. A deadly

ordinariness has entered into the very

core of everything howsoever subtle.

Kunwarji has been able to underline this

post-modern collapse of the core of the

wider existence.

There is a general loss of direction.

Vajashrava is confounded by the calls

coming from his own inner self as well

as from the depths of the universe:

What a confounding!

I hear for a while

up to a distance voices of my own

The voices overtake me and move forward

Some of them left far behind

The directions reverberate

with the pathos

of a call–

This unavoidable confounding and loss

of certainties has been felt by the Hindi

poets since the days of Nai Kavita. It

reminds one of the famous lines of

Muktibodh (Mujhe pukaarti hui pukar

kho gayee kahin). With today’s explosion

of knowledge and information, the quest

of the poet will face more and more

loss of direction. The poet will have

to negotiate the paths full of killing

minefields and inescapable labyrinths.

There is a flood of identities from

which the post-modern man has to

retrieve his individual identity. He has

to search the needle in a haystack. The

data-mining of cyber space has entered

the nebulous undigitised area of poetic

space. The solid, unitary and well defined

structures of yesterday have changed
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into multilayered, composite and abstract

fabrications of uncertain shapes. Memory

plays hide and seek. The poet starts

remembering his many lives spread over

the past centuries the waves playing on

the waves over the dark waters of history.

Nachiketa returns to his father through

many resurrections, beginnings, multiple

transformations and after many failed

attempts. This “coming back” from the

long voyages is encoded in the very

dynamics of life. Poetry is a part of

this kinetics.

The second canto opens with a

breakage. An illusion is shattered. Last

night the poet fell from his pedestal and

broke into pieces. The Fall: a theme

occurring again and again in the epic

poetry. The fall is an essential pre-

condition of the existence and is necessary

for hightening of the creative tension.

The poet fell but his essence kept on

hovering and brooding over a scattered,

demolished and dismembered existence.

An entire civilization, a whole era is lying

scattered and disconstructed irreversibly.

In the end, a book of simple childhood-

games is placed at the pedestal. The

void left by something considered eternal

has been ironically filled by a trifle

simplicity. That is how, all illusions merge

into reality of their times. Illusions are

necessary constituents of reality, more

so in the reign of contemporary post–

postmodern alliances. These alliances

dominate all spaces including the poetic

space leaving no space for a poet. An

exiled poet asks:

How much modern is thy Truth

How modern your weapons

How relevant is your message,

Can your soldiers

Stand through

One single great war?

How much modern

is your war

Are your soldiers

adequately awake

Can they fight a war with the Self

and uphold the justice

for the Soul?

There is an after-life after the life

on pedestal. Death is not the dying

declaration of the living beings. The

existence beyond life is as earthly as

the life itself. Vajashrava confides to

his son:

It is good

that you came back

in my life

But I know,

even, if you want

you cannot

come back to my age.

Is it just a generation gap the poet

is talking about? Or is it that paradigm

shift that has taken place - is it the
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inexorable parting of the tectonic plates

forcing the continents away from each

other. Is the human civilization being

torn apart? The poet is longing for a

wholeness in life. Not just the struggle.

Not just the quest but the whole gamut

of daily life, including its mundane

routine, is invoked by the poet as the

real worship:

Not penance alone

let the entire rigmarole

of daily life

signify the meaning

of worship of life itself.

The ascetic Shankaracharya is

speaking again through the pen of Kunwar

Narain (yad yad karma karomi

tattadakhilam Shambho tawaaradhanam).

A few centuries ago, Shankracharya had

spoken similarly through Sant Kabir–

jojo karon so puja). This is how the

poets reincarnate. The poets have to

reincarnate so that eternity and

universality may continue to have a

meaning.

The poets generally do not talk of

balancing the truth. Truth is always

partisan. Truth and Reality present the

most haunting and bewildering mirage

for the human quest. The poetry of

Kunwar Narain when faced with this

mirage meets the fate of a thirsty deer.

In Vajashrava, there is a tendency to

put the struggle on a high pedestal but

avoid face-to-face confrontation with it.

In this poetic treatment, there are natural

propensities towards a covert fatalism.

The poet of Vajashrava has his own

conclusions. He maintains that

“excessive” depiction of struggle in arts

would present an inordinately cruel

picture of life. He reaffirms that there

is struggle but there are also beautiful

reconciliations and harmonious truces.

But, it is well known that truces are

temporary and reconciliations are a meta-

stable state. It must be stressed that

struggle itself is not all cruelty. Therefore,

the thrust of Vajashrava may not lead

to the conclusions where the poet would

like us to arrive.

The arts involving speech and

language are constrained by the complex

association of thoughts and words and

the multi-polar character of meaning.

These relationships have become more

complex in the context of the modern

poetry. There is a virtual deluge of the

words due to explosion of information

and globalization of arts and

communications. Then, there is an

unprecedented explosion of diversity of

discourses in each society. The excess

of language and communication has

broken down the old structures of thought

and comprehension which were, at a time,

sanctioned by a common social

agreement. There is a new economics

with a worldwide collapse. There is a
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worldwide religio-terror mechanism

changing the very meanings of the words.

In this scenario, one may be tempted

to visualize the treatment of Nachiketa

theme by a feminist or a dalit. After

all, Nachiketa’s is a patriarchal theme

where “stree” and “dalit” find no place

although the subject is claimed to belong

to universal quest and eternal values.

This epic poem by Kunwarji will become

more interesting when read from feminist

or dalit or from some other marginal

view points.

Having said so, it must be emphasized

that there are no conclusions in arts.

There are only impressions. The

Heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty is

as much a part of the post-modern poetry

as that of quantum physics. The process

of observation changes the reality.

Therefore, there are no absolutes either

in arts or in sciences. For a poet,

Vajashrava and Nachiketa are not just

two stages in the development of human

civilizations. A given time-space is a

complex construct of past, present, future

and multiple spatial dimensions. The

poetry of Kunwar Narain reiterates that

there are a large number of beings

contained in a single individual:

The ascetic and hedonist

are but two faces

of the same coin,

That ancient patriarch

wrapped in a cloak

sitting on throne

is a defeated monarch,

Or may be

he is a hermit detached,

Or a father fulfilled

Or

The despair of a son embodied

Therefore, while reading “Vajashrava

ke Bahane”, remember, you are not alone.

You are populated with a whole world,

and not, only of your own. Nachiketa

and Vajasharva could also be there, your

avid co-readers.

*The English translation of the poetic excerpts

from Vajashrava are by the reviewer.

Dinesh Kumar Shukla,  born 1950, is  a poet and prose writer.  His

published collections of poetry include samay chakra, kabhi to khulen

kapaat,  naya anhad and katha kaho kavita.  He is equally at home

with translation. He works at IIFCO and lives in Delhi.
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CONTEMPORARY HINDI POETRY

AND NIRALA
Kedarnath Singh

Translated by

Ravi Nandan Sinha

(This lecture was delivered by Sri Kedarnath Singh, eminent poet

and thinker, on February 27, 2007 at the very important ‘Nirala

Lecture Series’ conducted by the Hindi Department of Allahabad

University. Professor Satyaprakash Mishra was then the Head of the

Department of Hindi. Exactly one month after this lecture was delivered,

Satyaprakash ji suddenly expired. This was the last lecture delivered

under his chairmanship– Suryanarayan.)

I enjoy postponing things and this habit of mine must have

been responsible for my deferring this lecture for such a long

time. There must have been other reasons too, which need not

be mentioned here. But to my mind, the biggest reason must

have been my belief that perhaps I do not have the necessary

competence to speak from the platform in a lecture series that

has seen such eminent speakers. I have seen Pant ji’s book Chhayavad,

which was first delivered as a lecture here; I think it was a written

lecture. It is a very important book. Let me make it clear that

I intended to speak on the entire gamut of Indian poetry in the

present context. That was my idea in the beginning, especially

when I edited a book– I don’t know whether you have seen it.

It has been published by Kitab Ghar. It is called Tana-Bana and

is a collection of contemporary poetry. The book may not be

comprehensive– it may even have some flaws in it– but in course
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of my trying to put together and

understand the entire range of the post-

Independence Indian poetry, I felt that

there is immense variety in it. Taken

together, the poetry of Europe does not

have the kind of diversity that Indian

poetry has. Nirala is at the centre of

not only Hindi poetry but, I will go to

the extent of saying that he is at the

centre of the entire Indian poetic tradition

and will continue to remain so. I do

not claim that I will say many new things

about Nirala. Dudhnath Singh, sitting here

beside me, is to my mind the greatest

scholar of Nirala’s poetry. The kind of

astuteness with which he has studied

Nirala’s poetry is not commonly seen

in others. Before coming here I was going

through Do Sharan (it would have been

better if he had given the full line, ‘Do

sharan! Do sharan!), which is a collection

of Nirala’s devotional poems. For readers

like me, the devotional poems of Nirala

have been problematic because they did

not happen suddenly. It is not that the

pressure of growing old led the poet to

devotion and he suddenly remembered

God. But, it is certain that there is one

corner of the Indian heart where such

a feeling resides, and also that Nirala

wrote devotional poems from his youth

to the last days of his life. I am reminded

of a Hindi critic, who for some time

was also the Governor of Uttar Pradesh,

and we all know what point of view he

had. He wrote a long essay entitled ‘Nirala

ka Bhakti Kavya (‘The Devotional Poetry

of Nirala’). I am beginning my discussion

from the other end. I liked it when

Dudhnath ji explained how the devotional

in Nirala is different from the poetry

of the Bhakti period in Hindi poetry.

This is because at the centre of the entire

oeuvre of Nirala, there has been a

profound sense of doubt. A long time

ago, probably in 1943, he wrote a letter

to Jankiballabh Shastri. They had been

writing letters to each other for a very

long time; rather, I would request the

organizers to invite Janakiballabh Shastri

because he knows many things about

Nirala that no one else knows. Of course,

he can be slightly controversial too, but

you must hear him. So, in a letter to

him, Nirala had written a sentence that

is justified by all the poetry he wrote

after that. I do not remember the exact

words but the sentence was something

like this, “Sometimes I feel that I should

write the exact opposite of whatever has

been written in poetic literature.” I found

this sentence of Nirala very significant.

In a way, his later poetry illustrates it.

He wanted to write his poetry in such

a way that it seemed to break a new

ground moving away from the tradition.

And, he had been doing exactly that.

I would like to share with you an incident

that shows how as a reader and also

as a writer I came in contact with the

poetry of Nirala. It is a small incident.

Nirala had been visiting Trilochan Shastri,

the famous Hindi poet in Banaras. We

went to meet him. Shastri ji introduced
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us and informed him that we wrote poetry.

Immediately Nirala asked me, “Do you

know what ‘arghan’ means?” I could not

answer his question. Nirala scolded me–

and it was a wonderful scolding– and

said that young people these days are

forgetting their language. This word

belongs to the dialect and if we wanted

to write poetry, we must know our dialect.

Let me also add that with an appeal

in my eyes I was looking at Trilochan

ji to help me. Nirala ji said that the

word belonged to my mother tongue

Bhojpuri. Then, very politely I said to

him that the word does not belong to

Bhojpuri. But Nirala ji was Nirala and

told me, “You do not know anything.”

Friends, this word does not belong to

my mother tongue Bhojpuri; ‘arghan’ is

not found in any form of Bhojpuri - eastern,

western, or central. ‘Arghan’ comes from

‘aaghraan’, which means ‘smell’. Later,

I read that it has been used by Tulsidas,

with an almost similar pronunciation…

‘lei arghan’. So the word belongs to Awadhi

vocabulary and not to Bhojpuri. That

scolding helped me a great deal later,

and I have always tried to remain close

to my mother tongue. That was my first

meeting with him and I learnt there that

Nirala’s poetry is not a hundred metre

sprint but a complete hurdle race, in

which it is not certain that you reach

the last hurdle without getting hurt. Nirala

creates hurdles in the warp and woof

of his language and sometimes also in

the way he communicates experience.

There are many creative hurdles that

Nirala creates, hurdles that you have

to confront and struggle against, hurdles

that make you pause and think. It is

not possible that you can rush through

his poetry. I think the two poets who

have made the maximum use of Khari

Boli (I am using the term to distinguish

it from old Hindi) in their poetry are

Nirala and Ghalib. They have made a

very rich and complex use of the Khari

Boli of their time. Ghalib has such creative

form that the very first couplet of his

makes us struggle with it. There are

beautiful linguistic complexities in it.

Many times what Nirala’s genius and his

poetry create forces us to battle against

ourselves. I would like to refer to a very

famous poem of his last days, and that

is ‘Patrotkanthit jeevan ka vish bujha

hua hai.’ It is often difficult to explain

it. I found its source in Ghalib and I

know that here scholars of Ghalib are

present. One of his couplets goes like

this: ‘Jauhare tegh basar chashm-e-deegar

maloom/Hoon main woh sabza ki jaharab

ugaata hai mujhe.’ I’ll leave the first line

and focus on the second– ‘Hoon main

woh sabza ki jaharab ugaata hai mujhe’,

which means I am that plant that is

irrigated by poisonous water and then

it grows. I know that Nirala loved the

poetry of Ghalib and this image of a

plant growing out of poisonous water

must have been somewhere in his mind.

Nirala is a memory-centred poet. At many

levels there is no difference between Hindi
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and Urdu in Nirala’s poetry. Here I would

like to add that among the chhayavadi

poets, besides Nirala, Jaishankar Prasad

also loved Urdu poetry and Dagh was

his favourite poet. He liked that couplet

of Dagh which goes like this; ‘Khoob parda

hai ki chilman se lage baithe ho/ Saaf

chhupte bhi nahin, saamne aate bhi nahin.’

And the entire poetry of Prasad ji

boils down to this: ‘Saaf chhupte bhi

nahin, saamne aate bhi nahin’ (that is,

it stands midway between total obscurity

and complete lucidity). Nirala appears

to form a special kind of creative link

with Ghalib and his poetry attests this

connection. Here (in Allahabd University)

Eijaz Saheb was the Head of the Urdu

department and he has said something

very interesting in his memoirs. He says

that ‘Bak raha hoon junoon mein kya-

kuchh, kuchh na samjhe khuda kare koi’

was a favourite couplet of Nirala. The

essence of Nirala’s mind and art is

expressed by this line of Ghalib: ‘Ibne

mariam hua kare koi, mere dukh ki dawa

kare koi.’ Nirala too is a poet of sorrow.

The word dukh (sorrow) comes repeatedly

in his poetry. Thus, there is an indirect

relationship between Nirala and Ghalib.

I can see a relationship between the

creativity of Ghalib’s language and the

distinct design that Nirala’s language has.

I think this subject needs to be explored

further. But friends, here I have been

asked to speak on Nirala in the context

of contemporary poetry. It has been said

again and again and I am repeating it

that without Nirala, subsequent Hindi

poetry was not possible. I’ll not call it

contemporary only but all poetry that

is known by various names such as

‘Pragatisheel’ etc. is included in this.

‘Pragaitisheel’ (progressive) poetry, ‘Nai

Kavita’,  (New Poetry), ‘Prayogvad’

(Experimentation) and the poetry of the

present time—the seeds of all these can

be found somewhere in Nirala. But what

has actually happened with Nirala is that

instead of learning from him, we have

converted him into a myth, a legend

that has had a profound influence on

the entire Hindi world. Instead of going

to the primary sources of his poetry

we have lived under the terror of his

image and have read him and known

him only as a legend. In contemporary

poetry, in the poets who are writing today,

I find that their poetry has little

connectedness with Nirala. The tradition

of reading Nirala has weakened. Vishnu

Khare, my friend and the well-known

poet, often says that Nirala is unreadable;

that he cannot read Nirala; that Ram

ki Shaktipooja is entirely unreadable. This

too is an attitude of contemporary poetry.

By contemporary I do not mean only

that poetry with which we are well-

acquainted but also that poetry, which

I shall call the poetry of ‘marginalized

identity’ for want of a better word. The

poetry that is coming from the latter

has hardly any association with Nirala’s

poetry. Rather I would say that some

Dalit writers have written against Nirala,
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but I do not know if women writers have

said anything anywhere about him. Let

me inform you that Anamika has worked

on Nirala and her research on him is

in English. But at the level of poetry

I do not see any of these writers being

inspired by Nirala and trying something

new in their poetry. So much has already

been said on Nirala’s longer poems such

as Ram ki Shaktipooja, Saroj-Smriti,

Vanbela and Tulsidas that I would not

like to comment on them. I like Ram

ki Shaktipooja. But one thing troubles

me. Whenever I read Ram ki Shaktipooja

its first eighteen lines force me to think

about Nirala. He is a poet in whose poetry

the verb occupies a central place. No

other poet in Hindi has made such creative

use of verbs. Often he creates his images

with the help of his verbs. Nirala has

said that Pant ji creates his images with

his adjectives. Nirala does the same with

his verbs, but this poet in whose work

the verb is so central hardly ever uses

any verb in these first eighteen lines.

In them there are mostly noun-phrases

or adjectives. I have not counted them

but perhaps there are not even two or

three verbs. The poem moves very fast.

Then, after these eighteen lines the

language changes suddenly and the poem

acquires a natural flow and the natural

structure of Hindi poetry becomes

evident. Those eighteen lines do not have

the natural organization of Hindi poetry;

they are full of samas-centred poetic

expressions. I feel that in those eighteen

lines Nirala was trying to create a new

language. When we have to say something

in brief and quickly such as in a telegram

‘father dead, come soon’, we tend to use

very few verbs; sometimes we do not

use verbs at all. So Nirala has created

such a language. In many ways Ram

ki Shaktipooja is a great poem but in

one sense it displays the contradiction

in Nirala’s personality, something that

needs to be discussed here itself. Everyone

knows that he borrowed the story from

Kritivas; and made changes in it; the

story is not presented exactly as it is.

A great poet does not use a story exactly

as it is given. Nirala also took inspiration

from it. Bengal is a region influenced

by the Shakta philosophy. There Nirala

merges the Shakta philosophy into Ram’s

story which is central to the Vaishnava

tradition and despite being influenced

by Rabindranath he takes Kritivas as his

source material.  Almost like

Rabindranath, Nirala establishes a

relationship between his poetry and bhakti

poetry. Nirala is perhaps the only poet

among the chhayavadis who shows such

a close relationship with bhakti poetry.

That is why, the changes he brought about

in Ram ki Shaktipooja look so beautiful

to me. In Ram ki Shaktipooja Ram is

in a despondent mood of defeat (though

actually he is not defeated) and feels

that he cannot fight any more: ‘Mitravar

vijay hogi na samar’ (Friend, there will

neither be victory not war). In Kritivas

at this point Brahma himself appears and
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tells Ram to worship Shakti and then

he would be able to defeat Ravana. Nirala

has made a wonderful change in this

part of the story. He defeats Brahma

also because among the military advisors

sitting there, there is no Brahma, Brahma

will descend from heaven. Nirala does

not believe in things that descend from

heaven. In this context I like the statement

of Ramvilas ji; “Nirala’s poetry is bound

with the gravitational pull of the earth.”

So among those who were present there,

the oldest and the most experienced

person was Jamvant. Ram proposes this

to Jamvant, in other words in the place

of an other-worldly power he brings in

a power of this world. I find such changes

made by Nirala very significant. You can

find many such changes in Nirala’s poetry.

These are of course the much discussed

and widely read works of Nirala on which

a great deal has been written. Here I

would like to draw your attention to

some of his other poems. For a writer

like me and also for a large number of

later poets, the two works that will ever

remain relevant are Naye Patte and Bela.

These are not counted among the major

works of Nirala. But the kind of

revolutionary change he brings about in

the language and its complete tenor, in

the subject-matter and in transferring

reality to the level of consciousness in

Naye Patte  and Bela  is extremely

significant. He does all this at the risk

of being unsuccessful; I do not know

if any other poet in Hindi had the ability

to take such risks as Nirala. He took

risks to the limit of being unsuccessful.

He makes use of the popular forms of

poetry - folk song, gazal, biraha, kajli

or many other kinds of verse forms. In

these, he is sometimes successful and

sometimes not. My humble opinion is

that the biggest risk of failure that Nirala

took was in his gazals. He does not achieve

that height in his gazals and yet he

continues to write them. There is a line

of his: ‘Khula bhed vijayi kahaye hue

jo, lahoo doosron ka piye ja rahe hain.’

This line has often been mentioned in

discussions on progressive poetry and

it has been said that it shows the impact

of Urdu, but the kind of exquisite design

that Urdu has achieved in gazal is beyond

the scope of Nirala. He fails, but he goes

on writing, because it is a popular form

that can easily reach the common man.

He felt that he should use those forms

that can easily reach the common reader

and in doing so, try to address a wider

audience. Friends, it is one of those

traditions that Nirala founded, which has

been abandoned by contemporary poetry.

The popular forms of poetry were not

used in it; there may be an exception

here and there but that does not change

the situation. Surjit Patar is the greatest

poet in Punjabi and he is not only great

in expressing the modern consciousness

but is also an equally great writer of

gazals. He has written a large number

of gazals. We cannot say the same thing

about most contemporary poets that they
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have also reached the same level of

excellence in the gazal. Later, Dushyant

poetry shows the use of the gazal form,

which is a welcome development and

was also popular, but we simply left this

responsibility of writing this popular form

to a single author and did not do anything

ourselves. Secondly, the tradition of the

folk songs to which Nirala reverted (‘Kale

kale badal’, ‘Hae aaye veer Jawaharlal’)

has also been abandoned in contemporary

poetry. It is true that when we evaluate

these poems we feel that it is not great

poetry; but it is that kind of poetry that

does great things because it directly

addresses the common man. Nirala has

many such experiments to his credit;

Kukurmutta itself is a notable example

of such experimentation. Perhaps never

before in the entire history of the

development of Hindi poetry, from olden

times to the modern age, was such a

change brought about in the nature,

tradition and language of poetry as was

done by Kukurmutta. Kabir too changed

poetry, and it is a big change. One needs

to discuss Kabir separately; he is a very

important poet. Although, this too I find

curious that Nirala wrote on Tulsidas,

but he never wrote on Kabir. Kabir could

have been nearer to the kind of

consciousness of reality that Nirala

possessed. Nirala wrote Tulsidas. I admire

and wonder at the kind of classical finish

in which that poem has been written.

Some lines in it also trouble me, but

that is another matter but the kind of

tight organization the poem has is

significant. I heard that poem from Nirala

himself. I was in school and was in class

six and Nirala had been invited to speak

on Tulsidas. I do not remember what

he said about Tulsidas; rather he did

not say anything on him. He was

continuously talking about his own poetic

practice. Our Principal was a clever man.

He politely said to him—Nirala ji, you

have delivered such a fine speech and

we have liked it very much, but we want

to hear from you your poem Tulsidas.

Nirala then read his poem. He spoke

in his ‘meghmandra’ (deep and resonant)

voice; the word ‘meghmandra’ itself is

his favourite expression. I did not follow

much of it; and in any case what could

I understand at that age? But I liked

it very much and never again have I

heard such recitation of poetry. T.S. Eliot

has said, “Great poetry can communicate

before it is understood.” The same thing

happened when Nirala was reading his

poem; I could not understand it but it

was communicated. Nirala had the ability

to make his poetry reach the listener.

Unfortunately, we do not have the kind

of voice he had. You could learn a great

deal even from that voice itself. So, the

tradition of Tulsidas, that is, the poetic

style it has did not continue after him.

In my view Nirala’s poetry is the expansion

of the consciousness of freedom. The

element of inspiration, the element of

the consciousness of freedom that is there

in his poetry is interwoven in many forms
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and at many levels. There is a well-known

line in him: ‘Noopur ke swar mand rahe,

jab na charan swachhand rahe’; as long

as the feet were tied, it was not possible

to dance. Bondage and art cannot go

together. Nirala was very clear about

it, and his poetry constantly breaks all

kinds of moulds because of which a new

creation becomes possible at many levels.

Here I would like to say something about

chhand (meter). In this area there was

a major shift taking place in modern Hindi

poetry. I am speaking of a time before

Hariaudh and Maithilisharan Gupta that

is, before the chhayavad period. These

poets used two different kinds of chhand.

Hariaudh wrote his poetry in varnik vrittas

(cycles of four lines with equal number

of measures with a fixed order.)

Priyapravas has been written in that

chhand. Nirala was for varnik chhandas.

He wrote his Juhi ki kali in that. Rather

one of the main forms of that varnik

chhand called kavitt was used by Nirala.

He calls kavitt the jatiya chhand (national

meter) of Hindi. This is a phrase used

by him. He achieved a new effect with

the help of this jatiya chhand. It has

a new rhythm, a long and flowing rhythm,

and a generous rise and fall of the verse—

and it is a kind of rhythm that is closer

to the spoken language. It is his invention

and he wrote some of his earlier poems

in it. What is best in Nirala, which we

call the jatiya is in varnik vritta. He

has mentioned it in great detail in the

preface to Parimal. He broke the matrik

chhand (counted by the weight of the

syllables) into what can be called a new

kind of free verse, which was later used

in Hindi. If we wish to discover the

tradition established by Nirala at the level

of meter, I would like to remind you

that the kind of long flowing rhythm that

such an important poem as Andhere Mein

has—the kind of rhythm, the music of

language that its early lines have—is a

tradition born out of the varnik chhand

of Nirala. This is the tradition that

Muktibodh breaks a number of times and

adds many new elements to it. But the

way that poem begins has a certain kind

of free-flowing quality. That is the meter

of Nirala, the free verse born out of

varnik chhand, and in Hindi Nirala is

its inventor.

Prasad’s famous poem Pralaya ki

Chhaya has been written in that meter.

Rather a large part of Andha Yug too

has been written in that long flowing

rhythm. Thus matrik chhand is quite

established in Hindi but here I have to

say something about the ‘bahar’ of Urdu,

about which I have a somewhat different

view point. It is generally believed that

it came from Persian. Of course it shares

the same name with the Persian ‘bahar’.

Masood Hussein Khan Saheb has

something very interesting to say about

it in one of his lectures. He says that

it is not correct to say that the ‘bahar’

in Urdu has come from Iran. I had a

chance to go to Iran where in a conference

I read a paper in which I tried to show
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how the Urdu poets borrowed the ‘bahar’

from Persia and used it. When I finished

reading my paper, one man got up and

said that he had been listening carefully

to my paper but the ‘bahar’ I had been

talking about had no relationship with

the ‘bahar’ in the Persian tradition. I

believe that the ‘bahar’ did come from

Iran but the structure and intonation

of Khari boli changed it to a great extent.

How the ‘bahar’ acquired the colour of

the Indian languages is something that

needs to be discussed separately. The

‘bahar’ that Nirala uses in his poetry

has been taken from the tradition of Urdu,

but later it did not grow in Hindi; it

was left behind. It needs to be discussed

what is that in Nirala which was later

abandoned. Nirala is a poet of long poems,

but apart from bhakti poets, Hindi poetic

tradition has not produced another lyric

writer like him. There is something about

the lyric that I have often said and would

like to repeat here. The structure of the

lyric that Nirala’s poetry has is different

from that which developed in Hindi and

which Mahadevi Verma strengthened, or

later, which Bachchan continued in his

poetry. There is one thing in the tradition

of the lyric, which later developed in

Mahadevi’s poetry, and which troubles

me. I call it the dictatorship of the ‘tek’.

It means that the line that comes first

tends to dictate the rest of the poem.

The rest of the poem follows it. The

predominance of anything, even if it is

of ‘tek’ creates problems. Nirala tried

to demolish this predominance of the

‘tek’. Yes, it is correct to say that ‘tek’

does appear in his poetry but Nirala did

not write long lyrics. They have five

or six or seven movements. His lyrics

are short and in those short lyrics there

is emotion and thought condensed. If

you take his famous ‘Bandho na nav is

thaon bandhu’, you will notice that it

is a poem of only two movements. That

is why, the usual structure of the lyric

was not acceptable to him. He wanted

to take the lyric to the tradition of bhakti

poetry. Rather he wanted that lyrics must

be such that they can be remembered

easily. He had said so in his preface

to Geetika; unfortunately somehow his

lyrics did not become that popular. I

have never been able to understand this;

perhaps the structure of Khari Boli had

something to do with it. His lyrics did

not become popular but he created a

new form and if this kind of poetry ever

develops, his contribution to it must be

considered important. I believe that

lyricism has somehow been there at the

root of the entire Indian poetry. It is

not a coincidence that our greatest epic

Ramcharitmanas is sung the most. It

is an epic and also capable of being sung.

But what appears strange to me, and

which I cannot explain, is that this

tradition of song-writing did not continue

later. It did not continue at all, rather

I would say that contemporary poetry

has abandoned it totally. Some lyrics

were written by our old progressive poets.
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You will get them in Nagarjuna, Trilochan

and if you look for them you will also

get them in Muktibodh. His poem ‘Jeevan

mein jo kuchh sweekara hai, woh sab

mujhko pyara hai’ is in the lyric form.

So, this tradition is completely missing

in contemporary poetry. We do not see

it growing in Hindi poetry. Why did it

happen? Was it impossible to express

new ideas and emotions in the lyric form?

Coming to myself, I too wrote some lyrics

in the beginning, not more than five or

seven. Then I discontinued, because I

too could not break the accepted form

of the lyric. The dictatorship of the ‘tek’

remained and due to its compulsion I

gave up writing lyrics. But it was possible

to give it a new form. Some poets have

tried to do it. There is a contemporary

poet Devendra Kumar who is not discussed

much. I don’t know how many of you

have read him. He is known by the name

of Devendra Kumar Bengali, and belongs

to Gorakhpur. He has written some lyrics

such as ‘Ek ped chandni lagaya hai aangne’

and there are some more like that which

have fresh subjects. So I see the tradition

of Nirala’s songs in the poetry of Devendra

Kumar. But apart from him I don’t see

any other poet in whose poetry one can

see the presence of that tradition. Thus,

I wanted to share with you some of my

ideas about whether or not the

contemporary poetry comes anywhere

close to Nirala’s poetic tradition. I want

to add one more thing: it is unfortunate

that in Indian poetry Nirala could not

exercise his influence to the extent he

could have done. I had a respected friend

named Subhash Mukhopadhyaya. He is

a great poet of Bengali. I was talking

to him about Nirala and he said to me,

Kedar, I have not read Nirala because

I do not know Hindi. I did not come

across a good translation of Nirala’s

poetry. Nirala has not been translated

competently in other languages. I did

not like the translation that David Rubin

did in Allahabad. I want to give an example

of his translation. There is an idiom in

Hindi, ‘pee kahan’, he has translated ‘pee’

as a verb and had written ‘Where have

you drunk?’ This is the kind of translation

it is. It is not possible to transmit Nirala’s

poetry correctly with such low-quality

translations. Let me inform you that about

a month ago an English translation of

some of his poems has been published.

The poems have been translated by an

Indian named Madhusudan Thakur and

have been published by Sahitya Akademi,

He is an unknown name for me. I only

know that he was in Canada for some

time, knows Hindi well and has made

a good selection of Nirala’s poems. So,

I believe that the translation must be

good. I hope with the help of this

translation the poems of Nirala will reach

a wider readership. Perhaps the most

difficult poem to translate is Tulsidas

and he has translated this poem also,

besides Ram ki Shaktipooja and Saroj-

Smriti.

I feel that with the help of this
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translation perhaps Nirala can reach

readers in all parts of India. I think that

young people, who are capable of doing

it, should make this effort. To my mind

there are two poets who gave a new

direction to Indian poetry and I would

like to mention them. They are

Subramanyam Bharati in the South and

Nirala in Hindi. In many ways Nirala

is more relevant to the modern times

than Tagore. In terms of his poetic

creation, Tagore’s oeuvre is large, but

Tagore’s poetry has no connection with

the present generation. The young reader

of Bengal today does not interact with

Rabindranath’s poetry. The younger poets

are completely cut off from him. This

does not apply to Nirala. Poets are still

close to Nirala’s poetry. Rather Nirala

poses a challenge to them. Is it possible

to write better than that? Perhaps, this

challenge will always be there. And then,

the new path he has broken and such

new direction his poetry takes is something

that no other poet has ever been able

to do. That is why, I mentioned Naye

Patte and Bela. They have multihued

poems. I have said before, and I repeat

that we have left behind the popular

poetic forms of Nirala, but one thing

that is left with us is the rhythm of

prose, which Nirala invented. If I am

not forgetting, his short poem Jalashaya

ke Kinare Kuhri, which is either in Naye

Patte or Bela, is an example of a poem

written in the pure prose rhythm. One

can find a large number of prose pieces

in his other poems. But why did the

prose rhythm develop? And that too in

Hindi? The entire contemporary poetry

has been limited to this prose rhythm.

It is almost the same prose rhythm that

Nirala invented in Jalashaya ke Kinare

Kuhri. We will have to find the answer

to this question. I was talking to Namvar

ji and when I asked him why it has

happened he gave me an answer to which

I do not agree. He said, “What has happened

is that the translations of the poetry

of many foreign poet such as Neruda

and others were all in this prose rhythm.

The most famous is that Deshanter

anthology which was translated by

Dharmavir Bharti in this city itself. All

these poems are in prose rhythm. This

kind of rhythm in translation had such

a deep impression on poets that they

began to use it in their poetry and that

is why the contemporary poetry is entirely

in this rhythm.” I don’t think it is a

completely correct answer. I believe, and

I may be wrong, and am prepared to

be wrong, that the biggest obstacle is

the limitation imposed by the matrik

chhand. It has a mathematical structure

based on the counting of matras. This

mathematical structure leads to a certain

kind of monotony and to escape from

it there was no other way but to use

the rhythm of prose. Trilochan ji says,

“Prose is an ocean of rhythms.” I like

this sentence. Indeed prose is the ocean

of rhythms. All the rhythms including

that of verse have basically come from
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prose. Having said that let me add that

chhand  has not disappeared from

contemporary poetry. For instance, in

Bengal, a great deal of poetry is being

written in conventional meter. Again,

Urdu, the language nearest to us, also

uses meter, especially the ‘bahar’. The

other day I was reading Akhtar-ul-Iman,

my favourite poet. The entire poetry of

Akhtar-ul-Iman is in ‘bahars’. His famous

poem ‘Woh Ladka’ is also written in

‘bahars’. If we talk about Gujarati poetry,

chhand is still used there. In Marathi

also Arun Kolatkar used chhand. Not

only these, the new development that

has taken place in Hindi poetry, something

that is referred to as Dalit poetry, also

makes use of chhand. It is true that

Dalit poets do not like Nirala very much.

Sometimes they even criticize him. But,

they use many of what I have called

the forms of popular poetry. They have

borrowed many things from the pop

culture. In this sense that aspect of Nirala’s

poetry seems to be present in Dalit poetry

in some form or the other. At least a

poet like Surajpal Singh Chauhan is an

example of this. I like his poetry, not

because he is my neighbour but because

whenever I have talked to him I have

felt that he has a strong desire to reach

the people. This desperation to reach

the people is present in a larger measure

in Dalit poetry than in any other kind

of poetry. They have not abandoned the

meter; Dalit poets have used chhand on

a large scale. This is the situation. In

its totality, contemporary poetry is not

only that poetry which is familiar. This

is because ‘samkaleen’ (or contemporary)

is among those terms in Hindi that are

the least clearly defined. What is

contemporary poetry? What poetry can

be given this name? Is the entire writing

after Independence contemporary? Or,

do we say that when ‘yuva kavita’ (the

poetry of youth) appeared in the

seventies, the contemporary period began.

If my memory serves me right, the very

term ‘samkaleen’ was first used in

Allahabad. Sahi wrote the widely discussed

essay ‘Nitant Samsamayikta ka Naitik

Dayitva’ through which the term became

popular.

Contemporary poetry is being used

as a blanket term. In the meantime many

new trends have appeared in poetry which

must be given names. Perhaps we are

stretching like rubber the term

‘contemporary’ and it is obvious that

what is stretched too far ultimately breaks.

Why is it like this? For the last thirty

years we have been trying to designate

poetry with this term only. This happens

when there are no new movements. In

the field of poetry there are no

movements; poetry is being written in

a movement-less age. I am not talking

about exceptions. I mean the kind of

movement that changes the entire face

of poetry is not there at all. When such

movements appear, they bring with them

names that express the trends that the

movements represent. Thus, names are
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born out of those movements. The fact

that if for thirty years, poetry has been

‘contemporary’ it means that there is

something missing in the entire literary

environment. I have raised this question

before you because I feel that it needs

to be discussed. Should we use the term

‘contemporary’ for the whole period? Or,

should we give a new name to it? When

a new child is born, it demands a new

name. What is subsumed under

contemporary also has much that is new.

Harishchandra Pandey is present here.

I like his poetry. He has given something

new in his poetry. Calling his poetry

contemporary will  not be enough.

Meanwhile another poet called Ravindra

Swapnil Prajapati has appeared on the

poetic scene. I think his poetry is

important. I do not know what you think

of it. You may not agree to his political

views but, Collage  his first poetry

collection seems important to me. Perhaps

such poetry will lead to a breakthrough;

although his poetry is far removed from

the poetic tradition of Nirala. Friends,

all this while I have been rambling. At

the beginning of this lecture, Satyaprakash

ji suggested that Nirala will continue to

be relevant to Hindi poetry in future.

I completely agree with him. For it will

be Nirala who will continue to throw

up challenges. That will be a challenge

in a positive sense. Exactly in the same

manner as Kumar Ashan is to a major

poetic tradition in the South. These are

the two points of departure that will

always be a challenge to the poetry that

is yet to be written.
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FIVE POEMS
Vishnu Khare

Translated by

Rahul Soni and Giriraj Kiradoo

Krishna, to Draupadi

how long it has been since you last called me
the two or three times you did required no great valor
from between embarrassed timidity and arrogant cowardice
just an ordinary courage and the desire to be near you

and every time as I returned I knew that all you said to
me

would be debased by people calling it a prayer a plea
you, the pious wife of five warrior husbands
I, the louche lover of countless gopis and queens
and the hero of countless stories that speak of Radha’s rapturous

love
the very mention of which would later unsettle and annoy

me
but who would believe that there was always something about

y o u
so that when we were left alone in the palace
in full understanding of our mutual intent
we would not even desire each other’s touch
and as I would return in silence
on the long road from Indraprasth to Dwarka
it was not the chariot’s rattle
but the echo of your voice the light of your eyes
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and my charioteer vexed from turning back again and again

and then I saw before my very eyes
your kin and mine the people we loved dying
I saw you returning to camp tending to your wounded husbands
all this as I was speaking to Arjun
and watching Kripacharya succeed
both Kauravs and Pandavs must have been baffled by my smile
but I could see your eyes over all of Kurukshetra
and it was because of them that I came to live
in Dwarka, far away from friends

it is my moment now
fulfilling every prophecy every curse every ill omen
my charioteer, always vexed, has gone
and I sit waiting for that imprudent hunter
to mistake my foot for the head of a deer
my queens whose names I cannot even properly recall
who are now well past their youth
I have left to Arjun
my aging friend your now feeble husband
the impatient sea keeps turning back from Dwarka’s shore
I have no message for you but when
were messages ever necessary between us
yes, I see your husbands setting out with you in tow
and that you will be the first to fall, you will be left behind
in their well-meaning pride these descendants of Kuru
have seldom turned to look at truth
then, leaving your body, you will say Krishna and find
that I am as close to you as I always was
we will walk together watching your husbands fall one by one
and listen to the familiar pietism of your eldest husband’s words
seeing their last sublime presumption you will look at me
and I will smile remembering suddenly, neither you nor I will know why
my long forgotten flute and Radha drawn
to its music
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Hope

if I had been born in the romantic age
of European classical music and if I had feudal riches
I would call Beethoven, Hadyn or Mozart and ask
how much will you take
to write a new piece
which shall, of course, have a full orchestra
but space too for a piano solo
one female and one male voice
and a chorus
with men, women and children at once

they would say
it is not a question of wages
but your request is absurd
it violates all rules of composition
a symphony has no solos
vocals have never been heard of in concertos
an opera can have a chorus and all sorts of singers
but where will we fit
a piano or any other solo in it

I would reply
why else would I trouble great composers like you
when I hear your symphonies
I miss the piano and solo singers
or suddenly while hearing a concerto
I start hearing many voices together or separately
and did you never feel
how much better it would be
if the aria in an opera was not accompanied by a symphony
but by a single piano violin or oboe
playing softly

what you will call such a composition
I leave up to you
our language does not lack in musical vocabulary
so can you compose such a piece?
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they would look at me and at each other
and would not let their expressions betray what they thought of me
you will have to excuse us they would say and leave
from distant corridors Beethoven’s curses
and Hadyn and Mozart’s laughter would echo
surprised and appalled by the prejudices of great artists
ignorant of technique but somewhat familiar
with the endless variety and scope of music and notes
and dedicated to them
I would then create in my heart and listen
to a composition of words and sounds in the hope
that perhaps one day someone would really create it
and give it a name

The Missing

in the Shradha Up-parv of the Mahabharat’s Stree-parv
there are two shlokes that hold special interest
for scholars interested in obscure figures-
the second of these is more intriguing

after the war when Dhritrashtra asks Yudhishthir
how many died in the great war and how many lived
it is a sign of pure scientific curiosity
despite the near total destruction of clan and civilization

and Yudhishthir’s answer too
is an unprecedented example
of receiving and remembering facts
objectively amidst the horrors of war

when he says in this war O king of kings
one billion six hundred million and twenty thousand warriors have died
there is a precision to his answer
from the billion right down to the thousand
that gives it rare authority
even further, in the second shloke
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when he says the number of soldiers missing after the war
is twenty four thousand one hundred and sixty five
it is probably the first time in human history
that missing soldiers are mentioned
and such a precise number not only seems authentic
it vexes us and makes us curious

it vexes us because he does not ask
how many of these missing are Pandavs
how many Kauravs
how many maharathis, adhirathis, ekrathis and others
and throws no light
on which kingdom they belonged to, which legion
in the rest of the Mahabharat one never finds out
if any attempts were made.
to find these missing and absconding soldiers

today we want to know
where these 24,165 went
where did they hide or what happened to them when they returned
had they run off in fear or in frustration
were they disillusioned or distressed
or did their platoons keep fighting for years
among themselves a number of little Mahabharats
even when the mother of these battles was long over

the missing of Kurukshetra are still missing
they probably did not think it right to fight and go to heaven
they embraced life, it is just as well
because the Mahabharat is also silent
about the names and the families
of the one billion six hundred million and twenty thousand
who did go to heaven

who carries the seed and ideas
of those unaccounted for
who can say
and is there an estimate
of what they contributed to what civilization
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and the contributions of those who lived
because they did not fight

who knows whether some or all of them
individually or together
wrote their own Mahabharats partial or complete

who knows whether some of them
defeated Arjun as he was returning with his queens
because the Mahabharat as we have it
is one-sided despite its greatness
or two-sided at best
and if not Balram or the people of Dwarka
at least one of these 24,165
should have left behind their version

but to find a place in history
it is almost essential to be found alive or dead
the missing are never mentioned
a single shloke by one of them if found
can cast doubt over -
Sanjay’s official accepted and convenient
eyewitness account
who knows one of us might be their descendant
and say that single shloke someday

Score Book

my two greatest moments in cricket do not appear
in any book of statistics or records

who takes a Sunday match among
middle-school boys seriously
teams of less than eleven
bats old new too big too small bound with tape
a leather ball made by the cobbler at Town Hall
stumps uneven and at only one end
no question of half-matting
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we had never even seen much less touched a score book
score was kept on the last pages of a rough notebook

nevertheless a hat-trick is a hat-trick
at least for the one who got it
even if it was in the conditions described above
forty-one years later and for life
what happened that evening at four 0' clock
how three successive balls landed on the same spot
off-breaked in the same way and how
Ramesh Surendra and Madan were clean bowled (clean bowled!)
one after another in the same way
Ramesh was our Tendulkar
what do thirteen year olds know of playing of batting and bowling
but that day a god must have been watching out for me
over that corner of the school grounds
now buried forever under the new building
as if someone had complained

the other historic moment was at a college tournament when
after getting out for a duck on a full-toss in a very unhistoric way–
because of which already my stock was beginning to fall
among my doubting friends and the spectators from school in the pavilion
to the extent of possibly losing my place in the side–
I suddenly took three catches of Burhanpur’s team
the first at cover-point the second at mid-on the third at short square-leg
of these the first was possibly Jayprakash Choksey and was not easy
I can’t say how I ended up catching three
someone whose place in the side has become insecure
finds everything on the ground difficult seems perplexed
more so when he takes a brilliant catch
and his friends start laughing in disbelief
even those who weren’t won over after the third
were amazed
and that was how my place in the team was cemented
(how I got the captaincy-fast becoming a dubious distinction-is another story)

a whole philosophy has come up around sports
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in which sportsmanship team-work friendly rivalry
you win some, you lose some and more such misconceptions are included
but who will explain to me my hat-trick and those three tumbling catches
and even more
why these petty successes get recorded
in some score book

Single Wicket Series

I have just taken guard once more
made sure my shoes gloves helmet are secure
evened out the pitch with my bat
a little confident a little nervous
I have been beaten a couple of times now
but I’m waiting for the next ball
thousands of lights from four towers illuminate the stadium
giving everything on the ground four shadows
and I in the center of my four-shadowed crosshairs
the fifth
strange silence in the galleries
is everyone holding their breath at this moment

and then he appears at the other end
fast as a horse-rider yet almost moon-walking
a cape fluttering behind his black costume
he hurls the ball with a toss of the head
his claw revealed for a moment
the lines of his jaw and temple becoming clear
his eyes are sunken and appear like black holes
his teeth shine who is he I have never played him but
it seems as if I have seen him before

my feet have turned to lead
my bat to stone
my heart and hand to ice my lips cracking
and I hear behind my legs and on my chest that familiar sound
as if a gust of wind opening the door to a lab
rattles the skeleton on the wall
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who turned off the lights suddenly
why have the spectators gone dumb
is it just the sound of wind in the stadium
how have I come out of my petrified paralysis
as if released from all encumbrances
and in his unbound momentum he has come right up to me
I feel on my shoulder
his encouraging but strong insistent hold

then still in the darkness finally recognizing his black shape I say
well bowled sir
the pitch the ground the unlit lights the dark stadium
everything seems to be going down
and he keeps throwing the ball into my hands and I back to him
till we disappear

to play some solitary game in some other place...
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TEN POEMS
Rajesh Joshi

Translated by

Madhu B. Joshi

The Town of Similar Houses

One-by-one I recall the streets of my town

as if feeling my own nerves one-by-one

How much of the soil, water, air of my town

are accumulated in my lungs

that despite wanting to go out of it I never can go out

Walking the streets of some other town

I compare its face with the streets of my town.

Where? O where is that havamahal?

What became of that madrassa of my childhood

What became of its long dalaans, its jharokha, its courtyard

The huge gate with a pocket-like small door set in it

through which we rushed in or escaped playing hooky

-what became of it?

In the last fifty to sixty years what structures

have the new architects created for the new houses

that the faces of all towns begin to resemble each other exactly

How long since one has remembered the writer

who wrote that story -The Town of Similar Houses

But we had neither time nor faith in stories

so we could have understood the meaning of what he said.

Right in front of our eyes all towns are becoming filled with
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similar houses

all roads, streets and cross-roads look alike

One day all towns will wear similar faces

One day, suddenly I will forget the number of my house

in my own town I will roam looking for my home

and will not have found it.

Late into the night, tired, I would be sitting on a culvert

blowing his whistle hard some policeman

will come and ask-why do you sit here?

I will say. I cannot find my home

He will not believe me

will threaten to take me to the police station

and will suddenly burst into sobs

and plonking beside me

will say for several nights now I too have been looking for my home.

Sister

Years ago, when my sister prepared to leave for her marital home

I would sit on the stairs outside and cry my eyes out.

I would hang to her box and trying to stop her, become uncontrollable

When coaxing and scolding failed

they lured me with tips

Greedy for two paisa worth of peppermints

I would run to the corner shop.

Meanwhile, my sister would board the tonga and leave.

Before her marriage, it was she who readied me for school

Everyday she would comb my hair a different way

something mother never could do

While she was around she would help me write the tables

sometimes, even wrote them herself

I always stumbled at the table for thirteen

and the tables after that were tough

I was mortally scared of Mahesh Maatsaab, the maths teacher

he would weave a pencil through our fingers and press them

and that made me shriek
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I would caress my fingers

and be even more angry about my sister going away

I never could understand why when everyone else stays home

it is my sister who goes away again and again

A tale about my birth is often recounted

when I was born she ran through our mohalla yelling

my brother is born ………

that she was the one who beat the bronze platter

With her around I felt secure

If I was scolded or beaten she would

appear from somewhere and just lead me away.

In the beginning, she would weep much

before it was time to leave for her marital home

At the threshold she would weep loudly clinging to mother’s neck

consoling mother the women repeated again and again-

daughters have to go, that they are paraya dhan

Who knows where within her hid so much weeping

that she could weep anytime

although everyone told her not to laugh too much

I don’t know when I learnt to comb my hair

I don’t know when I began to write the tables myself

when the marital home became my sister’s home

And then, one day her baby began to sleep in her lap

and she began to ready her children

for school

began to help them with their home-work

I didn’t realize when I learnt

to live without her

Now living in the same town

I talk to her on the telephone

Sometimes, remembering childhood days

she laughs, and I too

laugh sheepishly.

* A bronze platter is beaten to announce the birth of a son in the family.

** paraya dhan, literally means someone else’s money held in trust.
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Cats

From one part of the heart of hearts

was formed the moon

from the other

Cats

Like the heart of hearts they too were destined to wander

First of all they don’t become domesticated

and if they do

they cannot to be relied on

They walk on soundless feet

carved out of green cunning

their eyes shine in the dark

confusing it with the moon they drink up the milk in the pan.

From one part of the heart of hearts

was formed the moon

from the other

cats

The moon was granted immortality

and the cats death

And so they often crossed

the path of the poet chatting with the moon

And thus was doubt born in poetry:

Holding their newborns between their teeth

ever so delicately they carry them

from one place to another

as if explaining to the poet

the sutra of using language.

I bow

Before walking through the door

I bow to tie the laces on my shoes

To tear a morsel of roti and to eat it

I bow over the platter
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I bow to pick-up the pen

or the coin that suddenly slips

out of my pocket.

I bow but not the way

a sycophant’s soul bows

to those in power

the way eyes bow

when shamed or insulted

I bow

like eyes bow to read words

Words and actions have many meanings

outside the language

of power and subjugation.

I bow

the way the knee

bends towards the stomach

the saying doesn’t express

the natural qualities of the body alone.

More than the meaning

proverbs live in intent.

Rats

Who knows who told them

 their death is hiding in books

Since the invention of books rats had been

nibbling at words looking for their death

Whereas the rats were almost clueless about

things death hid in to ambush them

Pulled by the scent of roti they were caught in traps

booby-traps smashed their skulls

mistaking them for flour often they swallowed poison pellets

crazed they ran in search of water
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and often died midway.

A lot of their follies resembled ours.

An oft recounted old tale of their friendship

said that sparrows hear what we say in the morning

and the rats at night.

If there is even an iota of truth

in this legend

who knows how many of

our innumerable sobs and dreams!

they know

Poet’s Job

They are often seemingly simple

a poet has to do many such complicated jobs

For example one of the many difficult jobs is

to translate the gurgle of rivers

the boughing of trees and

twitter of thousands of species of birds

The language of mountains

and plateaus is impregnable

For tears one never can find words

as transparent

For the sorrow and anger of the wordless

the poet needs to find words

precise and just as hot.

And finding a word for silence

that would look silent even when it has been written in a word

requires a fine skill

And this only a poet can do!
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Itching Back

Through with all chores

have just returned and

Eaten dinner

changed into night clothes

have just lain in the hotel bed

And my back is itching

stubbornly

Again and again

I remember you.

The janeu would have been handy

but that I left long ago

hanging on a peg in the ancestral home

And there is no bullock cart around

for me to rub my back against its wheel

I stretch my arm

as far as it will go

but everytime the wretched itch

slips past the reach of my hand

Beyond the reach of my hand begins

the memory of your palm.

What a reason remembrance found

to surface in this pink city

so far away from home!

Night is home to none

Late into the night one often comes across some man

who has forgotten the way to his home

And sometimes the man does know the way to his home

but doesn’t want to go there

I often meet an old man who
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says his sons have turned him out of the house

that he hasn’t eaten for three days;

talking of his sons he often becomes tearful

and opening his torn shirt

shows the marks left by beatings

Says he never raised his hand

on his children

his children beat him everyday.

Says he will never return home

but after a while he feels he uttered

this sentence in anger, he really didn’t mean it

uncertainty begins to overpower outrage

a fear begins to gather in his heart.

In a while he loses the battle against himself

the very next moment he says

where could he go at his age

He wants me to talk to his sons into

letting him return home

he will lie quietly out of everyone’s way

he will run errands

and anyway for years

he has been walking the children to school.

He becomes quite

tired, he sits down

Just as it seems he is done with

he talks again, says: I have grown old,

am irritable sometimes

and its not the fault of the sons alone

they are not bad at heart.

The circumstances are bad, they are short of money

they have young children and they love me so

All my time is spent with them

Suddenly he stands up, Says

maybe they are looking for me
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in a while one of them will be here to fetch me

If you know any of my sons

don’t mention this to him

things will be fine……..

Things will be fine ……..

he mutters and walks away.

Night is home to none

not for the homeless

not for an old man thrown out of home

not for a tramp like me.

Night is home to none

Its darkness may hide tears for a while

but it doesn’t allow one space to hide his head.

I wish to ask the old man

but can’t do it

is his home in the direction

he is walking in?

Daughter’s Departure

The three of them had come from different cities to

be there for the wedding of the fourth friend’s daughter

had come together after a long time.

Now, when it was almost past noon

the three of them sat in front of the house

under the shade of a tree

and the fourth one’s daughter was departing for her marital home.

A while ago they had been laughing and talking among themselves

now the fourth one’s daughter was almost at the door

and as is the custom someone was showering coins and makhanas over her

the daughter was weeping embracing her brother and mother

the fourth one had her encircled in his arm
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he was trying his best to remain composed

but the edge of his eye was moist

furtively taking the handkerchief to the edge of his spectacles

time and again he wiped his eye

He was avoiding looking

towards the three friends sitting in front of the house.

Suddenly, the three of them were silent

as if they had nothing more to say

One’s daughter was getting married ten days later

and the other one’s the day after that

a while ago they had been regretting the fact

that they won’t be there for the other’s daughter’s wedding

The third one’s daughter was still in college.

The fourth one’s daughter was almost at the threshold

the three friends sneaked looks at their friend

who was avoiding their glances

the most experienced of the three was saying

the fourth one is controlling himself now

but after the daughter’s departure he will have to be taken care of.

The three friends were silent

hiding their weeping from one another

Avoiding the others’ eye they found excuses to

rub the moist edge of the eye on the sly

In the departure of the fourth one’s daughter the three saw

their own daughter depart.

Have you ever witnessed

a home after a daughter’s departure?

It is like morning without the birds

Like the sky without stars.

Daughters are so alike

that in the other’s daughter
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one sees one’s own daughter’s face.

After the fourth one’s daughter departed in the car

It was as if there was no sound left in the world

Suddenly we all felt

our years.

Inside-Outside

The Indore-Bhopal Intercity Express ran on the tracks

From the window of the air-conditioned chair-car

I watched the scene outside

The fields-houses-trees and electric-poles ran backwards

the scene outside had the movement of life

a while ago, a gaggle of children shrieking with glee

had been racing the train

The scenes were there like silent movies

Seeing life so silent

had me scared.

Scared I turned my eyes and opened a book

Mobilephone pressed to the ear the man in the next seat

had been talking constantly

It was impossible to hear

the soundless voices contained in the pages

Strange words and voices having no connection with me

attacked the ears

Mobile! Mobile! Mobile!

Our times had created this facility

that ruthlessly trampled on other folks’ privacy

hardly had this one’s mobile phone gone silent

when one rang out behind me

then another at the front and then someone else’s

gradually the coach filled with conversations

everyone was talking loudly

and none of the conversations was connected with the other
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One man, mobile phone pressed to his ear

rose from his seat to move to the front

perhaps, he found it difficult to hear.

The scene outside had life but no voice

and inside were voices but no life

It wasn’t possible to get out of this glass enclosed magic

and impossible to be part of the scene inside.
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TRENDS IN HINDI FILM MUSIC
Pankaj Rag

Hindi film music began with the first talkie ‘Alamara’ in 1931

and the first film song was ‘De de khuda ke naam pe pyaare,

taaqat hai gar dene ki’ sung by W.M. Khan and composed by

Feroze Shah Mistri. The character of early film music was sometimes

functional like a narrative and songs were used within situations

to move the story forward. At the same time songs were also

employed to express various emotions. Harmonium, tabla and flute

were the main musical instruments and since playback singing was

yet to arrive and take roots, the songs were sung by the actors

themselves. As they were not always well trained in singing, the

songs composed for them necessarily had to have a simple musical

structure and were often slow paced . The early songs were often

based on a pure form of classical ragas with little mixtures, permutations

and combinations, and as such early Hindi film music largely lacked

that creatively accomplished melodic quality that became the hallmark

of such music in the decades to come. Most of the artists came

from a background of Parsi theatre or from what is called the

‘Kotha’ culture, and their style of music necessarily reflected their

roots, either in the form of a nasal deliberate and mannered singing

(by the female singers often in a vibrato, masculine way) on the

range of ‘Kali Paanch’ or in the manner of composing tunes as

an extension of the oral conversational style of Parsi theatres.

Often the tunes were so simple that the early Bombay Talkies

compositions of its music director Saraswati Devi (like ‘Main ban

ki Chidiya ban hi ban men dolu re’ and ‘Khet ki mooli’ in ‘Achhoot

Kanya’, 1936) have been compared to nursery rhymes. The simplicity

Fi
lm

s
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of expression could vary - from the

straight and unembellished compositions

of Lallubhai Nayak for ‘Prakash’ (for

whom Raj Kumari of Benares would sing

her earliest songs) to the more classically

complex ones of Pransukh Nayak for

Imperial Films (whose ‘Madhuri’ in 1932

had such songs by the famous classical

singer Patwardhan) and of Jhande Khan

for Ranjeet Movietone (who would go

on to compose all the songs of ‘Chitralekha’

in 1941 in rag Bhairvi), but the musical

contours of ‘taal’ and ‘ras’ of most of

the early songs by and large fell within

similar spatial boundaries. In the days

of the studio system, when the music

directors were employees of particular

studios, Madan Theatres of Calcutta

would also see Parsi theatre style music

from Brijlal Varma, mainly sung by the

superstars of those years like Master

Nissar and the glamorous and ostentatious

Jahanara Kajjan and films like ‘Shirin

Farhad’ (1931), ‘Laila Majnu’ (1931), ‘Gulru

Zarina’ (1932), ‘Zehri Saamp’ (1933) and

‘Mera Pyaara’ (1935) would come up with

hits like ‘Woh muqaddar na raha woh

zamana na raha’, ‘Rahat ka is tarah

se zamana guzar gaya’ and ‘Mera Pyaara

dilaara dulaara sajan’. However, the

musical magnum opus of Madan Theatres

proved to be the operatic ‘Indrasabha’

(1931) with an all time record of 71

songs tuned by Wazir Khan and

orchestrated by Nagardas Nayak and

comprising of songs based on a variety

of genres like the folk musical theatre

of Braj, traditional ghazal styles, Parsi

theatrical rhetoric and even shades of

European opera within the structural and

stylistic parameters which defined the

film music of the decade. The religious

and social films of Prabhat Studios of

Kolhapur (later shifted to Poona) like

‘Ayodhya Ka Raja’ (1932), ‘Maya

Machindra’ (1932), ‘Sairandhri’ (1932)

etc. produced the harmonium based

classically tuned compositions of

Govindrao Tambe like ‘Sakal jagat men

Chhatrapati Sumrat sab jan’ and ‘Chhod

aakash ko sitare’ which in a way were

only slightly modified extensions of the

Marathi ‘Sangeet Naatak’ genre, and it

was upto Keshvrao Bhole to introduce

instruments like piano and hawaiian guitar

and make a shift to more subtle and

experimental numbers like ‘Kamsini men

dil pe’ in ‘Amritmanthan’ (1934) having

a unique rendition by ‘breaking’ of the

notes, and the softly orchestrated and

romantic ‘Usne kaha inkaar kyon banne

men meri chandni’ in ‘Dus Baje’ (1942).

Shades of Marathi ‘natya’ and ‘bhava’

sangeet however persisted in many of

the Marathi music directors composing

for Hindi films with Master Krishnarao

trying to soften the classical with tuneful

light touches in songs like the yaman

kalyan based ‘Suno suno van ke prani’

in the Prabhat creation ‘Amar Jyoti’

(1936), with Dada Chandekar (the

composer of Master Vinayak’s films)
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departing from his style of creating

immensely popular numbers like the

seduction song ‘Jamuna beech kheloon

khel’ in ‘Brahmachari’ (1938) and the

satirical composition on British racism

like ‘Bageecha ye sarkari kahe ye todi

kali champa ki’ to use a preponderance

of Marathi natya sangeet ‘taans’ in

‘Amrit’(1941) and with Anna Saheb

Mainkar using the same ‘natya’ style in

the Yaman based ‘Gokul ab to jaun’ in

‘Ghar Ki Laaj’(1941)– a tendency that

persisted with Sudhir Phadke as late as

1960s in songs like the Bhoopali based

‘Jyoti Kalash Chhalke’ and the Yaman

based creation ‘Lau lagati geet gaati’

in ‘Bhabhi Ki Chooriyan’. While traditional

styles of music making would persist

with the ‘mehfil’ styled slow numbers

of Mir Saheb and Mushtaq Hussain, with

the old theatre styled short and simplified

creations of Madhulal Master, and the

‘murki’ laced romantic ghazals and songs

of Rafiq Ghaznavi, it would be the music

of New Theatres, Calcutta that would

break new grounds. Emerging from and

reflecting the ambience of the Bengali

‘bhadralok’– an ascendant bourgeoisic

yet not fully free of its land based roots–

it was a music of emotions which would

use Rabindra Sangeet, folk music, thumri

and ghazals in a simple , tuneful and

sentimental manner with a ‘swadeshi’

orchestra in the case of R.C. Boral and

would move a step further with the first

use of harmony and a greater use of

western instruments like organ and cello

in the case of Pankaj Mullick to come

up with immortal numbers like ‘Ek bangla

bane nyara’ (President, 1937), ‘Babul

mora naihar chhootal jae’ (Street singer,

1934), ‘Main sote bhaag jaga doonga’

and ‘Tum bin kal na aave’ (Lagan, 1942),

‘Sharabi soch na kar matwale’ (Mukti,

1937), ‘Karun kya aas niraas bhai’

(Dushman, 1939), ‘Piya milan ko jaana’

(Kapalkundala, 1939), ‘Main kya jaanun

kya jadu hai’ (Zindagi, 1940) and ‘Dole

hriday ki nayya’ (Vidyapati, 1937) and

also in its wake establishing Sehgal, Pankaj

Mullick and Kanan Devi as singing

superstars.

The gathering momentum of freedom

movement also influenced film music in

this decade to a certain extent, not only

in the form of lyrics of a patriotic nature

but also in the form of a particular

exhorting and inspiring tone of musical

composition with an emphasis on high

pitch and faster tempo exemplified to

a certain extent, for example, in the

songs composed by Master Mohammad

for films of Wadia Movietone like ‘Parai

peer jaane veer Bharat ho to aisa ho’

(Veer Bharat, 1934 –interestingly

picturised on Jaidev who would become

a significant music director himself in

the years to come), ‘Hum watan ke watan

hamara’ (Jai Bharat, 1936) and ‘Jhanda

ooncha rahe hamara’ (Lutaru Lalna,

1938). Anil Biswas was the first music
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director to come up with the use of

chorus as a reflection of the voice of

the community in songs of socio-political

awakening, some of the musical creations

being not simply patriotic but also

questioning the basic contradictions and

inequalities within Indian society and

advocating a need for change. The group

song ‘Dhanwano dhanwano gareebon ki

parwah karo’ in ‘Nirala Hindustan’ (1938),

‘Jago jago sonewalo ab to hua savera’

in ‘Comrades’ (1939), the boisterous

effervescent notes of ‘Badal sa nikal chala

yeh dal matwala re’ and ‘Karwaten badal

raha hai aaj sab jahan’ in ‘Hamari Baat’

(1943), the use of some sort of an

‘Indianized Brechtian’ mode in the songs

of the realistic film ‘Roti’ (1943) like

the poignant Malkauns based ‘Roti roti

roti kyon ratata’, ‘Hai maqqar zamana’

and ‘Gareebon par daya kar ke bada

ehsaan karte ho’, songs of ‘Bhookh’ (1947)

like ‘Saare jag men pet ka dhandha’

and ‘Is jag men gareebon ka nahin koi

thikana’ are examples of a kind of film

music, which owing to the need of a

strongly vibrant and conscious mood

behind the theme of socio-political

consciousness perhaps also necessitated

the need for an expansion of the orchestra

and the first time introduction of the

12 piece orchestra in Indian film music

by Anil Biswas. Unfortunately, this socio-

political film song and music genre could

never become a dominant trend in film

music due to a comparative lack of such

thematic contents in most of the films

produced in Hindi despite some attempts

of the blending of progressive with

classical by Ravishankar in ‘Dharti ke

Lal’ (1946) and ‘Neecha Nagar’(1946),

exceptional songs like ‘Sara din chhat

peeti haath hoon dukhai re’ by Qazi Nazrul

Islam in ‘Chowrangee’ (1942), some

attempts by Shankar Jaikishan in the

socialistic flavoured Raj Kapoor films

like ‘Awara’ & ‘Shri420’, by Salil

Chowdhury in films like ‘Do Beegha

Zameen’ and ‘Jawahar’ (his main

repertoire of ‘mass’ songs lie in Bengali

and outside films) or by the versatile

S.D. Burman in the form of a crescendo

like build up in the evergreen classics

from ‘Pyaasa’ (1957) like ‘Ye mehelon

ye takhton ye tajon ki duniya’ and ‘Jinhen

naaz hai Hind par woh kahan hain’.

C. Ramchandra, despite his profuse use

of western, Latin and African beats and

Benny Goodman’s style of orchestra in

songs like ‘Aana meri jaan meri jaan

Sunday ke Sunday’ (Shahnai, 1948) would

ultimately often create a composition

which in its tenor would go on to ridicule

the ‘English’ ways– a trait that he

employed for the films of comedians like

Gope. Bhagwan and Yaqub in contrast

to the pure Indian melodic forms that

he worked with in other movies.

Even if not outwardly reflective of

a social and political message, the adoption

of folk influences and idioms from many
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parts of the country to express festive,

joyous community moments or even

individual moments of emotion and

introspection in films became a new trend

from the 1940s indicating a shift from

the classical and feudalistic cultured music

to a broader, mass based medium of

interaction with an increasing audience

paralleled by an inflow of artists and

music directors from all parts of the

country to Bombay, now the near

monopolistic hub of Hindi cinema.

Ghulam Haidar, with his ‘dholak’ beats

and rhythms influenced by the folk

tradition of Punjab heralded the onset

of what began to be called the Punjab

school of film music, introduced a

buoyant style of singing through Noor

Jehan and Shamshad Begum (the latter

coming out in ‘Khazanchi’ (1941) with

a new liberating song for women ‘Sawan

Ke nazare hain aha aha’ , picturised

on bicycle riding young girls that became

a point of hot discussion in many

conservative households) and is even

credited for giving Lata Mangeshkar her

first hit in ‘Dil mera toda hai kahin ka

na chhoda’ (Majboor, 1948)– a song that

was composed impromptu by him and

rehearsed first by Lata accompanied by

beats given by him on a 555 cigarette

tin while both were waiting for a local

train at the Goregoan railway station.

Different shades of this Punjab school

would continue over the years in Hindi

film music, with composers like Pt.

Amarnath and Husnalal Bhagatram

coming up with Punjabi Kaafi, pahadi,

heer with typical rhythmic patterns in

‘Mirza Sahiban’ (1947), ‘Pyar ki Jeet’

(1948, with the evergreen Suraiyya hit

‘Tere nainon ne chori kiya), ‘Meena Bazaar’

(1954), ‘Aansoo’(1950) and ‘Badi Bahan’

(1948), with the everlasting coquettish

‘Chup chup khade ho zaroor koi baat

hai), O.P. Nayyar continuing the trend

with his ‘tappa’ trot-beat based and Peelu

dominated numbers in ‘Naya Daur’ (1957)

and ‘Phagun’ (1958) like ‘Maang ke saath

tumhara’, ‘Ude jab-jab zulfen teri’, ‘Piya

piya piya na lage mera kiya’ and ‘Ek

pardesi mera dil le gaya’, and the repeated

impact of such music in the Punjabified

atmosphere of Yash Chopra’s films from

the 1970s through different composers

like Khayyam (‘Kabhi Kabhi’ & ‘Trishool’),

Shiv Hari (‘Silsila, ‘Lamhe’, etc.), Jatin

Lalit (‘Dilwale Dulhaniya le jaenge’) to

this day within the modern context of

a NRI flavoured Punjabi audience. Vasant

Desai used the Marathi folk styles of

‘powada’, ‘lavni’ and ‘tamasha’ in many

of his creations ranging from songs like

‘Bhai sawdhan son bhanwar ud jaega’

and ‘Dekho mori umariya hai bali’ in

‘Matwala Shayar Ramjoshi (1947) to Main

jagoon tu so ja’ in ‘Do Aankhen Barah

Haath’ (1957). Khemchand Prakash and

Jamal Sen brought in Rajasthani folk

influences in films like ‘Bharthari’ (1944)

and ‘Shokhiyan’ (1951) while Naushad

brought in the folk tunes of Awadh and
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eastern Uttar Pradesh to merge with

melodic and grounded creations in a

number of films like ‘Rattan’ (1944),

‘Mela’ (1948), ‘Dulari’ (1949), ‘Baiju

Bawra’ (1952), ‘Mother India’ (1957),

‘Ganga Jamuna’ (1961), ‘Sunghursh’ (1968)

etc. What was particularly remarkable

was the way Naushad would exploit the

folk base of the classical– thus eliminating

the line of distinction between the two–

to come up with simple, catchy folk like

melodies based on classical ragas. If

‘Jhoole men pawan ke’ and ‘Door koi

gae dhun ye  sunae ’  were based

respectively on ragas Peelu and Des,

‘Dukh bhare din beete re bhaiyya’ came

as a folk expression of Megh Malhar,

‘Do hanson ka joda bichhad gayo re’

of Bhairvi and ‘Dhundho dhundho re

sajna’ of Peelu again. This trend was

paralleled by S.N. Tripathi and

Chitragupta who gave a particularly sweet

fragrance to the folk based songs (mainly

Poorbi but sometimes S.N. Tripathi would

also move towards Rajasthani folk)

composed by them, emphasising their

impact through an abundant use of

instruments like shehnai and mandolin

and catering to the ethical expectations

and the conservative propriety of a largely

middle class audience. Their

compositions, as well as those of similar

styled composers like Shivram and

Avinash Vyas (who also brought his

repertoire of Gujarati folk– a trend that

was later extended by the Gujarati duo

Kalyanji Anandji to an extent through

garba based songs like ‘Main to bhool

chali babul ka des’ in Saraswatichandra,

1968) had a particular pulsating dance

like quality but the expression of

‘shringaar’ always remained within

dignified parameters that never offended

the sensibilities of the audiences of the

smaller towns and qasbas which thronged

to see such mythological and over-

sentimental social movies in which they

composed. Songs like ‘Phool bagiya men

bulbul bole’ (Rani Roopmati, 1959), ‘Zara

saamne to aao chhaliye’ (‘Janam Janam

ke Phere, 1957– which topped the annual

charts of the Binaca Geetmala as a ‘fluke’

hit), ‘Jal bhari gagri sa chhalke jiyarwa’

(‘Kunwari’, 1964), ‘Jai jai he Jagdambe

Maata’ (Ganga Ki Lehren, 1964), ‘Chal

ud ja re panchhi ki ab ye desh hua

begana’ (Bhabhi, 1957), ‘Karoon Gauri

poojan main to tan man se’ (‘Veer Arjun’,

1952), ‘Tum kahan chhupe O sanwre’

(Srawan Kumar, 1960) etc. represent a

trend in Hindi film music which remained

significant at least till the 1970s (one

cannot forget the stupendous success of

C. Arjun’s composed ‘Jai Santoshi Maa’,

1975) despite the low budgeted movies

they figured in.

At the same time the high profiled

and high budgeted films in the post

independence era saw in an atmosphere

of new hopes and aspirations a tilt towards

fresh inspirations to correspond with the
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sensibilities of a youth modeling itself

on ‘happy go lucky’ lines like Dev Anand

or identifying itself with dreams a la

Raj Kapoor or Guru Dutt. The tenor

of this music was modern and appealing

with a rhythm centric flow that freed

itself from the parameters of the slow

paced ‘taals’ of the 1940s and emerged

as a music for masses with songs like

‘Awara hoon’ (Awara, 1951) and ‘Mera

Joota hai Japani’ (Shri 420, 1955) which

even a common man could easily identify

with and hum. Shankar Jaikishan would

use influences from eastern Europe and

middle-east along with new chord patterns

to come up with fresh sounding

scintillating hits aimed at a largely

common man audience in the socialistic

tinged Raj Kapoor films, while S.D. Burman

came up with modern idioms and

oscillating rhythms in a unique admixture

of folk influences (ranging from the

bhatiyali, jatra and saari of Bengal and

the north-east to Goan folk rhythms)

with a new interactive , sometimes intense

and sometimes coquettish, expressive

mode (which was in tune with the slightly

bohemian and fashionably romantic image

of the post independence young man

as exemplified by Dev Anand) to create

hits like ‘Ye raat ye chandni phir kahan’

(Jaal, 1952), ‘Chhod do aanchal zamana

kya kahega’(Paying Guest, 1957), ‘Achha

jee main haari chalo maan jao na’ (Kaala

Pani, 19560, ‘Maana janab ne pukara

nahin’ (Paying Guest, 1957) and many

others. O.P. Nayyar’s repertoire not only

included the Punjabi folk beats as

mentioned earlier but also an

amalgamation of western peppy

inspirations like ‘Ae dil hai mushqil jeena

yahan’ (C.I.D., 1956) and ‘Babuji dheere

chalna’ (Aar Paar, 1954) and a rollicking

‘rumba’ style of rhythm that established

‘club songs’ as a genre in Hindi film

music in the 1950s and 60s. ‘Rock and

roll’ inspired songs would also emerge

in greater numbers in the film world

from the late 1950s, especially in the

films of new stars like Shammi Kapoor

and Dev Mukherjee. Salil Chawdhury

would embody a trend in himself by

his innovative attempt at large choral

creations, a symphony like setting,

complex scale changes and a flowing

harmonic content not only in his ‘mass’

songs (thus giving a new proletarian

definition of music as an art form) like

the adopted IPTA song ‘Hariyala sawan

dhol bajata aaaya’ (Do Beegha Zameen,

1953) ‘Janewale sipahi se poochho woh

kahan jaa raha hai’ (Usne Kaha Tha,

1960) and ‘O duniya badal de jis duniya

men bachchon ki muskan nahin’ (Jawahar,

1960) but also in his later more urbane

and ‘sophisticated’ phase in songs like

‘Zindagi kaisi hai paheli (Anand, 1970)

and the Chopin inspired and stunning

‘Raton ke saaye ghane’ (Annadata, 1972).

However, parallel to this modern

trend, the 1950s and 60s would also
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see many films where all or many of

the songs would be based on pure classical

ragas, sometimes with the whole range

of murkis, taans and taraanas. Some

of such films would be historical, period

films and almost all would definitely turn

out to be musicals. If Naushad could

come up with an Amir Khan sung

composition in ‘Shabab’(1954) and a Bade

Ghulam Ali Khan one in ‘Mughal-e-Azam’

(1960), Shankar Jaikishan would use

Bhimsen Joshi with Manna Dey in the

rag Basant Bahar based ‘Ketaki gulab

juhi’ composition in ‘Basant Bahar’ (1956).

Vasant Desai’s ‘Jhanak jhanak payal baaje’

(1955) and ‘Ram Rajya’ (1967) could be

matched by S.N. Tripathi’s ‘Kavi Kalidas’

(1959), ‘Rani Rupmati’ (1959) and

‘Sangeet Samrat Tansen’ (1961), the

former a composer with a penchant for

varieties of rag Malhar and the latter

known for his wide use of even less

popular ragas like Jogiya and Jhinjhoti.

S.D. Burman’s ‘Kaise Kahun’ (1964) and

‘Meri Soorat Teri Aankhen’ (1963),

Roshan’s ‘Chitralekha’ (1964), Shankar

Jaikishan’s ‘Amrapali’ (1966), Madan

Mohan’s ‘Dekh Kabeera Roya’ (1957) and

O.P. Nayyar’s ‘Kalpana’ (1960) are

regarded as milestones for the use of

the classical in many of their

compositions.

Many trends of Hindi film music of

the 1950s would get increasingly

crystallized by the 1960s when the onset

of LP records would free the composers

from a time restraint to enable them

to explore their creativity in more

elaborate ways with greater

experimentation in interlude music. A

composer like Madan Mohan would make

his mark as a ‘King of ghazals’ in the

1960s only (something that Ghulam

Mohammed failed to achieve despite the

unconventionally composed ghazals of

‘Mirza Ghalib’ and the ethereal songs

of ‘Pakeezah’) with lovely pieces of Rais

Khan’s sitar embellishing the score in

Lata’s gems like ‘Woh chup rahen to

mere dil ke daagh jalte hain’ (Jahanara,

1964), ‘Aapki nazron ne samjha pyar

ke kabil mujhe’ (Anpadh, 1962) and ‘Agar

mujhse mohabhat hai mujhe sab apne

gham de do’ (Aap ki Parchhaiyan, 1964).

In fact, the musical expression of

‘mushaira’ like Urdu poetry in film songs

has been a defining genre of the film

music of the 1950s and 60s when

composers like Roshan, Khayyam, Ravi,

N. Dutta and C. Arjun would generally

use Ragas Yaman Kalyan and Pahadi to

provide soft tunes and tones to a variety

of songs penned by lyricists like Sahir

Ludhianvi, Kaifi Aazmi, Neeraj et al .

The song could have a socialistic tinge

like Khayyam’s ‘Chino Arab Hamara’ in

‘Phir Subah Hogi’ (1958), it could be

warm and passionately romantic like

Roshan’s ‘Aaj Ki raat badi shokh badi

natkhat hai’ in ‘Barsaat Ki Raat’ (1960)

or N. Dutta’s ‘Bhool sakta hai bhala
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kaun ye pyari ankhen’ in ‘Dharmaputra’

(1961) or it could be intrinsically

philosophical and introspective like J.P.

Kaushik’s ‘Main ahen bhar nahi sakta’

(Aasman Mahal, 1965), C. Arjun’s ‘Gham

ki andheri raat mein’ (Sushila, 1966) or

Ravi’s ‘Jiyo to aise jiyo jaise sab tumhara

hai’ (Bahu Beti, 1965) and ‘Chalo ek baar

phir se ajnabi ban jaen hum dono’

(Gumrah, 1963). The years would also

see a greater popularity of ‘qawalli’ as

a musical form in Hindi films, particularly

under the expertise of Roshan after the

success of the phenomenal ‘Ye ishq ishq

hai ishq ishq’ in ‘Barsaat Ki Raat’ (1960)

with notable compositions like ‘Nigahen

milane ko jee chahta hai’ (Dil Hi To

Hai, 1963), ‘Waqif hoon khoob ishq ke

tarze bayan se main’ (Bahu Begum, 1967),

etc. — a trend that seeped well into

the 1970s with quawallies like ‘Jhoom

barabar jhoom sharabi’ (5 Rifles, 1974),

‘Raaz ko raaz rehne do’ (Dharma, 1973)

and ‘Parda hai parda hai’ (Amar Akbar

Anthony, 1977) emerging as popular hits.

Similarly, it was not only Madan Mohan

who developed an expertise with sitar;

Roshan with his prolific use of flute in

folk based songs and the multidimensional

use of sarangi and O.P. Nayyar with his

combination of flute and clarinet, or of

sarangi and guitar underlined a trend

that innovative orchestration of the song

was now perhaps as important as the

song. The late 60s would also see an

invasion of the jazz into the Hindi film

music, spearheaded by Shankar Jaikishan

(who would also bring out an album called

‘Ragas in Jazz’) where music would turn

invariably loud. But in the years when

the hopes and aspirations of the

Nehruvian era were turning into a sense

of disillusionment and alienation (perhaps

best exemplified by the Hemant Kumar

songs of the period like ‘Bas ek chup

si lagi hai’, ‘Tumhara intezar hai’ and

‘Ye shaam kuchh ajeeb thi’ from ‘Sannata’

(1966) and ‘Khamoshi’ (1969) quite in

contrast to the pulsating and mutating

Hemant composed songs of the 1950s),

this borrowing of jazz did not carry with

itself the ideologies and thoughts behind

this musical style that had been the

hallmark of jazz in the west– it was simply

a somewhat crude adoption of the brass

band to produce obstreperous

compositions like ‘Lo aai hai jawani roop

ke naghame gaati’ (Pehchaan, 1970).

However, very soon in the context

of youth movements in many parts of

the world, a clamour for changing the

world exemplified in many radical

movements like the Naxalbari, a deep

resentment with the existing ways leading

to unconventional behavioral styles and

escapist forms like the LSD based ‘hippie’

culture, Hindi film music in the 1970s

also emerged with many new patterns,

syntax and motifs to cater to the tastes

and sensibilities of the new youth. R.D.

Burman emerged as the icon of this new
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audience as a composer who could use

the Latin Bossa Nova beat successfully

in something as enchanting as ‘Maar

dalega dard-e-jigar’ (Pati Patni, 1969),

who could use electronic instruments,

a double paced rhythm and intense

amplification and yet blend everything

into a melodic structure to prove the

point that even ‘noise’ could be creative,

who could sway the audience on the

‘hippie’ strings of a ‘Dum Maaro Dum’

(Hare Rama Hare Krishna, 1971) or on

the haunting scales of a ‘Jane jaan

dhoondhta phir raha’ (Jawani Diwani,

1972), whose innovation could mean

turning a typical bhatiali worded song

like ‘O manjhi’ (Bandhe Haath, 1973)

into a captivating modern rhythm and

whose electronically refined melodic

tones would become the leit motif of

the new Hindi film song. He would

monopolise the musical scenario of Hindi

films in the 1970s along with Kalyanji-

Anandji and Lakshmikant-Pyarelal (with

only exceptions like Khayyam’s poetic

‘Kabhi Kabhi’ breaking the stranglehold),

the former with their ‘street based’ tunes

and well orchestrated melodies like ‘Khai

ke paan Banaraswala’ (Don, 1978) and

‘Mera Jeevan kora kagaz kora hi rah

gaya’ (Kora Kagaz, 1974), and the latter

essentially with the exploitation of a

‘dholak’ based rhythm which could be

easily caught on by the masses through

hits like ‘Bindiya Chamkegi’ (Do Raaste,

1969) and ‘Dafliwale dafli baja’ (Sargam,

1979). However, there would still be some

space for a new wave movie like

‘Bhoomika’ (1977) with its Marathi folk

and classical based numbers composed

by Vanraj Bhatia, for the elegant and

urbane music of sensitivities in the yet

another parallel stream of low budget

cinema of men like B.R. Ishara and Basu

Bhattacharya which centered on subtleties

of man-woman relationship and which

was explored by composers like Sapan

Jagmohan (Main to har mod par tujhko

doonga sada’– Chetna, 1970), Kanu Roy

(‘Koi chupke se aa ke’ - Anubhav, 1971)

and in a complex, off-beat yet beautiful

manner by Jaidev. Jaidev would hold forth

with serene classical based numbers like

‘Kahe manwa naache’ and the rag Des

based ‘Aae ritu sawan ki’ in ‘Alaap’ (1977)

in an era when use of classical music

in films was dwindling fast, and would

provide an unconventional tune to the

evergreen ‘Mujhe pyaar tumse nahin hai

nahin hai’ in ‘Gharonda’ (1978). The

classical would also be retained to an

extent by composers like Ravindra Jain

(‘Chitchor’, 1976), who would develop his

own idiom of songs reminiscent of rural

high pitched beckoning, devotional

supplication and tender romance in the

low budget Rajshri produced movies like

‘Shyam teri bansi pukare Radha naam’

(Geet Gaata Chal, 1975), ‘Ankhiyon ke

jharokhon se tune dekha jo sanwre’

(Ankhiyon ke Jharokhon se, 1978) and

‘Goria re tere aane se saj gai hamri ye
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tooti phooti nao’ (Naiyya, 1979)– songs

which were as big hits as the elegantly

orchestrated urbane ones of Rajesh Roshan

like ‘My heart is beating’ (Julie, 1975),

‘Nazron se keh do pyar men milne ka

mausam’ (Doosra Aadmi, 1977) or ‘ Pal

bhar men ye kya ho gaya’ (Swami, 1977)

with his typical muted violin background

and congo rhythm.

The 1980s is generally regarded as

the worst decade of melody in hindi films.

Increasing forces of marketization and

the expansion of a cheap cassette industry

would mean increasing mass production

of songs as a commodity with gimmicks

that would yield quick profits at the

cost of quality. Despite some exceptions

like ‘Umrao Jaan’, ‘Utsav’ and the music

of some artistic and off-beat films like

‘Arth’, ‘Saath-Saath’, ‘Namkeen’, etc., the

main trend which dominated the film

music of the 80s was that of heavy metal,

disco and rock based compositions best

exemplified in Bappi Lahiri’s creations

like ‘Hari om Hari’ (Pyara Dushman,

1980), ‘Rambha ho’ (Armaan 1981) and

the songs of ‘Disco Dancer’ (1982) which

would quickly appeal with catchy beats,

encash the appeal but would leave no

lasting impact. Profits could be made

by momentarily titillating a large number

of listeners in the years when movie

watching in theatres had already lost

out to the video cassette industry

(implying that only the lower middle and

lower income classes who could not afford

videos would visit theatres and they could

be supposedly satisfied with the ‘masala’

of sex, violence and sleazy dance and

song sequences with no need to touch

the chords of deep emotion and

sensibility).

The 1990s are often seen as the years

of the return of melody in film music,

heralded by Nadeem Shravan’s ‘Aashiqui’

(1990). But the context was now different

and in an age of open economy and

increasing globalization, the Hindi film

music would no longer be defined by

parameters of old in terms of melodic

forms and textures but rather in terms

of a pervading eclectic character. The

communication revolution over the last

decade or so has ensured that music

from all over the world is now readily

available on the internet and can be

digitally stored as stock music to be

used, remixed and reused as per

requirement. Gone are the days of

rehearsals and large orchestras; film music

is now a cheaply produced commodity

with the aid of technological gadgets in

an age of advertising and aggressive

marketing when even a substandard song

can be attractively packaged, repeatedly

shown over T.V. channels and made

acceptable to the masses for quick profits.

Music today is becoming more of a visual

entertainment and less of an audio one;

it is enough in this fast paced world
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to capture the attention of an audience

over a short time span of visual

interaction– the risk of rejection of a

substandard or copied material by a

discerning listener who can reflect,

contemplate and analyze its components

is hereby greatly reduced.

Nonetheless, eclectic music has now

meant influences and borrowings not only

from the west, but increasingly from

Pakistan and the middle-cast and even

from south-east Asia and Korea. If on

the one hand it has led to charges of

outright plagiarism being indulged in by

composers like Anu Malik or Preetam,

on the other it has led to some constructive

experiments in fusion and created new

sounds and tones in film music. Composers

like A.R. Rahman and M.M. Kreem have

used sufi influences and high pitched

Islamic devotional expressions in an

original manner to come up with lovely

compositions like ‘Chal Chhaiyan

chhaiyan’ (Dil Se, 1997), ‘Mujhe rang

de rang de’ (Takshak, 1999), ‘Dhuan

dhuan’  and ‘Noor-un-ala-noor’

(Meenakshi, 2004) and ‘Hum yahan tum

yahan’ (Zakhm, 1998). Rahman used new

instruments like dobro guitar for ‘Dil

Se’ and employed the Arabic instrument

‘ooud’ beautifully for his composition

‘Telephone telephone’ .  Similarly,

Shankar– Ehsaan– Loy utilized the

musical inspirations of the pub culture

of rural Scotland to craft the score for

‘Dil Chahta Hai’ and even employed the

Australian instrument ‘digi didoo’ in one

of its hit songs ‘Jane Kyon’. Composers

like Shankaar– Ehsaan– Loy, while on

the one hand have been proficient in

scoring for the tastes and sensibilities

of the of the new NRI and corporate

audiences, on the other, to an extent,

they have tried to create some musical

space for the Indian mindset and values

caught between the pulls of globalization

and traditional roots and evolve a folk

fusion number as beautiful as ‘Kajrare

Kajrare’ (Bunty Aur Babli, 2005) -

something that Vishal Bhardwaj has done

even more admirably in ‘Omkara’ (2006)

where songs like ‘Namak ishq ka’ and

Bidi jalai le’ represent the amalgamation

of the folk with the contemporary as

typical examples of the modern Indian

qasba’s popular culture.
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is Director,  Film and Television Institute of India,  Pune.
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RETALIATION
Dudhnath Singh

Translated by

Gordon C. Roadarmel

It was as though they had been injected with morphine and as

usual were sitting there sunk in a stupor. Not their looks but

their actions made them all seem like drug addicts. Whenever

someone pushed back the curtain and stepped inside, they would

glance up for a moment through their spectacles and then bury

their eyes in the files on their desks, as though those papers

told of grisly murders or natural deaths which they were mourning.

As on previous days, he stopped momentarily at the door

before going in, and smiled meekly at the attendant seated there.

When, in response, the attendant shifted the wad of tobacco in

his mouth and bared his teeth, he pushed aside the curtain and

entered the room. As soon as he was inside, a feeling gripped

him that they were all sitting there with pistols hidden in their

pockets which they were about to fire at him. This fear had been

developing because of the way they kept stalling him, until now,

on his fourth visit, he had begun feeling apprehensive the moment

he left home. But, there was no alternative.

“I don’t believe you even go there”, his wife had charged.

“Halfway there you turn around and come back.” Time and again

he had tried to exonerate himself, feeling as he did so that they

were all listening and saying, “All right, boy... we’ll see about

it.”

They are spread out on all sides. Even if they can’t be seen,
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they know everything that is happening.

They never fire bullets. They never even

speak impolitely. They don’t talk loudly.

They remain silent, smiling. But their

glances are piercing, their attack very

sure. Murders take place. Somewhere or

other there are any number of gutter

pipes, of cellars, of dark tunnels where

the corpses are quietly buried. However,

these same people– or their skeletons–

reappear walking on the streets.

Thousands of men and women– all the

way from Kalighat to Sham Bazaar, in

the Bartalla fish market, on Elliot Street,

in Tollygunge, in the dank alleys of

Bhavanipur– everywhere! The sight of

them is frightening. They are no longer

human beings– only muffled shrieks in

human form. This shriek spreads out over

the whole country...

He interrupted this train of thought,

afraid. His legs were trembling for no

reason. Several times after returning

emptyhanded, he had again set out from

the house on the appointed date, only

to have the fear seize him as soon as

he stepped into the street. Then he would

cover the long route on foot. This

provided some relief, but the fear would

begin hovering over him again as soon

as he found himself standing at the base

of that building.

The first time he went there, he sat

down very casually on the chair in front.

He had no previous experience of going

to such places or dealing with such people.

Blessed by good fortune, he had been

living blissfully in his own limited world,

believing that good, helpful, dedicated

people were to be found everywhere.

To some degree he still kept those hopes.

This new situation had arisen only

recently, and he assumed that everything

would right itself very simply. So to a

certain extent he’d been casual and

unconcerned. No pallor of hopelessness

had settIed over his face. He was not

in the habit of humbling himself in any

situation.

Now, however, fingernails had slowly

begun to dig into his back. Whenever

he entered the door, a look of humility

fastened itself to his face. That humble

expression would automatically etch itself

on his countenance. His mouth would

open and he’d begin staring toward the

street, or toward the rows of buildings

beyond the roof, or toward the people

walking on the street.

The man reminded him of a large

rhinoceros. The first time he saw that

stupefied rhinoceros, he had smiled and

glanced around. They were all hunched

over their desks, as though lying in wait.

Then the rhinoceros gave a loud sneeze

and began wiping his nose, after which

he shoved a little snuff into his nose,

raised his head, and sneezed repeatedly.

“Hm?” The man seemed to be returning

to his senses.
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“Yes”, he responded with a smile.

“You’re Mrs. Uma Malhotra’s...’’

“Her husband, Satyendra Malhotra.”

“Let me see. The bills have all been

approved. One or two are left. Why are

they left? Let me see.” He stood up and

began rummaging through the files, very

slowly and rhythmically as though doing

a little dance. His grotesque neck was

in motion and perspiration glistened on

the man’s smooth cheeks and bald skull.

He kept staring at that skull, expecting

the perspiration to drip onto the papers.

“Haa-oo”, the man yawned and sat

down, calling out, “Ramsaran– bring some

water, tea, a biri to smoke.” Then without

even a glance at Satyendra, he closed

his eyes and leaned back his head.

“There are biris in your drawer, sir”,

said the attendant.

“Uh, ye-es.” He motioned the man

to leave. His mouth had opened, exposing

a reddish flap of skin. His face is going

to split, thought Satyendra. There’ll be

a cracking sound. Everyone will gather

around. “What happened? Who did it?

The poor fellow’s face split wide open.

He was yawning... “A very simple man,

Satyendra concluded, seeing the mouth

close. The man opened his eyes.

“Found it?” Satyendra inquired.

“Eh?” the man said, as though startled.

Then he stood up with only a single

word, “Lunch”, and a nod at his watch.

He called to the others: “Let’s go outside,

Ghosh Babu. O Lord, I’m dead! Damn

government... how many buffaloes does

it need? There’s not a single bull left.

They all get crushed as soon as they

come here.” Looking over at a young

clerk, he smiled– “Hey, your she-camel

doesn’t come around these days. Has

she found a new rider or something?”

Satyendra followed the man out of

the building. There was an office canteen

in one corner of the grounds. The man

headed that way with the other clerks.

Satyendra also ordered a cup of tea, and

seating himself at some distance from

the others, began to observe them and

to sip the tea.

“Hey, Chandul!” This was a Sikh

speaking. He had swatted that man on

the head.

“I find your pranks very annoying”,

the man responded hotly. The others

burst out laughing and then became

solemn, making fun of him. The man

swallowed a samosa and then began

sipping the tea he had poured into his

saucer. They must behave this way all

the time, Satyendra thought, but perhaps

the presence of an outsider was making

him act so irritated.

When lunch was over and they all

went outside, Satyendra left too. Chandul

went out the gate instead of returning

to the office. Satyendra speeded up and,

trailed him at a distance. When the man
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stopped to have his shoes shine, Satyendra

loitered nearby on the sidewalk. The man

kept looking at his watch, glancing slyly

at Satyendra and then gazing at the sky.

“Hey!” he barked into space. “Brush

them some more. Only the government

gives money for nothing. This is hard-

earned cash.” Ceasing his barking, he

spat on the sidewalk, and then wiped

the sweat from his forehead as though

sprinkling sacred Ganges water.

Satyendra was waiting, and the man

knew it and was becoming annoyed. They

walked back, one behind the other.

Entering the office, they sat down. Both

were as before, he on the chair in front,

Chandul on his office chair.

“Find it?” Satyendra repeated after

a minute or two.

Chandul called an attendant and then

was silent. When the man appeared, he

handed over some files and began giving

instructions. The attendant didn’t

understand, so he berated him. When

the man had gone, he suddenly mellowed

and began chatting with someone called

Anandi Babu. They were talking about

all sorts of things, none of which had

any connection with their work. A number

of words came up repeatedly-sabri,

cinema, tram and bus, rent, strike, jute

mill, Marwari, B.C. Roy, Nimtola, Babu

Ghat, massage... Then a file of papers

appeared and the two of them bent over

it as though mourning. The attendant

returned to say that he had delivered

the papers. The man rose, drank some

water, and then took off his glasses and

began wiping them, staring straight ahead

as though examining the clouds on the

horizon.

“What do you do?” the man finally

asked. He was speaking to him!

This expression of personal interest

warmed his heart. He’d been taking offense

unnecessarily. One name had been going

around and around in his head– Chandul,

“the blockhead.” He began feeling

apologetic. It wasn’t right to judge people

so quickly. He settled back comfortably

in the chair, letting himself relax as though

he’d been given permission to do so.

He could speak the truth. That’s what

was necessary. The job would get done.

“I’ve been ill for the last several months”,

he said. “At present I’m just taking it

easy.”

Suddenly, he realized that the man’s

attention was elsewhere. Evidently, he

had forgotten his question and was not

expecting an answer. He was centuries

away. His head in the files, he was

muttering–‘‘Yes, in preparing the report

for the auditors, that clown Anandi messed

up all the papers. It must be right here.

It ought to go through. Why would it

be held up?”

Suddenly, he removed his glasses and

stared at Satyendra as though having

apprehended the real culprit. ‘‘There must
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be some problem. What problem? Go ask

your wife. Come back with the full story.

You’re harassing us. There must be a

reason. We don’t have such delays here.

I’ve taken care of all the bills.” The man

put on his glasses and rose from the

chair. ‘Is this a sign for him to leave?

Satyendra also rose. All at once that

same humble smile spread over his face.

“What’s the problem?” the man asked

before stepping away, as though saying,

“Why don’t you leave? Smiling won’t

accomplish anything now.”

Suddenly he collapsed inwardly.

Worthless! His conclusions had been

worthless! He had been right the first

time. Swallowing quickly, he spoke up–

‘‘What you say is right. There is a problem.

There was a problem. My wife sent in

the work late. She was sick. As a matter

of fact, she... she was pregnant.”

“Sent it late? Well! Then why are you

making life difficult here? Go home. I’ll

look up the bill and send it to the boss.

That will take time.” He slid out between

the chair and the filing cabinet, curving

so as not to soil his white suit– as though

doing a few fast steps of the Twist.

Now was the time. He couldn’t slip

away so quickly... as though strutting

down some royal highway. Thinking

quickly, Satyendra threw out one final

comment– “But sir, I already told you

why there was a delay. My wife was

expecting a baby. And it’s been three

months since she sent in the records.”

He didn’t expect the man to stop.

Having excused himself as busy, he was

heading for the toilet so as to extricate

himself, but he did stop– right there,

in the midst of that unclean crowd, trapped

in that confining place, silent– and began

staring at Satyendra.

“She was expecting a baby!” he

bellowed, looking with a smile toward

his fellow workers. A middle-aged man,

who was in charge and therefore always

kept up a front of seriousness, suddenly

took off his coat, hung it over the chair,

and smiled. Seeing this, all the ghosts

in that graveyard raised their heads and

looked at Satyendra. They were tired of

mourning and were now enjoying

themselves, having received the unspoken

permission of the man in charge. Chandul

moved away and lit a biri. Now there

was no need to go to the toilet. The

boredom had changed to amusement.

He felt surrounded, with death

inevitable– that death after which he

would reappear walking on the street,

head bowed, perspiration– soaked, mute,

uncertain. They had surrounded him and

now could not let him go. They would

certainly place him among the shrieks

in human form. They couldn’t just leave

his black, curly hair and golden skin

unmarked like this... “Give him some

prescriptions for birth control, Dubeji”,

someone fired from behind his desk. “You
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distribute them. Help him, too. It will

give him some peace of mind without

affecting his performance.”

There was a round of laughter. He

felt as though the windowpanes would

shatter and everyone outside would see

him being finished off this way, in solitude.

Did noone here feel sympathy towards

those being shot? Again, that same smile

of humility...

But, they were quite genteel and were

only amusing themselves. They were not

accustomed to watching this kind of

bloodshed for long. Only grouped together

did they find such opportunities. Alone,

they too feared death, even though they

had undergone thousands of experiences

similar to this and so were somewhat

hardened.

Then Chandul liberated him. Putting

an arm around Satyendra’s shoulder, he

escorted him outside. “Go home now.

Come back in three or four days. These

are all my people. I’ll take care of

everything.” Halfway down the stairs, the

man opened a door and stepped through

it. The door swung shut on a glimpse

of sparkling commodes and pairs of toilet

footrests. There was no point in waiting

to say goodbye. He silently started down

the stairs.

“They’re my own people– rubbish!

My own people– bah! They’re all my

own people indeed!” Uma lashed out as

soon as he returned. “I don’t believe

you even go there! You probably become

very meek and mild. Nothing will get

done that way. You’re not begging for

charity. I did the work for them. Laziness,

robbery, dishonesty– that’s all they do!

You probably melt and fall right into

their clutches.” Each time he returned

unsuccessful, she became upset and ended

up close to tears– “Where am I to get

money? Don’t you realize? Even your

medicine is finished. Don’t you see the

condition of the baby? You forget. You

become a different person as soon as

you step outside.” Every day she repeated

these accusations and then sat down,

crushed.

Engulfed in one worry after another

all the way home, he would prepare his

defense– “It’ll get done. I’m to return

on such and such a day. They’re our

own people– all of them.” Instead of

criticizing them, he kept silent. Uma was

used to thinking of happiness and sorrow

only in simple terms. There was no

remedy...

Three or four days after his first visit,

when he went there the second time,

he was hopeful. As before, he went to

the chair in front, sat down, and began

smiling. But that man gave no sign of

recognition, and he again began to despair.

“Yes?” The man peered from behind

his glasses with the same unchanging

expression. Where was he trained to do

that, Satyendra wondered. Did they have
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some place where daily rehearsals were

held so that they’d never make a mistake

on stage?

“That bill of mine”, he said at last.

“Oh yes, of course. Just a moment,

I’ll see.” With that, the man started playing

his role just as before, with no slipup.

His shoes weren’t dirty today though,

so there was no shoeshine. Three hours

passed. The man raised his eyes and

stared as though Satyendra had just

appeared. He began thumbing through

the files and mumbling, “Must be here

somewhere. Where could it be? All the

bills have been taken care of...” Then

he lifted a paper in the air as though

it were a rat he had caught while digging

in the ground. “Here it is! Mrs. Uma

Malhotra, 9 Shankar Mukerji Road,

Calcutta 25”, he read in a loud voice,

as though announcing the location of

some gambling den. “Right?”

Satyendra nodded. “Yes.”

“I’ll send it to the top boss today.

It should be ready in four or five days.”

“Yes sir.” He joined his hands to say

goodbye and stood up, afraid they would

seize him if he remained seated or tried

to apply pressure. Stepping outside was

a relief. Walking home, he concluded that

Uma would stop worrying once he told

her that it would be only a matter of

a few more days. They could manage

somehow for four or five days. Uma was

patient. She might be temperamental, but

she was also understanding and could

endure a lot. With that established, he

felt more relaxed.

Four or five days later he returned

again, feeling less fearful. This time he

didn’t smile or try to identify himself.

The man saw him and immediately pulled

out the file. The bill was still exactly

where it had been the previous time.

The man picked out the paper as though

from a deck of cards and said again,

“I’m having it sent this very day. It

will be ready in four or five days. You

may go now.” Further discussion was

cut off.

On the appointed day he returned

again, feeling quite uneasy. As soon as

he left home the sharp light, and the

graveyard reflected in the window, began

to dance around him. His body broke

out in a cold sweat and he felt as though

his hair were flying off and leaving him

bald. They wouldn’t crush his neck this

time, nor would they trick him again.

But their staring and their evasiveness–

it was all so horrible. Inwardly he’d been

defeated, and he just wanted to forget

them.

Seeing no other solution, he had

previously told Uma to come with him.

Since women are highly respected in

Indian society, there might be some

change in their attitude. Perhaps, they

would give a few lines to the two of

them. Some alteration from the rehearsal
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might be allowed so that he and Uma

could be included in the drama. Thinking

of the phrase “respect for women”, he

couldn’t help smiling, at which Uma

became annoyed. Actually he merely

wanted to be spared that cold feeling

of fear and defeat. With Uma there, he

figured that he could hide behind her

while she settled the matter. Besides,

it would be good for her to discover

the secret weapons of those assassins.

But he trembled at the thought that Uma

too might become the target of their

insults. What if they surrounded her also,

killing her and burying her in those

tunnels? Both of them would reappear

on the street—heads bowed, sweat-

drenched, mute, indifferent, defenseless,

helpless. His decision to take her along

had faltered. No, he’d go alone. He wanted

to be inside the room there when he

suffered his death. An open display of

it would be even more frightening. He

was not yet as shameless as all that...

This time the man announced– “Come

back after fifteen days. There’s to be

a meeting. A decision will be reached.”

Now his courage had run out. He

wouldn’t go again. Leaving the building

he set off on foot. Afraid to return home,

he crossed Chowringhee Street to the

large grassy park on the other side. The

whole area was almost deserted that

afternoon, and the Victoria Memorial was

shimmering against a background of dark

clouds. In the distance, large double-

decker buses were moving slowly along

the streets bordering the park. He felt

imprisoned behind brown glass walls

through which he was peering at the

view outside. The bus horns sounded

very faint. From that distance, the

tramcars looked like toy trains that some

child had wound up and released to chug

along on their own. The passengers packed

into them– or the people right now bowcd

in mourning over files in the big buildings

of Chowringhee or Dalhousie or Barabazar–

or these few individuals strolling like

puppets on the grass of the park... all

of them shared the same appearance,

the same identity.

Shaking off that train of thought, he

stepped off the path and stretched out

on the damp grass, heedless of his clothes.

A sharp wind was whistling from the

direction of the river. Gradually, a

lethargy spread over him and he thought

he might take a nap.

Only a few months ago, they had moved

into a different building. Their previous

house had been nice and airy but they

had to leave it. They moved into this

place as quietly as though someone had

given them a shove and then slammed

the door. The walls had been colorwashed

reddish-brown years ago, and peeling

plaster fell off at the slightest touch.

The ceiling was greasy and the floor moist.
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They placed most of their belongings in

the damp closet, putting their books in

a large trunk which they padlocked. The

furniture was stacked in a corner. One

wooden cot was set out, and a three-

legged table and two chairs were placed

on the narrow balcony.

The first night they slept unaware,

but next morning they complained a lot

about mosquitoes. The second night they

put up a mosquito net but still kept tossing

and turning. Unable to tolerate it, Uma

decided to turn on the light and get

rid of the mosquitoes which had slipped

under the net, so that they could sleep

in peace. That was when she discovered

hundreds of big and little, brown and

red, drunkenly scurrying bedbugs there

on the white sheet.

“My God, where did these come from?”

She woke Satyendra, and he got up rubbing

his eyes. Look at them all! In the previous

place there’d never been a single bedbug.

When Uma lifted the baby, several large

bugs scurried off. They raised the sheet.

Locating the bugs on the purple mattress

was difficult, but a few could be seen

crawling around. The rest were hiding,

as though lifeless, in the stitching of the

mattress, or had crept into the legs and

frame of the bed. They shook the sheet,

spread it out, turned off the light and

lay down.

“This is really bad”, Uma said, her

voice wide-awake.

“We’ll see to it in the morning. We’ll

do something”, Satyendra said, turning

over.

“What do you mean morning! You

think they’ll let us sleep?” Uma sat up

and took the baby in her arms. Standing,

she turned on the light. “Look here! And

you talk about tomorrow! Good heavens,

they’re so fat they’ll drink all our blood!”

She began squashing the bugs, not caring

about the sheet. A strange rotten smell

filled the room. “They’ve all run away.

How could you sleep? Look! Move over!

They’re devouring you!” She began

squashing the bugs hidden under his back.

The baby woke up and began crying.

In the morning, they questioned the

landlord. “They’re everywhere”, he

laughed. “You think they’re not in my

room? I’ve just become used to them,

sahab. I crush them without even waking

up, the bastards. I’ve tried everything.

No telling where they come from. There’s

no sign of them during the day. Everyone

who comes here makes the same complaint

at first, but then people get accustomed.

You will have to get used to them. Try

whatever you like and just see. If you’re

going to live in Calcutta, sahab, then

there’s no escaping from trams and buses,

mosquitoes and bedbugs.”

That day they heated a bucket of

water and washed the bed, table, and

chairs with scalding water. But, that night

things were just the same. Uma was close
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to tears. “This is going to drive me crazy.

All last night I couldn’t sleep, and tonight

it’s the same. All that water, and not

the slightest effect.”

“So what am I to do?” Satyendra asked.

All night they argued over all kinds of

inconsequential matters, killing bedbugs

every time they got up.

Two more days passed. They began

sleeping during the day and staying awake

at night. The downstairs tenant advised

them to sprinkle kerosene around, saying

that the fumes would kill the bugs. This

would have to be repeated every week.

Although they both despised the smell

of kerosene, they had no choice but to

pour it over the bed and the chairs.

The stench was still terrible that night.

Uma held her breath, inhaled quickly

a few times, and then held it again.

Satyendra lay facing the window, hoping

that a breeze would keep the fumes from

his nose. Now at least the bugs wouldn’t

come. With that in mind, they prepared

to sleep. For a short while they dozed,

but about midnight Satyendra’s eyes

opened. Uma was sitting on the floor,

asleep. The baby was sleeping in her

lap. The light was on. As soon as he

sat up, hundreds of bedbugs lurking under

his head, limbs, and body began scurrying

into the mattress. He looked at his watch.

It was one thirty. His flesh crawled. There

would be no sleep again tonight. A strange

feeling of helplessness seized him. What

could be done? Finally, he too sat on

the bare floor and tried to sleep. The

light was blazing through his eyelids. And

sleep... if only I can get just a little,

he thought.

They tried several other remedies.

They spread out a rough blanket.

Purchasing some poisonous spray, they

filled the room with fumes, closed the

doors and windows, and spent the whole

day roaming outdoors. Returning in the

evening, they opened the room which

had become a regular gas chamber. But

none of these efforts was very successful.

The bugs were almost impossible to detect

on the rough dark blanket. The poison

proved ineffective. A smaller number

showed up for a night or two, but the

third night they filled the bed in greater

numbers than ever, sucking their prey

with relish. The predicament was strangely

terrifying, and he could see no way to

end it. Their faces had become simian

from continuous nights of wakefulness.

Their cheeks were hollow, the bones

protruded at their temples, and their

eyes, though sunken, bulged as though

they’d been fasting for days. Only in the

brightness of morning, when the bedbugs

concealed themselves in the legs of the

bed and other sheltered places, they slept

deeply.

The tenants downstairs and the

landlord all found this very curious. Did

these people think they were living in
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some hamlet? No one in this metropolis

would have the nerve to sleep so late

in the day. Some people joked about

it– “They must be newlyweds.”

“What do you mean, newlyweds? It’s

the joy of unemployment!”

“That’s all very well, but how do they

fill their stomachs?”

On the ground floor, next to the alley,

lived a goldsmith. Thump... thump...

thump...  thump, thump, thump...

Periodically he paused and listened to

everything. Then, he would hammer and

shape the gold into strange forms. The

whole neighborhood took delight in his

performance. Grasping the single bow of

his battered spectacles, he’d look upward

and smile– “Oh what a world! How strange

is your creation, O God!” And then once

again thump, thump, thump.

They both were exhausted and looked

ill. They were very worried about the

baby, and spent the whole night taking

care of him. Like his parents, he lay

sleeping all day– or fussing. Meanwhile,

they were living in abject poverty. It

was the rainy season. They survived

mostly on mangoes and bread, but they

lit a fire to give the appearance of cooking.

Smoke would assure the neighbours that

they were worthy to live in this house.

Food was cooked in their home; they

could pay the rent. They were not

fugitives...

Uma’s milk was diminishing and the

baby’s stomach stayed empty most of

the time. When he went to bed hungry

and began crying in his sleep, she would

lie down and put her breast in his mouth.

The baby would pounce on the nipple

and start chewing. Time and again she

would feel his stomach and wait to get

up. The baby would tire and scream with

frustration.

“From now on, he’s doomed to

starvation”, she declared reluctantly, as

though this admission itself might change

things somehow.

“They’ve promised,” he would say.

“I’ll believe it when it happens.”

Then they would start making a list

of necessary purchases, forgetting their

problems briefly. But then Satyendra’s

glance would fall on Uma, lying on her

side with hipbones protruding and

buttocks shrunken. He found the sight

incredible, and wanted to tell her to shift

position and lie properly. He looked

away... Who would believe that they were

starving? The whole matter seemed

ridiculous when he thought about it,

reflecting as though on some other

person’s situation.

There had been another delay, but

on the eighteenth they were definitely

giving the money, those people. During

the days until then, the two of them

seemed not to exist. On the eighteenth
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they would return and repossess their

bodies. Meanwhile, he thought, let the

days pass like seconds. Let only that

day resume the form of a day!

On that date, the eighteenth, the man

declared, “Come after fifteen days. There’s

to be a meeting. Your bill will be

discussed.” His courage ended, and for

hours he roamed like an orphan around

the big park near Chowringhee. He had

considered taking a brief nap, but suddenly

all these thoughts jolted him and sleep

fled. He lay around that way until evening,

as though he’d been shot and had fallen

here. People were searching for him, to

slaughter him before he could die.

Otherwise it would be a waste. All their

efforts would be wasted.

This was the fifth time.

He pulled off the expression of humility

and discarded it. Now his face was blazing.

As soon as he entered, that Chandul

removed his glasses, set them aside, and

began staring at him. He was taken aback

by the look in Satyendra’s eyes.

Satyendra was like a cobra who had

raised his hood and then struck. “Where

is my bill? Take it out right now!”

“Did you run all the way here?” the

man wanted to ask. “Why’s your face

so red?” But he kept silent and waited–

for that humility to plaster itself on

Satyendra’s face. Instead, there were two

blazing eyes. This was a different man,

a man presenting a challenge. This was

not that person he could insult, put off,

or sit dozing in front of. Somewhat

intimidated, he looked for help toward

his colleagues. Perhaps, they were

unaware of the misfortune. They were

all engrossed in the pretext of being hard

at work.

“You wish to say something?” he asked

loudly, trying to attract the others’

attention.

“What’s there for me to say?” Satyendra

fell silent.

The man had not expected this kind

of answer. Dumb-founded, he stared at

Satyendra with a contempt and hatred

which his cowardice prevented him from

discarding. Being skilled at attacking; from

the rear, he believed in waiting...

“Please get me my money”, Satyendra

declared, making no mention of the bill.

“It has not yet been fifteen days!”

So the man was getting the message!

“Today is the seventeenth day.”

“You think everyone here is like you,

with nothing to do but count the days?”

he sputtered.

“ActuaIly, it’s you who has nothing

to do. All day you just stall here...” He

left the sentence unfinished, knowing that

the man would fry even if he spoke calmly.

This was just what happened. A

frightening murmur sizzled from one
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corner of the room to the other. Then

intense silence gripped the place and

all eyes rose in his direction. He shouldn’t

have done that. Now they wouldn’t allow

anything to happen. If he had broken

down completely, they’d have picked him

up, tied up the pieces, and set him in

running-order again. Now, however, they

would just break him up and toss the

remains in the wastebasket or out the

window.

He sat there waiting for Uma. That

morning they’d decided that both would

go. She must be on her way. Respect

for woman... If she were to arrive now,

he might be saved. He began feeling uneasy

and saw that his humility was crawling

around his feet, waiting. Should he pick

it up and smear it on his face? That

would probably satisfy them and they’d

put their tiger-claw weapons back in their

pockets. Or he could get up and depart

with his triumph, leaving them dazed.

But he found himself stuck to the chair,

unable to stand up. Held as though by

a rope, he was now beyond reach of

help... Just then Uma entered and saved

him.

“What happened?” she asked Satyendra

without sitting down or looking at anyone

else. This was another challenge to them.

“Ask him.” Satyendra motioned to the

man.

Uma looked over expectantly. There

was no response.

“Come on, we’ll see the manager”,

Uma announced, and walkedout. He

followed her, feeling rescued and not

daring to look back.

About an hour had passed. The

manager had received them very politely

and then had fallen silent. The two of

them were sitting in front of him like

fools while he dictated some important

letters. Periodically, papers were brought

in for him to sign. Then he would put

his hand to his head and start dictating

again– “We don’t take checks, so we are

returning this one. Please send a bank

draft.” “The children are fine. Vilas has

bought some shares in Manorma’s name.

He is giving up his job and will look

after the business.” “I regret to say that

your payment has not yet been received.

This kind of carelessness is very harmful

in business... You are well aware of the

integrity of our firm, and of the efficiency

and competence of our partners and other

personnel...”

Uma glanced at Satyendra. They both

sat there, periodically looking out the

window, at the color of the curtains,

at the blazing sunshine outside, at the

manager’s concentration. Occasionally he

would take a smile out of cold storage

and hospitably offer it to them. Then

the refrigerator door would close

automatically. Several times he rang a

bell. An attendant would enter and then,

receiving no instructions, withdraw
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beyond the curtain at the door.

“You called?” the attendant stood there

staring.

He barked an order and then, as soon

as the man left,  opened wide the

refrigerator door. The stenographer

quietly got up and slipped out. Will he

put both of us in the refrigerator too,

thought Satyendra, and save us from

rotting?

Then that Chandul pushed back the

curtain. File in hand, he stepped inside,

looked cowed and disturbed. He had to

face the manager but his fiery eyes also

glanced once at the couple.

“Well, friend, what’s the matter?”

“Sir, they’ve given me a lot of trouble.

All the records had come. But they’ve

kept after me. She went on making excuses.

This is the correspondence.” He held out

the whole file.

They were both speechless. So that

was it! But he’d said nothing previously.

And now? Now he would take a fixed

position and give them more trouble,

setting up a full blockade. Satyendra felt

that the two of them had made a wrong

decision. They ought not to have presented

a challenge. Perhaps, that humility would

have done the job. But their patience

had been exhausted and they had wanted

to set up new defenses. He looked over

at Uma. Now they both were repentant.

The manager glanced over the papers

and then looked up at the two of them.

The refrigerator door opened a little,

then closed. He had not fully read any

of the letters in the correspondence. “You

may go”, he ordered Chandul, then, hands

clenched together, looked at them as

though to say ‘‘I knew there was no

mistake on our part.”

“Can’t something be done?” Uma

inquired.

Satyendra noted that she had picked

up that humility and plastered it on her

face. So it had happened just the way

he had feared.

“Wait and see. I’ll check.” He rang

the bell.

There were several minor actors in

between the manager and that Chandul.

He sent a note to the secretary and it

came back with something written on

it. He set the note to one side and began

examining a file. Ten minutes later he

finished reading it, again wrote something,

and rang the bell. The attendant appeared

as before. It was time for tea. The attendant

set down the note and then picked up

a small stove from the corner of the

room and carried it outside.

“You may go. They’ve sent for you.

Go see them right away. This can be

handled without my help.” He stood up

and they also rose. Not bothering to

acknowledge their gesture of farewell,

he disappeared behind a curtain in the
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corner and could be heard settling into

a sofa on the other side.

Coming outside, they asked the

attendant for the secretary’s room. He

pointed the way and then turned his

attention to the stove.

They were inside for a few minutes

and then, wiping their perspiration,

emerged again. They entered another

room and then left it also. Now they

were on the stage and the others were

the spectators. Pouring hot water into

the teapot, the attendant smiled. “What

happened?”

Perhaps he too was a conspirator and

could point out a secret passage through

which to escape. “What is the sahab

doing?” Satyendra asked.

“The sahab takes a little rest at noon.

Then he’ll have some tea.”

“What now?” he asked Uma.

The official to whom the manager had

sent them showed great politeness also.

Satyendra and Uma were pleased when

he sent for Chandul. But he had probably

been lying in wait. This time his attack

was even more dangerous. Placing a book

of regulations before the official, he

pointed with his finger. “Read this, sir.”

He appeared calm and assured.

“Read it to me.” The officer sounded

insulted. If these two outsiders had not

been present, he probably would either

have read it or have pushed it away

saying he’d read it later.

“If the records are not submitted

within the appointed time, then the

company, according to its regulations,

can reduce the remuneration at the rate

of two rupees per day.” Chandul drew

himself up and completed the defense.

“They sent it two and a half months

late. They’re bothering us unnecessarily.

I told them that the boss would make

a decision. It will be brought up at a

meeting.”

“How much was the bill?”

“Two hundred and fifteen rupees and

thirty-six paisee.”

He reflected for a moment and then

said, “All right. You may go.”

After that they were sent to the finance

department. Maybe something could be

done there...

They went outdoors and began pacing

up and down the lawn. They decided

to meet the manager once more. Satyendra

walked away and sat down. His wife went

over and stood next to him. Were they

now going to attack each other? Then

it was lunch time. Hordes of employees

headed for the canteen, including that

Chandul and his associates. They looked

over at the couple, apparently made some

dirty joke, and then laughed loudly.

Satyendra turned his face and looked

out through the bars of the fence at

the street beyond. A tram was passing.
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He could feel the rattling beneath his

feet... Would she be able to attack from

the rear? He couldn’t stand it. “I’ll go

ask the attendant what time the manager

returns from his rest”, he said, and started

off with a glance at his wife. Perhaps,

she had not heard, or perhaps she had

understood. He ran up the stairs.

“Three o’clock”, he announced when

he returned. “What about the baby?” He

looked at Uma. They had left the child

with the landlord’s wife.

She said nothing.

“I think there’d be no point in seeing

the manager again. The secretary and

all those other people will get annoyed

and then it’ll be even more difficult.”

“Let them get annoyed. I’m not leaving

here. Thieves! Scoundrels! They’re

assassins, everyone of them. I’m going

to leave with my money, and not before.

I’ll see to it!”

She was talking ridiculously. It was

foolish to have such simple expectations.

But very well, may be something would

be accomplished this way. Satyendra said

nothing.

‘‘What about the baby?” he repeated,

thinking that he might save his wife this

way. She didn’t realise what would happen.

She couldn’t endure it.

“Let it go to hell!” It was as though

a hand grenade had exploded. Satyendra

was stunned. But a moment later Uma

was apologetic. How could she talk that

way about the child?

They returned at three o’clock. The

manager again sent a note to the secretary,

who wrote something on it and sent it

back. “Look, they’re busy. They’ll discuss

it with me. You do this– come next week

Saturday. I’ll have it settled and ready.”

He folded his hands in farewell. He was

being very patient and his face showed

no irritation. He was a man of vast

experience.

Leaving without a word, they walked

over and stood at the tram-stop. The

tram started up and passed through the

middle of the park. The cool air made

both of them start to doze. At the Victoria

Memorial stop, someone poked him and

pointed to the sign saying the seat was

reserved for ladies. Irritated, he got up.

When a woman sat down next to Uma,

she was awakened also. Her eyes were

red. Looking out the window, she tried

to discover how far it was to their stop,

perhaps anxious to reach home where

she could collapse in tears.

He’d be forced to go again! The thought

was crushing him. Maybe this would be

the last time. Would Uma go along? He

lacked the courage to ask her. He began

recalling all those people– that Chandul

and his associates, the manager, the

attendant, and the secretary– and that

sparkling toilet beside the stairs, with

the shining rows of paired footrests and
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the spring door which closed with a bang.

He started falling asleep on his feet.

The thought of sleep and of night

filled him with fear again. Sleep had become

absolutely impossible there at night. To

escape, they had begun spreading the

bedding on the floor. For a night or

two the deception worked, but one day

they found them crawling all over the

floor. And hordes of them were pouring

out in lines from the chipped plaster

on the walls. The next day they pulled

off the peeling plaster and were confronted

with a revelation. The whole wall was

pocked, like the body of a terrible smallpox

victim, and the thousands of tiny holes

were full of them. After that they had

abandoned hope of sleeping at night. They

would sleep all day and keep watch all

night. The bedding looked like a glaring

desert in the bright light. Putting the

baby to sleep between them, they sat

on both sides. When it rained, drops

formed on the ceiling as though it were

perspiring. And below, in his dark crude

room, the goldsmith pounded nails until

late at night into the heart of the darkness.

The whole room became permeated with

the stench of rotten fish from the dirty

pots and pans left lying in the courtyard

by the downstairs tenants, and with the

fumes of urine from the corner of the

balcony. Occasionally, his glance would

fall on the mirror. He looked like a

shriveled demon. Sometimes Uma and

sometimes he would doze off. Perhaps,

they were growing accustomed to the

situation.

But the bedbugs were no less clever.

They began courting danger, coming out

of the wall even during the day and taking

up positions in the bedding. The dampness

from the floor rose up through the mattress

and sheet until a strange chilly odour

crept into their bodies. At such times,

emotionally vanquished, one word echoed

in their minds– suicide. But it seemed

to them only a word found in mystery

stories. They’d heard and read of such

a thing, but to do it seemed impossible.

It was as though they were listening to

some imaginary story, as though someone

were looking at them and making fun

of them.

This was the last day of the week,

Saturday. It had not taken long– perhaps

fifteen or twenty minutes in all. The matter

had been settled. And he was back outside

on the street– head bowed, speechless.

The humility plastered to his face had

dried up of its own accord. Only a thin

film remained. When the film fluttered

away in the breeze, a strange face appeared

beneath it.

They had not delayed– “Yes sir, it’s

done. Take this. Where is the letter of

authorization? Please sign here. A check

has been issued for sixty rupees and

thirty-six paisee. Yes, there was a meeting.

The manager approved this. Tell me, how

could we go against the rules? Your reason
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makes no difference. Our rules don’t

distinguish between reasons for delays.

Whether your wife was pregnant... a delay

is a delay.”

As far as all of them were concerned,

nothing special had happened. They were

all calm and quiet. They’d reached a

decision and had only to implement it.

They had only to publish the news of

their victory. He had not questioned the

results. He had known. That was the reason

he’d come by himself and had not brought

Uma. For a moment he considered

returning the check. Let it be given to

charity in the name of the company!

The next moment, however, he changed

his mind. They would not permit their

victory to be diminished that way. They

could never allow him that satisfaction.

Leaving quickly, he was now walking

down the street. A second fear had

replaced the previous one. After one

defeat, there was now the cold, sticky

sensation of another defeat. They were

everywhere, and they could not allow

anyone to be different from themselves.

They lay in wait to turn everyone into

that shriek in bodily form. How was he

any different from them?

Walking along, he wondered why he

had never looked at things this way before.

How easy it would have made everything!

He noticed a strange similarity between

his face and the faces of the crowd rushing

by, the faces peering out of buses and

trams. This similarity had probably not

existed previously. It was a peculiar

similarity– a strange acceptance of defeat,

which left them bound to each other

and unconcerned. At least he was not

alone in his defeat. He looked over at

a man standing in the line and suddenly

broke into a smile, as though recognizing

him. The man smiled back. Then they

both faced forward and the line began

moving ahead.
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THE JOURNEY
Gyan Ranjan

Translated by

Charles T. Dent

As always I left my office for lunch. I didn’t take the usual route

but the red gravel road instead. Along the way there were no

houses or buildings, only the countryside. No officer in our mess

took that road. If he ever did, it was most likely from an outright

mistake or with some hidden motive. That’s not to say that people

around there are overly sentimental. I occasionally took that way

not because I’m impetuous or lost, but because it suited my mood.

In the sky there were lots of clouds, which had been lingering

for several days, but they weren’t rain clouds. There was a lot

of shouting in the mess– some guys were lounging about in their

undershorts after a shower. It was the usual stir in anticipation

of the weekend. Without paying much attention I pushed my scooter

toward the orderly to have him give it a cleaning. Normally I

didn’t do this, but at the thought of Saturday I felt a certain

itch to go out with friends.

I bellowed out to Chilloo. Actually, I didn’t have anything

for him to do. It was just a way of letting everyone know I

was back. After that, the orderly gave me a telegram. I wasn’t

in any rush to open it– only slightly annoyed because there still

wasn’t any letter from Kaumudi. I tried to think who sent it and

why. It wasn’t my birthday. Nor Midula’s. And Kaumudi’s was

three months ago, so there’s another nine months to go for that.
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Then, for an instant I froze at the image

of my wife. I tore open the telegram

and started to unbutton my uniform.

Chilloo still hadn’t come. I called him

some names I got from a song. I felt

self-conscious in front of the orderly,

so I cut it short and went off to the

bathroom to sing the rest of the song.

I threw some water over my face

and, dripping wet, read the telegram.

It took only three seconds to read, but

the second and third times took much

longer. I’d never guessed it would bring

news of death. I couldn’t look at myself

in the mirror– probably no one in my

position could have. I broke down and

in an instant, my face took on a blank,

vulnerable look. I didn’t have any idea

what I was doing at that moment. Nothing

like this had ever happened to me before.

I was twenty-nine years old, and everyone

in my family lived to a ripe old age.

Some of my ancestors had lived to be

a hundred. This is no insignificant fact

in the history of a family. When my

marriage was arranged, this was pointed

out. I shook badly after reading the

telegram. The sense of shock was now

coming over me so quickly, that I decided

to steal off to a secuded room in the

mess before bumping into anyone. The

easiest and most soothing thing to do

at the time was to sleep.

I closed the door behind me and went

to sleep right away. Of course, for ten

minutes or so I fretted and fumed, pacing

around the room distraught. Several years

ago I used to nap in the late afternoon,

but that was in more easygoing days.

I didn’t want to go anywhere. I couldn’t

wish for anything more than that secluded

room. Surprisingly, I wasn’t in the mood

to visit the gloomy hotel where it had

been so natural to go in times of despair

and frustrated love, and where I could

get pure country-made liquor. In a flash

I realized I didn’t want any familiar,

gloomy place now. And so I slept and

quickly put aside the effects of grief and

personal loss. I was more conscious of

myself than ever before. Things like this

happen all the time, so I’d better find

out what it means or suffer the

consequences.

Waking up, I found my surroundings

desolate and suffocating. I had to endure

the thought of death, the room; and

everything in it. I felt annoyed by my

own associations and became numb. A

forlorn feeling overcame me. Good and

bad people alike have suffered as I did

then. All the same, I didn’t feel wicked

nor all that traumatized.

I suddenly got up, muttering

incoherently. My eyes were misty and

I felt chilled. I sat on the edge of the

bed in a stupor– my mind was a blank.

I didn’t understand at all what I should
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do. I could do some exercises. Here,

nobody’d notice. I could stick my finger

down my throat to make myself vomit,

or I could laugh hysterically. But I didn’t

do anything and just sat there devastated.

Then after a little while I got the urge

to get stinking drunk, but since I didn’t

have any liqour with me I gave up on

the idea. I calmed down soon after that,

gradually recalling the evening train I

took so often. Before turning on its lights

for the night, it crosses over a bridge

right at sunset. Below, a huge river flows.

Whenever I felt gloomy or depressed,

the images of train, evening, lights, bridge,

river, and sunset would invariably appear

before me.

I mustered up all my strength and

left the secluded room behind. The thought

of my own room was coming to mind.

The sky was filled with the yellowish

light of a dust storm, and below was

a deadly stillness. Looking around for

quite a while, I couldn’t see anyone at

all. It began to seem that people were

yelling out ‘‘Help! Help!’’ in muffled, choked

voices. Then the voices stopped. Maybe

it was the reverberation of silence.

Amazingly enough, after searching a long

time, I found no one. I looked around

to see whether some disaster had struck.

There were no signs of an earthquake.

Still I didn’t consider myself free from

danger. The memory of death was weighing

heavily. In a few moments, I became

fully alert and resolved to check my

senses. I didn’t see anyone around. There

were no two-storied houses there. And

in front of me was a compact shed. I

knew right away my senses were working

fine.

Confident I had a firm grip on reality,

I came to the point. So far I hadn’t

cried or sobbed for a second– no matter

how much loneliness, dejection, and

sorrow I had felt so far on hearing the

news of his death. A slight worry began

to gnaw at me– whether or not I was

becoming unfeeling, like stone. The heart

is a delicate thing... for it to become

hardened would be dreadful. There was

an incident, always coming back to me,

which made an indelible imprint on me.

I remember very well a few years

ago when things were different. Then,

crying made me feel better. Sometimes

I’d go by myself to watch silently the

setting sun. Ultimately it was like watching

my heart sink, and I’d feel completely

at one. Even in childhood I pondered

over natural phenomena like a simpleton.

It was much later I found out why people

who are indifferent to nature are so happy.

Certainly I have a deep and instinctive

affinity to sorrow and reflection. Perhaps,

that’s why a few situations in life come

to mind. I’d be dead set on crying and

then, like a detached observer, would
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coolly examine myself.

The day I said goodbye forever to

my Mutalli, I drank several cups of cheap

bootleg whiskey and coffee and was so

sick at my stomach, I nearly cried...

it was pathetic. Today I suspect it wasn’t

just a question of the physical effects

of a hangover, because later on I was

feeling so sick I had to go to the doctor.

At the time I wasn’t able to consider

what I was doing, but later I chided

myself, “Am I taking the ashes in life

for my lover?”

Along with that, I remember another

incident. ...The wind was blowing and

gradually building up to a storm, roaring

200-250 feet above the ground. ...Still

another incident froms a stronger

memory– it was in a different time. I

went to the Jacobs Clinic to get Mother’s

X-ray negative and report. At least I

didn’t cry there in the doctor’s office.

I was very upset and couldn’t even ride

my bike. For a while, I shook all over

and gnashed my teeth in rage. At the

public urinal behind Ghosh Market I cried

and then, wiping my face, left.

On the street I met a friend who

asked me to join him for a few minutes

for a paan. I just replied, “Mother’s got

TB.” I don’t know what he really thought,

but he spoke with feeling. After that I

met someone I knew in the neighborhood.

“Going my way?” he asked. I thought

and repeated what I had said before,

“Mother’s got TB.”

Later on I realized how sentimental

and really stupid my grief had made me

appear. I was obssesed with the idea

that if Mother was not going to live,

I’d cry in agony and bash my head–

such as no crazy man had ever done

before. And it was possible I’d wind up

dying in a hospital, and people would

talk about my great filial love and devotion.

In those days I felt the overwhelming

urge to prove myself. But now those

memories don’t bother me much. All that

happened a long time back and a lot

has happened since then. It’s so much

water under the bridge.

Apart from these two, I don’t have

any recollections or memories for whiling

away the time. I’ve had only few occasions

in life for grief.  Or almost none.

Disconsolation is so widespread, even

under the most fortunate of

circumstances. Happiness in my past life

of unworthy deeds seems better in

comparison. People call it bad luck.

I have to cope with very strange and

compelling times. I’m not at all good

at it. I don’t know why I’ve repeated

it several times already, but before all

this and before my birth certainly there

had been several deaths in our family.

All of us are long-lived, have fair skin

and strong bodies. We see a funeral on
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the street, no one feels a thing. We’ve

always enjoyed life. When we were kids

we’d wear red knickers and play the game

kabaddi. He was always the referee and

call the players with his whistle.

Afterwards he’d see to it we had hot

halvah, to regain our energy.

Rather than the recollection of the

hot halvah, the memory of the whistle-

blowing referee rushes to the fore. Inside,

several things have remained suppressed.

I’ve wanted to destroy them completely...

I was furious and would do it for sure.

If I didn’t vent my anger, I might die.

He was causing a welling-up inside me

that was mysterious and dangerously

uncontrollable, but I won’t be made

impotent, a eunuch– no, that’s not

possible. He won’t do that.

There was no doubt he was a virile

and physically attractive man– a bon

vivant in the true sense. He was very

handsome. Some people increase in beauty

as they get older, but not many. I hope

he died peacefully. Others in the family

won’t die happy. Some (maybe myself

included) will die of gunshot wounds,

others of hunger or in car accidents,

and still others, grief-stricken.

Gradually, I began to recover my

senses. The idea came to me that although

for a good many people his death was

a grave matter, it wouldn’t matter much

in the future. At that, the whole subject

vanished like a bird taking flight from

my hand. There are people who make

a living out of misfortunes. After mulling

over it quite a bit I couldn’t see what

I could do now for the soul of one departed.

He was the embodiment of healthy life.

Other than this homage, I have certainly

some private memories which, for long-

standing personal reasons, send a tingling

sensation through me. Being tired, I

realized, always brought me closer to

the truth.

My drowsiness persisted. I hadn’t had

tea or a cigarette. My face wasn’t very

clean, and in the middle of everything

my memories of him would swoop down

and grab hold of me. I didn’t know when

my physical strength would return. But

I’m a man after all, and I have self-

understanding– I feel love and suffer.

There’s no point worrying.

When I went back to my room, the

scooters were all gone. Perhaps, my

friends had gone out looking for me.

I turned on my light, thinking I should

make some plans for taking leave. I stood

there alone in my room. I could see

the telegram sitting on top of my bureau.

I had been alone in my room lots of

times before, but never had I felt the

way I did then. The room felt strange

and uninviting.

Before telephoning to get leave I was

torn by what to do, but in the end decided
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not to give death as the reason. Although,

it’s supposed to be the decent thing to

show concern for others’ troubles, I’m

not suited for it. I’d just tell my superior

officer that out of the blue my sister’s

going to get married and I need to go.

I’d just leave the form in my room. He’d

be lenient and grant me leave. He’s

probably had a lot to drink by now.

Over the phone I’d hear a lot of racket

with the band playing– things would be

jumping over at the club. I didn’t say

anything to Chilloo. I felt very hesitant

to discuss the death. At moments like

this people immediately show they’re

moved. As far as I’m concerned, there’s

no difference between telling people about

death, sickness, sorrow and saying to

them, ‘‘Give me some sympathy... Show

me pity.’’ I also suspected that even if

I told Chilloo about the death, I wouldn’t

be emotional about it.

At first, I thought about going to

the club but then decided against it. I

didn’t feel like stepping into the middle

of a party. Although everybody there

would be gracious enough to express

sympathy and offer their condolences

and nothing would be amiss, the truth

is no one likes to receive bad news while

they’re having a good time. Trying to

extricate themselves they’d say something

in English like, “Life goes on”, and, to

inject some levity, raise their glasses,

“Cheers!”

Getting a train ticket at the last minute

cost me a pretty penny. I took a seat

in the compartment and thought to myself

I had a long journey ahead. I was

concerned that, should I arrive not

exhausted enough, the look of sorrow

would disappear from my face. I knew

that appearance was a real test– one

way of establishing superficial grief that

would stop surface things, people, and

surroundings from penetrating me.

I put my luggage away securely for

the trip. I glanced over everything

listlessly. Observing things all the time

like this provides the bitter-sweet

advantage of a storehouse of information

piled up effortlessly, which no one

challenges or interferes with. I knew for

sure that people at home and in town

would exhaust the topic of grief and then

start asking me about the weather over

here, the crowd on the train, what

bargaining went on, how the harvest was

that year...

When everything was set for the trip,

I thought about his death. There was

no confusion on board– so far just the

bustle of a few people getting settled

on the train. Now a gloominess began

to take hold somewhat. I began to realize

it was pointless to consider whether or

not he was actually living. Certainly all

of us have come to this point at one

time or another. He most likely wasn’t
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living. My brother’s telegram couldn’t

have lied. He’s a serious man and a follower

of Mahatma Gandhi. For me it was a

masquerade, I couldn’t deal with my

brother on a political level.

Coming back to my thoughts I

mumbled to myself that he was the most

important person in my life. The thought

was not a forlorn one– it was full of

excitment, authenticity, and love. No one

can be compared with him in my life.

For sure, no one could, I told myself

again and again.

The town was still pretty far away

and yet at the same time it had come

a little closer. No matter how much the

distance was diminished, when I reached

there, that voice, that face wouldn’t be

there. I was beginning to think that before

departing from this world, there should

be a hullabaloo– plenty of noise, running

about, and confusion. There ought to

be a crowd and at the appointed hour

he should just slip out, just sneak off.

I took a deep breath. People should pray

for him out of love.

Our home is twenty paces from a

small drugstore. I kept on thinking this

is probably where the medicine had come

from. Before you come to that is a place

where they only press clothes. And before

that a stall for cigarettes and cold drinks.

The last time I’d been there, the street

out front was being repaired. It gave

me a slight thrill that soon I’d be there,

walking on a new street.

Across from us lives an old and

interesting woman, a Parsi.  She’s

unforgettable. I have a pretty good idea

what she’s doing right now, I thought

to myself as I looked at my wristwatch.

To amuse myself I tried to imagine where

some people were in their homes and

what they’d be doing. The woman across

the street had hung up seven or eight

signs, “Beware of Dogs”. I had no doubt

she had several. The signs were huge.

Many a time we used to joke about this.

On Sundays her sons would stroll around

the churches without going inside.

Everybody knew them. Her boys were

well-known and cute brats. They were

so easygoing and carefree, sometimes the

popular opinion took them for

delinquents. But these memories were

useless, irrelevant. Silently they were

pushing aside interesting details that are

meaningful and relevant to me. In less

than a second I reined in my wandering

thoughts. Gradually I began thinking along

the line that our garden should be full

of flowers in season. At home we had

three types of lillies and lots of them.

There were also quite a few Indian roses.

I didn’t know whether there’d be flowers

placed alongside the corpse. ...What am

I expecting? Maybe an amaranth, the

fadeless flower? If people haven’t

forgotten, there should be some strong-
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smelling incense burning... I felt slightly

angry with my family. This feeling vanished

in a moment. At least for now the corpse

and the funeral procession weren’t over.

I fretted and fumed helplessly. The train

was moving along at a good speed. It

was as though it realized I was a special

passenger and was moving extra fast.

And the engineer was having a good time–

he blew the whistle every few minutes.

I decided to get out and stretch at

whatever station came next.

I got down and strolled around to

get my circulation going. An old man,

standing silently right in front of me,

was holding a fairly good-sized child hild.

The skin on his face was sticky like

glycerin. I found myself drawn to him–

indifferent, he stood apart, away from

the rain and the crowd. I didn’t do

anything, but like some country clod I

hung around near him, gawking. Town

and country were all jumbled in my mind.

Just make sure the train doesn’t go. The

fact was, after worrying so much, I began

to think of my wife, and because of this

old man I began to think about death.

At first it seemed the old man was going

to keel over and hurt the child by dropping

him on the ground. Actually I wasn’t

afraid of the old man dying and the child

falling down. I realized it was all absurd

and nothing more than overwrought

feelings. I was worried about Kaumudi,

lest something might have happened to

her. She’s pregnant for the first time.

I’m sure she cried a lot when she heard

the news. She’s very emotional and

sensitive to suffering. She could have

had a miscarriage. I became more worried.

She’s going on six months. Kaumudi

doesn’t need anything, she’s barely a

bride of one year. For sure, she be true

to form in showing her grief and crying

at his death. It’s the way we’re put

together... when disaster strikes, we lose

our self-control, we become so wild. In

civilized countries at times of distress,

people wear black clothes and mourn

in a disciplined way. You can’t say they’re

not human or don’t experience sorrow.

For us there is no such thing as

sublimation. Love and sorrow are

consummated through failing health, being

down and out, fainting, loss of appetite,

insomnia, wailing.

After silently railing against my family

for a while, I went back to my seat which

was fairly far off. If this had been a

pleasant trip and I had remained just

seated (although this wasn’t possible),

I’d feel very tired. The train ride was

bumpy, and my body– not a good shock

absorber– got stiff from sitting. I moved

around a lot in my seat. I began to

get bored, being all by myself. I felt

my shell would burst, but I didn’t panic

and I set about trying to knock down

the wall of sorrow that surrounded me.

I felt I’d vomit if I didn’t. I thought
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very hard. It wasn’t possible sorrow could

be so oppressive, so choking.

Slowly I regained hope. I felt the

tension receding. I changed my position

and, dropping my aloof manner, looked

at the people around me. A small boy,

who had only stared silently before, was

now chattering away. He poked me a

few times and then retreated to his

mother. He wanted to find out if I was

a man or a dummy. I thought of the

children I knew.

A boy called ‘‘Ponga Peela’’ came to

mind, and the boy here, his name was

‘‘Guru.’’ Although I hadn’t given any

nickname to my child yet, I was counting

the days before he’d be born. Several

times I had figured it out. If he had

lived another ninety-eight days, it’s

possible he’d have seen my child.

I felt a slight coolness touching my

elbow. It tickled, like the tip of someone’s

tongue. For a while I didn’t budge. Perhaps,

the window wasn’t quite closed all the

way. Considering everyone there and

feeling no one would mind, I raised the

window to open it. It seemed if I ignored

the interesting things of the world, I

wouldn’t be able to maintain my

equilibrium. Looking out the window I

thought I should have opened it sooner.

A thick trail of clouds was piled up on

one another, like mountains on mountains.

The rest of the sky was stark blue. I

lit a cigarette, my first one on the trip.

Smoke gathered up and swirled around

in the compartment.

While smoking, I calculated it had

been twenty-one hours since I received

the news and twenty-eight since his death.

Twenty-eight hours is ample time to

prepare oneself. But I didn’t trust my

own emotions. I couldn’t say for sure

if suddenly my grief wouldn’t burst out

uncontrollably. I was defenseless against

myself. By God’s grace something or the

other comes out of life. In some measure

it’s so ordinary but forceful, quietly

pushing aside consuming grief. In times

of crisis, my refuge is in keeping busy

at other things.

I’d be ashamed if I didn’t experience

any feelings of sorrow. I wish feelings

could remain permanently within me. I

have a yearning for people. Several times

I’d thought home without him would be

forlorn. We’d have a hard time as a result.

I don’t know why my thoughts and feelings

are so inconstant– one minute they have

the strength of a tornado and the next

they vanish. But they’re never gone

completely... just as a little while ago

I was engrossed in my thoughts, eyes

open but seeing nothing when a shiver

went through me. As much as was possible

I put on an ordinary look and muttered

a well-known prayer. And now that feeling

has vanished as though it had never
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existed. The moment I fell  into a

melancholy frame of mind, the train began

to run along the edge of a tilled field.

Looking at the sparkling sunlight, I felt

ecstatic. Occasionally I suspected I let

my emotions run on automatic control,

alternating between joy and sorrow.

One could get good things to eat and

drink at the next several stations. It was

pretty unpleasant to think about it– that

he wouldn’t be with us. At the next station

I got off the train and resolved to eat

something. The last time I ate was

yesterday. Without my strength, I couldn’t

show any grief. Or mayble I was incapable

of feeling anything anyway... And who

knows what awaits me at home. At the

station there were a lot of hawkers selling

tea and samosas. Shouts broke out all

around for savory, sweet tea, I definitely

felt a bit of shame enjoying the samosa

and tea. I took them on the sly so no

one would see me. Somehow, I was more

relaxed, but once that happens and you

let down your defenses, reality is

unavoidable. When you face it head on,

there’re no two ways about it.

After I ate the samosa, I felt a sense

of physical calm spread throughtout my

body. I wondered if this wasn’t the worst

day of my life. My life so far has been

scarey and civilized enough... then how

is it I’ve sunk so low? Did it degrade

the soul of the dead, of someone who

had been so close, to want to devour

a small snack at such a time? Deep down

I kept hearing echoes... you’re eating

a samosa, you’re feeling guilty, but within

you, love and tradition are still alive.

If a friend had been along, he would

have consoled me. ...What’s done is done

and can’t be undone. The dead aren’t

going to return if you stop eating. Put

aside grief and take care of yourself.

Go ahead and eat something. ...Then

maybe I wouldn’t have been so self-

conscious. I would have eaten it slowly,

protesting I wasn’t really in the mood

and, as if against my will, I’d have forced

the food down my dry throat. But, as

it was I felt embarassed gobbling up the

meat pie so quickly– but, after all, what

was food for? And I polished it all off.

At the next station I ate some oranges.

Some people might say that this was

more than enough, that I was indulging

myself too much. But now my rational

side was egging me on, and before long

I heard my conscience directing me not

to bother about what other people think.

I dreaded those awful people and

wondered how long I’d be able to keep

my true feelings hidden. I felt that I

harbored a core of great wickedness within

myself. This was unfair, when, in fact,

it wasn’t appropriate to condemn human

actions that are basic necessities for

existence.
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We were getting fairly close to my

town now. It seemed we were so close

we were already there. I felt relieved

and restless, as is usually the case.

Surprisingly it was exactly the way I’d

feel coming home on my regular vacation.

I began to wonder why I had felt the

way I did during the trip. ...But this

is all subjective. It seems artificialness

in behaviour is destroying life. If that’s

the case, I’m beaten. I’m not an eloquent

person. For me it’s a question of honour.

One thing’s for sure, I’ll arrive dejected,

looking dispirited. He loved me the most.

How will I talk with those people, tears

in their eyes, how will I look?... But

after a lot of consideration, I didn’t come

to any conclusion. I’d just leave everything

unresolved. The train was jerking along,

racing towards its destination. I wanted

to get some glimpse of outside. It’s always

like this– when there is forty to fifty

kilometers left, I want to see where we

are.

A healthy looking girl passed by on

the aisle going to the toilet. Don’t think

just because she was going to the toilet

she wasn’t good-looking. She was wearing

a tunic and knew what to do with her

hips, and looked soft yet firm above.

But my attention drifted away, or I’d

have liked to see her from the front.

I wanted to look outside some more.

Most likely there’d be some wild peacocks,

since this was an area for them. After

a short while, I saw one and then quite

a few more. I was in the mood to tell

the other passengers about them, but

I didn’t have the courage. For at the

beginning of the trip I had given a gloomy

and taciturn impression, and now for

me to become talkative woud seem odd.

There were lots of peacocks– undaunted,

some congregated along the rail line,

while others moved about. So far I didn’t

see one standing with its feathers spread

out. The express train sped on, and

gradually the peacocks were left behind.

I didn’t stop looking outside. The wind

flew in my face, but I didn’t really notice–

a lifeless look was fixed on my face.

I don’t know when I started thinking

about his death. I asked myself whether

or not I’d cry for him like a child.

Swallowing my spit, I closed the window.

I explained to myself... if you’re not

immersed in the joy of arriving home

when you reach there, you’ll cry after

a while. For the compassion within you

remains unseen, just like an underground

river. It’s not a question of praise, but

you’re a sort of undiscovered ascetic.

You’d not be travelling hundreds of miles

for pleasure, family, or wife, just out

of sentimentality.

The train came to a stop after crawling

along. For an instant I pondered over

the science of riding a train. It never
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changes. Most of the people in my

compartment were still or sleeping, but

I knew this was my station. It was daylight,

but I’d know the station even in the

dark. You could blindfold me with only

the moon or the sky showing from far

off, and I’d be able to tell you whether

this was my town or not.

I got down undaunted, feeling I should

be circumspect. Thinking on his death

I sometimes felt a loneliness overtake

me and then steal away again, without

leaving a trace. With a slight bravado

I ordered my baggage to be taken off

the train. I didn’t feel any apprehension

or uneasiness– this town was my own

turf. Here if I cry, it’s no matter for

regret. For me, arriving here, the difference

between crying and being happy is

obliterated.

I left the station. A strong wind was

blowing in the open square. The neem

trees were swaying back and forth. A

feeling of attachment overcame me as

I looked around. I felt I’d be in control

when I reached home and heard about

his death. There’d be no problems, and

after a while everyone would feel happy

together. I wanted to talk with the rickshaw

driver, but he was intent on the traffic.

I turned this way and that to look at

the streets, shops, and people. No doubt

people thought I was from another town.

In ten minutes I’d be home.
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WHAT ILL-SENSE

BEFELL YOU, PANDEY!
Kashi Nath Singh

Translated by

Pamposh Kumar

You will not find a house in Assi-Bhadaini which does not have

pandas, priests and panchangs, nor a lane without rubbish, dogs

and tenants! This is what Tanni Guru would often say.

But Tanni Guru does have a flaw. That is, he would say something

and then forget it. Also that, he might wish to say one thing

but end up saying something else. May be, this happens because

of old age! Like it is now; he was going to ‘speak of only a

few houses’ and ‘only a few lanes’ but ended up as if he meant

‘all’!

So, there were ‘Panchangs’ and ‘Tenants’, and these alone were

the anchors of livelihood for pandas. Though, there is no trouble

with panchangs, with changing times the ‘Tenants’ are getting wicked.

Now, driven off from door to door, they are wandering from

street to street, being asked to ‘Get lost as no one has any spare

roomette for lakkairas!’ (vagabonds). Renting out of mercy would

now mean that it is only worth giving it for free, and still, every

month end there shall be useless prattling. And prattling is inevitable,

whether it is for electricity bill, or if there is no water, and

also when you ask them to vacate. This way one will have to

simply go on for the whole life, still if overlooked per chance,

the roomette could be lost and be allotted in their name. Then
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you have to suffer a life long litigation.

Moreover, if  the tenants are from

neighbouring districts of Chandauli,

Gazipur, Ballia, Jaunpur or Bihar, then

not only the roomette, your whole house

would be lost. Wherefrom would you

arrange that much of arsenal– lathi danda,

ballam-gandasa, or pistol and guns?

In these miserable times, Baba

Vishwanath (Lord Shiva) could not bear

the woes of his devotees. He started

sending foreigners in huge numbers. They

would come to attend music functions,

and for having a view of the ghats. All

these functions are held in the vicinity

of Assi-Bhadaini, between January and

April. Though the city had hotels also,

they were costly and at a distance. By

and by, the houses on all the ghats, right

from Kedarghat to Nagwa, took the shape

of lodges. But mostly they were lodges,

not hotels. You may stay there but where

to have meals? This need was appreciated

by the lower castes. While Brahmins would

not have lodged the foreigners in their

own houses, the lower castes started a

new culture of ‘paying guests’ in the city.

That too with charges on a daily, not

monthly, basis!

This process had started close to 1985!

While the Brahmins of the Mohalla

kept on scolding, reproaching and cursing

them, at the same time rued their rising

status!

Which Brahmin would have dared to

let any Angrez-Angrezin stay in his house?

Not a single house was there without

a temple! If any one else had gone ahead.

Pandey Dharmnath Shastri would have

made his life miserable!

The present story is that of the very

same Shastriji.

And, the story dates back to when

Graham-Staines murder had already taken

place in Orissa and the foreigner’s faces

had a light shade of fear, and the foreheads

of house owners had worry lines– what

if those people pushed-off, vacating the

roomettes hired and stopped coming back

in future!

Come to the lanes of Assi! Ah, how

excellent!

Either you could move on, or repent

or rake your brains.

Turning left from the square, to the

right then and left again, then straight

ahead, and then going to the right a

little further this way and then straight

ahead, one finally reaches the Ghat! Just

there you find the house of Pandey

Dharamnath Shastri.

Every lane of Assi is like a window

opening to the Ganges, and the window

of every house on the Ghat is a star

of tourists’ eyes.

Pushing through cow-dung, urine,

excreta, bulls, open sewer, drains, rubbish

and walls to the left and right, when
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Kanni Guru reached the house of Shastriji,

he showed a big sign board to Angrezin.

“You see, a great Pandit!

Vyakarnacharya,  Jyotishacharya,

Bhishagacharya, Vedacharya. You see,

so many Acharyas! What understand?

Palmist also! Hindi in twenty seven days!

Sanskrit in six months!”

Muttering “Hmm” Angrezin was

looking alternately at the board and Kanni

Guru. She kept nodding for a long while,

muttering “Hmm” with wide open eyes.

The house had black doors coated

with coal-tar. They were just two panels,

with no ‘call-bell’! Kanni tapped with the

catena, and heard no sound in response.

After a little wait, he called out loudly,

“Acharyaji!”.

The doors did open a bit, at mid-

point. One middle aged lady thrust out

her head and then, covering her shawl

over forehead, withdrew with a jerk,

saying. “He has gone out for darshana.”

“Acharin! His wife!” Kanni spoke in

low tone and folded his hands in

reverence. Copying Kanni, Angrezin too

folded her hands– “Naamaaste!”

“Who knows, from where this kin of

a dick always brings along newer harlots

entrapped!” Pandain muttered, “Just get

lost without a word, otherwise I will

scorch your face some day.”

Wondering, Angrezin kept staring at

Kanni.

“Thank you very much, but we are

not going to sit”, Kanni replied, and then

explained to Angrezin with his own

version, “Madam is welcoming us. She

is insisting that we sit inside, but Acharyaji

is not at home. He might have gone

to have darshana of Mahishasurmardini,

Ban-Kate Hanuman, and Durgaji. Very

high class devotee! Would not have any

food until he has had darshanaa! Goes

without water even! He is real rishi-muni,

like Vashishtha, like Vishvamitra! Come,

till then let us have darshana of Gangaji!”

“Do come inside!” Just when both

turned back, the door opened and Shastriji

made an appearance.

Friends, now there was no relation

left between kanni and Tanni! Going by

the face he looked like Tanni’s offspring,

still Kanni was no one to Tanni. Even

otherwise, many others of the kind,

Mutfanni Guru, Panni Guru, Athanni Guru,

have faces like Tanni’s. The soil of the

place is like this only, and in this matter

what could have Tanni done? He could

be responsible for his own loin drives,

not for the desirous skirts of others! If

someone wandered at so many places

luring people with lifted skirts, then what

was poor Tanni’s fault?

For now, Tanni Guru only had to

say that, Guru, what could he have done

about these assholes who took birth, while

he just did to his Pandain what any man

would do to a woman.
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Most of the youth of the Mohalla

have made appearance in this style only.

Neither their parents have produced them

nor did they get produced. However,

those who produced them or even the

ones who were thus produced are

definitely some worthy bodies here, if

not doctors, engineers, or officers. If not

doing anything else, they are happy with

shop keeping. But those who have made

such an ‘appearance’, are in to ‘public

service’ or ‘benevolence’ by way of

proclaiming, ‘Let dharma triumph! Let

adharma be vanquished! Let there be

goodwill amongst beings! Let there be

wellbeing for the whole world! Hail to

Lord Shiva!’.

The settler assholes of Assi who sit

at Pappu’s shop, call this ‘world welfare’

as a profession.

Angrez-angrezins keep coming here

from remote corners of the world, from

Holland, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden,

Australia, Korea, and Japan. It is in

thousands, not in hundreds, that they

are seen everywhere from this ghat to

that distant one! Either one wants to

learn Tabla, or Sitar, Pakhawaj or vocal

music, Kathak or Bansuri, Hindi or

Sanskrit. If nothing suits, one may even

like to nod only while making rounds

of music functions. Moreover, this small

city has thousands of specimens of

temples, architecture and sculpture arts,

in each house. There are hundreds of

places in the city and outside to explore

and watch for. This is while Ganga Maiyya,

and so many ghats too, are already here.

Once you go about visiting them all, even

the whole life would fall short to complete

the round. If none comes forth to help

you, you are a sure meat for all, including

bloody pandas, boatmen, rikshawallas,

hotelwallas etc.

And fools speak of this ‘help’ as a

‘profession’.

Kanni Guru why did you omit America,

England, while counting Angrez-Angrezins

of so many countries?

“Don’t utter the names of those

assholes! They are too crooked fellows.

They would come, and stay at Clarks,

Taj, de Paris, take detours in car for

a couple of days and return from the

airport at Babatpur. Those assholes come

only after fixing up everything from Delhi

itself. What would they know about

Banaras?”

Shastriji’s is a small house at the ghat.

Just two rooms– one on the front and

the other at its back, with an undersized

courtyard in between which has a latrine

and water tap, and that is all it has

got. It has narrow spiral staircase which

takes one to the roof from courtyard

itself. Standing on the roof gives you

a view of Assi Ghat, the Ganges, and

the area beyond the Ganges, however,

all the sights of vicinity vanish.
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On the neighbouring sides, there are

two to three storied houses, now

converted into lodges. Foreigners put

up there. On normal days each room

is rented out at five hundred rupees per

day. During rush season, it escalates upto

one thousand or to one and a half thousand

rupees.

This season lasts for this Mohalla from

January to April, while music festivals

are on. After that they return to their

own country or reach Kathmandu, for

a period lasing till Dussehra.

The Mohalla has also got several one

or two room houses of mallahs (boatmen),

where several foreigners are regular

‘paying guests’. They have rented out

one room to some foreigner and the other

room accommodates their own whole

family including all the ladies, men-folk

and children. While the foreigner might

stay only for three months, he happens

to pay rent for the whole year. Just

the room needs to be kept in reserve

for him-which he might occupy whenever

he likes. If he doesn’t, his friend might

come as well. Brahmin and Thakur ladies

and children keep watching enviously the

change in the lifestyles of the mallahs

which is just by having some foreigner

as ‘paying guest’. Even if the food and

clothing are ignored, they keep noticing

the children who are seen roaming with

‘walkman’ hooked to their ears or doing

up a sum of deduction on ‘calculator’,

and the women who are playing a tiny

transistor while sitting at the doorsteps

or picking up rice while donning foreigner’s

maxis.

Here is Kanni Guru, sitting on a mat

in the drawing room of Shastriji. He is

in jeans, a black and yellow T-shirt with

‘Bold & Beautiful’ printed at the breast,

has long hair up to ears in Amitabh

Bachhan style, and a ring in left ear–

the ‘clean shaven’ Inter failed Kanni Guru!

Sitting on the mat by his side is

Angrezin, in Rajasthani ghagra and choli!

A Jai Shree Ram shawl drapes her

shoulders! Aged a little more or less

than thirty or thirty five! There is a

Gandhi Ashram bag near her knees!

To the right of the drawing room

there is a small cell-form Shiv Temple!

Near the temple door is Nandi, the bull,

in marble and at the base on its front

is a Shivalingam which is adorned with

Marigold garlands, and incense sticks are

thrust on the sides. On the left side is

a man-size window of the height of a

door. Just sitting there, through the bars

one could see the Ganges and the boats

skimming slowly over it. By standing up,

the whole of Assi ghat and stairs of the

ghat would be visible.

The breeze coming in through the

window appeared very pleasant, fragrant

and fresh. “Wonderful!” Angrezin had a
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cool and long breath.

Facing the mat, Shastriji sat cross-

legged on the leva (a bedding of rags

and shreds braided & stitched together)

spread on a bench. Jyotishacharya ,

Vedacharya ,  Bhishagacharya ,

Vyakarnacharya, Palmist Shastriji! A

teacher in Sanskrit school run by

Marwaris. His age might have been more

than fifty. Around the neck there were

two necklaces made of tiny-thick beads

of rudraksha, and an amulet was tied

with red threads around the left arm.

The deep navel over tummy had white

mark of sandal paste, and another such

mark was between the neck lines, while

his forehead had red mahabiri in the

middle of a white tika.

Shastriji was wavering and getting a

little unstable. His gaze was set at the

door opening into courtyard where despite

forbidding and scolding, his kids kept

peeping in, laughing and giggling bashfully,

and stood there again even after being

chased away. When he found that Pandain

too was standing there with the kids and

staring at him he could not bear it any

more. He spoke to Kanni Guru, “Sir, just

shut the door.”

Kanni Guru got up and, having shut

the door, sat down again, Shastriji went

in for meditation. His eyes remained

closed. After a while; he spoke on his

own, “From France!”

Angrezin looked at Kanni with surprise

and muttered, “How he knows?”

Placing a finger on his lips, Kanni

signaled her to keep quiet.

“M! First syllable of your name!”

“Yes, yes Madeline!” Angrezin said

with joy.

“Mother is divorcee! You stay with

her while still loving your father! Father

is working in a shop. You have interest

in Indian literature and architecture. You

like paintings also. You are fed up with

the crowdedness, rush and hectic life

of Paris. You are in search of peace.

You like solitude...” Shastriji kept on

talking with eyes closed the same way

and she kept staring at Kanni with widened

eyes.

“You see, high class Jyotishacharya.”

Madeline saw now that Shastriji was

still in trance, and had not come out

of that. It was only Kanni who knew

such details and it was for the first time

that Kanni, along with her, was meeting

Shastriji. Madeline wanted to know a lot

from him though her difficulty was that

she neither properly knew Hindi nor

English. She had two dictionaries: ‘English-

French’ and ‘Hindi-English’! Whenever she

heard a Hindi word which was not

intelligible she would start looking for

it there but failed to find!

“So, what is the purpose of your taking

this trouble? What name did you tell,
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Kashinath!”

Kanni said, “Madeline wants to study

Sanskrit.”

Shastriji laughed, “Madeline wants to

study Sanskrit.” He went on laughing and

kept caressing his tummy– “Madeline,

Sanskrit is Devavani (speech of gods)

and not a language. And Kashinath, at

least you are from Kashi, then why did

you not make her understand this? See,

this is a city of rogues, hypocrites and

the avaricious. This very Mohalla has

got some fifty ‘Sanskrit Teaching Centres’

and institutes. All of them have hoardings

hanging, like ‘Sanskrit in three months’,

‘Sanskrit in six months’ but neither do

they know grammar, nor the language

nor the literature. I should not say

anything about them because they are

all students of mine only. Although it’s

me only who has taught them, still I

am not the one to speak lies. Though,

I too have put up a board, ‘Sanskrit

in six months’ but what the reality is?

The reality is that I have spent the whole

life teaching Devavani and it seems to

me that I do not know properly its

alphabet even. Although, this is also true

that it is not within capacities of everyone.”

Madeline went on nodding her head

and kept striving to understand.

“Right now, where are you staying?”

“In the ‘Ganges Lodge’ at Kedarnath

Ghat!” Kanni replied.

“How much is the rent of the room?”

“Three hundred rupees per day!”

“Oh? This is nothing! Just in this

Mohalla several foreigners are staying

with these very boatmen and fruit sellers.

The roomette too is not worth staying

in but they stay at five hundred rupees

per day”.

“Yes Shastriji they do stay but they

get tea, breakfast and meals twice a day.

That also includes laundry, ironing of

clothes as well. How carefree one is?”

“Then, is this all not there in the

lodge?”

“What are you talking? Where does

a lodge have all this? The breakfast has

to be outside, so are the meals, laundry

of clothes, and tea. It is a great hardship.

We have been looking for a roomette

for over a month! Madeline is ready to

be even a ‘paying guest’ in a house...

provided we find it somewhere?”

At this very time, a Brahmin boy

came from the school of Shastriji. When

he stood up again, having touched the

feet, Shastriji called for prasad and tea.

Till the arrival of Prasad and tea,

Shastriji remained grave!

“You must be knowing my rate,

Kashinath!”

“Yes sir, two hundred rupees per

hour!”

“Yes, also there shall be no class
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on ekadashi, poornima and amavasya!”

“Shastriji!” Looking at Madeline, Kanni

said, “Shastriji, Madeline has not come

only for the class! What?”

Madeline nodded.

Shastriji became serious and remained

silent for a long time, “Do not create

a predicament for me, Kashinath!”

Kanni pleaded, “Do not treat me as

a stranger, Shastriji! Since I belong to

this city, you may consider me as one

from your own home!”

Shastriji stood up, “Now, this is a

time for prayers. Just leave the place

at present. Come tomorrow. No, not

tomorrow, come a day after! Tomorrow,

it is Saturday. That is day for

Sankatmochan!”

Kanni and Madeline touched his feet

and came out.

Just as Kanni disappeared with

Madeline into the lane, the whole family

of Shastriji thronged the drawing room.

Three kid daughters, two kids and Pandain.

Shastriji was overjoyed. He was sitting

on the bench and his kid daughters were

jumping over his tummy and backside.

(This was Shastriji’s second marriage. It

took place very late. From previous

marriage, he had a daughter and a son.

Both were married. Six month ago, his

son had left the home along with his

wife.)

“Savitri just sit down, it seems our

condition is about to change.”

Pandain was silent and worried. Had

it been some Angrez, she would not have

worried but what about Angrezin? That

Angrezin too was such who was loafing

with a vagabond and lewd person like

Kania (Kanni)! Through the slit of the

door she had noticed her youth and eyes

and laughter. She was also familiar with

fraudulence and lewdness of her own

husband-pandit. Had his ways been

proper, their son would not have left

with his wife. People only think that it

was step mother’s treatment which was

not proper.

“Today evening Kanni is coming for

dinner! Give him a sumptuous meal. Do

not bother for money.”

“But you have called him the day

after, why should he come today?”

Shastri laughed mysteriously, “Why

should you understand the whole of this

matter? O! Haven’t there been no talks?

Was it there me only who could teach?

Just think why did he not go elsewhere?

Could he not have gone to others as

well? And do not bother for today, just

think of tomorrow! Once the business

starts it is not going to end. Therefore,

the strategy demands just that we too

should care for him if he looks after

our interests.”

Seeing the Pandit’s enthusiasm pandain
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was getting troubled and restless too.

“Just see the condition of Jagua

mallah! His roomette was only a piggery.

It was so disgusting to look in that

direction. Now, how neat and clean are

his rooms and how nice are his children?

Has any Brahmin in the Mohalla got

children like those? They wear pants and

shirts of varied designs, listen to songs

with a machine up their ears, while earlier

it was day and night that they were always

up to quarrels and screaming, and now

do you notice they are seen reading and

writing too. And their ladies and

daughters? They were so filthy that one

had nausea, and now when they pass

by you how nice a fragrance like incense

sticks reaches you!”

“In six months time, you too may

do all this. And whatever more you like

you may do, who watches? I don’t have

respite from my chores even.” Pandain

fretted.

“Six months?” Shastriji mocked at the

brains of Pandain. He drove out the

daughters from the room and sat down–

“Look, have you gone mad? Listen

carefully! What is her name? Madeline!

So, Madeline does not want to stay in

the lodge, she wants to be ‘Paying Guest’.

If one can manage lodging, meals,

breakfast, tea, bathing, washing the

clothes, all with in a lodge’s rent then

what is wrong with that?”

Pandain was thinking anxiously. She

kept looking on at Pandit, with suspicion.

She spoke after a little while, “Then where

are you going to put her up?”

“In this very house? In our own house?

Where else?”

Just on listening to this, Pandain turned

really mad. She went on staring at Pandit,

and stared on till she stood up with

enraged face, “O you shameless!

Immodest! You are going back on your

words! Till yesterday you were going

about the Mohalla speaking of these

Angrez-Angrezins as the wicked animals,

saying that those Saale are not in habit

of taking bath and being clean, and they

wipe with paper after easing themselves

out. You said they are beef eaters, they

are monsters. You only told about the

Italian Angrezin who stayed by the side

of Rewa Kothi. Who used to say that

the whore could not sleep without a man?

Every night she needed one. She used

to look out of the window and seduced

some or the other boy. Who used to

say all this? Did you or didn’t?”

“And listen, that one at the corner,

Dubey did have a big house! When he,

wanted to keep one Angrez there then

why did you raise hell? And that bearded

Angrez! At least he was having a family

too! He had a wife! When Upadhyayji

wanted to rent out his roomette, why

did you create a ruckus? At that time

youth of the Mohalla was getting spoilt,
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dharma was being vitiated, and what would

you call it now?”

Pandain was screaming mad with such

a force that all the kids once again came

rushing to the drawing room. They were

looking at their mother and father,

alternately.

Pandit kept listening gravely, patiently,

serenely and Pandain went on blurting

out all what she couldn’t till now. She

went on rattling, knocking, screaming and

crying. Pandit went on listening with head

bowed, at the most he raised his head

at intervals and looked smilingly at

Pandain!

Ultimately, Pandain tired out and

started weeping, next she got up and

went to the other room where she fell

with a thud on the bench. Her hiccups

were audible right up to the drawing

room.

Kid-boys went to the roof with kite

and the reel!

Girls went to the municipal primary

school neighbouring the house. They used

to go there whenever they fancied so,

and came back home whenever they

wished. Attending the school was subject

to their own will.

Hiccups of wife had detached

Dharamnath. He adopted padmasana and

closed his eyes. He felt as if there had

been a shocking storm, which had now

passed. He neither moved nor swayed–

kept sitting immobile and still. On such

occasions with others he would have

preached– recite ‘Bhagvadgita’! or, read

Ramayana from beginning till end! He

had memorized ‘Uttarakhand’ but the

reference he wanted to recall was not

at hand due to restlessness of mind!

When Pandain came to call him for

meals, Shastriji had gone to sleep just

sitting.

“No, I am not hungry!” he said!

As Pandain turned back without

speaking, Shastriji said in a tired tone.

“Savitri, come here! Do sit by my side!”

Pandain came and sat like a dutiful

wife!

There could have been a gap of fifteen-

sixteen years between the age of Shastriji

and Pandain. She was his second wife–

fair, lean and beautiful! Had Pandit not

successively produced five children, she

would have remained attractive too. Her

eyes were swollen and a lock of hair

descending from forehead was getting

scattered by the air from nostrils.

“Have you eaten?”

Pandain gave no reply.

“Let us eat together today.” Shastriji

got up and came to chauka along with

Savitri.

Chauka  meant a kitchen in the

courtyard, made by a tin cover under

the stairs going up to the roof.
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Shastriji was sitting there, with a

bronze pot having everything assorted

from a plate of rice there itself, saag

near the rim, and one bowl of watery

daal. He said, “Let me ask you something?

Are you not feeling jealous of Angrezin?”

Pandain cast a look at Shastriji and

laughed– lampooning him, “Yes I do feel,

why should not I? Wherefrom such a

man would a woman get? Bear like hair

over the body, tummy like a pitcher,

and gait like a frog! Still are you left

of any use to a woman? If my father

had not been dying in hospital you

wouldn’t have been my destiny!”

“Then why are you bothered so much!”

“I am bothered for children, not for

my own sake. Whatever happens to the

home, let it be, but if anything happens

to children due to that termagant. I

will not spare you then.”

“Nothing would happen! Nothing would

happen to anyone! Why do I have darshana

of Mahishasurmardini with out a miss?

Listen to the story from ‘Devi Bhagvat’,

which I have never told you! Do you

know how fearsome and atrocious monster

was Mahishasur? Gods and goddesses, sages

and hermits all shuddered from his dread.

When Durgaji put her foot down at his

chest and brandished the axe to kill him,

then Mahishasur folded his hands saying,

Mother, I have a request! Just give a

boon before killing me, that my place

should always be at your feet.” At the

same time Mother said that, “Go, become

a panda in next birth! Let you be worshipped

before I am!” Are you seeing the result?

When someone wants to have darshana

of Bhagwati or God, he comes to us! ...What

did you understand? Would the goddess,

who has given boon to us, allow any harm

to us?”

Pandain kept masticating for quite

some time and then pushed away the

empty pan under the water tap.

“I don’t know, why the entry of a

Kristaiyn in the house does not sound

good!” Ruminating over something,

Pandain asked, “Why does she want to

leave Kedar Ghat? Can’t she come to

study while staying there only? That is

not too far.”

“There are some reasons! First, she

wants to understand an Indian family

by living with a Hindu family, secondly

she is also aware of two/or three incidents

which took place in this city. O! you

also know about that! It is the same

one, –that about Diana, don’t you know?”

Sitting in chauka itself, Shastriji ended

up narrating the whole story– “Diana was

an Australian girl who had come to visit

Banaras. Just here she got introduced

to a private guide. He was a mean,

uncultured low caste! Saala, crooked

fellow! He took Diana around Banaras and

every neighbouring place and won her
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trust by his behaviour. One day Diana

desired to visit some village. Yadav

belonged to Gazipur. He took her to his

village. He had mean and loafer friends.

Seeing the white skin, their mouths started

watering. All raped her one night. Diana

had a row with Yadav and threatened

him with jail. Its result was that he killed

her during the night itself and buried

her in the same room. The secret was

out after three months when Diana’s father

came looking for his daughter from

Australia! ...Another one is only a recent

incident when corpse of some Japanese

girl was found hanging by a rope in some

lodge at Dashashwamedh Ghat. Police

is investigating till date whether that was

a murder or suicide! ...and you already

know about the corpse found just now

under the bridge on the other side of

the Ganges, it was rotting.”

“Listening to all this I am getting

scared!” Pandain said.

“You should be delighted instead! Had

it not been so, then who would have

wished to leave the lodge and stay in

a ‘home’?”

In a way, what was Pandey Dharamnath

Shastri? Just a panda living off the earnings

from the ghat! Just a ‘Pandeyji’ he was,

sitting under a canopy on the ghat with

a mirror, comb, sandal, a stone disk and

Ganges water in a small jug. His ancestors

had bequeathed him two things– a two

room house received in jajmani, and a

stone slab under the canopy on the ghat!

They had as well made him learn by

rote the rites of administering religious

vows– ‘Aum vishnorvishnavo kaliyugey

kaliprathamcharaney jambudweepey

bharatkhandey bharatvarshey

aryavartantargantey kashi-

punyakshetrey, kedarkhandey nikatey

virajatey jahnavitatey maasanaam

maasey amuk titho amuk gotrau amuk

naam varmaham sankalpam karischey’,

but after all how much could be the

earnings from the ghat? Just to the tune

of chavanni or athanni, and that too

accrued hardly up to ten O’clock till

people arrived for ablutions! What after

that?

During the times to follow, Pandeyji

became a Shastri! This was by virtue

of his own prowess. Then, by the grace

of a Marwari jajman (host), he became

a teacher in Sanskrit seminary.

But, how much did a teacher earn?

Only as much as to allow the subsistence!

So, one would have to be Acharya– a

multifaceted Acharya  in so many

specialities. He had to become so for

catering to every section of society, and

it was an honour not some title. If the

tripunda and trishul (trident) have any

power, then inspite of much lamenting,

one was bound to honour him. How could

one do with out honouring? If one didn’t,

then how could he exist? All this was

in order, but how much could have been
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the income of Acharya? No more in worth

than humble feet touchings!

Just as Shastriji returned, having had

darshana of Mahishasurmardini, and sat

down, Pandain again appeared leaving

back her kitchen work!

“Whatever you might say, I do not

like the idea of keeping Angrez-Angrezin

in the house!”

“Just do sit! It seems you have not

got rid of your ghat culture! Learn to

be with the times!”

She sat down quietly.

“Have you ever noticed the saree

donned by Jagua’s wife? And have a look

at yours! Do look at your bare ears,

nose, neck and wrists! You have seen

her earlier also, now look again. You

may not have wishes, but what do I

do with mine? Do I not want that you

put on a saree, not a lugri (worn out

dhoti), and ornaments too! Our kid

daughters must study properly get

married well, get good grooms and well

off homes, so that they do not have

to bear the taunts of their mothers-in-

law. You have enjoyed enough comforts

earned off my learning in Sanskrit. What

do you want now, our boys too should

be sitting at the ghat? Flying kites the

whole day? Whiling away their time in

the streets! Let us presume, the daughters

would be off to their future homes; but

there will be daughters-in law tomorrow

and their children too. Are they going

to live in these very two roomettes with

their husbands and all the pangs? Where

shall both of us live? And are you mindful

of the inflation? Speak up, do speak either

yes or no!”

Pandain did not look at Pandit, inspite

of noticing that he was looking at her.

“May I tell you some thing?” Pandain

said, as if suddenly she found a way,

“You take Angrezin in the house of

Upadhya or Dubey. They have got space

also and are near too, while they have

also been looking up to such an occasion.

She may easily come here to study?”

“Am I a fool? Why would I give away

fifteen thousand rupees to them every

month, from my pocket?”

“Fifteen thousand?”

“Yes, fifteen thousand! With a daily

rent of five hundred, just add, how much

would it be for thirty days? And this

rent is bound to be my share! Whose

will it be, if she stays here only?”

Pandain was looking in surprise at

Shastriji.

“If not two hundred, then add hundred

fifty per hour for tuition also! How much

is it then? Four thousand and a half.

Spare five hundred for Kanni out of four

and half thousand and then add fifteen

thousand for rent. Thus, it would be

nineteen thousand every month! Thus,

it takes nothing to earn nineteen thousand
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just sitting at home. It is all real, not

a dream. And do you want me to retain

only four thousand and give away fifteen

thousand to Dubey or Upadhya? Then,

in the whole world would there be a

bigger ass than me?”

Shastriji was going on and on, speaking,

and Pandain went on listening agape. She

had neither seen so much money together

nor ever heard about. How can he get

so much money? Who would give? For

what would one give? Would one do such

a thing only to roam with a tight vest

and trousers showing off all her physical

assets and squandering such a wealth

for free? Just think, why would one give

for free?

Pandain remained in a dilemma,

clasping her head! She spoke laughingly

after a while, “It is beyond my

comprehension whether it is right or

wrong! To me, it looks like ill-earning!”

“An ill earned one?” Shastriji said

“And what is jajmani after all? What then

would you call the earning from the ghat?

What? And yes, do understand one more

thing! It is not necessary whether she

stays only for six months! If she is pleased

with your behaviour and mine, the

hospitality, and if the place finds her

favour, it is possible to rent out the

cell even for an year or two! Kanni said

like this. She would go back, and then

come again, to stay for some ten or

twenty days. She would keep visiting,

while the roomette remains reserved only

for her and that would remain locked.

Because who knows whether we would

not give it to someone else, in case she

vacates! What else does Jagua do? He

does exactly this!”

“But where does the roomette exist?

They are only two! Where will she live?”

Pandain asked.

“On the roof.”

“On the roof? Would she have to pass

through living room and courtyard? ...and

what is there on the roof to live in?”

“Don’t worry, I have talked to Kanni.

We shall take advance rent for three

months and have the room prepared in

a month!”

“Oh yes, you can certainly have the

room ready, but what of her moving

through? Do think of this.”

Shastriji was peeved, “You are quite

an unbearable woman indeed! Neither

would you live nor let one live in peace!”

This was enough for Pandain to sulk!

She stood up to leave.

“Jai Shree Ram, uncle!” Kanni Guru

entered just then.

Kanni Guru was happy. He was wearing

jeans, T-shirt and a yellow scarf printed

with ‘Sita-Ram’ around the neck. Much

happy he was. Kanni had returned

triumphant from the battlefield, “Now

you go and offer a quarter and one
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kilogram laddu to Sankatmochan. I had

been after that deal for a month, and

it is today only that she could assent.

Tomorrow morning call for the bricks,

cement and sand and get the construction

of the roomette started. She might give

advance money tomorrow itself. But yes,

don’t forget me?”

“Oh, what are you talking Kanni? Can

I ever forget?”

“I am compelled to say so because

Upadhya and Dubey had offered much

more commission to tempt me. But, I

said ‘no’, a man does give his word to

one person only. I live by that only.

Once a word is given to someone, it

is final. There can be no dishonesty

thereafter.”

Knowing well that Kanni, a crook,

was telling plain lies, Shastriji said

gratefully, “I know all that my son, I

will not forget this obligation, but I have

one thing to say– you ask her not to

hurry much. I will just try to get it

ready in a month.”

“Uncle, how can it take about a month?

It is a task hardly worth a week or ten

days!”

“How! How is it possible so fast?”

“Let me tell you? Look, there is nothing

much to be done with this cell. It is

already there, one has to just attach

latrine-bathroom, that is all! I do not

foresee any problem therein too. There

is that side room, fix a tap there only,

install a shower and a western style

commode; the floor already has marble.

There has to be a small towel rod for

hanging towel etc. ...and sewer line too

is already passing through the street

outside, just get a connection with that,

that is all! How many days will it all

take?”

“Just listen!” Shastriji said calmly

trying to make Kanni understand, “You

pay no heed and blabber away.” I have

checked panchang properly! The

auspicious directions and timings are all

well thought out. The room on the roof

will face the East, the Ganges. The windows

would have to be on three sides so that

if remains airy. As one will stand up,

the Ganges, Ramnagar, the bridge at

Rajghat, Assighat, Rewaghat, Tulsighat,

Nagwa, all of that would be visible. Even

‘Subad-e-Banaras’ would be visible,

everyday! If possible, a couple of cane

chairs would be placed outside the

roomette! One can enjoy sitting there!

Understand?”

Kanni Guru was dead silent, had neither

a word nor any expression. His sight

dampened Shastriji’s ardour. He was

looking at Kanni and Kanni Guru was

not looking back at him rather he was

looking at Pandain. He kept sitting for

a while in the same state, and then spoke,

“Chachi, would you like that either

Madeline or some other Angrezin walks
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in and out frequently, watching over all

the interiors of the house? Someone might

be taking bath, or easing out himself,

or even be lying undressed, and should

she be treading through all of that?”

It was not Kanni speaking. It was

as if she herself was telling Shastriji,

rather she had already told him. But

for now, she was only listening to Kanni!

“Just tell me, supposing she visits

Dhrupad Festival, or Sankatamochan

Music Festival, or Kajri-Birha Dangal and

returns as late as 1 a.m. or 2 or even

3 a.m. She has to learn about Banaras.

Indian culture and has to understand

the life here, so she would come at any

time during the night. Then, what will

you do? Would you be awake the whole

night for her? Would you be waiting to

open the door when she comes? Would

you be doing this?”

Pandain was watching the despondent

face of Shastriji while listening to Kanni.

“Not only this, suppose she asks for

having tea, breakfast or meals only

upstairs. How many time would you

shuttle up and down?”

“I will manage all this, that is my

responsibility!”

Shastriji looked at Pandain in disbelief

with a sparkle and glee in his eyes.

Back doors, kids were in great bustle

right from courtyard to the roof! They

were quarrelling amongst themselves and

prancing. Whoever was crying, who had

beaten whom or who was not allowing

to study whom; no one was caring for

this. At intervals, one of them came

rushing, complained and getting a scolding

went back weeping. The eldest of them

was Gargi, the girl of fourteen. She was

ill pressed to contain them.

“Shastri Chacha!” maintaining his

silence for quite long, Kanni Guru said,

“I did not want to speak out but you

have to listen now! Do you see that window

opening towards the Ganges? That one

of the door height and width? The one

which is to your left! Madeline is going

to pay five hundred rupees per day because

of this window only, not for this roomette,

not for your squabbles and their

screaming, and nor even for some ordinary

meals! Only I know how did I persuade

her with great cajoling! She only wishes

to have latrine and bathroom attached

with the room! What trouble are you

having in converting that roomette into

a latrine?”

“Oh, what are you talking Kanni? That

is abode of Mahadevji, not a roomette!

There we worship everyday. Passersby

in the street too offer water, flowers and

garlands, how strange you are?”

“Hmmm.” Kanni went into deep

thought! He had come here under the

Influence of Bhang, riding on its waves,

but Shastriji was hell bent on spoiling

the intoxication with his whims. He took
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out the foreign cigarette from the pocket

and lit it up with lighter, then he said

“Chacha, you are Brahmin and I too am

a Brahmin. My gotra is higher than yours–

Shandilya! You are learned. You have

studied the Vedas and Shastras. But you

are certainly not as learned as Swami

Karpatriji. When low castes had barged

in to the temple of Baba Vishwanath and

had touched Baba, then what did Swamiji

say? He had said that ‘He’ was desecrated

then and it was not proper to have ‘His’

darshana he will go for building another

temple and another Mahadev would be

installed, and that he did! Didn’t he?”

Kanni Guru paused after inhaling a

long puff of the cigarette and kept poring

over the reflections of Shastriji, “And

Mahadevji is no Ramlala that ‘He’ must

remain where he was! Or that he will

not budge since he is a wandering god,

he owns Nandi, the bull. Today he might

be here, and tomorrow he may move

on to some other place. Sometimes he

is at Kailash, and in Kashi at other times.

He is master of his will! Today He is

inside the room, tomorrow if He settles

on the roof then what can you do to

him? Tell me if I am wrong!”

Shastriji was about to say something

but he stopped short, then he spoke

anxiously, “but who is a low caste here

who has desecrated Him by touching?”

“Oh! You are too much! What do you

think of Christians? They are degraded.

Mahadevji Himself would not bear that

any Christian stays by His side! He himself

would run away from there! ...Now, let

it be, because of my being your nephew,

it was my duty to talk in your interest.

Now, it is up to you. It is your business.

Do think over it. Tomorrow evening I

shall come with Madeline. In the evening,

I shall be here with three month’s

advance!”

It was only after Kanni Guru had left,

that Shastriji remembered that he had

been invited for dinner. Pandain too had

no sense left to say anything. As he left,

she rushed to the courtyard and kept

thrashing the children to her fill. On such

occasions, Shastriji often resorted to

scolding and forbade her from beating

them, but he kept silent.

Both of them did not share any word,

nor had any meal. What could they have

eaten when food itself was not cooked?

But they slept in one room only! The

children were in the middle, Pandain on

one side and Shastriji was there on the

other, somewhat assuming as if the living

room was for someone else.

Both did sleep the whole night, but

remained awake too!

The whole night they had dreams,

and that too with open eyes!

Their dreams were special to each.

Shastriji had his own, and Pandain had

hers.
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Pandain was dreaming that her

disposition was slackened, body was

aching, and she did not feel like getting

up at all. Even as she was willing to,

she did not have the nerve to get up,

but she did get up. Because one had

to, so she got up. One corner of the

courtyard had a tin shed kitchen. She

prepares tea– lemon tea for Madeline,

and milk tea for Shastriji. The kids wake

up by then, she makes them bathe, and

feeds stale bread and sends them off to

school, there is a call– O Savitri, just

warm up the water for Madeline! Madeline

is taking bath, meanwhile quickly finish

with your sweeping and mopping! When

she comes out of bath, to spread out

wet clothes on the roof– under sunshine.

O, Savitri, what is the delay in breakfast?

...Yesterday she had been to Sarnath,

today she has to go to Ramnagar to

visit the King’s Museum! Madeline will

have lunch a little early! Hee-hee-hee,

madam, what will you have in lunch?

Day after day, it is the same bread, same

dal, and the same rice! No my friend

Savitri, sometimes a ‘change’ too is a

must. Something special! Why not cook

puris stuffed with green peas? Puris,

Cauliflower Curry, Chutney. And Madeline,

have you ever taken Kheer made with

raw sugarcane juice? Do you get it there

in your country?

When she is back from museum, tea

has to be served! When her tuition is

over, tea is in demand again! During all

this while, the prancing, brawls and

bawling of children goes on. Their studies

have gone to dogs. Also it is not necessary

that they all keep good health at a given

time. Someone’s nose would be running

while another is having gastric trouble.

All this too needs attention while dinner

is to be prepared. What did Shastriji say?

Just like seven kids are managed, eighth

too will be looked after! Nothing new

is required to be done, just take it that

one more person is added. But dinner!

Earlier Shastriji used to eat whatever

was served, but now he needs to have

dinner. So, also Madeline! For ‘Goodnight’

he will say in Sanskrit, ‘Shubharatri’, so,

Shubhratri! Savitri, just do up the bed

a little! If the bed sheet is soiled then

change it. And look, do not forget to

keep water in the copper jug!

There is a roomette of size 11X7 and

seven people are packed therein! Shastriji

is at one end, Pandain at the other, and

between the two there are kid-daughters

weeping, sleeping and kicking-punching

each other in sleep. Above all these in

that room, nineteen thousand five hundred

rupees are hovering with the mosquitoes,

and dancing and ringing the whole night.

There comes Ramdeiya, the wife of

Jaggu Mallah, in this very reverie. It

was only she, who used to touch Pandain’s

feet thrice with hands covered with a

shawl, whenever she passed through the
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street. Now, Ramdeyia comes and shouts

from the street itself, “What sister Savitri!

Have you finished sweeping and mopping?

There is no water in the tap since very

morning, take along the clothes which

are due for washing. Reach the ghat.

There we will scrub and bathe. I am

waiting downstairs, do come over!”

Shastriji had other dreams.

His dreams do not have Ramdeyia

and Jaggu Mallah, there is Shivji instead,

riding the bull, a trident in one hand

and a damru in the other, a snake curled

around the neck, and after him there

are ghosts dancing along. Playing on his

Damru he is coming straight from Mount

Kailash. Just at his sight, the Ganges

sprawling between Ramnagar and Rajghat

rises up undulating and encircles his locks

like a ribbon. An awkward mendicant,

stubborn, Bhang addict, and Charas

smoking ascetic. Har-har-Mahadev! He

comes out of the temple in the drawing

room and halting his marriage procession

in the courtyard dismounts the back of

Nandi, the bull. His eyes are red in fury,

the face is fiery in wrath and the moon

is burning like the sun at the forehead.

As if his speech was a lightening, he

said “O Dharamnath! O where you are?

Donkey, pig, son-of-an owl Dharam! O

you come out of the chamber!”

Dharamnath was perspiring all over,

even in that chill. He was trembling and

was just striving to get up, that there

was Shivji’s kick at his abdomen and the

trident at the chest! The trident was

plunging deeper into the ribs. “You fool!

I did tolerate you well enough! Where

you have accommodated me, is that a

temple or a matchbox? It’s me who is

a bird dwelling at Himalayan heights,

who fathoms the depths of the ocean,

and the one who is the merry dance

of stillness of the space! How dare you

shut me inside little boxes? Till now I

was intoxicated with poppy and Bhang.

I am choking in that death chamber.

If you want your wellbeing then right

now, this very moment do bring me out

of that wretched cell. You take me out

in the open, to the skies where the moon

is, where the stars, the astral sphere,

the sun, the air, the sunshine, and the

rains are! Get up and take me along!”

Shastriji is all sweaty. He is trembling

and wants to plead something with folded

hands but is not able to utter, “O lord!

I am a mean, crooked, wicked and lustful

person who is not mustering courage.

What will people say? They will say that

greed has corrupted my sanity.”

“Ha-ha-ha-ha! Foolish person! Those,

whom you are talking about, are my

creations only. All of them and the earth

too! If I desire so, right now and this

very moment I can turn the people into

ashes and this Mohalla into a graveyard!

Would you obey me or those people?

Are you aware of my third eye.
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Shastriji raised a distressed cry. He

said falteringly, “My lord, I am afraid

because that woman is Angrezin.”

“O you idiot! haven’t you studied the

Vedas, the Puranas, the Shastras! You

have studied them all but still remained

a mere stupid fellow. I have created the

beings, not the Hindus, Christians,

Mohammedans. The latter might be only

your creations. You have to go and make

the Mohalla understand this. Now get

up and take me along!”

“I accept your orders whole

heartedly!” Shastriji bowed upto the

ground. “But my lord! Kindly grant me

two or four days time!”

“Let it be so!” Shivji said so and

disappeared!

Shivji disappeared but the dream went

on! In the dream itself the sand arrived

in front of Shastriji’s house, then came

the bricks and cement and the work

started. In the dream itself, when he

broke the news about Shivji to Upadhyay,

Dubey, Tiwari, Misraji and other people

of the Mohalla, there were no bounds

to their delight! While Shivji had appeared

in the dream of Shastriji only once, he

had been appearing in theirs so many

times, who knows since when. It was

for fear of Shastriji alone that they did

not share it with anyone else.

Suddenly after midnight Shastriji woke

up and felt hungry.

“Savitri!” He called softly so that the

daughters were not disturbed in sleep.

How could have Pandain responded?

Had she been there, then only, isn’t it?

She was at the ghats with Angrezin’s

pants, shirt, Rajasthani ghagra-choli and

a bar of Rin soap.

But Shastriji saw her right inside the

roomette, wearing Angrezin’s maxi. He

was pleased!
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INTA-FINTA
Ganga Prasad Vimal

Translated by

Krishna Baldev Vaid

As I got down from the bus I saw a bunch of people under

a cluster of trees off the street. I walked over. It was a crowd

gathered around a quack, who was crying his wares while everybody

listened with rapt attention. Nobody noticed me. I was a bit surprised

to see them so absorbed and oblivious to the sun and one another’s

sweat as they stood so packed. I thought it wouldn’t be proper

to disturb them. There were shops and houses along the street.

There were few people rushing around hurriedly because of the

sun. It was a part of the city I had never been to before. There

are always some parts of one’s city that one never sees, even

after years of living there. Of course, one is aware of them, from

election posters or from newspaper accounts. I had never had

any particular desire to visit that neighbourhood, and but for

the absolute necessity of seeking out Ram Verma for something

important I wouldn’t have gone so far out of the way even that

day.

Going so far out in that awful sun was like throwing oneself

into an inferno. Of course, it wasn’t the first time I had experienced

the heat of the fierce sun. But sitting in the bus I kept cheating

myself with promises and predictions of an early monsoon season

when the skies would become cloud-soft. I even played at being

poetic for a while and tried to imagine that I was surrounded

by cool shady trees. I argued with myself that heat and cold
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were after all immaterial, that all you

had to do was to cultivate indifference

to them. It helped me to be unaware

of the journey. It also prevented me

from breaking into angry outbursts and

curses at my city.

After half way through, I found a

seat next to a pretty girl, the kind that

captivates you with her openness and

her cover-girl face. For the rest of the

trip I was so happy that instead of being

in an overcrowded bus I was taking a

stroll in a cool valley.

Of course I was a miserable fool or

I wouldn’t have been so pleased by the

mere proximity of a pretty girl. I sat

stiff and self-conscious while she was

quite relaxed. Her body often brushed

against mine. She struck me as one of

those girls who have few inhibitions, who

instead of minding some stranger’s touch

welcome or even invite it, who are

generous with casual pressures of their

own bodies, little realizing that they are

playing havoc with the poor bastard sitting

next to them.

And as soon as I got down from the

bus I started feeling uncomfortable and

old because of the sun. I started walking

along the street, looking for someone

who would point out the way to Ram

Verma’s hamlet. I had a vague idea of

where it was. The bus conductor had

told me to walk past the row of houses

until I reached an open space beyond

which there was a very narrow lane that

would lead into that hamlet. He had

stressed the narrowness of that lane.

I stopped at a betel-leaf shop and

asked a fellow about directions. He

conveyed to me through gestures

unaccompanied by words that all I had

to do was keep going some distance and

then take a left. Then he turned away

from me abruptly and started crossing

the street. I heard him mutter—what

nuisance! As I entered that narrow lane

I realized how narrow it was. The houses

on both sides seemed squeezed. They

were made of ancient tiny bricks reeking

of history, of the kind I had seen in

the Golconda fort in the South. The stink

in the lane of course was from dung-

cakes and not from the bricks. All the

houses were plastered with those damp

dung-cakes.

The lane ended in an open space.

There was a muddy pond on one side

and a dusty playground on the other.

A few children were playing gulli danda.

They stopped their game when they

noticed me. From where I was, they

looked frozen in the sun.

I entered another lane. It was lined

by straw-roofed huts and sheds where

I could see some cattle and some old

men asleep on cots under the trees. A

little further I saw a number of people
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huddled over something. On getting close

it turned out to be a dice game being

watched by keen spectators.

One of the players was rattling the

dice in his hand and invoking Hanuman

while the rest watched his hand intently.

Just when he was about to release the

dice I touched a spectator’s elbow and

asked if he could direct me to Ram Verma’s

house. He turned to me and exclaimed

loudly-Ram Verma! At this everybody

started staring at me. The player with

the dice in his hand got up.

Which Ram is it? He asked me—You

see, there are quite a few Ram Vermas

here; for instance there are as many as

five Jai Ram Vermas, three Shrikant

Vermas, eight Priyaram Vermas, and three

Madan Ram Vermas.

I am looking for Madan Ram Verma.

An old man stepped forward and said-

one Madan Ram Verma lives next to

the temple, the other in Chhattarbari,

and the third further up north.

I could see the temple and some houses

on top of a little hill in front of me.

I was in a fix.

Come along, we’ll take you to his

house.

And the whole crowd seemed ready

to accompany me. They folded the game

and got up to go. Some of them started

speculating about me. Then one of them

asked-do you know your Madan Ram

Verma’s houses number?

I’m afraid I don’t.

Do you know what he does?

He is a teacher.

A teacher, eh?

The trouble is Lal Chand’s son Madan

Lal and Basant Lal’s son Madan are also

teachers.

We need not go to Chhattarbari then,

suggested one of them.

What do you do, if I may ask? Asked

the one behind me.

I work for a newspaper.

So you are a newspaper man?

I nodded. Two of the men were walking

alongside of me while behind was a whole

crowd of them.

Would you like us to go and make

enquiries over there around the temple?

This was addressed by one of those

following us to one of the two beside

me. But finally it was resolved that there

was no need to split forces.

We walked through several narrow

lanes until we reached a sort of hilly

street paved with small red bricks. I

was reminded of an ancient mountain

village whose colourful picture I had seen

in some illustrated magazine.
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We hardly ever get a visitor from

outside except, of course, an occasional

political leader.

I saw a middle-aged man struggling

with his rattling bicycle down the slope.

It seemed as if he was just hurtling down

the hill.

Virbhanji, this gentleman here is

looking for Madan Ram Verma’s place,

said one of my companions to the middle-

aged cyclist.

Is that so? Is he from outside?

Yes, from the city.

From the city, really? How is the

hot weather in the city, he asked, when

that village was itself practically in the

middle of the city. Virbhanji went on

to explain-As you know, the city doesn’t

offer you too many open spaces whereas

here in the village we have a lot of open

space and trees. I think I’ll accompany

you to Madan Ram Verma’s place.

Virbhanji turned around and started

pushing his cycle up the hill.

As you must have gathered from his

“dress”, Virbhanji is the leader of our

village.

Virbhanji was wearing the leader’s

uniform-Khadi and all. As we approached

a house next to the temple, Virbhanji

shouted for Madan Ram Verma. A small-

sized boy came out of the house and

said-What is it, Uncle? Virbhanji pointed

to me-This gentleman wants to see you.

The boy stared at me-You want to see

me? I said-No. Virbhanji realized that

it was the wrong Madan Ram Verma.

He said-We better go on and see if

that other Madan Ram is the right one.

Meanwhile that poor boy was quite

puzzled. He kept muttering to himself

as he walked along with us.

Now we were on a dirt road lined

by dilapidated huts. The walls of the

huts were covered by dung cakes, and

by wild grasses and creepers. It was hard

to believe that I was walking through

a village situated practicaly in the middle

of a metropolis. We were being stared

at by other villagers as we passed by

small shops. Virbhanji kept pointing to

me as the main reason for that procession.

The spectators looked quite amused by

the visitor from the big city. At last

we reached Madan Ram Verma’s house

in front of which a number of children

had improvised a sort of tent with bed

sheets and cots and were engaged in

some game. They came out of their tents

to stare at us. A whole host of them.

It was obvious that family planning had

not yet caught up with that place.

Virbhanji went into the house and

came out a moment later. He hasn’t come

back yet but his wife is in and will be

glad to see you. So we went into the
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courtyard. Some of the crowd just stood

around while others stretched themselves

on the cots. There were a number of

veiled women huddled together, talking

to one another. Virbhanji asked me to

go in and talk to Ram Verma’s wife. I

went ahead and saw a woman with a

long veil. I recognized her in spite of

the veil but she was very changed. I

had never thought that she would be

so elderly. She removed the veil a bit

and greeted me with a friendly surprise.

Where is Verma? I asked, he left this

morning for some place. All he told me

was that he might be away for a couple

of days.

I was quite dismayed by the news

because I did want to see him rather

badly about something urgent. Verma’s

wife noticed my disappointment and

invited me to make myself comfortable.

I was in a fix and the presence of so

many strangers around me did not help

matters. I could not even think clearly.

I felt as if I was entirely dependent upon

the people surrounding me almost in their

custody. I don’t know after how long

a time I came out of my reverie and

saw that Ram Verma’s wife had just shoved

a huge glass of milk into my hands.

Drink it, she said.

It was more than a pint of lukewarm

milk, which I thought I wouldn’t be able

to finish for the rest of my life. I glared

at the glass.

Go on drink it.

I laughed and replied-All of it?

Impossible!

Go on, drink it. This is the normal

measure around here. Just then Virbhanji

stepped forward and advised me-Go on,

drink it, or else the people of the village

will feel insulted. I was convinced that

if I somehow gulped that milk down I’d

have to make a dash to a lavatory. The

very thought of it made my stomach

turn. But under pressure from everybody

I took a sip and invoked the name of

Comrade Mao. ‘The longest march begins

with the first step.’ My first step was

my first sip. At the pace at which I

was sipping that milk could have easily

taken me four or five hours to finish

the whole thing. I tried to speed up under

the stare of spectators but every time

I looked at the glass it looked full as

ever.

Virbhanji and other people were

staring at me intensely, almost violently.

These city slickers can’t drink even

this much milk! One member of the crowd

sneered.

As I put the glass down, some of

the milk spilled out. And I noticed that

all of them had a glass of milk in their

hands. I jotted down a few words on

a piece of paper and gave it to Ram
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Verma’s wife. As I came out, followed

by the stares of everybody, an old woman

caught hold of me, kissed me on the

forehead and said-Do drop in again.

Nobody ever comes here from outside

except during elections or for

disconnecting our electricity or for

demolishing our huts.

I looked hard at her. The frame of

her glasses could have been fifty years

old. I was touched. Fifty years! Half a

century!

But you don’t look like one of those

people, the old woman went on.

Just then I was joined by Virbhanji.

How to get out of here? I asked.

Shall I see you out?

You don’t have to. Just give me the

directions. I didn’t want that crowd to

follow me around any more.

Take your first right...but where

exactly are you going?

To Karolbagh.

Really, that is not too far at all. All

you have to do is to take your right

and keep going till you come to a bridge

on the other side of which you’ll see

Inderpuri and then Karol Bagh.

Before walking away I looked back

and noticed that everybody seemed to

be bidding me a sad farewell. There were

those men and many children and all

those women, without veils now, clean,

fair, simple, and poor; one of them was

Ram Verma’s wife, perhaps even now

feeling amused at my awkwardress. And

I heard that one of the men was

compaining to others-”Nobody ever does

anything for us. They are all very happy

in their big city while we here...”

Virbhanji walked with me for a few

steps, telling me that he was seeking

some office in the current elections. He

would have hung on to me but I pointed

my hand hurriedly into the lane on my

right. There were a few shops in the

lane. The shopkeepers looked sleepy. One

fat fellow was swatting flies. It was a

very narrow lane, not wide enough even

for two cycles. The shops had all kinds

of junk but mostly foul-smelling molasses.

As I walked along looking rather closely

at a shop, the shopkeeper startled me

by inviting me to stop and see. He was

a long-bearded man and his shop was

decorated with all sorts of tinsel and

stuff.

Welcome, sir, welcome!

I walked over out of curiosity.

Come in, please.

I climbed up to the uncovered

platform of his shop and realized, after

a look around, that it was a junk shop.

The man insisted on my going in. On

entering the shop I found that it was
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a rather big room with a mysterious

decor.

“I supply stuff to theatrical groups.”

he explained.

“I can see that you are one of them.

What are you looking for? here are

costumes for historical plays!” He heaped

a whole lot of ancient hats, swords and

shiny dresses before me.

“Do try them on if you like...”

He put some robes around me, shoved

a sword into my hand, and pushed me

toward a mirror. Then he saluted me

and said-you look like a commander-

in-chief! No other shop will offer you

such superior stuff. There is not much

demand for these things now but there

was a time when throughout the month

this place was jammed with theatre people.

Then he took off those robes and

took my sword away.

Here! Wear this and you can play

Mudrarakshasa. And here is the bow that

goes with this. I bet you will do well

playing Rama’s role. The only defect is

you are too fair for the part. But I have

all sorts of recipes for everything. Those

boys who enact Ram Lila are always

pestering me for my preparations for

their make-up.

As the man burst into prolonged

laughter, I scanned the room. In the middle

of the room there was a long casket with

glass at both ends. He led me to it and

pointed to some ancient coins, bricks and

dust.

These things are centuries old. There

was a time when we had a shop in Chandni

Chowk. For years hardly anybody ever

entered our shop there. That is why we

have moved to this place. For here every

now and then people come along to see

the coins of Asoka’s reign and shoes of

the Maurya times. Come, have a seat

on this throne. This used to be Akbar’s

once upon a time. Of course all the gold

covering has been taken away by the

British but my grandfather was able to

steal this thing, this throne. Would you

like me to get you the costume that

goes with it?

As he dashed off into a corner for

the costume, I sat down on the throne.

Not this way, sir, this way. He placed

a crown on my head and continued-These

are the real pearls. Of course, there are

no diamonds any more, thanks to the

extravagance of my forebears.

For a long time he went on about

his forebears. Then he said – you wait

here while I get you the counterfeit things.

I don’t rent out the real stuff. Everybody

around here has bogus stuff. Only I have

a bit of the real stuff but I don’t rent

it out.

He kept bringing out all kinds of

counterfeit things. Then all of a sudden
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he started declaiming rather elegantly

– “Your Majesty should sit like this.

Emperor Akbar the Great, the first secular

ruler of India, never leaned against the

back of this throne.” He kept on and

on.

But I wasn’t really bored by his

carrying on. On the contrary, he and

his shop were like the ruins of an old

culture in the midst of that village.

Then he said – “What play are you

engaged in? Modern or...?”

I decided to put him right. Just as

I got up, one armrest of the throne,

fell off.

“No, not that way, please!” He said

and fixed that arm rest back in its place.

“You see, I am not a theatre...”

“I know,” he interrupted me – “The

way you sat in Akbar’s throne made it

clear to me that you are not even remotely

connected with the theatre world.”

He looked heart broken now.

On coming out of that shop I noticed

it was dark.

The narrow lane was dimly lit by

the lamps in those little shops festooned

with all kinds of strange looking things.

A men sitting at the betel-leaf and cigarette

shop looked like an animated

advertisement of betel-leaf and cigarettes.

The whole atmosphere was that of the

seventeenth century, with all those

shopkeepers with long beards and

everything else. It reminded me of some

scenes in historical films. I couldn’t fit

them into any pattern. The only expression

on their faces was that of waiting. Waiting!

To see that depressing scene was enough

to send one into a state of shock.

At the end of the lane there was a

house with a long back wall. I could

read the graffiti scribbled on it. In a

corner, I read: put your name down,

you donkey! In another corner: “We

believe in Revolution!” The whole place

reeked of urine. But I couldn’t help staying

there a while. I read the names of all

big political leaders and reputed artists.

Somebody had drawn an arrow from “We

believe in Revolution” to “ We relieve

in Revolution: please stop and piss here.

Don’t mind the stink!”

The rest of the wall was plastered

with dung cakes. Beyond that house was

a pipal tree and beyond that was the

bridge. Under the pipal tree I saw some

lit earthen lamps and a huge dump. The

vacant space between the tree and the

bridge was an open latrine for women

and children.

As soon as I crossed that bridge,

I found myself in the charmed world

of Inderpuri – beautiful tall buildings,

buses, the vast neighbourhood of Pusa

Institute at a little distance with its elegant

residence, its parks, its multi-storied
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offices, the brightly lit Patel Nagar. It

was such a splendid sight that I could

never have imagined that a city as pretty

as that could have another aspect.

I rushed to a bus stop. Lovely girls,

their hair flying about in the evening

breeze, stood in several lines, waiting

for different buses. There were several

well-fed children with their parents. And

there were grand mansions near by and

sleek cars were parked in several

driveways. And a bunch of birds were

flying overhead, singing a song whose

words sounded like Inta-Finta Inta-

Finta.........

I was reminded of Ram Verma’s house.

That little village was so near and yet

so far. I looked backward but didn’t see

any bridge there, nor any pipal tree.

I was determined to rediscover those

milestones that led to the village. I started

walking back to where the bridge and

the tree were. But I saw nothing except,

at some distance, a mud wall, about twenty

feet high, extending like a mound as far

as I could see. I ran along that wall for

a long time without coming upon that

bridge or that pipal tree. I kept searching

for that village till late at night, in vain.

Even now quite often I try to revisit

that village in my mind but in vain.
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SUNDARI
Ravindra Kalia

Traslated by

Madhu B. Joshi

The rickshaw-stand emptied, then the auto-stand and then finally

the tonga-stand. Zaheer Miyan’s tonga stood at its usual place

awaiting passengers. This was nothing new. Ever since Zaheer Miyan

lost sight in his left eye he never could find passengers early

in the morning. Well-dressed, modern looking men and women

de-boarded the train and turned their gaze away as soon as they

looked in his direction. Some even spat out callously. Disheartened

by the attitude of the passengers, Zaheer Miyan caressed his mare’s

neck and poured his heart out to her. At his touch she would

flare her nostrils and wave her tail.

“Did you see what the world has come to Sundari?” Zaheer Miyan

would whisper in her ear, “ they prefer to walk on their two feet

rather than board Zaheer Miyan’s tonga.”

Zaheer Miyan could feel Sundari weep. He would pull out his

dirty scarf and wipe her tears away. There was a stubborn streak

of dried tears at the edge of Sundari’s eye that defied all Zaheer

Miyan’s efforts.

“Don’t you become disheartened Sundari, I myself will pullout

grass for you, but what am I to do about Raziya? That tiny baby

requires milk all the time. Poor Noora! What can she do? She

has no milk for the baby?”

Zaheer called his wife Noora  but the neighbourhood knew
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her as Zaheeran.

Zaheer Miyan thought of his wife’s

dried up breasts. She had given her breast

to nine babies. She looked pitiful now.

It looked as if the babies had sapped

her. Her breasts now felt like empty milk

pouches stuck to her chest.

“Why blame the children? They are

like birds, flying away as soon as they

grow wings. If only Amzad hadn’t turned

out the way he did. Had he been a decent

son I wouldn’t have been reduced to

trotting around the city to fill our bellies.

But who am I to blame him, he agreed

to the marriage because I had been forcing

him to. Only I didn’t know he will turn

a slave to Tamanna, will forget his siblings,

will set up a home away from them...”

Sundari raised her neck. Zaheer Miyan

caressed the underside of her neck.

Sundari does this whenever she wants

to express her love or concern for him.

Then Zaheer Miyan forgets his sorrows

and stops nattering. He promised himself

that he would pay his respects at the

mazaar of the shah this coming Thursday.

He has unshakable faith in the shah. He

would have sold off the tonga and would

have been doing something else for a

living but for the voice that rang true

and clear in his heart–“don’t lose heart,

return to the station!” Zaheer Miyan had

a rupee and a quarter in his pocket,

he immediately bought some incense-

sticks, sugar-coated roasted grams and

a tiny garland of flowers and offering

them at the peer’s mazaar vowed to offer

a beautiful chadar within a year if he

did well. Humming a song in praise of

the peer he turned towards the station.

What happened at the station that

day was nothing short of a miracle. He

found a man waiting at the tonga station.

Zaheer Miyan knew at once that one

of the gentleman’s eyes was artificial,

he had a cheroot between his lips and

a camera slung around his neck.

“Going towards company Bagh?”

“Ji huzoor! Kindly be seated”. Zaheer

Miyan dusted the seat with his scarf.

The gentleman didn’t even settle the fare.

Zaheer Miyan’s heart beat loud and fast.

He silently prayed to Sundari– “please

Sundari, don’t ditch me this time.” Then

the last incident flashed in his mind.

“What got into you Sundari?” was a

question Zaheer Miyan often asked

Sundari, “if you hadn’t been disobedient

I would never have lashed you so...”

Remembering his beastly behaviour

Zaheer Miyan would be overcome with

a sense of shame. He had several times

begged Sundari to forgive him but had

failed to muster the courage to look Salma

in the eye. The very idea made his eye

moist– what would the dear child, the

blood of his blood, be thinking of him?
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On that day Sundari had been yoked

to the tonga after a long-long time. Ever

since she had begun to be part of the

baraats the tonga had been relegated

to the backyard. It had become the

children’s play-thing, they swung from

it, it was their see-saw. Its seat had turned

raggedy, the hood was torn too. Zaheer

Miyan never scolded the children over

this, the poor things had only the tonga

to entertain themselves with, why deny

them this small pleasure? Around the

peak wedding season Sundari brought in

so much money that Zaheer Miyan had

become almost careless about money.

Had he bothered to think about the money

angle it would probably have meant two

or three children less. He slept through

the day, if the wife asked for a kilogram

of potatoes he would buy no less than

five kilograms. Those were the days when

he began to drink. Quite a bit of money

was lost in buying lottery and raffle tickets

too. And Sundari was beginning to get

on in years. Her colorful kalgi had begun

to fade. The dazzling fit-for-a-bride spread-

sheet had lost its sheen. The memory

of that catastrophic hour still made Zaheer

Miyan shiver. The aatashiya (fireworks

performer) miscalculated and a large anaar

(fireworks fountain) exploded right in

front of Sundari. There was a virtual

stampede. The band stopped playing its

tin-drum music. The bridegroom fell off

Sundari’s back. Both she and Zaheer Miyan

lost an eye each. And with that the fortunes

of the Zaheer family took a southward

plunge.

The savings against a rainy day just

flew away. All Noora’s silver jewellery

was pawned. Sundari who was fed fresh

grass and grams and a bucketful of goat’s

milk everyday, whose coat was brushed

and buffed till it shone like silk, also

fell on bad times. Even the goats were

sold off but their eyes could not be saved.

Hunger sat at their very door-step. Zaheer

thought of driving the tonga again. The

tonga was revived from the dead; the

broken hood and seats were repaired.

It was days before the tonga could become

roadworthy.

On the fateful day Sundari’s limbs

were massaged, her coat curried and

brushed. At dawn Ziya walked to the

fields two kos away and returned with

tender gram plants. Sundari enjoyed her

breakfast. The whole family waited on

her. Little Arshad brought out her kalgi

that had only four or five feathers left.

Noora dusted and polished the spread

to the best of her capacity. This spread

had been used as the bottom layer for

the make-shift bed during Noora’s two

confinements, it was redolent of baby

pee and childhood. Zaheer’s polio-stricken

younger daughter crawled to where

Sundari stood and began to caress her

legs. Everyone added their bit in preparing

Sundari to once again go forth in the

world of commerce.
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Amidst this excitement and care

Sundari looked uncomfortable as a tot

being readied for school. She didn’t swing

her tail or shake her head. As Zaheer

yoked her to the tonga she stiffened.

She had never made such an unpleasant

face.

“Sundari is not liking all this”, Noora

commented.

“My darling is worried about new

responsibilities”, Zaheer sat behind

Sundari and pulled the reigns confidently.

Sundari refused to budge. Noora lovingly

offered her a soft chapatti but Sundari

didn’t so much as look at it. Clicking

his tongue Zaheer pulled the reign again,

Sundari lashed at the air with her tail.

At this the whole family began to coax

her into a more pliable mood.

There was no dearth of rabble-rousers

in Zaheer Miyan’s ahata (campus). As

a matter of fact only rabble-rousers lived

in this ahata. None of them had a fixed

job or profession. They were freelancers

of sorts. Some called themselves plumbers

and some carpenters, only they didn’t

even have their instruments. Some were

engaged in the lottery and gambling trade,

one was a painter and another a barber.

They found work every once in a while.

And then, there were thieves too. Some

were masters of their craft-they would

steal car-stepnys or cooler-pumps. If

nothing else presented itself they stole

manhole covers. Zaheer Miyan didn’t have

a good opinion about them.

Zaheer was going to start his life anew

and they were plain jealous. Muneer was

a more than competent shehnai player

and he had a band. He was something

of a business partner of Zaheer Miyan.

If someone booked Sundari, Zaheer

recommended Muneer’s band and if

Muneer got a booking, he would

recommend Zaheer’s mare. Zaheer’s

middle son Ziya was good with the flute,

Muneer included him in his band as a

rattle player. But ever since Sundari and

Zaheer Miyan lost their eyes, Muneer

had begun to ignore Ziya. Seeing Sundari

yoked to the tonga he commented, “Why

Zaheer Bhai, both your wife and the mare

look like dried prunes”.

“In the last two years there hasn’t

been a new baby in the family. I think

he has had a vasectomy”, Jamal added.

The harassed Zaheer folded his hands,

“in the name of Allah, leave me alone

today. I am in no mood for joking”.

“This isn’t a joke. Look, even the mare

is refusing to follow your command”,

Raju pointed out.

“And rightly so”, Shakeel rolled his

eyes.

“How long will she wait? Find a suitable

groom and marry her off soon”, some

wag suggested.
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Unaffected by the unsolicited

comments and suggestions Zaheer was

concentrating on the problem at hand.

He once again took his seat behind the

mare and pulled at the reigns. Sundari

stood still like a stubborn child. Zaheer

tried all the tricks but she refused to

respond. She was disobeying him in public

and the neighbours were rubbing salt

into his raw wounds. Noora came out

and tried to disperse the crowd, “go your

own ways miyan. Have you no fear of

god? The man is hassled enough and

you all come and make more trouble

for him. Go brothers, leave us to our

fate”.

She caressed Sundari’s neck, “go child!

Don’t be so stubborn. Go, obey your

master”.

Curious, about the hubbub Zaheer’s

eldest daughter Salma stepped out into

the yard. Her tattered clothes were too

tight and threadbare. Seeing the nubile

girl, the crowd instantly lost interest in

Zaheer and his mare. The loafers trained

their eyes on Salma’s body. Unaware of

her own effect on the crowd of onlookers

Salma began to coo to Sundari. Sensing

the change in the mood of the crowd

Zaheer followed its collective gaze to

Salma’s body. Right below the armhole

the stitches on Salma’s kurta had come

undone. Seeing his daughter’s torn clothes

he began to lash at Sundari. Welts rose

on her skin like an abstract print but

Sundari stood stockstill.

“Don’t hit Sundari so merecilessly

abba”, Salma blurted out.

Like a possessed man Zaheer jumped

off the tonga and pulling Salma by her

braid led her inside the house. Now he

vented all his anger on the daughter.

He was sick and tired of Sundari’s

stubbornness, and Salma’s cheeky youth.

The children had never seen their father

so angry.

Zaheeran began to beat her chest,

“ya allah! what devil has possessed you?

What sin did my blossom like child commit

that you are beating her so...?”

Gathering her daughter in her arms

Zaheeran wiped her tears with her veil.

Zaheer lay panting on the string cot in

the backyard.

A deathly silence descended on the

Zaheer household. The earthen oven

remained cold. Seeing her children’s

hungry, sad faces Zaheeran took up

cleaning and cooking with the well-to-

do Khan family, something Zaheer had

always stopped her from doing. She took

an advance payment of fifty rupees to

buy rice and lentils. The children ate

their fill  of daal-bhat .  Wordlessly

Zaheeran placed a platter near Zaheer

too but he didn’t so much as turn to

look at her or the food. The crows had

a feast though.
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In the evening Noora relented and

felt Zaheer’s forehead– the man was

burning with fever. Salma forgot the

thrashing and rose to help amma nurse

abba. Arshad ran to fetch haqimji.

For weeks Zaheer remained confined

to the sick bed. He was angry with Sundari

but more than that, he was ashamed

of his own behaviour.

While Zaheer was confined to bed

Zaheeran took charge of the household.

She never returned empty handed from

the Khan’s. They always kept the leftover

food for her. Licking their fingers the

children relished that stale food. Zaheer

had become reconciled to his

circumstances. His sickness and

joblessness had made him more malleable.

He was so upset with Sundari that he

never went near her. When she neighed,

he felt as if she was calling him but

he sat ignoring her.

Ziya took up the responsibility of

tending to Sundari. Early in the morning

he would take her to the field to graze.

While Sundari grazed he practised the

flute or the rattle in the shade of a tree.

When she went far he would play a tune

on his flute and she would return to him.

Sometimes he danced to please

Sundari and returned home jangling the

rattle. Sundari followed him mesmerized.

Once home, she often became restive

demanding Zaheer’s attention but he

refused to give in to her pleading. A

frustrated Sundari would then jump about

and try to break the rope that tied her

to the post.

Then one day Ziya yoked her to the

tonga and took her to the fields to graze.

Sundari was docile as a lamb, an absolute

rajabeta .  Ziya celebrated this new

development by dancing wildly in the

fields. He and Sundari became close

friends.

The family council decided it was time

to take Sundari to the railway station

again. After a long time Zaheer walked

upto Sundari who became restless for

his caress. She raised her neck demanding

to be petted. The lamp of hope twinkled

in the Zaheer home again. As Sundari

set out for the station, Akhtar, Raashid,

Arshad, Tarannum, Afsanaa, Shagufta and

Naaz sat in the tonga. Zaheer wasn’t

thinking of making money immediately,

he just wanted Sundari to get used to

the idea of going to the station. Once

that stage was reached, God willing he

would one day be picking up passengers

too.

The children got hooked to the idea

of going to the station. As soon as Zaheeran

left for work; one by one all of them

would be at the station.

That day, as  Zaheer left the station

for Company Bagh, the children followed

the tonga. They thought the days gone-
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by were about to return but their hopes

were short-lived. Barely out of the station

boundary Sundari chose to stand still

like a statue in the middle of the road.

The children who hadn’t forgotten their

father’s burst of anger, began to pray

for good sense to descend on Sundari.

Zaheer tightened and loosened the reigns,

exhausted his store of expletives, but

Sundari refused to budge.

“It seems the mare is unhappy with

you”, the passenger exclaimed.

“It isn’t the mare alone huzoor, it

is my luck that’s unhappy with me,” Zaheer

Miyan was still trying to cajole Sundari,

“you haven’t had grams for a long time.

Come on, I will feed you grams today.

Just drop sahib at Company Bagh. Buck

up sweet baby!”

Zaheer Miyan walked beside Sundari

holding her reigns. The children followed

them in a procession.

“It would have been so much better

if I had walked to Company Bagh”, the

passenger sounded agitated.

“Remain seated huzoor. You are my

mai-baap. If you get off it will ruin my

bohani (business luck for the day). The

mare has been yoked to the tonga after

a long time. I named her Sundari. Brought

her up soft and delicate. Never used the

leash on her. The one time I leashed

her, I became bed-ridden. She has been

an angel to us. On her earnings I have

fed this big family of mine. But fate willed

otherwise”.

“You sound interesting”, the passenger

expressed his sympathy. Taking his cue,

Zaheer Miyan recounted his sad tale.

From time to time he also coaxed and

cajoled Sundari who stood impervious

to it all in the middle of a stream of

running vehicles.

“Bhai, I am in town only for a day.

I have lots to do within a short time.

I have to photograph many places. I

had planned to retain your tonga for

the day but your Sundari is in no mood

to oblige. We newspaper-folks are always

short of time”.

“Don’t be upset huzoor, I will make

Sundari understand we will not find a

passenger like you soon. Sundari has seen

dozens, scores of bridegrooms. One may

even say hundreds of them. She raked

in so much money, I never thought of

the future. And today Sundari is acting

so difficult, bothering me so...” Zaheer’s

voice had a hint of unshed tears.

“By Allah’s blessing I came across

a golden -hearted passenger like you...

there are folks who turn their faces...

just don’t want to look at a one-eyed

man”. Zaheer tried to gain the passenger’s

sympathy. He felt reassured that this

man who is one-eyed himself, will take

pity on him and will not dismiss the

tonga. He noticed the man was taking
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photographs sitting in the tonga. Zaheer

Miyan  pulled out a bundle of grass from

the bag hanging under the tonga and

offering it to Sundari muttered, “now

you get moving, you understand? Or

else...” Sundari snorted at the proffered

bribe and stood her ground.

Then an autorickshaw passed by blaring

some loud film music. The music swirled

above the traffic noises like smoke from

some cheap incense. It had the effect

of a magic incantation on Sundari. She

began to trot behind the autorickshaw.

The passenger guessed the cause of

Sundari’s problem but before he could

open his mouth Ziya jumped in front

of Sundari dancing and playing the rattle.

His sisters and brothers followed suit.

Sundari followed them as if led by some

magnet. Seeing Sundari trot the excited

children danced with abandon– they

pirouetted and gyrated and shook their

skinny behinds and non-existent boobs

like Shilpa Shetty and Govinda. Ziya was

crazily jangling the rattle. Drunk on

dance and music Sundari trotted like some

royal steed at the head of a

regal procession.

Zaheer felt as if a big burden had

been taken off  his chest. He held the

reigns delicately like the string of a kite.

Instead of guiding the mare by the

movement of the reign he directed the

children, “take the right turn at the next

crossroad chillun”.

The passenger too was beginning to

relax. He jumped off the tonga and began

to photograph this happy circus. Finding

themselves the focus of the camera’s

attention the children went wild with

excitement. Arshad formed a makeshift

loudspeaker with his hands and sang-

raja ki aayegi baraat, rangeelee hogi

raat...

Beads of sweat rolled down the troupe’s

thin bodies. Their ragged clothes barely

covered their shame-Rashid wore a hand-

me-down kachcha and his sister Naaz

wore a chaddi. The effort to keep the

kachcha from slipping down the buttocks

was a special feature of the dance. Running

after the children to photograph them

rendered the passenger breathless. Wiping

his face with his handkerchief he plonked

next to Zaheer Miyan and croaked, “you

know miyan, you should have a cassette-

player fitted to the tonga. This mare

of yours is quite a music lover!”

“A cassette-player huzoor? I wait for

every penny to come my way...”

“Ah they sell everything on instalments

nowadays. Get somebody to give you

one on instalment and you will do roaring

business... I think there should be a film

on your Sundari, a television

documentary at the very least”.

“A film? On my Sundari?” Zaheer’s

jaw hung in surprise.
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“Certainly. I will get Sundari and the

children’s photographs published in big

Delhi newspapers...  perhaps some

producer or director will see them and

then...”

“My Sundari was born under a bright

star huzoor. You just wait, someday she

will be famous like Kajol and Madhuri

Dixit.

“Are you a movie buff?”

“Used to be huzoor, now all I can

afford to watch is movie posters.”

At Company Bagh the passenger paid

Zaheer and dismissed the tonga. Zaheer

insisted on taking him around town but

the man was short of time. Then he saw

the exhausted faces of the children and

handed Zaheer a hundred rupee note,

“go home miyan, the children must be

very tired”.

Zaheer respectfully pressed the note

to his eyes and forehead. Seeing the big

note in abba’s hand the children forgot

their tiredness. Ziya jangled the rattle

and swinging to its music the raggedy

procession danced its way homewards.

Sundari’s gait resembled La Dikshit’s sexy

swing. Passersby craned their necks to

watch this scene.
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THE CROOK
Chitra Mudgal

Translated by

Deepa Agarwal

Cradling the bundle of magazines in his arms, he gently pushed

open the door of the airconditioned coach with his right shoulder,

and made a careful sideways entry. The cool scented air was as

pleasing to his body, dissolving in the June heat, as a spray of

monsoon rain. As he moved away from the door and let his body

relax, leaning against a seat, the soft strains of the sitar resonating

through the compartment began to throb through each fibre of

his frame. Suddenly he was transported to his village, with Kankata

Kachchi’s flute echoing in his ears... ‘Dada re dada! Was this the

compartment of a train or paradise itself?’

Only a few seats had been filled up so far. Passengers were

still coming. Silently. Their eyes reaching ahead, glancing down to

hunt for the numbers on the backs of the seats. Then, stretching

up silently to put their baggage away and shrinking into the seats

without speaking or looking at anyone. The people travelling in

this airconditioned train were different from those that boarded

others, they seemed to belong to another planet. Quiet, gentle,

spotless. When they spoke, their lips moved, but no sounds emerged.

He liked selling magazines in the AC train best and awaited its

arrival from early morning. He strolled through the other trains

with disinterest, even disgust, turning up his nose, grumbling to himself–

‘Why doesn’t the government turn all the trains into AC ones?’ The

moment this train arrived, the faces of the passengers would change
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and he would be liberated from the

obligation of roaming between shriveled,

ghostly faces, while he sold magazines.

Those dehydrated faces in non A.C.

coaches examined magazines more instead

of buying them. What did they care for

the trouble he had to undergo, how the

effort of pulling out the magazines of their

choice, then placing them back into the

heavy pile tore his limbs apart! Petty

train, petty passengers.

New people were pouring in, but it

did not seem like the right moment to

make a round of the coach. Only when

they had settled down comfortably in

their seats did passengers become aware

of the tedium of the long journey

stretching ahead. Only then did they feel

compelled to turn to him to seek a way

to pass their time. If he started his round

now, he might brush against someone’s

shoulder or elbow and have to face the

fury of their smoldering frowns. Already

his arms seemed about to give way. The

two seats at the back were still vacant.

He could put down his stack of magazines

there for a short while at least.

He turned, furtively slid the magazines

on to the seat and began to jerk his

arms to shake off the tingling in his elbows.

In just another couple of minutes he

would have to begin his rounds. His hawk

like gaze bent itself on the passengers’

baggage. One or two were carrying

newspapers. A few more could be seen

lying at the backs of some seats. But

a stale newspaper could not relieve the

monotony of a long train ride. It was

not a matter of an hour or two—the

train stopped only after running for six

or seven hours.

Mansukhwa, his classmate at the village

school, had once narrated an amazing

story, that his father who had come from

Delhi had told him. He said a wonderful

cool train had been launched. ‘Rajdhani’

it was called. When it thundered past

the platform, people clung to pillars. If

they didn’t, they would topple straight

onto the tracks. At that time, it sounded

like a tall tale.

“Is this the new Stardust, the April

issue?” The passenger occupying the seat

in front seemed to pinch him awake.

“Stardust? Yes, yes, I have it, Bauji.

Yes!”

Enthused, he was leaning over the

magazine pile when a soft but firm female

voice said behind him, “Here they are,

seventy-one, seventy-two.” Warning him

that the occupants of the seat had arrived

and he should pick up the magazines

at once.

He lifted his knee to rest it against

the other passenger’s seat and began to

hunt for that particular issue of Stardust.

His practised hands did not need to search

long. He didn’t know much English apart

from ‘but’ and ‘put’, the pictures printed

on the magazines were his script. Rajiv
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Gandhi’s likeness meant the new India

Today! The one with Kimi Katkar and

Shatrughan Sinha in close embrace meant

Filmi Kaliyan.  Dimple in a bikini indicated

Stardust! Found the wretched thing! Here

it was, Stardust!

“Here, Bauji...” He held the magazine

out to the customer with a triumphant

smile, as though he had just conquered

a fortress.

As he slid the bundle from his knee

to the crook of his left arm, he took

measure of this Bauji with his eyes. Bauji’s

gaze was riveted on the cover, on Dimple’s

ripe bosom, as she stood provocatively

erect, leaning to one side. It would sell.

Definitely sell. Leave alone Bauji, he

himself liked them... why weren’t Amma’s

breasts so full? He hadn’t been able to

abandon his habit of sucking on them

even when he was old enough to go to

school with slate and satchel. When she

lay dozing on her string cot in the middle

of the afternoon, he could not resist

putting his mouth to her dried up dugs

as they hung out on either side of her

hitched up blouse. Irritated, Amma would

pick up the bamboo stick lying near by

and bring it down on his back, screaming,

“A curse on you! Do you want to eat

me up alive? Get away!”

He’d beg Babu bhai for a copy of

this Stardust. Save one copy. Even if

he had to deduct the money from his

account.

“Do you have change for fifty?”

“No... no, Bauji...” His face turned

pitiful.

“Okay then.. .go sell something and

take the money from me when you have

change.”

“All right, Bauji.”

Holding the bundle aloft, he hollered

out the names of the magazines in a

shrill whining tone, stretching his mouth

till  it  almost reached his temples.

Squeezing himself however, he could pass

between the passengers anxious to locate

their seats, he made his rounds briskly.

He had to cover the adjoining coaches

too. But it was not possible for him

to manage more than two compartments.

For one, his dark frame was barely four

feet in height. On top of it the ten-

kilo load of magazines ensured that his

arms began to separate from his shoulders

before his round was done. His grimy

khaki shorts, secured to his waist with

a piece of string, threatened to slip off.

For ages he had been planning, had been

trying to save as much as he could,

thinking if he could accumulate some

money with Babu bhai, he would buy

himself a new pair of shorts. A pair

of shorts with a buckle. Then, no matter

how heavy the load of brightly coloured

glossies, they would not dare slip off.

Dimple Kapadia made an auspicious

start. Seven to eight copies of Grih Shobha,
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a woman’s magazine which focused on

the theme ‘How to lose weight’ sold in

a jiffy. Fatties reeking of perfume bought

them eagerly, forgetting their inhibitions.

He didn’t care for the men passengers

though! For one they only liked English

magazines, especially news magazines.

Mentioned strange names. Names he hadn’t

been able to memorize to this day. When

they asked him, he had to stop and think

hard. “Give me this” “Give me that” the

sound of those words made ants crawl

on his hands as he pulled out magazines

from his pile, then put them back. His

body got soaked through and through

with perspiration, despite the

airconditioning.

The pocket of his shorts was swinging

with the weight of the coins. How happy

Babu bhai would be with this bumper

sale. Then seeing the Ticket Babu entering,

he suddenly became anxious. The ticket

checker’s arrival meant that the train

was about to leave. He had to collect

payments from several passengers in the

next compartment. The AC train observed

peculiar customs. The doors were shut

five minutes before the train departed.

And that was it! That’s why there was

so much commotion. The passengers who

had arrived late were chafing to enter,

the people who had come to see others

off were rushing to disembark.

The moment he entered the next coach,

he began to scour the faces of the

passengers anxiously, conscious of the

little time he had left. He couldn’t even

remember to whom he had sold magazines.

And how much he had to take back from

them. Then it came to him. Somebody

sitting in the very last seat had bought

the magazine with Rajiv Gandhi on the

cover. He too hadn’t had change. He

hurried towards that end of the coach.

The bespectacled Bauji held out a twenty-

rupee note as soon as he saw him. And,

he quickly took out the change from

his pocket. Someone else also owed him

money...? He couldn’t recall who.

His mind began to hammer with

anxiety, agitatedly he called out, “Money,

money... Bauji?” trying to attract the

attention of the passengers. Those who

had to pay would themselves become

alert-hearing his voice. But they seemed

lost in themselves, all of them. Nobody

answered, nobody responded. As if

nobody had to pay him. It was possible

no one had to... may be he was imagining

it-that someone still had to pay for a

magazine. As he pushed the door of the

coach with his left shoulder his eye lit

on a lady wearing glasses. This memsahib

had taken four or five magazines to look

at. She had kept two or three. Two Grih

Shobhas and a Manorama, perhaps.

Quickly he turned towards her seat.

Yes, it was her. A pair of glasses

was perched on her hair at that time.

Sunglasses. There was no glare inside
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the compartment, so she must have taken

them off. A magazine lay upside down

on her lap. It looked like Manorama

“Memsahib, money.” He addressed her

directly, forgetting his hesitation.

“Money? What money?”

“Two magazines. Manorama with the

bride on the cover and-” He glanced

at the glossy overturned in her lap.

Memsahib’s brows became so furious

that they reached up to where her glasses

had been placed. “You’d better shut up!

This magazine is my own. I brought it

from home to read on the way!”

The reprimand turned his face into

a wiped out slate. Gathering up courage

he tried to remind her again, “Didn’t

you take three-four magazines together?”

He was sure she would remember now.

“You must have given them to

someone else, you idiot! Is this the

Rajdhani or some ramshackle train? What

kinds of ruffians are being allowed in

here who don’t even know how to speak

to passengers...”

The memsahib glanced at the middle-

aged man near her hopefully, expecting

support. The gentleman maintained a

neutral stance, just glancing at her as

if to say-how can I comment. I came

after you.

All of a sudden the train gave a gentle

shudder. He was scared. It was no point

arguing now. It was the AC train—once

it took off like a speeding arrow, it would

stop only at Kota.

He opened the door and was about

to set careful foot on the platform when

the Ticket Babu skillfully plucked a

magazine from his pile, with a word of

warning. “Does this train belong to your

father, you...?”

The moment his foot touched the

platform, his body seemed to fall back...

Standing at the bookstall, devoid of

customers, Babu bhai was a little

astonished to find him so listless.

Chhatanki’s face was always full of elation,

both when he got onto the AC train and

when he got off. Just like a man satiated

from a feast.

His eyes grew as large as marbles.

“Chhatankiya! Why did you turn back?

The Bombay Deluxe is reaching platform

number three. Have you forgotten?”

Pretending not to hear, Chhatanki

raised his arms, which ached as if they

had been split, using all his remaining

strength and put the pile of magazines

on the plank that served as a makeshift

door, and began to rub his right arm

with his left. But it was hard to breathe

life into that piece of dead wood. How

often he had pleaded with Babu bhai!

Don’t pile so many magazines on me

at one time. But, it was like water off

a duck’s back. Instead Babu bhai would

scold him, “If you don’t carry a full

pile how will you attract customers? Even
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a beggar’s empty bowl discourages

charity”.

He threw a sideways glance. The crowd

that had come to see people off was

turning away slowly, as if it had been

pick-pocketed and was overcome by a

sense of loss.

“Can I have a cup of tea...” His face

turned as empty as a beggar’s bowl.

“Shut up! Have you gone crazy? Lost

your mind when it’s time to work? Here

give me the account.. .how many copies

did you take in all? Then hurry to platform

number three.”

“Sixty and two... sixty-two.”

“Sixty-two or sixty-five?”

He was in a real bind now. He stopped

rubbing his arm. “Ye-ess. You gave me

three more when I was leaving-the ones

with the cannon’s mouth (Onlooker).”

“He gobbles them up very cleverly...

hunh? Tell me-how many were sold, and

which ones?”

Babu bhai turned impatiently and

began to count the magazines in the pile

himself. He had barely been through half

when a school girlish type demanded,

“Kumar Kashyap’s new novel.”

The furrows wiped themselves from

Babu bhai’s forehead. “Right away, baby.”

Dulhan ke Sapne was selling like there

was no tomorrow. “That’s all. This is

the last copy-just for you!” Grinning, he

swiftly plucked the book from the pile

beneath the counter and held it out to

the girl. She seemed to be a regular buyer.

She dropped the twelve rupees she held

crumpled in her palm on the cover of

one of the neatly arrayed magazines.

“Looks like she’s slipped away from

her family, waiting for a train on the

platform”, Babu bhai made a guess. Babu

bhai had a hawk’s eye for such things,

standing as he did from eight in the

morning to ten or twelve at night at

the bookstall. He’d become expert at

assessing the amount of money passengers

might be carrying in their pockets.

When he returned to the pile of

magazines he found Chhatanki counting

them. Standing on tiptoe, he was making

every possible effort to reach the top

of the pile. But his feet seemed unable

to help him achieve that height. He kept

getting mixed up in the counting. Babu

bhai jerked him aside and wetting his

fingers with saliva, began to counting

magazines again, efficiently, the way one

flips through a wad of notes. When he

finished, he sort of grunted and said,

“There are forty-eight left... means you

sold just seventeen... only seventeen! You

leap into the AC train with such gusto,

such big talk. Educated types travel on

this train, and it’s only educated

passengers who loosen their purse strings.

You wasted a whole hour and sold just

seventeen? Okay... take out the money...

what are you gawking at, you dummy?
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Aren’t you bothered at all about the train

on number three?” Babu bhai chewed

him out, irritated at his air of confusion.

He took out all the notes and loose

change from the pockets of his shorts

and placed them on the newspapers. Babu

bhai took out a pad and pencil to total

the account.

“How many India Todays?”

Hearing the question, his heart began

to thump. His temples grew heated. He

couldn’t muster up the courage to tell

Babu bhai how swiftly the Ticket Babu

had grabbed the magazine with Rajiv

Gandhi as he was getting off. But, he

would have to tell. The account had to

be made.

“Three...out of three... one!” He was

able to find the guts to speak but the

words lost themselves in his mouth.

“One? Did one...?”

“While I was getting off Ticket Babu

picked up one!”

“And you let him?”

He kept his eyes down as he scraped

the platform with a toe. He didn’t know

what would happen now. He’d been beaten

up three or four times for this very reason.

But what could he do?

“Didn’t you plead with him not to?

Say, that I’m just a servant, not the

master, how will I make up the loss?

Hey, you offspring of Nawab Wajid Ali

Shah! You’ll find such Ticket Babus in

every coach, and will you distribute free

magazines to all? Do you set out to do

charity or...” Babuji stretched out a furious

palm, then flung a coarse word of abuse

at his face, draining all the blood from

it.

“This time I’ll deduct it from your

account... next!”

His whimpering tone seemed to

emerge from a well. “Dimple Kapadia six...

no seven... no six...”

“Grih Shobha?”

“Seven...”

“Chitralekha?”

He shook his head in denial.

“Manorama?”

He couldn’t think of anything to say

in reply, recalling the memsahib with

the dark glasses perched on her head.

“Filmi Kaliyan?

“One... no it was returned.”

“So three India Today and one

Manorama. Seventeen went altogether

and you’re accounting for thirteen.”

Babu bhai counted the magazines again,

carefully. The account was clear now.

If he didn’t keep track of each magazine

he had given, matters would get out of

hand. Even this little chit of a Chhatanki

would not hesitate to swindle him. He

worked the figures out. It was a hundred

and fifty-seven altogether.
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“How much do you have?” Running

a business was hardly a joke.

Chhatanki’s voice quavered, “A

hundred... a-and forty-three...”

“What?” Babu bhai’s rage resurfaced.

“Check properly in both your pockets.”

He put his hands in his pockets again

and turned them out.

“Did you drop it?” Babu bhai roared.

His eyes began to water... remembering

the memsahib with the glasses on her

head and the Ticket Babu.

“India Today and Manorama cost

fourteen together...” Babu bhai began to

add and subtract.

Then, he turned towards him. He’d

really catch it today. Babu bhai would

not let him off this time. “There are

thirty-two rupees in your account... after

deducting fourteen, eighteen remain... you

made fifteen-today and out of that your

commission is three rupees, so the total

is twenty-one. Here, take your twenty-

one and get lost. Have I opened up a

charity home hunh? I take pity on beggars,

little dreaming I’ll get kicked like this...

I barely get one or one rupee fifty paise

per copy as commission and out of that

I give you twenty paise... What am I

earning?”

Tears began to drip from his eyes.

“You’re not such a simpleton... you’re

an out and out crook. You’ve gobbled

up the money...  just because your

crocodile tears melted my heart once

or twice, you’ve begun to gull me

whenever you get the chance.”

He begged, hiccupping, “I couldn’t

get one or two payments... the train was

about to leave... when they don’t have

change I have to wait for the payment...

If I carry some change I won’t make

this mistake again.”

“Won’t make this mistake. ..Is there

any guarantee that you won’t vanish with

both my magazines and my money? Hunh?

You little bit of a thing... you’re trying

to finger me? Have you forgotten how

you lay here starving for three days on

the platform? The moment you got some

food in your belly you’re changing colour.

Scram, before I give you a dozen of

the best!”

He dived under the plank and grabbed

Babu bhai’s feet. “Please... give me another

chance!”

It was as if a live coal had fallen

on Babu bhai. Mercilessly, he pushed

him away and losing his cool, let out

such a yell that the fruit seller Gupta

who was passing by, stopped to gaze

at them curiously.

Promptly he got up and took hold

of Babu bhai’s feet again. Babu bhai was

the only one on this huge crowded

platform who’d taken pity on him and

given him his first cup of tea here. Given

him permission to sleep under his
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bookstall. Had asked the policemen not

to harass him, saying he knew him. That

he had run away from home but belonged

to Babu bhai’s neighbourhood.

“Bhaiya, oh my bhaiya! Please! Give

me another chance. I made a mistake

this time. Please forgive me.” He just

wouldn’t let go of his feet.

The moment Amma’s eyes shut forever,

his Mami had taken him away to

Amishakarpur. But even though he toiled

all day tending the cattle, she wouldn’t

bother to give him enough food to fill

his belly...

The arithmetic of profit and loss began

to drum in Babu bhai’s maddened brain.

Was he at a loss, eventually? What

difference did it make? As long as he

got his commission– whether from selling

magazines or from the boy’s account–

it came to the same. You couldn’t get

anyone to work for a daily wage of twenty

to twenty-five rupees, these days. Would

any other boy be willing to work for

a commission of twenty paise per copy?

“Get up!” He gestured to Chhatanki

to let go of his feet, and pulling out

seven Grih Shobhas, four India Todays,

six Stardusts and one Manorama from

the pile of magazines stacked next to

him, slid the bundle towards Chhatanki

again. “Why are you gaping like a

dunderhead? Don’t you realize it’s almost

five o’clock? Rush to platform number

three before the Bombay Deluxe leaves.”

Throwing a grateful glance at Babu

bhai, he hurriedly gathered up the bundle

of magazines in his arms, then jumped

from the platform, crossed the tracks

and began to climb platform number

three.

How chock-a-block the platform was,

just like the Takia fair! If he didn’t watch

out, the magazines could fall down and

be crushed under the passengers’ feet

in a second. He clutched the bundle to

his chest as if he were carrying a newborn

babe. Now it was okay. Nothing should

happen to the magazines, whatever

happened to him. Otherwise his new

buckled pair of shorts would be slashed

from his account again. One thing was

definite, he would not sell magazines to

any passenger who didn’t have change.

Even if he let them look at a magazine

he wouldn’t budge from the spot. Do

educated people behave like that? Amma

had dreamt of giving him education...

The train was about to leave. He

wouldn’t be able to sell anything. It wasn’t

possible to push his way into the

compartment either. The passengers had

spread up to the bathroom door, sat

perched on their baggage. It would be

better to walk up and down outside near

the windows, to conduct his trade.

“Hey, boy! Do you have Filmi Kaliyan?”

someone called out. There was a

gentleman, peeping out of the window,

calling to him.
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He turned to him swiftly.

“Of course I do, Bauji!” he cried

delightedly, and resting the bundle against

the side of the train, he immediately

pulled out Filmi Kaliyan from the pile

and held it out through the bars of the

window.

“How much?” The man flipped through

the magazine to sample it briefly.

“Only seven rupees, Bauji.”

“Do you have change?”

His face darkened with confusion,

“Can’t you give me the exact amount?”

“I don’t have change... just a fifty

rupee note.”

“If you have...”

“If I had it wouldn’t I have given

it to you?”

Suddenly something flashed in his

brain. He reached out to take the note

from the man’s hand. “I’ll get change

from the stall, Bauji.. .It’s just three

compartments away... I’ll be back in no

time.

The moment he turned with his bundle,

the train suddenly began to crawl away.

Bauji pressed his face against the bars,

calling, “Hurry! Bring it quick...”

His heart was about to leap from his

jutting out ribs. He fell back through

the emotional crowd, waving along with

the movement of the train. Reaching the

reservation chart he crouched behind

the board. He could see clearly from

here. Agitated, the Bauji who wanted Filmi

Kaliyan had come to the door, and almost

hanging out, was trying to search for

him in the crowd! The train was leaving

the far end of the platform behind.

The account was working itself out

in his mind. If he gives seven rupees

out of the fifty to Babu bhai... forty-

three will remain! If he subtracts the

fourteen he lost in the cool train, twenty-

nine remains...

He turned and began to climb up

the platform steps quickly. He didn’t know

why, the bundle of magazines turned into

a pair of shorts with a buckle...
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TARABAI CHAWL– ROOM NO. 135
Sudha Arora

Translated by

Menaka Rao & Garima Bhatia

It was the fourteenth day since the sudden death of that childless,

‘barren’ woman’s thirty-eight year old husband.

After her bath as she wiped herself with her wrung petticoat

she glanced at the mirror. She wiped its dust off with her moist

hands.

She started at the sight of this stranger. Probably weeks, months,

years had passed since she saw herself in the mirror.

When was the last time? Before her marriage, maybe, in the

fifth standard, when she would tie a ribbon in her hair for school.

Today, it was like looking in the mirror for the first time. When

she braided her hair, her eyes would see only the fingers working

at her hair; while wearing earrings she would only see her ears.

Today, she pieced together all these scattered images and recognized

her face, for the first time. After a long period.

The mirror was dusty and small. She lifted herself on her toes

and slowly removed the cloth from her wet body. She had never

seen herself naked below the neck in the mirror before. Suddenly,

she felt the ground beneath her turning into quicksand, pulling

her in by the feet. She held her head in her hands and shut

her eyes slowly giving in to the sand. She let herself sink... further

and further down, until the grains of sand touched her lips, and

her heart leapt out of her body. Finally, she collected herself,
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took a deep breath, and felt her heart

beating under her left breast. She pulled

out of the quicksand, felt the ground

firm beneath her feet once more, and

released her breast. Her quivering

fingertips were now caressing the various

old and new wounds on both sides of

her breasts. There were dark, black scars

and the dried flakes of skin leaving behind

tiny pits on its tender skin. The newest

wound was fifteen days old, when her

husband, as was his habit after sex, had

taken the last drag of his bidi and stubbed

it out on her left breast. She had screamed

in pain, while he showed his tobacco-

stained teeth in a grotesque smile. Before

she could wrench herself away the stub

had burned itself into her skin. She

whimpered in pain and twisted his right

arm, but he only laughed louder. To scar

her with his bidi or cigarette when and

where he pleased was his favourite

pastime.

“Let leprosy strike your body; let

no one offer you water in your dying

breath” the curses would rain from her

mouth but he turned his back on her,

already snoring. The whole room would

echo his snores. Tears would well up

her eyes. There was no difference between

his laughter and his snores.

And, on the day of the Byculla local

train disaster, when his mangled body

was brought home she couldn’t believe

her eyes. The raindrops seeping through

the ceiling were splattering on his lifeless

body. His frayed, colourless shirt was

hanging on a peg in one corner of the

room. His booming snores were still

trapped in the walls. Last night’s fresh

burn on her breast was now throbbing

with pain. All the wounds in her body

seemed to come to life now. She started

bawling violently not knowing whether

she was crying for her wounds or at

the death of her husband.

Amidst the dripping rain and her

flowing tears she didn’t know when the

body was taken away. She took off her

thin one liner black mangalsutra and

kept it aside. After four days she started

going for work.

On returning from work, the room

seemed vast and empty. The dreams which

had populated it in the past, the sound

of tiny knees crawling along the rough

floor, the memories attached to the things

scattered around the room, now hid in

its corners and made it appear possessed.

This very room had sometimes felt too

small for the two of them, when they

would collide into each other like a crowd

or shun each other. Now even her days

felt longer. She would return from work

and swab the floor incessantly but a

peculiar smell seemed to have stuck to

it like eternity and would not let go.

Exhausted, she would lie on the cot at

night, and the trapped snores would

descend from the walls and the ceiling
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and lie down beside her, her husband’s

merciless laughter would seep through

the roof like pouring raindrops. A fresh

wound would burn her breast like a jet

of boiling water, and she would wake

up with a start.

She started keeping aside all her

husband’s things out of her sight. The

bottle of cheap country liqour was put

outside the door and the shirt hanging

on the peg was thrown under the cot

with all the other clothes. The old mirror

which had been put away in a corner

of the room, was taken out and hung

on the peg. Now she would frequently

catch herself in it, even if she did not

intend to.

She looked in the mirror as she felt

the wound on her breast. Slowly she

peeled off the seab. Glistening drops of

blood started brimming from the wound.

She had mistakenly thought that her old

wounds had dried, but in fact they had

still not healed. She soaked the blood

into the wet petticoat, covered the mirror

with it and moved away.

Now fully clothed, she saw tiny

cockroaches crawling on to his

toothbrush, which had been lying on a

crevice of the broken window for fourteen

days. Close to it was the empty packet

of cigarettes. As she was crumpling it

to throwaway she noticed the last cigarette

in the box.

She lit the cigarette and took one

drag of it, imitating her husband. One

more drag. And then another. Like a

woman possessed, she stubbed the

dwindling piece of cigarette into her

stomach. As the burning ashes touched

the soft skin of her stomach she let out

a sharp cry that filled the room and

reached the ceiling. Tears were brimming

in her eyes. Suddenly, the sorrow welled

up in her and she burst into hopeless

tears.

After a while, when she had cried

out her pain, she grew silent. She glanced

at the cot through blurred eyes. The

foggy image of her husband was sitting

there, shaking his legs, the grotesque

smile on his face clear as a shiny mirror...
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CONTEMPORARY FEMINIST

DISCOURSE AND PREMCHAND
Mridula Garg

Before we talk about the state of contemporary feminist discourse,

we have to ask ourselves, whether the gender specific discriminating

injuries, inflicted on women by patriarchy have lessened in recent

times?

One has only to look at the adverse female ratio in our country

to know that even the elementary biological discrimination has

not abated in anyway here. While the rest of the world talks

of a post feminist era, we continue to exist in a pre-feminist

era, where women are fighting for survival, despite fairly liberal

legal rights on paper.

The second question we need to ask is; who decides upon

the essential principles of feminist discourse. Those, who experience

the injury or those, who coin theories, living in another world?

I would say, obviously those, who experience the injury. The

essence of feminist discourse for me is the recognition that, it

can be continuously redefined, in accordance with changing

circumstances and prevailing needs. I define feminism as a way

of thinking, which allows each woman to be different from the

other, if she so wishes. It gives her the freedom to choose her

own value system, which may or may not conform to the generally

accepted value system. Imposition of non-conformity to any given

norm, canon or image is as reprehensible as forced conformity.
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Let us say feminism is humanism with

2 main precepts:

1 . Abolition of inequality of

opportunity in the social system

2. Loosening of the stranglehold of

moral and cultural canons imposed

by tradition, history and religion.

In literature, we can translate it to

mean that writers are free to demolish

the metaphor of compliance, imposed

by patriarchy and tradition and search

for new metaphors.

There is one important qualification

to this discussion. We can talk of a common

feminist discourse in literature or social

behavior, only if our country or society

has a common reality, which

unfortunately it does not. The reality

of our women is fragmented and divisive.

Broadly speaking, there are three

categories of women in our country and

each lives in a different era of feminism.

First, there are the women of the

largely illiterate and poor majority, who

are considered little more than beasts

of burden. Their burden has increased

in recent times, with the degradation

of the environment and increase in the

hold of the market. The same has, however,

offered immense opportunities for change

to the other two categories of women.

This majority perceives itself to be

different from the other women. Their

highest aspiration in life is to give some

modicum of education to their children

so that they can move to the other world,

of which they themselves know, only

through the idiot box. They may not

have access to food, water, shelter and

medicine but they have been given access

to the visual media and the dreams it

weaves. We can call this class the real

“third world” within India.

Second, there are the educated and

semi-educated women of the middle class,

who are forced to seek work outside the

home for earning a living. For most of

them, it is an economic necessity and

they find themselves subjected to all kinds

of sexual harassment and abuse. They

shoulder the double burden of

householder and bread winner, like the

women of the ‘third world’, but they have

access to more opportunities for work

and a few more choices. Both rebels and

diehard conservatives come from this

class as do most of the writers. We can

call them the ‘second world’ within India.

Premchand also belonged to this class.

Third, there are the women from a

miniscule minority, who are highly

educated, well-placed, articulate and

prosperous, with socially powerful jobs.

They, along with the female relatives of

first world men, who are mainly objects

of decoration or inveterate buyers of

consumer goods, form the ‘first world’

within our country.
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This divided and iniquitous social

system means that we are still living

in the same unjust and divided society

as Premchand. The only difference is that

there is greater consciousness now about

injustice done to women, than there was

in his time. More significantly, it means

that we need, and have not one theory

of feminism but multifaceted streams of

feminist consciousness to cope with this

multifaceted reality. This consciousness

has led to the formulation of new

metaphors in literature, woven around

women, both written by women and those

written by men about women.

New metaphors do not grow in a

vacuum. They blossom out of our need

to update reality. A time comes when

we give up the superficial search for

new terms and language and begin to

believe in our own world-view. In a

sensibility, we have garnered ourselves

from our experience of history and present

day reality. A change in metaphors comes

after a long and arduous journey during

which many things are examined and

adapted; pre-conceptions, values, ways

of life, images and accepted social mores.

Two important metaphors which have

been breached and changed in the last

seventy years are the metaphors of

motherhood and guilt. Both these, along

with the central metaphor of compliance,

have long been the cornerstone of the

image of woman in our literature. Let

us first see exactly how have the

metaphors undergone change.

Motherhood has been refashioned to

mean something more than giving birth

and bringing up one’s own children and

the children of the joint family. Adopted

children, children in institutions and those

born out of marriage now fall under the

purview. More importantly, motherhood

has been freed of the womb and seen

in the wider perspective of nurturing.

Nurturing the weak, the needy, the forward

looking, including institutions and the

denuded land. It is recognized that no

woman is barren. Anyone willing to

nurture is a mother. Still  more

significantly, men are also recognized to

have an instinct to nurture, so that

fatherhood is placed at par with

motherhood.

The breaching of the guilt syndrome

has meant that women have, to some

extent, freed themselves of the tyranny

of the body or sati syndrome. The most

pervasive guilt had come from sexual

transgression. There were other sources

of guilt, like the guilt of not being able

to produce a child or the guilt that the

need to work may lead to a neglect of

the family. But, the paramount guilt was

related to the purity of the body.

The change in this metaphor has led

to a change in the perception of rape
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by literary works. It is increasingly looked

upon as an act of violence and show

of power, rather than a manifestation

of lust. There is recognition of the fact

that the onus of rape is not on the woman

and it does not mean a loss of izzat

for her. She is a victim of an act of

repression and oppression.

Latter day feminism asserts that

women should not be pushed in a ghetto

as the ‘other’. They constitute a society

in the same way as a group of men does.

As feminist discourse grew in maturity,

it came to recognize women as social

rather than sexual beings and personal

reality, as multi dimensional and

interactive. In fact, it was only when

women began to recognize themselves

as social, political, and economic beings

that they began to tackle wider issues

in their writing. They soon found that

in order to tackle the multifaceted reality,

they needed to fashion new metaphors

out of the old ones.

In a way, feminist discourse has come

full circle. It started with saying that

there was no essential difference between

men and women. Then, it got bogged

down in examining the injury done to

women in their personal relationship with

men. That was an important phase because

it helped clear a lot of misconceptions

about, what was seen as the essential

nature of women, when it was really a

result of habit and history. Once our

experienced reality became clear to

women, it was a short step to understanding

the interplay of the social and the

individual morality.

That is exactly what Premchand had

accomplished. I’ll take his famous story

kafan as an example.

Two low caste men, widower father

and son, grow into degenerate lazy

drunkards, within the larger milieu of

an exploitative zamindari in the village.

They philosophize that as hard work does

no good to the farmers anyway, they

might as well forgo all work and live

like tramps. But, the son does get married.

Women do not matter. Anyone, however

dissolute, can acquire a wife. That is

the background of the story. The actual

tale deals with the utter disregard of

this woman, as she lies dying during

childbirth. Is this cruelty born out of

the penury of the men or does it go

deeper to the core of the accepted norm

of man-woman relationship in our society?

If we take an objective view of our society,

we will immediately see that indifference

to the well being of the women of the

family is an essential part of the male

psyche in it. It is the result of a value

system, which places the responsibility

of all welfare work on the women of

the household.

It is the woman of the house, who
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is responsible for looking after the sick

and the aged in the family. In case of

the woman falling ill herself or in case

of her giving birth to a child, a search

is immediately launched for female

relatives to look after her. It is no concern

of the men of the family including the

husband. Germaine Greer has lauded it

as an example of sisterhood but we, in

this country, know that women have no

choice in the matter. Even, highly

sympathetic men find themselves

completely at sea when faced with wives’

illness because they have no precedent

of behaviour, no traditional memory of

nurturing. Every man sees only one thing

from early childhood. That men’s daily

requirements of food, rest and recreation

are put above the pain, suffering, illness

and aspirations of the most talented of

women in the family. That is what he

stores in his sub-conscious and that is

what he practises when he grows to

adulthood. When the male denizens of

well-to-do, educated, liberal families are

expected to remain indifferent to the

needs, aspirations, health and general

well-being of women, it is not at all

surprising that the same men, faced with

dire penury, grow callous to her death

throes.

The latter day feminist discourse has

researched the nurturing instinct present

in both men and women and reached

the conclusion, that it is more a matter

of convention than a congenital difference

in the psyche. It was instinct and a deep

understanding of the social ills, which

made Premchand uncover it so forcefully

in kafan. It was something, which emerged

naturally out of the narrative, rather than

something, specifically chosen as a theme.

It is another matter that, most male critics

have not cared to study this aspect. It

is interesting how Premchand had quietly,

without any fuss, conferred the extended

idea of motherhood on Dhaniya in Godaan,

when she offered shelter and affection

to Silia, who had been cast out by her

parents and abandoned by her lover,

after committing the sin of love outside

wedlock. She was the only one to come

to the aid of the much- maligned daughter-

in-law Jhulia too, an out-caste widow,

whom her son had left and run away.

She shamed the men for their cowardice

and came forward as the protector of

the beleaguered woman.

As for the second metaphor, guilt,

as soon as Premchand entered the interior

world of women, he donned the garb

of a reformer. For him, women were

the victims of social corruption and its

exploitative traditions. Whether it was

the custom of dowry and the resultant

forced marriage to an old man as in

Nirmala or the plight of widows and

prostitutes in Pratigya and Sevasadan,

the women hardly seemed creatures of

flesh and blood. They were all victims,
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quite unable to escape their gruesome

destinies. The number of men who

committed suicide out of guilt around

them showed not only the extreme

weakness of their character, but also a

compulsion on the part of Premchand

to exact retribution from society, as well

as, bolster the victim status of women.

It seems fair to conclude that the writer

was himself full of guilt, on behalf of

the entire society for treating women

unjustly and cruelly. Unfortunately, he

forbore to make women the karta in

control of a possible solution of the

problem. They were victims; the solution

was in the hands of reformist men. What

is interesting here is the fact that Malti

in Godaan, the one woman who was most

likely to be guilt-ridden, on Premchand’s

own precepts, was totally free of guilt.

Quite unlike Jalpa in Gaban, who suffered

the consequences of her undue love and

greed for gold ornaments and was properly

torn by guilt. By escaping the limitations,

the writer imposed on the internal world

of his other women, Malti became the

forerunner of the guilt-free woman of

latter-day literature.

Premchand examined the question of

widows and their possible remarriage as

a social problem and they were usually

portrayed as creatures defending their

honour. Their need for love and

companionship was largely neglected. Still

the fact that he brought in the remarriage

of a widow Jhunia in his masterpiece

Godaan and made Dhania support her,

substantiates the idea that he regarded

woman as something more than a body,

used or unused.

This is one aspect that the modern

day female Indian writer has to constantly

guard against. The desire to project the

interior world of women, including her

sexual appetite is welcome. It frees the

image of women in literature of artificial

and needless ethical overtones. It depicts

women as they are in real life. But, we

must take care not to fall in the trap

of relegating women to the purely

physical, by glossing over her cerebral

prowess and emotional persona. We also

have to keep in mind the three-layered

reality of our society, which requires

that the women from the three worlds

be portrayed, in all their variety and

complexity.

In the end, I want to stress that

Premchand wrote primarily of the social

and political injury to both men and

women. The fact that the personal injury

to women flowed out of it naturally meant

a reaffirmation of the truth, that the

personal and the social constantly impinge

upon one another. The political becoming

personal in Premchamd in the nineteen-

thirties, helped latter day writers to stand

it on its head and make the personal,

political. This helped us in the depiction
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of our multi-layered reality. We could

put equal emphasis on the personal, as

well as the social, economic and political

world of women, which was moreover

in continual interaction with men.

(From the paper read at the Conference

on ‘Premchand and Faqir Mohan’ organized

by the Sahitya Academy at Bhuvneshwar,

Orissa in 2005 in the session ‘Feminist

Discourse and Premchand’.)
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U.N. Colloquium for women at IOWA 1990. Writes a column in Hindi news

fortnightly ‘India Today’.
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FASCINATING HINDUTVA
Badrinarayan

Communal Politics and Local Culture

Suar ke bar aaur turuk ke dari

Ek jaisa hola.

(A pig’s whiskers and a Muslim’s beard are the same.)

A folk idiom popular in villages of north India.

I would like to tell you the story of a village where not one

but many Ramjibhais live and work together to create the village

of Ramjibhai’s dreams. This village is called Chittora and it is

located in district Bahraich of UP. The political interventionists

of RSS-BJP-VHP like Ramjibhai would like to transform not only

Chittora but all the adjoining villages of district Bahraich into

the dream village of Ramjibhai1. The reason why this region is

the focus of attention of Hindutva forces is because of its proximity

to the Nepal border and the plains of Nepal. This has caused

it to become a hotbed of Naxalite activities that may be supported

by the strong presence of CPI(ML) there; alongside it is also fast

emerging as a breeding ground of Muslim insurgents and ISI terrorists.

The mushrooming of a large number of madarsas (religious schools

of Muslims) has led many to fear that these are sites for spreading

Muslim fundamentalist ideas in that region. It is noteworthy that

one kind of communalism strengthens another kind of communalism.

This can be evidenced in this region where the intensive media

hype about the spread of Muslim fundamentalism and fear of terrorist

activities by them, in tandem with the activities of the Naxalites

has catalysed the RSS, BJP and VHP to join forces to fight these

D
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‘antinational’ elements. Consequently,

Hindutva politics is very active in that

region to combat these forces and that

is why many co-workers of Ramjibhai

are working on the politics of saffronisation

of the local culture and memories.

Village Chittora: Hindutva Politics

and Changing Culture

Chittora is a tiny village and also a hamlet

that falls within the Masihabad Gram

Sabha. The other hamlets in the Masihabad

Gram Sabha are Nagraur, Jagatpur,

Rasoolpur Saraiya, Beria and Masihabad.

Chittora has a mixed population

comprising Brahmins, Kumhars, Dhobi,

Kahar, Thakur and Chamar. The Chamars

are in the majority having 25 to 30

households while the other castes have

only one household each. There are no

Muslim families in Chittora but they are

concentrated in the adjoining hamlets

of Nagraur and Rasoolpur Saraiya. The

other nearby hamlets like Beria, Jagatpur

etc. are inhabited by Yadavs (30

households), Bania (15 households), Pasi,

Chamar and other lower castes (30

households), Brahmin (2 households),

Thakur (1 household). The lower castes

comprise nearly 25% of the total

population of Masihabad Gram Sabha

which is around 2300. Although the main

occupation of this Gram Sabha is farming,

it is quite an affluent one since the land

is quite fertile. All the dalit, backward

and landless farmers have been given

government land on lease, thus enabling

every body to earn their living. There

is one primary school and a junior High

School in Chittora. There is no inter college

in that region.2

District Bahraich, in which village

Chittora is situated, is in the center of

the north east border of UP. On its north

Bahraich touches the border of Nepal

while the rivers Kaudiyala and Ghaghra

form the western border. On the other

side of the rivers are the districts Khiri,

Lakhimpur, Sitapur and Barabanki, The

districts Gonda and Balrampur adjoin this

district.3 Bahraich district is in central

UP and its land area is 6871 square

kilometers. Its total population is

17,26,972 of which 9,37,903 are males

and the rest are females.4 In the ancient

time it was a part of Ayodhya Raj. This

district is mainly inhabited by the Bhar

Pasis who are today in the driving seat

of dalit politics. There are many buildings,

mounds, wells and ponds, which, in the

oral history of the region, bear testimony

to the presence of the Bhar Pasis for

a very long time in this region.

Of special significance is the Charda

mound, which is associated with the

memory of the Bhar Pasi king Suhaldev5

who was supposed to have killed Sayyad

Salar Ghazi Mian, a Mughal, in the medieval

period. The story of the clash between

Ghazi Mian and King Suhaldev still holds

a prominent place in the popular psyche
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of the people of this region.6 This story

is kept alive by the presence of a dargah

dedicated to Sayyad Salar Ghazi Mian,

in this region.  This dargah attracts a

large number of visitors, both Hindu and

Muslims, throughout the year. The

number increases manifolds during the

month long fair held in this dargah during

the month of May.7

During the British period, just after

the annexation of Awadh, the Bahraich

region underwent administrative

overhauling many times. The expansion

of the district to its present form took

place during the British period. Bahraich

is divided into four subdivisions- Nanpara,

Kaiserganj, Bahraich and Bheenga.

Chittora, the village that we are talking

about, is in one of these subdivisions.
8

In the last two decades the cultural

intervention by the BJP-VHP and RSS

has wrought a number of changes in the

performative domain of the village. Many

new rituals that have been influenced

by their political needs have also been

adopted by the villagers. Many fairs were

held to celebrate Hindutva myths,

composition of musical folk theatres

(nautankis) and reinterpretation of

existing ones on Hindutva lines. These

were aimed at denouncing Ghazi Mian

as a foreign intruder and establishing

Suhaldev as a Hindu and dalit hero who

protected Hindus from his evil designs.

Songs and tales narrating his valour were

composed in his honour. Communalisation

and saffronisation of public space was

done to bring both Hindus and dalits

together under the Hindu fold by

organizing community meals in parks and

open spaces. In this process, a new cultural

change could be seen to be underway.

Like in other villages, fairs are held

in Chittora and in adjoining villages. Fairs

are domains where rural exchanges and

festivities are seen in their traditional

forms. These are significant events in

the lives of villagers, especially of women

since they provide them the opportunity

to leave the confines of their houses.

The wide array of colourful ribbons,

combs, sindoor, sweets and other things

attractive to women gladden their hearts

and provide them relief from the drudgery

of their daily lives. Performing artistes

like Madari, Nat etc., whose caste based

profession of displaying acrobatics and

tricks is slowly dying out under the

onslaught of mass media, also get the

opportunity to earn some money by

performing their skills.

Unlike these fairs, a fair is held in

Chittora in honour of Suhaldev. The fair

began in 1950, and apart from the usual

attractions of fairs, discourses, theatres

and songs are held glorifying Suhaldev

as the Hindu king who vanquished the

Muslim invader Saiyyad Salar Ghazi Mian.

This fair gradually led to the creation
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of fault lines between the Hindus and

Muslims who had earlier lived together

amicably and in harmony. Khwaja Khalil

Ahmad Shah, a member of the Ghazi Mian

Dargah Committee, protested against this

fair by submitting a letter to the

administration. On the basis of this letter,

the administration imposed Section 144

of the CrPC on this fair.12 The fair has

been held regularly with little overt

communal overtones but since 2001 the

RSS-BJP-VHP combine started developing

this fair as a public space to further

their aggressive political strategy of

positing Suhaldev as a Hindu hero who

killed the Muslim intruder Ghazi Mian.

Under their political patronage, the fair

started being organized by the Suhaldev

Sewa Samiti which was established in

2001. The fair includes yajna, satsang,

discourses and cultural activities including

plays that portray the glory of Suhaldev13.

Along with other lower castes, the Pasis

participate enthusiastically in the fair.

Very close to the Mela site, a temple

dedicated to Suhaldev has been

constructed, where an annual Maharaja

Suhaldev Vijayotsav is celebrated.

Alongside, each year on the ninth day

in the Shuklapaksh of Kartik month, under

the auspices of Hindutva forces, a

procession is organized which marches

through Gareriyan Purva, Beria Gaon,

Beria Samay Mandir, Jaysinghpur Bhavani,

Gokulpur, Baikutha, the Khwaja Mai

Mandir in Hajurpur Road, Masudpur

village and other villages in the way.

The members chant aggressive Hindutva

slogans like Suhaldev has awoken, Salar

has fled; Suhaldev is beckoning, Surajkund

is ours (Suhaldev jaga hai, Salar bhaga

hai; Suhaldev ne lalkara hai, Surajkund

hamara hai), etc., which often triggers

communal tension between the Hindus

and Muslims of the region.9

The RSS-BJP-VHP combine repeatedly

emphasized that the dargah of Ghazi Mian

was once the ashram of Balark Rishi.

The ashram and the Surya Kund (water

tank) inside it were razed by Salar Masood.

The site was converted into a dargah

nearly 300 years later by a Muslim king

called Feroze Tughlak. Salar Masood was

actually killed nearly five kilometers from

where his tomb is located. Through these

kinds of mobilisational strategies they

are attempting to consolidate Hindus and

dalits under the Hindutva fold.

Fairs have been spaces where people

of different castes, religions and classes

mingle, consolidating ties of social

harmony. Today, these same spaces are

being used by the Hindutva forces to

develop a rift between the Hindus and

Muslims. In fact, fairs have always been

an important forum for Hindu forces to

spread the messages of Hindutva and

instigate Hindus to come together against

the Muslims.  The traditional Ramayana

and the Ramnavami fairs organized in

many parts of north India at the time
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of Dussehra (the day when Rama was

supposed to have killed Ravana in the

epic Ramayana), during which the ten

day long Ramlila (a musical based on

the story of Ramayana) is staged, are

examples of such fora.

It should be mentioned that the fair

at Chittora is not a traditional one but

was begun with the very idea of spreading

political ideas based on communalism.

Apart from the Chittora fair in the Bahraich

region where the myth of Suhaldev is

used for mobilizing the Pasis living there,

they also organize fairs in other places

in rural areas of UP to commemorate

the memories of local heroes who fit

into their political ideology. The Saatan

Mela and Eklavya Mela held near

Allahabad that are organized as a part

of the Samajik Samrasta Abhiyan are

examples of such fairs.10 These fairs are

primarily organized with the intention

of communalising spaces that were

originally meant for social exchanges and

intermingling of various cross sections

of the population, for changing public

space into communal space, and for

appropriation of the memories and the

rituals around them for their own political

use.

Communalising Nautanki and Sports

These types of memories were also

disseminated through various

dissemination strategies developed by the

Arya Samaj during colonial time. Arya

Samaji groups compose various bhajan

and kirtan and formed many bhajan and

kirtan groups throughout north India to

disseminate their narratives of Arya

Samaji version of Hinduism. Some of the

Pasi theaters and other theatre companies

popular in north Indian districts and

towns during the first and second decade

of 20th century (high time of Arya Samaji

influence in north India) were also

involved in dissemination of Arya Samaji

narratives of Hinduism which were trying

to appropriate dalits by brahminising them

and projecting them as very active and

aggressive aryaputra (son of Aryans)

Hindus.11

The people of Chittora remember that

earlier many theatre companies from

Lucknow, Kanpur and Mathura used to

perform in their village.12 From Kanpur

a theatre company called Krishna

Company used to come to the village

occasionally to perform theatres like

Mordhwaj, Harishchandra, Amar Singh

Rathore, Laila- Majnu, Shiri-Farhad etc.

Today, the theatres performed in the

village are usually Ramlila and

Suhaldevlila.13

These theatres are prepared under

the guidance of the Sangh activists. Earlier,

only upper castes used to play the roles

of the kings but now, under the political

strategy of BJP to include the dalits in

their fold, even lower castes are given

roles, albeit not those of kings and queens.
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They are usually cast as marginalized

characters like demons, monkeys, bears

and so on.  Since 2001 when the activities

of the RSS have gained tremendous

momentum, the psyche of the viewers

of Ramlila has also undergone a notable

change. Earlier the Dhanush Yajna episode

of the Ramayana was the most popular

one that drew a great deal of applause

but today the episode in which Lanka

is attacked by Lord Rama has surpassed

it in terms of popularity.14 The episode

in the Ramayana in which Lord Rama

picks up the bow in order to win Sita

invokes the feelings of love and romance

among the viewers, while the episode

depicting the attack on Lanka against

an enemy evokes anger and aggression.

In the perception of RSS this enemy is

undoubtedly the anti Hindu Muslims.

Ram Sumer said that another striking

change in the Ramlila today is the

presentation of the Suhaldev Bavni song

at the end. This song is a narration of

the aggressive and valorous attack by

Suhaldev on Ghazi Mian. It is significant

that before 2001 Lord Rama held an

important position in the political

discourse of the BJP-RSS-VHP but today

the local myth of Suhaldev, who holds

an important place in the collective

psyche of that region, is slowly become

equally important, if not more, for them.

That is the reason why the valorous

escapades of Suhaldev are recounted at

the end of Ramlila in the form of songs

and dances and plays depicting them are

also performed separately. According to

Ram Sumer, the plays on the life of

Suhaldev are usually performed by local

theatre companies of Bahraich who are

more familiar with his myth. These plays

continue for almost two hours and his

contribution as the Bhar Pasi king who

protected Hindu religion from the

onslaught of the Muslim invader Ghazi

Mian is transmitted to the viewers. The

plays try to highlight his main

characteristics, which were those of

religiosity and love for his subjects. Both

songs and words are used, and actors

playing the voice of conscience and jokers

are included in the plays to get the message

across more forcefully.15 Gopal Shukla

narrated that in the scene in which

Suhaldev throws Ghazi Mian on the ground

and stands with a leg on each side of

his chest, the hall resounds with applause.16

Not only this, the Maharaja Suhaldev

Sewa Samiti, UP, constituted by the RSS,

also organizes a Suhaldev Vijayotsav

function which includes a Virat Dangal,

a Hindu Sant Sammelan and also a Sri

Ram Katha in order to give it a Hindu

colour. In this manner, the myth of

Suhaldev is propped up with the myth

of Lord Rama, and Suhaldev’s myth is

added to Lord Rama’s story in the

collective psyche of the local people.

Through the invocation, reconstruction
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and dissemination of Suhaldev’s memory

in the local culture of Chittora, the BJP-

RSS-VHP combine seems to be attempting

to appropriate both the dalits and the

upper castes in their political fold. It

is interesting to note that the priests

of the Suhaldev temple are usually men

belonging to non-Brahminical OBC castes.

The first priest, Baba Narayan Puri Sri

Ram Ratna Maurya, belonged to the Kurmi

caste and the chief saint, Sri Ram Lal

Nishad, was a Mallah by caste. He was

a poet who composed many songs in

praise of Suhaldev. 17 The priest today

is Sri Shobha Ram Yadav, a Backward

Caste, who hails from Sardarpur village,

Bahraich. He too is linked with the BJP-

RSS and lives in the temple precincts.18

Village, Public Space and Hindutva

Politics

Using a public space like the Suhaldev

fair for making the myth of Suhaldev

a part of the Hindutva public discourse

and for the dissemination of Hindutva

ideas is a routine strategy of the BJP-

RSS, who have always used public places,

play fields etc. for arousing communal

feelings in the participants ostensibly in

the name of cultural initiatives. Among

these cultural activities, practicing

wrestling and organizing wrestling

matches (akhara dangal) were, and still

are prominent activities in rural areas,

which along with being a popular form

of public entertainment, help in injecting

communal ideas within the wrestlers.

The underlying motive for promoting

wrestling and appeasing the wrestlers

living in the Akharas by the RSS is that

at the time of communal riots these forces

come forward to defend the Hindus, as

explained by RD Sonkar, a dalit intellectual

and retired IAS officer, who had served

as the advisor of the Governor of UP.

According to him, the majority of youth

in his village used to go to the akhara

regularly to undergo training from the

Ustad and Khalifa. This training stood

the village in good stead during communal

riots since the youth were always prepared

to face a communal mob (Sonkar, 1993:

2).

In the village culture of Chittora,

Bahraich and the rural areas adjoining

them also, wrestling is a highly popular

form of rural entertainment in which both

the lower and upper castes and Hindus,

and the Muslims live and train together

under the tutelage of an Ustad. This is

an important public space of the village

created by the local folk culture which

has included all the communities living

at the grassroots. Although, the tradition

of wrestling is slowly losing its charm

and popularity under the influence of

urban forms of entertainment that have

also made inroads in rural culture, in

many places of rural India this sport

is still alive.

As a part of the strategy of RSS-VHP-
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BJP to use public spaces to inject

communal ideas, since 2001 these

Hindutva forces have begun to invite

the wrestlers to the Suhaldev fair in

Bahraich to participate in the Virat Dangal

competition.19 It is noteworthy that

Muslim wrestlers are not invited to

participate in the tournaments. When this

question was posed to RSS activist

Sureshwar Singh, the President of the

Maharaja Suhaldev Sewa Samiti, he replied

that all wrestlers living in the vicinity,

irrespective of caste, religion etc., are

invited but the Muslim wrestlers

themselves did not like to attend the

fair. 20

It is worth mentioning in this context

that although Muslim wrestlers do not

participate in the tournament, they

worship Lord Hanuman, the symbol of

strength in Akharas and touch the feet

of their Ustad, whether he is a Hindu

or Muslim. This fact reveals how the

RSS is communalizing a secular public

space like wrestling arenas where lower

castes, Hindus and Muslims lived and

played together in harmony. Another

example of communalization of a public

space can be seen from the fact that

earlier, Muslims of that region used to

organize processions in the villages just

before Muharram in which they marched

with colourful flags (daha), without any

opposition or obstruction by the Hindus.

But, along with other socio cultural reasons

the militant presence of the RSS in the

region during the last few years has almost

put an end to this practice. Nanku said

that Daha songs and wails of ‘Hasan-

Hussain’ were heard very rarely in that

village any more.21

Moulding Suhaldev to fit into the

Hindutva framework and projecting him

as Hindu folk hero is a part of the same

political strategy developed by the RSS-

BJP-VHP to encompass dalits into their

fold. This process of transformation of

a local hero into a Hindu hero and then

re-establishing him as a local hero is

boosted by the priests of the Suhaldev

temple. Suhaldev bhajans, dohas,

chaubola etc. are composed and then

sung by the priests and also by professional

singers during the Suhaldev celebrations.

Most of them describe the bravery

exhibited by Suhaldev during the battle

with Ghazi Mian. These songs also provide

the opportunity to abuse Muslims

severely. One such folk song is:

Ghazi Mian karle rahal julum barh

bhari ho rama

Desh khatir Suhaldev bhaile kurban

ho

Ram turk ke mar ke dharma bachavle

ho rama

(A Turk of the name Ghazi Mian

perpetrated much oppression in this

country; Suhaldev saved the country from

these oppressions. He killed the Turk
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to defend the prevailing religion and

sacrificed his all for the sake of the

country).22

Orality, Narratives and Formation of

Dalit Memory

Indian society is not one homogeneous

society but is a conglomeration of many

heterogeneous societies that have been

living in both harmony and conflict for

many centuries. Thus, there is no one

unique folk memory in any particular

region. It is possible that many of these

memories are similar but most of them

contain elements that are mutually

conflicting. For example, the oral tradition

of upper caste Hindu society is usually

based on sympathy, compassion and love

but there are also many types of folk

stories about the Turks (Muslims) in the

medieval period that draw attention to

their intrinsic cruelty and violent nature

and create a type of Muslim image as

cruel, violent and treacherous. One can

find many folk stories popular in rural

Hindu society about the conflicts and

contestations against Muslims by Hindus.

In spite of these stories, however, Muslims

and Hindus have by and large always

lived together peacefully and

harmoniously in villages.

One such story was narrated to me

in my childhood by my mother who was

a loving, compassionate Brahmin lady

who lived all her life in a village in Bihar.

The story goes that once a princess was

married to a prince living in a far off

land. After her marriage when the princess

was on the way to her husband’s house

in a palanquin accompanied by her

husband and their entourage, the convoy

was attacked by a group of Turks

(Muslims). They drove away all the

servants and made the prince and princess

captives. The prince could not defend

either himself or his bride. A Garheria

(a dalit shepherd caste), who was grazing

his sheep, heard the commotion and came

running up. He challenged the Turks to

a fight. In the fight he succeeded in

vanquishing all the enemy soldiers, who

fled from there. He then freed the prince

and princess. The princess was so

impressed with the bravery of the dalit

boy that she went with him to the jungle,

leaving the prince behind.

Among the many messages conveyed

through this story, an important one that

can be gleaned is that the Muslims used

to assault people, rob them of their

valuables and ravage their womenfolk.

Another message given out in the story

is that a poor shepherd is more courageous

than the prince and his soldiers. The

third one is that the princess prefers

to go away with the shepherd than remain

with her husband without caring for status

or title.

Another folk song popular in the

Bhojpuri cultural region of UP and Bihar

is a song sung by women while grinding
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wheat (jantsar song). The song is about

a Muslim called Mirza who attacks a

kingdom with his soldiers and forces the

king Jai Singh to give him his daughter’s

hand in marriage. The song narrates the

anguish of one such Hindu family whose

daughter too was taken away by Mirza.

Purub ke deswan le aile mirijwa,

Are dera dale nadi ke kinare nu re ji.

Char siphia re char dekandarwa,

Are Jaisinh ke pakari liavahu nu re ji

Are horil sinh ke pakari liavahu nu re

ji

Kiya tor mirija re dinwa gharwali,

Are kiya tor jotila janjiria nu re ji

Nahin more jaisinh dinwa gharwalay

Are nahi more jotela janjiria nu re ji

Are ram kai din bhagiwant se biahawa

nu re ji

Agia lagau mirija tohri akilia

Are kato hola hindu-musalman se biahawa

nu re ji

Char sipahia re char dekandarwa

Are rama jaisinh ke deda hathkariyan

nu re ji 23

Another folk tale portraying the

cruelty of the Muslims popular in the

Awadh region is that of Kusuma devi.

According to the tale, Kusuma devi was

kidnapped by a lustful Mughal who wanted

to marry her. He had also captured her

brother and father and imprisoned them,

but the girl, with great cunning, succeeded

in freeing them from the prison. She then

resorted to jal-samadhi  (drowning

herself), in order to protect her purity.

The Mirza tried to save her by throwing

a net in the water but she had disappeared

under the water. In the net he only caught

two kinds of fish (ghogha and sivar).

The tale is narrated in the form of a

song. Some extracts from the song are:

Ghorwa charal aawai ek re turukwa

Goriya ke rupwa lobhaile ho ram.

………………..

Bahiyan pakari,  turukwa ghorwa

charaavai

Tup-tup chuvai ansuwa ho ram

Jo tuhi mirza ho ham par lobhaya

Baba tai hathiya besaha ho ram

Bhaiya tai ghorwa besaha ho ram

Jo tuho mirza ho ham pai lobhaya

Doono ke bandi chhorawa ho ram.

………

Ek ghoont  piye, dusar ghoont piye

Teesre mein bhai tar borwa ho ram

Roi-roi mirza ho jalwa lagaawai

Baanjhi aawe ghonghwa semarwa ho

ram

(Upadhyay, 1997: 69)

It is difficult to say how many such

folk songs and stories that create an

archetype of Muslims and Turks exist

in village society. There are also many

folk beliefs and folk memories about

Muslims that are present in the popular

discourse of Hindus at the grassroots

level. It is believed that the ornament

‘dholna’ popular among rural women was

originally a talisman containing the bones
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and hair of pigs that was meant to protect

them from the roving eyes of Muslims

who liked to kidnap and ravage young

Hindu girls. This was because of the

anathema of Muslims towards pigs.24 These

kinds of folklore and beliefs were not

created overnight but evolved through

a long process of socio-political-cultural

discourse as they were passed down to

each successive generation orally. The

impressionable minds of young children,

who will become opinion makers and

creators of popular discourse in the future,

absorbs a concealed image of Muslims

as being cruel and violent. Ultimately,

after going through repeated osmosis,

this discourse has become converted into

an image and a narrative type that is

now deeply ingrained in the folk psyche

of Hindus.  This image and narrative

type is being exploited by communal

forces through their grassroots politics

to place Muslims as enemies who need

to be vanquished.

The folk traditions of many dalit

communities also contain narrative types

of their conflict with the militant Turks

and Muslims. The Pasis believe that their

caste originated from the sweat of

Parashuram, which fell when he was

fighting against the people who kill and

eat cows. 25 There is a belief circulated

among the Dusadhs of Bihar that their

hero Chuharmal became a martyr when

he was trying to save cows.26  The story

of Dina-Bhadri, the heroes of the Musahars

of north Bihar, that is associated with

saving of cows, very possibly arouses

a feeling of antagonism against Muslims

in the collective memory of the Musahars.
27 The Dusadhs and Musahars of Bihar

also believe that their ancestors migrated

to their present habitat along with the

Rajput soldiers who came to Bihar in

the medieval period to protect the Hindu

maths and temples from the invading

Muslims.28 There is a folk belief among

the martial Pasis and Dusadhs of UP and

Bihar that they were made to settle outside

the perimeters of the villages so that

they could protect the cows owned by

the villagers from the marauding

Muslims.29   The Pasis also believe that

they began rearing pigs in order to

safeguard upper caste Hindus from the

Muslims, as Muslims shun the presence

of pigs. This belief is extended by the

enlightened and educated Pasis who claim

that the same caste Hindus who made

the rearing of pigs the caste profession

of Pasis, now treat this caste as

untouchable because of their caste

profession. 30

The Pasis of UP believe that they

ruled over various parts of that region

in the medieval period before the Muslims

invaded India but the Mughal reign and

the conspiracy of the upper caste Hindus

in their territorial expansion led to their

dethronement and ultimate pauperization.
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Their king, King Baldev, rather than face

defeat at the hands of the Muslims,

preferred to commit suicide by jumping

into a fire.31  There is a popular story

in many villages of north India about

a Baba (saint) called Gauriya Baba who

had dedicated his life towards fighting

against the atrocities committed by the

Mughals in the medieval period when

they had unleashed a reign of terror

against the non-Muslims. Although,

Gauriya Baba originally belonged to the

Dusadh caste, he also protected the

Dhanuk, Rajput, Mallah, Mali, Barai castes,

because of which he is worshipped as

the family god of many of these castes

even today. Gauriya Baba was a skilled

horseman who fought a one-man battle

against the Mughals to prevent them from

forcibly converting Hindus into Muslims,

kidnapping Hindu girls and marrying them,

looting and robbing the houses of rich

Hindus and from carrying out the other

cruel acts. The popular belief about him

is that since pigs are anathema to the

Muslims, he used to slaughter a pig in

front of his house and bury its head

in the front yard to prevent the Mughal

soldiers from entering his house to attack

him. Since his house was in the front

of the village, it also prevented the Mughals

from entering the village to commit their

cruel deeds. All day long he used to

ride up and down the village on his horse

in the same manner as Napoleon and

kept continuous vigil to protect the

villagers from the Mughals. He was highly

respected among the people of that region

and even today he is looked upon as

a folk hero. His tales of bravery are

still circulated in the oral narrative of

the region (Acharya, 2002: 57).

It is difficult to understand the origin

of these stories but sometimes communal

narratives in the Dalit memory trickle

down from the dominant and elite

narratives of the society. Also, the socio-

economic subordination of Dalits often

leads to the narrative subordination by

the dominant narratives of society. This

narrative subordination produces a space

in the identity structure of dalit

communities, which may be a communal

space open to exploitation by communal

forces. It is interesting to note that the

coexistence of stories in a community

about its past in a place where many

communities live together is present in

other parts of India as well.

Nandy (2001) gives the example of

Cochin City in Kerala where as many

as 14 communities still live in the city.

Virtually, every community has its

‘history’ of struggle and also its own

hierarchy of communities in which it

places the others according to a

remembered or mythic past. Each

community sees some communities as

good, others as bad (ibid: 159). However,

Cochin being an urbanized, literate,

secular and cosmopolitan city, these
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stories have not yet been used to mobilize

communities against each other. Cochin

remains the ultimate symbol of cultural

diversity and has not seen a bloodbath

or even a proper riot for centuries (ibid:

158).

In north Indian villages, however,

these stories that reflect hostility against

other communities, especially Muslims,

are being fuelled by the Hindutva forces

like the VHP, RSS etc., who, in the process

of the political mobilization of Pasis and

other dalit castes, gave these beliefs their

present form by re-creating and

reinterpreting them to suit their political

ideology.  The Hindu reformist groups

like the Arya Samaj also helped in this

process by attempting to Brahminise and

sanskritise dalit castes through stories

of their sacrifices to protect Hindu religion

from Islamisation. 32 These stories and

narratives offer immense scope to

purveyors of communal politics who are

working hard to spread their politics of

hatred among people at the grassroots.

It is a hopeful sign that, in spite of the

presence of communal spaces in dalit

life, the communal movements that

accelerate and make them violent are

not stable. If communal forces working

for dalit mobilization apply the right

influensive discursive strategies, they

succeed in mobilising these spaces that

lie in the identity structure of dalit

communities.

Public Space, Hindutva Discourse

and Appropriation

As a part of the social harmony campaign

of the RSS, usually a discussion is initiated

at the end of the community meal in

which upper, middle and lower castes

partake meals together.   In these

discussions, it is reinforced that many

Hindu religious leaders had opposed the

explanations given in religious texts about

the practice of untouchability in Hindu

religion and that Dalits had always been

in the forefront of the Hindu army to

protect their religion and they should

once again assume this role. The emergence

and development of dalitness in Hindu

society occurred because of the Muslims.
33  The Hindu interpretation and re-creation

of dalit saints and their appropriation

into the Hindutva discourse —- done very

meticulously by their scholars —-, is

explained to the dalits present at these

meetings. In the discussion about Sant

Ravidas, the most prominent saint of the

dalits, he is proved to be a devotee of

Lord Rama and a propagator of the Vedic

Hindu religion. They claim that he was

a pupil of Swami Ramananda who

instructed him to sing bhajans in praise

of Lord Rama. On getting his Guru’s

instruction Ravidas made Lord Rama his

patron god. During this discourse it is

proudly asserted that Sikander Lodi, on

hearing of Sant Ravidas, called him to

Delhi and ordered him to convert into
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a Muslim, but Sant Ravidas forcefully

declined the offer. Sikander Lodi tried

to tempt him with many precious things

but Sant Ravidas’s refusal was proof of

his whole hearted faith in the Hindu

religion. 34

Through these kinds of narratives,

Hindutva forces try to appropriate dalit

heroes into the Hindu fold by declaring

that they were the vehicles for conveying

Hindu ideas, while at the same time

claiming that Muslims had forcefully made

them dalits. In this way, they try to

both intensify the conflict between

Muslims and dalits and prevent the

conversion of dalits into other religions.

While narrating the story of Mahatma

Phule they repeatedly highlight his

religiosity and his love for his culture.

They claim that Phule’s discourses on

Hindu religion revealed his opposition

to conversions by dalits.  They also

emphasize that Mahatma Phule himself

had never advised anyone to change their

religion. He once prevented a Mahar peon

from forsaking his Hindu religion . 35

It is also proudly declared that the dalits

of today who talk about changing their

religion are doing so against the beliefs

of their own hero, Mahatma Phule.36

In the Hindutva discourse, Ambedkar

is being presented as a modern Manu

who was the writer of the Constitution,

which was the code for the country to

follow, just as Manu wrote the Manu

Samhita, which was the code for society

to follow. This can be evidenced from

the printed materials distributed by the

Sangh Pracharaks. 37 The linking of the

symbol of Dr. Ambedkar with that of

Manu is firstly an attempt to legitimize

Manu and secondly it is an effort towards

Hinduising Ambedkar. Since the dalits

consider Ved Vyas and Balmiki to be

their hero, the portrayal of Dr. Ambedkar

as the foremost thinker of Hindutva and

Vedic culture facilitates the BJP to grant

representation to the dalits in their debate

on social harmony.

The discussions on social harmony

in villages are usually conducted either

in the local dialect that is a mixture

of Bhojpuri and Awadhi or in chaste

Hindi.38 An important aspect in the

discussions on social literacy as the RSS

understands is that Urdu words are

consciously avoided.39  Urdu, which was

an integral component of Hindustani

language, is now slowly disappearing

under the influence of the linguistic

strategy of the RSS. Not only is this,

even the words in the local dialect used

in the everyday discourse in villages are

being replaced by high Sanskritised Hindi.

An example is the replacement of the

word ordinary Hindi word ‘desh’ with

the Sanskrit word ‘rashtra’. From the word

‘duniya- jahaan’ which was commonly

used in local Hindustani parlance, the

component ‘jahaan’, which is of Urdu
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origin, has been dropped. Words found

in ancient Hindu religious and

mythological texts like ‘samrat’, ‘rashtra’,

‘rakshak’, ‘virat’, which were usually used

for describing the glory of rulers and

kings, have now entered into the patios

of many north Indian villages. Today,

these words have acquired communal

meanings and have become symbols of

the Hindutva ideology that is being

disseminated at the grassroots by the

BJP-RSS combine. The words ‘dharm

rakshak’ and ‘dharmacharya’ also occur

frequently in the discourse on social

harmony conducted by the BJP.40

The disappearance of Urdu words from

the language spoken commonly by the

people and its gradual inclination towards

Sanskritised Hindi seems to be signaling

the end of the Hindustani language. The

replacement of Urdu words by Sanskrit

at the communal cultural intervention

of the RSS under its communal political

strategies is linked to the attempt of this

outfit to stigmatise Urdu as the language

of Muslims and separate it from the

language spoken by the Hindus. Before

1997, along with Hindustani and its strong

sprinkling of Urdu words, Urdu also existed

as a distinct language in India and was

used in many parts of the country.41  The

Indian government had declared Hindi

as the official language of India in place

of Hindustani, but the linguistic, political

and cultural efforts of forces like RSS

are precipitating the extinction of Urdu

as the language of the common people.

The increasing interference by the

BJP-RSS-VHP combine on the local spaces

and local cultures has wrought massive

changes in the local societies. An example,

as mentioned earlier, is the gradual

disappearance of Islamic cultural

components from the composite local

culture. Daha songs, which were often

heard in many north Indian villages, are

seldom heard there now. Urdu language

and the history and culture around it,

too is slowly fading out. Another change

is the decreasing participation of Muslims

in the common cultural and traditional

spaces of villages. Today, Muslims are

moving out from the common spaces

and forming their own associations. This

is leading to a decrease in the feeling

of cooperation between the caste Hindus,

dalit castes, and the Muslims. Thus, while

the Hindus and Muslims are slowly

separating in villages under the influence

of saffron politics, the process of

saffronization of dalits is continuing.
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DUST ON PLANTS
Govind Mishra

Translated by the Author

Who are you... What are you?

Exclude the early years of education and preparation and hold

on to what you earned in the later years. This is what you are–

it can be assumed, nay that is what is usually assumed. People

know you for that only. You too. What, however, should have

happened was just the reverse. You should have been known

for what you were in the early years, when you had still not

been corrupted by worldliness, when your essence was intact...

had not evaporated. The later years... you should have gone on

casting them away as soon as they went by, so that the original

you, your real self could live on. In the later years we are busy

building for ourselves a reputation– may be through promotions

from one position to another or by amassing wealth or via planned

projection of our character, gentlemanliness, humaneness etc. So,

what are you at this point of time? You are a post– Director

of a prestigious institution of Social Studies. People know you

only as Director. As prestige these days requires something extra,

you became a social worker too. To show off that you are more

than the post you occupy, you got associated with reputed institutions

of social work. May be there was also a little urge in you to

do social work but the real motivation came from the latent

lust for fame. In short you failed to be yourself, became a lump

of respectability instead. Not a human being, but a portrait which

looks to different viewers the way you want it to look. Overall
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the portrait is of a famous intellectual–

respectable, cultured, noble, of a good

family, well off... and who is also attractive

to look at. Picture of a complete man.

You can focus or project whatever side

you so desire and whenever. The

arrangement that at a given time you

could be seen the way you like to be

seen is not visible either. This respectable

personality has become your identity so

naturally and completely that you never

feel the necessity to pierce the facade

and peep inside. Occasions do arise

however, when a small crack appears.

You see it. Now you may explore the

crack or overlooking it remain, as always,

complacent..., satisfied that you are what

people see or what you think they see.

A department of the university invited

you to address the students there. Two

girl students came with the invitation.

You could guess that the audience would

be small, you felt irritated– you are too

reputed to address such small gatherings,

only big inaugurations and chairing big

seminars befit you. So you pretended

to be busy on that date and dismissed

the girls. To keep up the appearances,

you suggested a couple of alternative

names. Now see, a lie like this is as

much part of your being as your

reputation, which you cherish. But pray,

the reputation which you feel you have–

is it really accepted by the people at

large or is it sycophancy which your

chosen few offer you in big spoonfuls.

Do you mean that people, who see you

in poor light or think correctly above

you, are not there at all? Is there some

such thing as your correct assessment,

if so what is it? If your identity is this

reputation only, then how much is really

earned by you and how much engineered

by you through publicity.

You can also be questioned about

your social work. Is it really worth all

the big words you use to describe it?

You may confidently put forth the

number and even weight of your books

but what about their quality and the

honesty of your thinking there. After

sincere introspection, you would

definitely conclude that very little is

original there; largely it is words... words

only.

Have you really devoted substantial

part of your life to social work? Did

you really give your best there or it

was only a past time? It was encashed

by you twice– first as addition to your

reputation and second time as writing

material for your books. You were all

the time publicising the facade– that you

were an activist, striving to change the

society. ...worse still that you seriously

saw yourself in that role– height of self-

deception! Did you really feel the pain

of the wrongs being perpetrated on the

common folk? Was it not simply a sham

every time so as to add a new feather

to your cap?
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Granted for a moment that this

reputation of yours was not on account

of publicity but just got built up around

you incidentally. But partner! The fact

remains that you always carry and project

this self image, enjoy doing it, knowing

full well that it is not your real image.

You hold on to it even during

introspections because it is convenient.

Casting it away involves effort; it will

also be painful for it will unfold your

inner chaos, which you don’t want to

face.

So, with this appearance... pose, you

carry on. You are fortunate that some

such person who would tear off the cover

with a knife, as it were, never entered

your life. How unfortunate that despite

all your intelligence, you would leave

the world without even seeing yourself.

The mirror was never placed before you.

You may say that justice is not

being done to you but the reality is

that people know you from things which

you have achieved with the help of your

image. This big house in a country where

many do not have even a covered place

for toilet, the lawn, the iron-gate, car

parked in the portico... these things give

an idea about your bank balance, the

locker which you will definitely be

having, properties here and elsewhere.

The girl-students who have just gone

were seeing with wide open eyes these

things only, from which they would have

got the idea about the important positions

you must have had, your fame and

wealth. They may be senior students

of sociology but they have not read

a single line of yours, nor do they know

about any of your social work, never

heard you... but they did sense that you

are a big man. Every one feels that.

This bungalow alone would make that

impression. It overawed those girls and

they immediately accepted that you are

indeed what you are pronounced outside–

intellectual of high class, reputed social

worker. When you declined their

invitation, you further raised your stature

by two inches... but did it go up in

your self-estimate also? Sorry, no... and

this realization lagged behind painfully

crawling inside you. From the verandah

you watched the girl-students go out,

heard the sound of the iron-gate closing

and were overall happy that you declined

their invitation.

“Sir, I am doing M.Phil in Sociology.

May I sit?”

“please...”

Prem Prakash was at his study table.

She sat down on the sofa before him.

Her slim figure of medium height was

covered with winter-clothes. Slightly aged

to be a girl student, she nevertheless

looked a student. Light fair complexion,

ordinary features– neither sharp, nor

dull. Scarf on bob-cut thick hair. Red
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lipstick. Complexion of the face was

further subdued thanks to the winter

wind and the facial cream applied. Prem

Prakash noticed that her hands looked

fairer than her face. She was ordinarily

attractive... if you looked at her, you

might not have the urge to continue

looking but the gaze did not deflect either.

“Sir, I have come to invite you for

delivering a lecture in our department.”

“Two girls came yesterday and I told

them that I won’t be able to come.”

“I know... yet I have come.”

“Why?”

“Because all of us are eager to hear

you. We will keep it on whichever date

suits you... but come you must Sir!”

Prem Prakash could see the light glow

that emanated from her face... self

confidence, albeit suppressed. The girl

knew that the position she was in was

not special in any way– neither she

herself, nor her subject, nor department...

and yet...

“But, why?”

“Because I have promised my head

that I would convince you... whatever

way you will agree”.

“Woops! So interesting that you have

already said ‘yes’ on my behalf.”

“Sir! All of us desire that you kindly

address us.”

“But, pray why?”

“Because we are so keen to hear you–

Otherwise also, you should, once in a

while come in the midst of students.

How will they be enlightened if people

like you keep away?”

“You people do not read any thing

outside your curriculum, don’t want to.

Eagerness...  thirst.. .  all  eyewash!

Lecturers and whatever is taught by

them... that is enough for you”.

“Sir, you are right. Most of us are

what you say, but there might be a few

who because of their circumstances are

not able to read anything outside their

curriculum. Attending the university is

in itself an achievement for them. If

you knew about their circumstances you

might change your opinion”.

“Well, what’s the use of being in the

midst of those who won’t understand

me at all.” Prem Prakash, the eminent

sociologist, was stuck.

“If even one out of them caught a

single point made by you... he or she

got enlightened to that extent. You should

go for his or her sake.”

“But where is that guy?”

“How do I know. May be there, may

not be...”

“You mean, for the sake of one single

individual, who may be there, may not
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be... most probably will not be– for his

or her sake. I should go to all sorts

of places, even to such small gatherings?”

“Yes, because, as you said everyone

does not read what you have written.”

“Those among you who are curious

would eventually find out my books, read

them today or tomorrow. If not you,

your teachers will. And if even they don’t,

I don’t care”.

“But those who do not read or are

not able to.... how do you spread your

message among them? If, towards that

end, you have to resort to lecturing,

what is wrong about it?”

“Things that matter to me are– one,

writing and two, social work. Wandering

here and there to lecture is a waste of

time.” Prem Prakash got irritated.

“Sir, part of your writing, your

thinking, your work would definitely

come out in your speech. You are there

before the people– your personality

speaks...”

Prem Prakash became thoughtful. It

is true that our thoughts, ideas, deeds

first make their impression on us. That’s

how a personality gets the shape it has.

People have indeed said about him– ‘Sir

waves ooze out of you.’ Then, there is

some sense in what this ordinary almost

uneducated woman-like girl is saying.

“OK if you people are determined,

I shall come. Fifth, at 3 p.m. Not in

the morning. That time is exclusively

mine. I don’t let anyone encroach upon

it”.

“Thank you, Sir! It’s OK with us”.

“Check up with your Head, suits him

or not.”

“Sir, I shall see that it suits him.”

“How?”

“As I brought you round.”

Prem Prakash laughed, she too, after

him. The atmosphere turned pleasant...

but for a few seconds only because just

then Prem Prakash got up.

“Let someone come to fetch me.” He

said with a stiff countenance.

“Sir! The department has not been

provided with a car, nor do they have

money to bear taxi-charges. I will come

with my vehicle; you may sit behind

me.”

She pointed towards her two wheeler

scooter, parked outside.

Prem Prakash who was heading

towards the inner door suddenly stopped.

Lips sealed, he cast a glance towards

the scooter and was now staring at her.

What does she think of him? He agreed

to address an audience below average,

no demand of any honorarium and now

he is asked to go on a two-wheeler! What

would people think? The idea of travelling
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on a scooter scared him. Never in his

life did he drive this stuff. In student

days it was a bicycle, later on he took

to car straightaway.

“Sir”, ...She looked in askance. Prem

Prakash collected himself and said

haltingly.

“I am very scared of sitting on a

scooter.”

“Really...”

Laughter trickled out like a stream

from her. “You are scared of sitting on

a scooter. ...really...?”

She was laughing and speaking. A

symphony it was... her laughter.

“You are a kid... out and out...

She went on laughing. When the

laughter finally stopped, she said with

a grave countenance.

“Don’t worry I am there.” That moment

she had become older than her age.

“I sat on a scooter only once or twice

in my life.” Prem Prakash confessed.

“I thought social workers have

experience of everything associated with

the common man.”

That is how it should be... Prem

Prakash found himself in agreement with

her. Once– while bathing in the sea he

had also laughed like this at his poet-

friend who was very scared of entering

the sea. From the shore, he enviously

watched Prem Prakash playing with the

waves. What would you know of the

sea, unless you felt the sea-waves dashing

against you. Prem Prakash had told his

friend, who had written quite a few poems

on sea and rated them as some of his

best.

“Your car... you drive it?” She asked

pointing towards the car parked in the

portico.

“Yes.”

“You can drive four wheeler but are

scared of a two wheeler!”

She started laughing again. Outside,

a branch of mango-tree laden with new

leaves gently moved to and fro.

“All right, you come but we shall

go in my car.”

“Thank you, Sir. I shall come on

5th at quarter to 3 p.m. Shall also remind

you on telephone in the morning.”

“All right.”

She would now come to Prem

Prakash’s house every third or fourth

day. Became intimate with his wife and

mother very soon. She would sit and

converse with them leisurely. On her

way to and way back, she would not

forget peeping into Prem Prakash’s study

and wishing him. While she was there,

the house was resonant with zestful
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sounds ... the house where three elderly

people moved sluggishly and the general

atmosphere for that reason was hazy,

stale and dull. She would bring morning

in her bag, as it were, and scatter its

warmth in the house. She was brief with

Prem Prakash, whose time, she thought,

was very precious– he might be engaged

in some high thinking, big writing. Little

did she know that all along, Prem

Prakash’s mind centered round her, while

she was there.

That day in the department, the

welcome speech was delivered by her,

thanks giving too. In the midst of students

and teachers she shone like a candle

in a dark room. She accompanied Prem

Prakash on return. While driving when

Prem Prakash’s grip was on the gear...

her palm from nowhere came and rested

on Prem Prakash’s hand which was on

the gear. It lay there for a while. Before

Prem Prakash could feel something she

withdrew.

What does that mean... I kept thinking.

Each action of ours– does it invariably

have some meaning? Do instinctive

actions, which originate from the

subconscious always have some meaning?

Most probably it was an innocent, small

and sudden type of action of hers, devoid

of any meaning. At the most it was a

gesture of gratitude– that on her request

I went to lecture, after all. Had it been

anything else, it would have registered

in me accordingly... then and there.

New leaves were gushing out on trees

in the university-campus. Weather was

getting out of the clutches of winter.

Kutrak– a bird squeaked intermittently

from somewhere, announcing the

imminent change in the weather. Prem

Prakash felt like having a stroll with

her in the campus, sitting with her on

some lonely bench in the fast approaching

dusk, reliving the days, when he studied

in the university.

He controlled himself, what would

she think... and they who saw them–

an elderly person of Professor’s age sitting

in a romantic posture with a girl student,

half his age?

One day I saw her fair arms come

out of the red shawl, which covered them.

So smooth, delicate, evenly carved out!

Sensitivity, like gentle wind blew from

them. Noticing that I was lost looking

at her arms, she immediately pulled them

back in the shawl. She was slightly

disturbed, appeared to be a little angry

over the way I was looking. Her face

however was blank... Showed as if she

had taken the arms back only

mechanically. She must have noticed that

my gaze was different this time. So far

I hadn’t looked at her that way. Actually,

I didn’t look at those beautiful arms.

...they just came out of the shawl, caught

my eye and then I went on looking till
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she covered them again.

Today, while she was going back, I

came to see her off, up to her scooter

parked on the roadside. As she sat on

the scooter, her salwar went up slightly

and her toe over the sandle pushed out–

very fair, reddish, round– for a second

only... and the salwar came down to cover

it, the next moment.

Peaks of Kanchanjanga peep out like

this suddenly and hide themselves again

in the clouds soon thereafter.

The special tinge of a woman’s

personality is reflected by some

particular part of her body or some

particular posture of hers. I was

not attracted by the beautiful eyes

of this lady or her charming figure.

Why only the arms and the toe?

What do they convey?

She is married. She invited Prem

Prakash and his wife to her house. Prem

Prakash immediately agreed. No ifs and

buts this time.

Her house.

Mother-in-law, a wounded tigress,

bears an angry face all the time. Even

a newcomer is looked upon by her in

contempt and with pouncing eyes. Looks

as if the whole world had wronged her

and she could not avenge herself but

was constantly on the look out. Her face

never melts, no shadow of any love ever

appears there. While enquiring about her

health Prem Prakash happened to ask

as to what was the ailment she suffered

from. Down came a bitter reply– ‘your

question itself is wrong. You should have

asked– what is the ailment that I do

not suffer from’. She is nonetheless a

patient of blood pressure and diabetes–

which every third person on earth these

days is. She is always in anger. Unlike

a patient, she is slim and not emaciated.

It is her mind that is diseased. A satisfied

person is always in a blissful disposition–

the face reflects it, holds even a

disproportionate body in balance. This

lady’s body is proportionate but mind

dishevelled... so even her body provokes

contempt. To her even her slim figure

is a load she has to carry as is the

entire world torturing her since God

knows when. She tries all the time to

keep her body out of her mind. She

does only those household chores which

do not require much of finesse e.g. cleaning

wheat/rice etc.,  washing clothes,

sweeping, dusting, ...if the maid has not

turned up. She doesn’t cook, ironing

never, because here there is hundred

percent chance of getting burnt. She

avoids those chores where forgetfulness

can lead to mishaps or where a level

of efficiency is required. This has led

to further erosion of her self-confidence

and consequent bitterness. She spends

most of her time doing ordinary chores

in course of which she keeps cursing
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her luck. In between if some one came

her way, she would so scold, abuse or

taunt that the fellow would remember

it for days.

Her routine is not time bound. She

may not bathe till 3 p.m., depends which

chore drags her and until what time.

Similarly, there is no fixed time for taking

food. Even otherwise everyone takes

lunch separately as per his/her

convenience. They do try to dine together.

If she is free, she may come to the

dining table, but no one waits for her.

Instead every one tries to avoid her–

she may utter anything... something foul

also. None can however dare say to her

that she may eat later. For formality’s

sake, she is requested to join over dinner...

but she is asked only once. If she doesn’t

turn up, everyone heaves a sigh of relief.

She carries on...  floating on her

mumblings, noone disturbs her. A time,

however, comes, when her self-pity

becomes too much even for her. Then

she takes to quarrelling–mostly with her

husband, frequently with her daughter-

in-law and sometimes with her son. With

the son it is always a subdued affair.

Not that she loves him; she is scared

that she may lose him.

Husband of such a woman– father-

in-law of that girl– is only what he could

have been. Old before his age. If his

wife floats in infinity he keeps himself

within hours and minutes. Get up at four,

take the dog out to ease. His own toilet

and bath on return. An hour thereafter

is for pooja. In that pious hour not only

silence has to be observed strictly, care

has to be taken that shadow of any human

being does not fall on him, no utterings

of self or others. Otherwise also he doesn’t

speak much. When wife be cruel... cruelty

stuck to her face like a black-ink stamp,

blows of hot wind pouring out of her

mouth on slightest provocation– there

is no alternative to silence. His wife holds

him solely responsible for her misfortune.

Due to this worthless fellow, she got

reduced to being a maid-servant, even

when he had not retired. Was only a

clerk in an insignificant department, did

not even have the intelligence of doing

his job, not to talk of making some

earnings over and above his salary. She

somehow managed the house with his

limited monthly salary. Now after his

retirement, when she is a mother-in-law,

she is reduced to being a sweeper.

Whenever she looks at her husband, she

appears to taunt him– look this is what

you have made of me! He avoids coming

her way, so as to keep away from her

gaze. Luckily the house is two storeyed

and his room is on the ground floor,

hers on the first. On his part he tries

to do even the work she is expected

to do e.g. cooking in the evening. His

life, however, revolves round the dog.

The dog gave him what his wife could

not– love and no complaints. He takes
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the dog out in the morning as well as

in the evening. Day time he keeps himself

occupied in all  sorts of things–

worshipping, hearing discourses on T.V.,

reading scriptures, kitchen work,

marketing. Takes more and more work

on himself. All the while, however, his

attention centres round the dog. Really

takes care. He is not unoccupied even

for a second, yet all the time he feels

his wife’s eyes pouncing on his back.

Running away from them, he tries to

remain busy, calm and satisfied. Hence,

he is largely free from diseases. Speaks

only as much as required, is not very

keen on sitting with someone because

at that time his wife’s gaze may pounce

upon him straight.

The progeny of a disease-free man

and a diseased woman is a son, who

is this girls’ husband.

Father managed a diploma for the

son on the strength of which the latter

got a job in a private firm. Simultaneously,

he took a degree in astrology. Back from

the office, he discard his formal dress,

great burden which he carried all the

day long. Now attired in dark red long

kurta and lungi, yellow sandal pasted

on the forehead, big bead garlands... round

the neck and wrists... he would head

for that portion of the house where he

has got a temple of the Goddess done.

Below the huge statue of the Goddess,

on the stairs of the throne are placed

smaller celestial statues. Along with them

on the right side is kept a mounted

photograph of his guru and in the same

position on the left side a similar

photograph of himself. Seated with the

Gods! The fellow has turned himself into

a God, even when alive. Beside the throne

of celestial entities is a one-seater sofa.

This is the gaddi... on which he sits,

the young guru. Any visitor any time...

he would rush to the temple from the

back-side, place himself on the gaddi

and shall grant audience there.

When the girl introduced Prem

Prakash and his wife to her in-laws, she

was present, participated in conversation

also but for meeting her husband, she

pushed them to the temple side and quietly

withdrew.

In the temple, uncomfortable to the

eyes, it was dark red all the way– dress

of the Goddess, her tongue, dress of

the young guru, the sofa, down-below

the steel-plate containing pieces of gram,

peanuts and sweets, the carpet... all were

dark red. Her husband was seated on

the sofa in the posture of a Mahant

(religious teacher). There was nothing

else to sit upon, so Prem Prakash and

his wife had to per force sit on the

floor, almost at the feet or the young

guru. The arrangement was such that

the visitors would either keep standing

or sit on the carpet. That way the young

guru would make every visitor sit below
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him, however senior he or she be in

age, education or wealth. Himself

enthroned on his gaddi, he would

intermittently go on looking at the heavy

kara (a thick anklet like ornament of

silver) which he had put on his right

foot. Thus he would also make the visitors

notice it. Most probably the kara was

an emblem of the particular sect to which

the young guru belonged. The house was

constructed by his father, but the name

plate outside, was of the young guru–

his name prefixed by ‘swami’ and suffixed

by ‘Anand’. Morning and evening public

Arti– prayers for all were conducted

either by the young guru or his father.

At right the young guru, seated on his

gaddi, would listen to the problems of

the visitors, suggest ways of solving them,

read their horoscopes, tell about their

future– a thing everyone is curious about.

Fixed time at night apart, the young

guru would come and occupy his gaddi

whenever any visitor came. He was a

modern swami carried a mobile instead

of a ‘mala’ (beads– garland used for

worship). On his fleshy fingers he had

rings studded with precious stones.

The young guru had short hair, so

that his forehead with yellow sandal

intensively pasted on it could look broad.

His face was like a big rasgullah (a round

sweet) which had cracked from one side.

Thick lips, fleshy fingers– Prem Prakash

felt that the girl’s husband was as coarse

and dull as she was sensitive and sharp.

A mixture of technical education and

religion he could not attain a grade in

either, lost the essence of both. The

young guru expected that the visitors

would put questions to him with reverence

and there is no dearth of them if Indian

women are around.

Prem Prakash and his wife bowed

before the Goddess, put Rs. 51 on the

statue’s throne and sat down on the carpet.

Mrs. Prem Prakash was worried about

the future of her son who was serving

in a metro in the south. She gave the

boy’s horoscope to the young guru, who

appeared to study it for a while, thereafter

to count on his fingers– forwards and

backwards. Finally, he closed his eyes

in reflection. After a while he opened

his eyes and said “Detailed readings of

the horoscope shall be prepared in writing

and handed over in due course. Presently

general things can be asked. The

horoscope is good. Health of the boy

is good. His parents are good, he would

always keep getting something or the

other from them.

Great readings indeed! Prem Prakash

laughed up his sleeve. If the horoscope

is of a young boy, his health in bound

be good. If you know that the boy’s

parents are well-to-do, you can

conveniently predict that the boy shall

continue receiving gifts from them.

Detailed readings later on... he can get
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them prepared from any one. Mrs. Prem

Prakash was listening with awe and

reverence. These swamis flourish because

of such ladies! Out for a mischief Prem

Prakash asked–

“How many marriages of the boy are

reflected in the horoscope?”

Searching something in the horoscope.

The young guru answered–

“Why, one only. The marital life is

good.”

Prem Prakash winked at his wife that

she should judge the knowledge of

astrology of the man revered by her.

The fact was that the first marriage of

the boy had thrown up lots of disputes

and quarrels eventually leading to a

break-up. The second marriage had taken

place only a few months back. The parents

were anxious because the boy was short

tempered. Mrs. Prem Prakash was,

however, not disheartened by the young

guru’s reading; she had put forth her

own horoscope in the meantime and was

asking about her future.

Prem Prakash kept mum, while the

two carried on their dialogue. The big

photograph of the young guru, placed

honourably in the midst of gods was

attracting his attention repeatedly and

a chain of thoughts ensued– how can

one be a guru without knowledge, deep

study of scriptures is a must. Had the

young-guru studied Indian scriptures, the

concept of suppressing, even erasing one’s

ego would have surely dawned on him

and then he would not have kept his

photograph along with the celestial statues

and the photograph of his own guru.

The professional learning of the young-

guru, whatever it was would consist of

information only. Knowledge would

hardly flow from it. The young guru

is so pleased sitting on this gaddi and

he repeatedly glances at the kara. Both

indicate that this man is terribly hungry

for recognition. This he is not going

to get from his service... although work

of whatever level does bring acclaim and

recognition of people around you, if it

is done with devotion, honesty and

efficiency. But that would have appeared

a long way for the young-guru. Hence,

this short-cut. May be he wants to create

another source of income from

horoscopes prepared, their readings,

suggesting ways to ward off evil, fasts

to be observed, precious stones to be

worn, getting the genuine ones for the

customers etc. His consultation fees and

offerings in the temple were there in

any case. This, however, could only be

guess-work; there were so many people

engaged in this occupation that chances

of any substantial earnings were negligible.

Thirst for recognition appeared to be

young guru’s primary motivation.

“Won’t you ask something about your

future?” Done with Mrs. Prem Prakash,
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the young guru turned towards Prem

Prakash.

“My future? I have reached the highest

print in my career. Now only the past

is there. I don’t work for future.”

“That is not the way. Hope is life,

one should not give it up until the last

breath.”

“Majority of people live as a matter

of habit, because they are not dead. They

go on living like machines... aging

simultaneously. Nothing happens in their

lives... but they live on...

“Life is eternally on the move.”

While the young guru was throwing

one cliche after another, Prem Prakash

was getting more and more immersed

within. What really is there which is

yet to happen in his life? Few more books,

a couple of awards, may be one more

post of little higher recognition... What

else?

“People around you– Your parents,

wife, children. It is but natural to be

concerned about them. You may ask

about their future.”

“Father is no more. Mother is eighty

one. Her future is that she would drag

on in this condition for a few more years.

Wife– her inclination towards children

will increase, she would develop arthritis,

bickerings with husband would increase,

what else. She has two children. You

have already told about one, about the

other she would ask next time.”

Foretelling the future of his family

laughingly, Prem Prakash rose to take

leave. Had he not done so, his wife would

have lingered on.

The young guru with his fleshy fingers

picked up from the red plate below few

pieces of gram and pea nuts and by

turn gently put them in the hands of

both from a distance. Prem Prakash

clearly felt the perspiration of young

guru’s palm stuck to the pieces, couldn’t

put them in his mouth, couldn’t decide

either as to what should he do with this

‘Prasad’.

“Keep coming” the young guru said.

Prem Prakash didn’t reply. His wife

did. “One gets peace in the temple.

Meeting people like you increases

knowledge.”

“Exactly”

That word... The young guru used

repeatedly. Its meaning, the tune in which

it was uttered amply indicated the self

satisfaction which he carried inside him.

It was not equanimity in sorrow and

happiness nor distancing from the world–

which the scriptures taught. It was also

not the feeling of ego satisfaction in a

man of super ego. A mediocre, who was

neither knowledgeable nor good

conversationalist, was taking advantage
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of the religious idleness of Indians– who

bow before all the temples on the way,

bow ten times before a temple, which

they pass by ten times in course of a

day. It was so easy to become a swami

or guru of them. That our young guru

had become. That he did not possess

any qualification for the same never

occurred to him. He was elated to find

himself as someone special amidst people

floating around. This was the essence

of living he had hit upon. The oft-spoken,

oft-heard things... trash which he uttered,

were mistaken by him to be pieces of

knowledge. Uttering them he felt to be

on top of the world. He may not be

great, things uttered may also not be

so but the fact that both were recognized

as such by the people around him was

what mattered. It was an achievement

in times when an unrecognized person

was a cypher. Even though ordinary,

he did not wish to remain so. Ironically,

he took an ordinary way to become

special. He attracted a little and people

came drawn towards him. He put up

only one disposition before them–

smilingly looking at them, softly speaking

to them... as if all the time he was saying

only one thing– everything is fine with

you and so is with me.

What would be said of all this... a

common desire to become something

special. It could activate anyone.

While returning Prem Prakash was

aghast about one thing... contempt for

the young guru, how could it grow so

soon!

How would she be living with these

three... she, the daughter-in-law, that

sharp girl?
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THE LAST WORD
A Multilingual Interactive Dictionary of the Great
Andamanese Language

Anvita Abbi
Jawaharlal  Nehru University

When a language is on the verge of extinction what dies along

with the language? Its history, its culture, its ecological base,

its knowledge of the biodiversity, its ethno-linguistic practices,

or the identity of the community, or, all of these? Most definitely,

it is all of these features which extinguish along with the extinction

of the language. Languages are the witness of the diverse and

varying ways the human cognitive faculties perceive the world.

Each language has unique lexical stock and unique signification.

Various manifestations of language are ecological and archeological

signatures of the communities that maintain close ties to their

environments. The author believes that languages carry evidence

of earlier environment, habitat and practices which may or may

not be in the memory of the community. Hence, language death

signifies the closure of the link with its ancient heritage. Great

Andamanese is such a language which is on the verge of extinction.

A Word about the Great Andamanese

Living tribes of the Andaman Islands are represented by four

distinct tribal groups, the Great Andamanese, the Onge, the Jarawa

and the Sentinelese. Barring Sentinelese, other tribes have come

into contact with the mainlanders. They are all hunters and gatherers;

however, the Great Andamanese have been living a sedentary

life for the last fifty years and are now completely dependent
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on doles from the Government of India.

The languages spoken by these tribes

are known by the same name as of their

tribes.

Present Great Andamanese (PGA) is

a highly endangered language due to

several reasons ranging from external

forces such as military, economic, cultural

or educational subjugation to internal

forces such as community’s negative

attitude towards its own language. The

history of the present critical situation

of the Great Andamanese language is a

saga of many tales which finally led to

almost moribund status of the language

(for details see Abbi 2006). The

significance of the language can be

ascertained by the fact that the latest

research by geneticists (Thangaraj et al.

2005:996) indicates that Andamanese are

the descendants of early Paleolithic

colonizers of South East Asia and are

the survivors of the first migration from

Africa that took place 70,000 years before

present.

The members of the Great Andamanese

community live in the city of Port Blair

as well in the jungles of the Strait Island,

53 nautical miles away from the city

of Port Blair. The Great Andamanese were

hunters and gatherers till very late and

some of them still prefer to hunt in the

sea or in the forest rather than accept

free dole from the Government of India.

The so called “assimilationist policy” of

the Indian government has rendered the

tribe subservient to the local population

and bureaucracy. There are no more than

eight speakers of the language in a

community of fifty three members. All

these eight speakers do not speak the

same variety of the language, nor are

very fluent in the language rendering

the task of elicitation and recording very

arduous and challenging.

Unfortunately, Great Andamanese is

a moribund language and breathing its

last. The present-day Great Andamanese

is a mixture of a number of Great

Andamanese languages spoken by tribes

such as Aka-Jeru, Aka-Cari, Aka-Khora,

Aka-Bo and many more from a list of

ten tribes that once lived in the mainland

of the Andaman Islands known as the

Great Andaman. Great Andamanese, thus,

is a generic term representing languages

of a family once spoken in the north,

south and middle Andaman Islands. There

are sufficient pieces of evidence to suggest

that Great Andamanese is an isolate which

constitutes the sixth language family of

India (Abbi 2008).

The Present Great Andamanese seems

to have drawn lexical sources from at

least four North Andamanese languages,

such as Sare, Khora, Jeru and Bo, because

the current speakers, whom we

interviewed, have descended from these

tribes respectively. Inter-community

variation is plenty and has been recorded
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in the dictionary as far as possible. Despite

the fact that members of the Great

Andamanese community are descendants

of distinct tribes a strong thread of mutual

intelligibility runs through these eight

speakers.

About the fieldwork and data

elicitation

An extensive fieldwork was conducted

on Present Great Andamanese (2001-

2002, 2005-2008) by the author along

with her team members, but mainly by

the author. Subsequently, documentation

was undertaken for the Endangered

Language Documentation Program of the

School of Oriental and African Studies,

University of London. Following are a

few pages from the multilingual

interactive dictionary of the Great

Andamanese language that we have

completed recently. The data for this

dictionary was elicited in location at the

Strait Island. The language of

communication amongst the tribe is

Andamanese Hindi, a derivative of the

Non-Standard Hindi spoken in mainland

India. The entire process of collation,

sifting, slicing of sounds and digitization

of elicited material was done at the

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

Data entry and technical help was rendered

by Mayank. We have attempted to

incorporate all the Great Andamanese

words that we could collect from

Manoharan’s work (1989, symbolized as

SM in the present work) as well as from

the works of Redcliffe-Brown (1929,

symbolized RB in the present work).

The speakers of the language were

skeptical of our venture in the initial

stages of our fieldwork but were convinced

of our motives subsequently. They were

cooperative and friendly and a stage

reached when they realized that their

language had somewhat revived as we

motivated them to go through the memory

lane and to converse about topics they

had forgotten. Many words were collected

while spending time in the jungle by

identifying a species of a plant or a bush

or a tree and its usage in daily life.

Same situation helped us in identifying

several of kinds of crabs, fish, insects,

corals, reptiles and sea creatures while

we spent long hours by the sea shore.

At times, some of our Great Andamanese

speakers could identify the source or

genesis of the word. We have tried our

best to record them.

About the dictionary

A special software for making the

dictionary was designed by Karen

Buseman from SIL, USA without which

it would have been impossible to make

the trilingual and triscriptal dictionary.

It is a Great Andamanese-English-Hindi

dictionary written in Roman-Devanagri-

IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet, the

common script used by linguists to read
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any language of the world) scripts. The

software used for the dictionary gives

us the facility to generate reversals in

each of the languages mentioned above.

The samples given here are from Hindi-

Great Andamanese-IPA-English, followed

by morpheme break wherever possible.

If the same word is pronounced differently

by two different speakers the forms are

given under Var. Users of the dictionary

can hear the pronunciation of words and

phrases by clicking on the sound icon

X. Anthropological, mythological and

other culture-related information are

given wherever possible. At times, a real

incident has been cited so as to confirm

the existence of an object in real times.

This can be seen especially in the case

of the names of the birds and reptiles.

The non print version gives additional

information as each entry is marked for

its source as well as for the name of

the investigator, the date it was collected,

the location of the recordings on a

particular Mini Disk, track and group

number specified, as well as the page

number of the notebook it was written

on by the investigator.

As this is an interactive dictionary

with sound files and pictures, all care

has been taken to elicit sounds in their

natural environment. Most of the sound

files were played back to the speaker

for confirming the accuracy and

appropriateness of its linguistic make-

up and use. Majority of the pictures were

taken by us in the Strait Island, and

wherever this was not possible we have

downloaded them from the internet taking

due care in order to retain the original

forms that we had witnessed in the field.

Natural examples of phrases and sentences

have also been given for reader’s

convenience to familiarize himself with

language-use phenomenon.

As the project was launched in

November 2004 and soon after that the

Andaman Islands were hit by Tsunami

on December 26, 2004, we could not

travel to the Islands till March 2005.

However, this gave us later an opportunity

to collect several words related to Tsunami

and the trees that proved to be life saviors

in addition to scores of words signifying

sea-space. We also used the opportunity

to converse with all of them under one

roof as they were camped in Tsunami

Relief camp in Port Blair in 20052 . Readers

will find many pictures relating to the

traditional jewellery, various art and craft

pieces and dance attire as the Government

of India kept the tribes busy in the camps

by initiating them in reverting back to

their old traditional art.

The Andaman Islands have very rich

flora and this has been recorded in words

and pictures as far as possible. Some

elderly members of the community,

especially Nao Jr., helped us giving the

original words in Great Andamanese for
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trees, leaves, plants, fruits and flowers.

We could trace a large number of

zoological names for the endemic birds,

reptiles and insects. In this respect the

dictionary may prove to be a store-house

for ecologists. We are thankful to all our

Andamanese friends who shared their

world-view with us and contributed in

making this dictionary of 4000 words.

Here follow a few pages :
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